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Lot 773  1887, 3¢ vermillion  (214), a well-centered example tied by a Very Fine, 
nearly full strike of a “LA.SAL(LE) & DENVER R.P.O.” duplex cancel clearly dated 
Sep 5, 1887, preceding by 18 days the previous earliest documented use; on a cover 
to Fort Collins, Colo. and backstamped there the next day (also showing an 1887 year 
date); small opening tear at the top and reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very 
Fine. A spectacular new EDU.

Additional RPO Lots From This Collection
Are In Our Weekly Online Auction 

 Online Sale Opens 9:00 pm EDT  Sunday March 29th 
Closing Sunday 9:00 pm EDT, April 5th

And In Our Huge Flagship Sale...
Following the Sale of the Daniel Seigle RPOs Collection
This Spectacular Earliest Known Usage and RPO!
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Seeking, Selling or Enjoying—
We are your Best Choice.

Seeking New Stamps or Covers?
Frequent Major Public Auction 
Sales including Specialty Sales, 
plus Weekly Internet Sales.
Also, Look for our eBay offerings 
and Store Kelleher Online

Selling Your Collection?
• Consign or sell—Receive the market price Now!
• Outright purchase for Immediate Payment
• Auction Consignment • Cash Advances
• Ask about our Guaranteed Value Program
• Private Treaty

Receive our outstanding magazine— 
Stamp Collectors Quarterly—Receive the next issue FREE!
Have your article published —Share your story or passion!

Job opportunities at Kelleher—
Philatelists enquire, both full and part time needed

Our Passionate 
About Philately 
Team includes...

Max Wender
VP & Director
of Operations 

Kelleher’s Stamp Collector’s Quarterly • First Quarter 2020 • 1

4th Quarter 2019

Vol. Six • No. 1

Whole No. 21 • $7.50Stamp Collector’sKelleher’s

Quarterly

Who are these serious philatelists 

who got themselves featured

on a postage stamp? See inside.

Enjoying Your Collection?

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed 
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deter-
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn 
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to 
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed 
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest 
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including 
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, 
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether 
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall 
be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer 
to the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened 
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids. 
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but 
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and 
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by 
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been 
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security 
interest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a 
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of 
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior 
to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as 
follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal  or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be 
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) 
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment 
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the 
advised address shall constitute delivery.  This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
or credit card.  Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with 
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained 
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of 
$20.00 will be made for same.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar 
days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer 
price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents 
for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may 
be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per 
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid 
conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying 
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in 
its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by 
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and 
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and 
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including 
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all 
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot 
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty 
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris-
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property 
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a 
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with 
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it 
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing 
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting pur-
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment, 
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this para-
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its 
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank 
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card 
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made 
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of 
CT, COVID-19 compliant business.  As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV 
or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the auc-
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video 
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the 
sale date.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified 
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined 
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its 
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by 
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kelle-
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually ac-
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by 
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can-
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes 
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser 
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the 
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (un-
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: 
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; 
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots 
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized 
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the 
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds 
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a 
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is 
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp 
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or 
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other 
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), 
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be 
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned 
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to 
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being 
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation 
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall 
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes 
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut 
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration 
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be 
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the 
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territori-
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without 
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation 
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such 
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such ju-
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that 
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt 
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to 
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not 
accepted.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the respon-
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of 
reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) 
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both 
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
 THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)



Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
Sale No. 760 - Public Auction Sale

To be help at our office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810
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Series
Tuesday September 14,  - Friday September 17, 2021

FEATURING:
Further offerings from the William S Langs Stock and Private Holdings  

Johan Strauss Germany & Europe 
David Gillette Quality US 

Thomas Helliwell Quality US 
Cohiba Cuba Collection

Plus the property of 42 other consignors. 
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Wedensday, September 15 - 10 a.m.
Session 2 - Lots 585-1109

Thursday September 16 - 10 a.m.
Session 3 - Lots 1110-1610

Friday, September 17 - 10 a.m.
Session 4 - Lots 1611-2213

LIMITED ON-SITE VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

       

Symbols Used
	 	 HH		 	 Mint Never Hinged        *		Cover       NYFM  New York Foreign Mail
	 	 	H	 	 	 Mint with Gum          m		 	 Used       TC   Trial Color Proof
  (H)   Unused, No Gum/Regummed    S   Specimen     SL   Straight Line
  R    Reprint             E   Essay       MS   Manuscript
  P    Proof              		Piece  
  o.g.   Original gum           h   Block           

Grading and Condition
Superb   Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine (XF) A stamp or cover of outstanding and exceptional quality.
Very Fine (VF)  Scott Catalog’s standard.  Stamps will present a nice, balanced apperance. Covers appear new or show only
   minimal  wear.
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and/or covers are sound. Stamps are fully margined but noticeably off-center. Covers show normal 
   travel wear
Fine (F)   Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; imperforate stamps 
   will not be cut into to any significant degree. Covers how extensive wear.
Very Good (VG)  Stamps with imperfect centering, stamps or covers with poor general appearance. 
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to, 
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary stamp 
with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not described, 
are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2021 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the nearest 
dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.

Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made to 
provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or covers 
with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.

Bidders Information
Bid Live

www.stampauctionnetwork.com
For Phone Bidding call us at 203.830.2500

Up to $200; increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Table from the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers,  ©2020 Amos Media



Limited in-person viewing. We will entertain enquiries by phone and email for further details.
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British Commonwealth: Great Britain

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

GREAT BRITAIN

          
                                                1                                                                             2                                                  3 
1  ) 1864, 1d rose red, letters in all four corners (Scott 33), on an all-over, beautifully hand painted cover featuring a 

“Noble” family of five sitting around a piano; the reverse names each of the family members, including the Duchess 
of Abercorn and Lord Henry Somerset; the stamp, which (inconsequentially) has clipped perfs, is tied by a partial 
Chippenham “191” duplex, Oct 29, 1867; the cover, which is open on three sided, is addressed to to The Earl Howe, 
Gopsall, Atherstone, and is backstamped Stafford-Station and Atherstone., Very Fine.  A marvelous work of art.  SG 43. 
   Estimate $500 - 750

2  HH 1929, £1 P.U.C. (Scott 209), o.g., never hinged, fresh and quite well centered, Very Fine. SG 438; £1,100 ($1,420). Scott 
$1,100   Estimate $500 - 750

3  HH 1934 (Feb.), 2s King George V booklet (Scott BK13), complete unexploded booklet, fresh with covers intact and not a 
hint of a hard opening; stitching complete and sound, the stamps (Scott #210b, 211b, 212c, 212d) fresh and clear of the 
advertising interleavings; Edition #272 on cover; slight blue pen-slip marking on front, o.g., never hinged, otherwise Very 
Fine. SG BB14; £950 ($1,230). Scott $550   Estimate $300 - 400

FALKLAND ISLANDS & DEPENDENCIES

FALKLAND ISLANDS

          
                                                              EX 4                            EX 5                              EX 6 
4  H 1898, Queen Victoria, 2s6d-5s complete (Scott 20-21), o.g., bright fresh colors, Very Fine. SG 41/2; £525 ($680). Scott 

$550   Estimate $200 - 300

5  H 1904-12, King Edward VII, ½d-5s complete (Scott 22-29), o.g., exceptionally fresh and bright, F.-V.F. SG 43/50; £475 
($610). Scott $591   Estimate $200 - 300

6  H 1916, King George V, 5s maroon (Scott 37-39), unusually fresh, Very Fine. SG 67, 67b, 68; £440 ($570). Scott $520  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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British Commonwealth: Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika

     
                                                                         EX 7                                   EX 8 
7  H 1933, Centenary, ½d-£1 complete (Scott 65-76), a choice mint set, o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and nicely 

centered, Very Fine.  A marvelous example of this iconic set.  SG 127/38; £4,250 ($5,490). Scott $4,800   
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

 (photo on front cover)

8  HH 1938-50, King George VI, 2s6d, 5s, 10s & £1 (Scott 93-96), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and well centered, 
Extremely Fine.  A choice set of high values.  SG 160, 161c, 162, 163; £510 ($660). Scott $290 ++   Estimate $200 - 300

HELIGOLAND

     
9                         10

9  m 1875, 2pf deep rose & deep green (Scott 15), in bold colors on pristine paper; neat broken-circle cancel, Fine. SG 11. 
Michel 12. Scott $800   Estimate $200 - 300

10  m 1875, 2pf deep rose & deep green (Scott 15), fresh on bright paper, nicely centered and neatly cancelled; internal paper 
break at top of head, Very Fine appearance, a scarce stamp. SG 11. Michel 12. Scott $800   Estimate $300 - 400

KENYA, UGANDA & TANGANYIKA

11
11  S 1925, King George V, £4, £5, £10, £20 & £25 overprinted SPECIMEN (Scott 40S-41CS), an incredible set, all bright 

and fresh with full o.g. (a couple with minor hinge remnants); the £4 has a couple of shorter perfs at the right, otherwise 
Very Fine. SG 98s-102s; £5,400 ($6,970). Scott $4,425 IA rare group of these King George V high values — the only way 
most collectors can hope to fill these spaces.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth: Mauritius

es.

MAURITIUS

12
12  m 1859, Lapirot issue, 2d blue, early impression (Scott 14), a gorgeous stamp with face-free cancel, four full margins, and 

magnificent color; small thin at top cannot detract, otherwise Very Fine. SG 37. Scott $3,000   Estimate $750 - 1,000

NIGER COAST PROTECTORATE

          
                                                                13                        14                                    15 
13  m 1893, Old Calabar provisional, ½d on 2½d purple on blue, vermilion surcharge (Scott 17), fresh and bright with solid 

overprints; cancelled by Old Calabar River c.d.s.; one short perforation at top right easily overlooked, otherwise Very 
Fine. SG 31. Scott $775   Estimate $400 - 500

14  s 1893, Old Calabar provisional, 1s on 2d gray green & carmine, vermilion surcharge (Scott 30), Type B surcharge, 
fresh with sound perforations, nicely centered, and tied to piece by socked-on-the-nose “BUGUMA/A/JY 10/94” c.d.s., 
Very Fine, a tough stamp, with only 176 printed.  SG 38. Scott $4,500   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

15  s 1894, Opobo provisional, “½” on half of 1d pale blue, red surcharge, perf 14½-15 (Scott 49), cleanly printed in bold 
color; tied by “Bonny/A/SP 11/94” squared circle cancel; a few rubbed perforations at left (envelope torn close to stamp), 
otherwise Very Fine. SG 58. Scott $425   Estimate $250 - 350

TANGANYIKA

MAFIA ISLAND

16
16  H 1915, 15h ultramarine, reddish violet overprint (Scott NL28), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, with 1965 B.P.A. 

certificate as former number M4A. SG M4C; £170 ($220). Scott $250   Estimate $200 - 250
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British North America: Newfoundland

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA

NEW BRUNSWICK

17
17  P New Brunswick, 1860, Unissued 5¢ Connell, plate proof on India (Scott 5P), bottom sheet margin strip of 4, bright and 

fresh with large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  A very scarce multiple.  Unitrade C$1,200 as singles ($890) 
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

NEWFOUNDLAND

     
                                                                           18                                                             EX 19 
18  Ha 1870, 12¢ pale red brown (Scott 28), bottom margin block of 6 with imprint, a splendid, near-pristine block showing the 

American Bank Note Company imprint; four stamps never hinged, the other two lightly so, F.-V.F.+, a pretty block.
  Estimate $200 - 300

19  H/(H) 1923-24, 1¢//15¢ Pictorial Issues, imperforate (Scott 131b-132b, 134a-142a), horizontal pairs, the set complete less 
the 3¢ value; 2¢ with original gum as occasionally found, all others without gum as issued; fresh, Very Fine, a choice and 
scarce group. Scott $2,585   Estimate $750 - 1,000

20  H 1932-37, Definitives Issue, Perkins Bacon Printing, imperforate varieties (Scott 184c//199a vars), remarkable 
specialist’s assemblage comprising 23 imperforate pairs (along with fully annotated varieties) plus five blocks of four, the 
total also including several unwatermarked plate proof pairs as well; each item fully annotated as to watermark, die type, 
gum/no gum, scarce “bookend” paper types, etc.; a beautiful lot, generally Very Fine, be sure to see it all online. (photo on 
web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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British North America: Newfoundland

     
                                                                     21                                                        EX 22 
21  P 1932, 5¢ deep violet, perf 13½ die I (Scott 191a), small die proof on watermarked paper, a scarce item, especially this 

pristine and choice, Very Fine, with 1990 A.P.E.X. certificate.  Estimate $200 - 300

22  HH 1938 Royal Family complete, imperf (Scott 245a-248a), o.g., never hinged, pristine with strong colors and large, 
balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $700   Estimate $200 - 300

23  H 1938 Royal Family complete, imperf (Scott 245a-248a vars), excellent specialist’s selection of ten pairs and three single 
items, all fully annotated as respects watermarks, etc.; included are imperforate pairs on scarce “bookend” papers, a 3¢ 
plate proof pair, etc., generally Very Fine, a lovely group sure to delight.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

     
24                                                                                                 25

24  ) 1932, DO-X Flight, St. John’s to St. Cloud, France, cover franked with a $1.50 Do.-X Airmail (C12) tied by a May 
19 - day of issue - St. John’s machine cancel and two different May 26 St. Cloud backstamps, Very Fine and rare, signed 
R. Schoendorf.   Estimate $500 - 750

25  ) 1932, DO-X Flight, St. John’s to London, cover franked with a $1.50 Do.-X Airmail (C12) tied by a May 19 - day 
of issue - St. John’s machine cancel and backstamped London on May 26; then handstamped “Not called for/E.C.” and 
“Undelivered For Reason Stated/Return to Sender” with a Jul 30 London c.d.s., all on the front, and, finally, an Aug 18 St. 
John’s machine cancel on the reverse, Very Fine and unusual.  Estimate $250 - 350
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British North America: Canada

CANADA

EX 26
26  P 1897 Cigar Tax stamps, trial color plate proofs on India on card, printed by the American Bank Note Co.: Three Cigars, 

strip of 3 in green and strips of 4 in black and in blue; Ten Cigars, pairs in green and in blue; and 100 Cigars; strip of 5 in 
blue and pair in black; the two 100 Cigar pieces, which are 18” long, have been folded vertically in the middle, resulting 
in each of them being split in two, though the card backing is mostly intact; the Three Cigar strips are all folded once 
horizontally between stamps, but otherwise Very Fine; the Ten Cigar strips are pristine, Ryan #RG373//RG446,   
  Estimate $350 - 500

EX 27
27  P 1957-67, a selection of seven stamps affixed to six printer’s file cards, with Canada Order numbers and color references, 

“All work done in Canada”, handstamped “Index Copy” (ABNC?), also steel die with vertical pair of 1950 Fur Resources 
10¢ status unknown, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  Estimate $250 - 300

EX 28
28  P 1897 Tobacco Tax strips, trial color plate proofs on India on card, by the American Bank Note Co.: 10 different in 

black, green, or blue, for weights from 1/15 lb. to 1 lb., all in pairs or strips of three or four, 18 pieces (54 stamps) in all; 
the three 1 lb. pieces, which are nearly 18” long, have all been folded vertically, resulting in each of them being split in 
two, though the card backing is mostly intact; three of the lower values have been folded horizontally between stamps, 
otherwise Very Fine, Ryan RP637//RP726,   Estimate $500 - 750
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British North America: Canada

                
         29                       31                                            32                                                     33                                     34 
29  P 1851, Queen Victoria, 12d black, plate proof on India (Scott 3P3 var.), diagonal “SPECIMEN” overprint neatly 

removed leaving virtually no trace, incredibly fresh with generous, perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine.  An 
impressive example to fill that impossible-to-fill space.  Unitrade 3Pii var. Unitrade C$5,000 with overprint ($3,720)  
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

 (photo on front cover)

30  P 1859-64, First Pence Issue, collection of plate proofs (Scott 14P//20P), 20 proofs (19 different) in issued colors, both 
with & without Specimen overprint, and in trial colors; comprises Unitrade numbers 14P, 14TCi, 15P, 15TCviii (pair), 
16Pi, 16Pii, 16TC, 16TCii, 17TC, 17TCi (2), 18Pii, 18TCi, 18TCiii, 18TCix, 19P, 19Pi, 19TCi, 20TC, and 20TCii; all 
bright and fresh, nearly all with large margins, and only a couple with minor thins; truly an exceptional little collection. 
Unitrade 14P//20TCii; C$7,850 ($5,830). (photo on web site)  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

31  (H) 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ brown (Scott 17b), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh, Fine. Scott $1,175 without gum 
  Estimate $250 - 350

32  HHa 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 10¢ brown violet (Scott 57), an impressive, beautifully centered top margin block of 4 
with partial imprint, o.g., never hinged but for a tiny disturbed spot on the upper left stamp, remarkably fresh, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $1,360 as singles   Estimate $500 - 750

33  H 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (Scott 62), o.g., hinged, cleanly printed in alluring color, fresh and well-
centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a Jubilee to celebrate, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-
XF 85. Scott $1,300   Estimate $800 - 1,000

34  H 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (Scott 63), o.g., hinged, a regal stamp with the full bloom of youth, 
in deep, luxuriant color, sharply printed, and with superior centering on lily-white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 
something old, something new for your collection, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85. 
Scott $1,300   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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British North America: Canada

          
                                          EX 35                               EX 36                                                   37 
35  HH/Ha 1911-25, 1¢//$1 Admirals, 12 different blocks of 4 (Scott 105//120), comprising 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110d (all NH), 

112 (all NH), 113, 114 (all NH), 115 (all NH), 119 (all NH) & 120 (all NH), all bright and fresh and all with at least two 
stamps NH; the 20¢ VG-F, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $3,670   Estimate $750 - 1,000

36  HH 1911-25, 1¢//$1 Admirals, 11 different (Scott 105//122), comprising 105, 107e, 108c, 109, 110d, 112a, 113, 115, 118a, 
120 & 122, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,193   Estimate $250 - 350

37  E 1952, 4¢ Red Cross, die proof of only the engraved portion of the design (Scott 317E), in black on card, cut to stamp 
size and adhere to a 110 x 73 mm white card; slight rubber cement stains at the edges of the proof, otherwise Very Fine.  
Quite possibly unique,   Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                                       38                                                                        39                                          40 
38  HHa 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (Scott 727a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., with a 

photocopy of the 1982 Greene Foundation certificate for the original sheet of 50. Scott $1,200+   Estimate $500 - 750

39  HH 1998, 46¢ Year of the Rabbit, red & tagging omitted (Scott 1767a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a photocopy of 
a 2005 Greene Foundation certificate for the block of 4 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $700   
  Estimate $300 - 400

40  H Airmail, 1932, 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive, triple surcharge (Scott C3c), toned o.g., lightly hinged, the nature of the Beast, 
with clean color and lines, plus perforations clear all around, F.-V.F., a wicked nice stamp, with 1999 B.P.A. certificate. 
Scott $375   Estimate $250 - 350
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British North America: Canada

          
                                41                                                                    42                                                                 43 
41  HHa Airmail Semi-Official, 1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 4th issue (Scott CL3), left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., 

never hinged (bit of foreign offset on the back of the upper left stamp, Very Fine. Scott $660   Estimate $200 - 300

42  HHa Airmail Semi-Official, 1929 (10¢) Commercial Airways Ltd., “Via Air” (Scott CL47), block of 8, o.g., never hinged, 
straight edge at right & bottom; nealy separated into two blocks of 4, few nibbed perfs on the upper left stamp, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $1,400   Estimate $300 - 400

43  H Airmail Semi-Official, 1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa (Scott CLP2a), tête-bêche pair, o.g., hinged, 
exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200   Estimate $600 - 800

               
                                           44                                                            45                                                         46 
44  H Airmail Semi-Official, 1918, Aero Club of Canada, 25¢ Toronto-Ottawa, tête-bêche pair (Scott CLP2a), o.g., hinge 

remnant, fresh and well centered - the “right” stamp printed at a bit of an angle - “wide gutter”, Very Fine. Unitrade 
CLP2d; C$2,000 ($1,490). Scott $1,200   Estimate $600 - 800

45  (H) Registry, 1876, 8¢ dull blue (Scott F3), unused without gum, a top-line example with clean color, detail and paper, all 
near-perfectly centered and sound, Extremely Fine. Scott $650   Estimate $400 - 600

46  HH Official Seal, 1913, dark brown (Scott OX4), o.g., never hinged, an eye-catcher with proof-like impression and deep, 
rich color; nicely centered and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $350   Estimate $200 - 300
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Worldwide A-Z: Chile

WORLDWIDE A-Z

AUSTRIA

     
                                                                                   47                              EX 48 
47  H 1936, 10s Dolfuss (Scott 380), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Michel 588; €800 ($900). Scott $725   

  Estimate $250 - 350

48  HH 1945, 1pf-5m Graz overprints complete, wide “Osterreich” (Scott 405-427), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 676-
692,693 I-696 I; €960 ($1,080). Scott $780   Estimate $200 - 300

BENIN

49
49  m 1892, 75c on 15c blue, red surcharge (Scott 18), fresh and cleanly printed with four clear margins; near-maximal strike 

of 24 JUIL 94 Cotonou postmark; light corner perforation creases top right and bottom right, F.-V.F. Scott $600   
  Estimate $250 - 350

CHILE

50
50  P 1901, 1c Columbus, American Bank Note Co. large die proof in black (Scott 51TC1), 83 x 87 mm with full die 

sinkage, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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Worldwide A-Z: China

CHINA

CHINESE EMPIRE

51
51  m 1883, Large Dragon on thick paper, 5ca yellow, perf 12&frac12 (Scott 9), fresh with bright, strong color plus two 

partial seal cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $650   Estimate $200 - 300

CRETE

52
52  ) 1898, Envelope with handstamped 20pa violet used as an official frank, the handstamped impression at upper left 

corner of this 180 x 116 mm cover addressed to the Post Office at Arkhanes, canceled by manuscript “Candia 28/11/98” 
and additionally endorsed “content valeur”, with red wax seal on reverse into which another near perfect impression of 
the handstruck 20pa has been made; the cover has been heavily folded in places, Fine and a great rarity, ex Dr. Maurice R. 
Friend, signed Holcombe.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

In the May 1900 Monthly Journal (pp. 33-34), both B.H. Poole and Brigadier H.L. Lewis cited the existence of a similar 
envelope sent by Chevalier Ritter J. Berinda on this date, in which he enclosed 100 Austrian stamps for use on internation-
al mail, and Lewis believed that the relevant endorsement on this cover offered proof that this, indeed, was the envelope 
sent by Berinda.

     
                                                                            53                                EX 54 
53  H 1898, 20pa violet (Scott 1), large part o.g., deep bright color, sharp impression, large to enormous margins with 8mm 

sheet margin at foot; usual gum creasing, Very Fine for this. Scott $425   Estimate $200 - 300

54  H/m 1898, 20pa violet (Scott 1), selection of four stamps, comprising a mint o.g. example, and three used with c.d.s. or 
“Herakleion” straight-line handstamp; ideal colors and impressions, F.-V.F., one used with 1966 B.P.A. certificate. Scott 
$1,115   Estimate $350 - 400
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Worldwide A-Z: Cuba

CROATIA

EX 55
55  HH 1944, Storm Division complete (Scott B73-B75), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, cleanly printed and each 

magnificently centered, Very Fine. Scott $525   Estimate $250 - 350

CUBA

                   
                     EX 56                                   57                                   58                                 59                                    60 
56  E 1954-60, Famous Cubans 2c to $1 green essays, set of seven (Scott 520//636), comprising large die proofs on glazed 

surface wove paper, numbered “12010”- “12016”, and imperforate plate proofs from the foot of the sheet with “6” 
marginal imprint, mounted on two annotated cards dated “1.19.60” and “1.25.60”, F.-V.F.   Estimate $300 - 400

 
57  H 1855, 2r p carmine, watermarked loops (Scott 3), o.g., wonderfully bright and fresh with large balanced margins, Very 

Fine. Scott $750   Estimate $300 - 400

58  ma 1855-56, ¼r p on 2r p orange red, wide “Y” (Scott 6), an extraordinary used block of 4, remarkably fresh with 
ample to large margins all around, Very Fine.  An exceedingly rare multiple, signed Soro. Scott $3,200 ++   
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

 (photo on back cover)

59  m 1855-56, ¼r p on 2r p orange red, wide “Y” (Scott 6), large, well balanced margins, Very Fine, signed Soro. Scott $800 
  Estimate $350 - 500

60  m 1855-56, ¼r p on 2r p orange red, wide “Y” (Scott 6), a choice horizontal pair, exceptionally fresh ample to large 
margins, Very Fine, signed Galvez, Soro. Scott $1,600+   Estimate $800 - 1,200

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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Worldwide A-Z: Cuba

                  
                         61                                             62                                            EX 63                                            EX 64 
61  m 1855-56, ¼r p on orange red, narrow “Y” (Scott 8), a choice horizontal pair, neatly pen-canceled and wonderfully fresh 

with exceptionally large margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000+   Estimate $600 - 800

62  HHa 1862-64, ¼r p black on buff (Scott 17), a marvelous mint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with generous 
margins all around; minute natural air hole between the top stamps, otherwise Extremely Fine.  A gem multiple.  Scott 
$1,000 ++   Estimate $500 - 750

63  H/(H) 1968-69, “Habilitado por la Nacion” overprint complete (Scott 35-37, 42-45), o.g. except #43-45 without gum, F.-V.F. 
Scott $700   Estimate $250 - 350

64  H/(H) 1870, “España”, 5c-40c complete (Scott 46-49), o.g. except the 40c without gum, bright fresh colors, Very Fine. Scott 
$559   Estimate $200 - 300

               
                                                        65                                                          66                        67                          68 
65  ) 1902, 1c on 2c purple, double surcharge (Scott 232c), the top stamp in a vertical pair with a normal overprint tied by 

a Guanabacon duplex handstamp, Oct 29, 1902, on locally addressed cover; reduced slightly at the top, F.-V.F., signed 
Steegers. Scott $200 ++   Estimate $200 - 300

66  H 1910, 1c B. Masó center inverted (Scott 239a), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine. 
Scott $350   Estimate $200 - 300

67  H 1910, 2c M. Gomez, center inverted (Scott 240a), o.g., fresh and bright, F.-V.F. Scott $575   Estimate $250 - 350

68  H 1910, 10c Mayia, center inverted (Scott 244a), o.g., fresh and clean, F.-V.F. Scott $925   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                   EX 69                                              EX 70                                                       71 
69  H 1914, Map, 1c-1p, 8 original values complete imperforate (Scott 253/262 footnote), a choice set of horizontal pairs, 

o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and bright with large balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000  
  Estimate $500 - 750

70  HH 1917, 25c & 37c Booklets (Scott 264a, 267b), complete unexploded booklet, two 25c booklets each with four 1c panes of 
6, one with a light brown covers, the light olive bister; one 37c booklet with two 3c panes of 6 and light blue covers, o.g., 
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $750 ++   Estimate $500 - 750

71  P 1917, Máximo Gómez 2c yellow orange, large die proof on sunken wove paper (116 x 177mm.) (Scott 265) (Scott 
265), mounted on thin card (185 x 245mm.), also imperforate plate proofs of José de la Luiz Caballero 3c green in vertical 
and horizontal interpanneau blocks of eight and Tobacco Revenue 1c red interpanneau block of eight from the foot of the 
sheet with plate number, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

72
72  HH 1917, 2c rose booklet pane of 30 (Scott 275b), guide line at the right (position 3/9), o.g., never hinged, fresh and solid, 

F.-V.F. Scott $300+   Estimate $200 - 300
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                       73                                                EX 74                                               75                                           76 
73  HH 1942, 3c dark rose violet booklet pane, 73c booklet of four panes (Scott 305Bc), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., 

never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $300 - 400

74  P 1957, 4¢ & 12¢ Palace of Justice, imperf plate proofs (Scott 576P, C165P), one of each in black, plus a third, in green, 
with no bottom inscription/value; each affixed to a small tan card, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

75  m 1855-56, ¼r p on 2rp carmine & on 2r p orange red, wide “Y” (Scott 5-6), both fresh and clean with large margins, 
Very Fine, first signed A. Brun, second Galvez & Soro. Scott $1,100   Estimate $500 - 750

76  m 1855-56, ¼r p on 2rp carmine & on 2r p orange red, narrow “Y” (Scott 7-8), large margins; each with a small, 
inconspicuous flaw, Very Fine appearance, first signed J. Schlesinger. Scott $750   Estimate $200 - 300

77
77  HHa 1935, 10c + 10c “Sky Train”, double overprint (Scott C16a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered; very 

minor gum toning, Very Fine.  Only 200 issued.  Scott $640 ++   Estimate $300 - 400

     
                                   78                                                                                        79 
78  (H) Special Delivery, 1902, 10c J.B. Zavos, center inverted (Scott E4a), unused without gum, fresh and Very Fine. Scott 

$1,250   Estimate $400 - 600

79  E Cuba, Special Delivery, 1958, 10¢ and 24¢ essay and proof (Scott E24-E, E25P1), Very Fine, very scarce or even 
possibly unique,   Estimate $500 - 750
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

     
                                                    EX 80                                                                             81 
80  (H) 1934, National Anthem souvenir sheets (Scott 200a-201a), a pristine set of sheets, each with its original presentation 

folder, without gum as issued, Very Fine.  Only 9,600 of the 2k sheet were issued.  Scott $1,010   Estimate $500 - 750

81  E 1972, 40h Olympic Figure Skaters, die proofs of the two engraved portions of the design (Scott 1796-E), in deep 
violet and red violet, each on card, 80 x 108 mm and 60 x 83 mm, respectively, Very Fine.  An unusual Olympic topical,  
  Estimate $200 - 300

FAROE ISLANDS

       
                                                                                     82                          83  
82  HH 1919, 2öre on 5öre green (Scott 1), dried o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh on glowing paper, with bright color and 

superior centering, Very Fine, a lovely example of this difficult stamp, with 1979 Robert Bechsgaard certificate for block 
of 20. Michel 1. Facit 3. Scott $3,900   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

83  H 1919, 2öre on 5öre green (Scott 1), o.g., barest trace of hinge, clean in deep color on pristine paper; solid strike of 
overprint, F.-V.F., signed JH Stolow, with 1986 A.P.S. certificate. Michel 1. Facit 3. Scott $1,400   Estimate $350 - 500
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                                                                                 84                                                         85 
84  ) 1919, 2öre on 5öre green (Scott 1), on local cover with Denmark #97, tied by three clean strikes of 21.1.19 Thorshavn 

c.d.s. (during the period of bisect usage); stamps and cover absolutely pristine and sound, Very Fine, a pretty usage. 
Michel 1. Facit 3. Scott $475 as used   Estimate $350 - 500

85  m 1919, 2öre on 5öre green (Scott 1), a big stamp in deep color with an unobtrusive cancel, Very Fine, signed A. Brun. 
Michel 1. Facit 3. Scott $475   Estimate $200 - 250

               
                              86                                    87                                                                    88 
86  m 1919, 2öre on 5öre green (Scott 1), two attractive examples, fresh with Thorshavn c.d.s., F.-V.F. Michel 1. Facit 3. Scott 

$950   Estimate $300 - 400

87  m 1919, 2öre on 5öre green (Scott 1), near-perfectly centered in bright color on glowing paper; neatly cancelled; light 
vertical wrinkle at left, still Extremely Fine appearance. Michel 1. Facit 3. Scott $475   Estimate $200 - 250

88  H/m 1940-41 British Administration surcharges complete (Scott 2-6), two complete sets, one lightly hinged, the other used; 
all immaculately printed and in exceptional states of preservation, Very Fine, a great looking parallel set for your album. 
Michel 2-6. Facit 4-8. Scott $1,048   Estimate $300 - 400

FINLAND

89
89  H 1875, Coat-of-Arms, 32p lake (Scott 16), o.g., hinged, nicely centered and quite fresh; one tiny perforation fault 

mentioned for complete accuracy, Very Fine, a rarely offered stamp. Scott $2,400   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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FRANCE

          
                          90                                                         91                                                                           92 
90  HH 1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Congress (Scott 197), a pristine mint single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Yvert 182; 

€925 ($1,040). Scott $825   Estimate $250 - 350

91  HH 1929, 20fr Pont du Gard, perf 13&frac12 (Scott 253), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, formidable, with 
exceptionally deep color and strong detail, Very Fine, a lovely stamp. Yvert 262A. Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 250

92  HH 1937 Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (Scott 329), o.g., never hinged, as fresh as the day it was printed, Very 
Fine. Yvert 3. Scott $700   Estimate $350 - 500

93  H/(H) 1922-31, Nice group of 33 Semi-Postals (Scott B12-B38), sound and fresh, a lovely holding that includes such iconic 
issues as the Orphans and the Smile of Reims (tear at top left); #B19 and B23 no gum, all others o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,100+  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

               
                                                       94                                        EX 95                      96                       EX 97 
94  H Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (Scott C15), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally bright and fresh, Very Fine. Yvert 

PA 15; €800 ($900). Maury PA 15800. Scott $625   Estimate $200 - 300

95  HH 1946, 6F to 200F Locomotive complete (Scott Q235-Q241), o.g., never hinged, each boldly colored and cleanly printed 
on immaculate paper, F.-V.F.+. Scott $663   Estimate $300 - 400

96  HH 1947, 7F pale violet Locomotive (Scott Q243), o.g., never hinged, one of the key values of this difficult set, fresh with 
strong color, F.-V.F. Scott $400   Estimate $200 - 300

97  HH 1947, 30F to 100F Locomotive (Scott Q245-Q248), o.g., never hinged, the four top values of this set, the 100F being its 
key value; fresh with clean color on glowing paper, the 90F particularly well-centered, F.-V.F., 30F, 70F and 100F signed 
variously. Scott $1,050   Estimate $300 - 400
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OFFICES IN CHINA

98
98  H Postage Due, 1903, 5c yellow green, carmine handstamp (Scott J7), large part o.g., in bright, delectable color on fresh 

paper; some paper adherence on back, F.-V.F., a rare stamp, unlisted in Scott or Yvert unused.  2017 Maury 6B; €5,500 as 
used ($6,170). Scott $2,250 as used   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

OFFICES IN EGYPT: PORT SAID

99  H 1921, 2m on 5c green to 5m on 1c gray surcharges complete (Scott 33-50), o.g., a few hinge remnants, each bright with 
fresh colors and clean surcharge, F.-V.F., a nice complete set. Scott $1,700  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

OFFICES IN ZANZIBAR

     
100                           101

100  s 1897, 2½a & 25c on 1½a on 15c (Scott 31), cleanly printed with both surcharges clear, tied by lightly struck, 
indistinct postmark; perforation tip toning, otherwise Very Fine, a pretty item. Yvert 34. Maury 34. Scott $950   
  Estimate $400 - 600

101  m 1897, 5a & 50c on 3a on 30c (Scott 32), wonderfully fresh with warm color and clean surcharges, plus neat corner cancel; 
light corner crease at top left, Fine+. Yvert 35. Maury 35. Scott $950   Estimate $200 - 300

FRENCH CONGO

102
102  H 1891-92, 10c on 40c red, “COngo” (Scott 9), large part o.g., amazingly centered with fresh color and clear impression, 

Extremely Fine, incredibly rare this choice. Scott $2,750   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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GERMAN EAST AFRICA

103
103  H 1916, 5F ocher & black, overprinted “URUNDI” in black (Scott N16), o.g., hinged, fresh and well-centered, a very 

impressive example of an extremely rare stamp missing from most collections, Very Fine, signed. Scott $4,000   
  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

GERMANY

GERMAN STATES: BAVARIA

          
                                             104                                                                     105                                               106 
104  ) 1849, 1kr black, plate I (Scott 1), large margins with at least a trace of a dividing line on all sides, canceled with a pen 

stroke and tied by a Regensburg c.d.s., Jan 21, 1850, on a large part of a folded address leaf to Regensburg, Very Fine. 
Michel 1 Ia; €6,000 ($6,730). Scott $4,000   Estimate $800 - 1,200

105  m 1849, 1kr black, plate I (Scott 1), two pretty four-margin singles millwheel cancels, one Hessenthal “128”, the other 
Munich “217”; small thins, Very Fine appearance. Michel 1 Ia; €7,000 ($7,850). Scott $4,500   Estimate $800 - 1,200

106  ma 1850, 9kr yellow green, type II (Scott 6), a lovely used block of 4 with outstanding margins - dividing line visible 
nearly all around - and four neat Ludwigshafen “190” millwheel cancels; light vertical & horizontal creases, which are 
invisible at first glance, otherwise Very Fine.  A rare used multiple.  Michel 5d III; €4,000 ($4,480). Scott $3,200   
  Estimate $500 - 750

107
107  m 1850, 9kr pale blue green, type III (Scott 6b), a fresh, bright used horizontal strip of 5, three large margins and clear to 

just touching at the bottom, canceled with five neat Erlangen “78” millwheel cancels and a partial red Achen transit c.d.s.; 
bit of light creasing in the middle stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.  An exceedingly rare used multiple.  Michel 5a III; €9,000 for 
a strip of 4 ($10,090). Scott $7,200 for a strip of 4   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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EMPIRE & REICH

EX 108
108  ) Germany, LZ 11 Viktoria Luise flown postcard and photocard of Princess Luise, Wonderful postmark oval on 

DELAG company card with 5pf franking; includes stunning photo postcard of the princess postally used; beautiful pairing 
of the Kaiser’s only daughter and the early airship that briefly bore her name; tape adhesive residue at top and bottom of 
card, Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                         EX 109                                                                                            110 
109  ) 1931 (July 24), Graf Zeppelin to Icebreaker Malygin Polar Flight, comprising two postcards, one to Stalingrad and 

one to Chicago, each postmarks Freidrichshafen July 24; Stalingrad a picture post card franked with #C40, with Leningrad 
next-day receiver; the Chicago card (Sieger #119C) franked #C41 with a receiving mark from the icebreaker Malygin 
dated July 27; a lovely pair from this unusual arctic flight, F.-V.F. Sieger 119 C, 119 E.   Estimate $400 - 600

110  ) 1930-31, Do.-X Europe-Pan-America Flight, Lisbon - Rio de Janeiro, 4m Zeppelin & 2m South America Flight 
Zeppelin (C37, C38), tied by Nov 13 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a triple-cacheted cover addressed to Hoboken, N.J. and 
backstamped Rio and Hoboken; 4m stmp with slight perf damage at the upper right, otherwise Very Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                 111                                                          EX 112                                                         113 
111  H 1912, Bork-Brück Semi-Official Airmail, perforated (Michel 1A), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Michel €650 ($730) 
  Estimate $250 - 350

112  HHa 1920, 5pf to 1.25M surcharges on Belgian stamps, complete (Scott 1N18-1N24), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, a 
lovely set, fresh with bright colors and exceptionally well-centered, Very Fine, scarce as blocks. Scott $540 

  Estimate $200 - 300

113  H 1912, Gotha-Erfurt Semi-Official Airmail (Michel 5), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Michel €500 ($560) 
  Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                     114                                                  116 
114  HH/Ha 1890, Numeral, 2m brownish purple (Scott 36), a perfectly centered block of 4, o.g., bottom stamps some never hinged; 

tiny thin upper right stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine. Michel 37e; €800+ ($900). Scott $650+   Estimate $300 - 400

115  HH/Ha 1885, “Pfennig”, 20pf bright ultramarine, early printing (Scott 40 var.), full sheet of 100 with horizontal gutter 
dividing two panes of 50, o.g. - all but six never hinged, folded once vertically & horizontally, separated/reinforced along 
the top of the gutter, otherwise Very Fine. Michel 42 I ba; €16,400 as singles ($18,380). (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

116  HH/Ha 1900, 2pf-80pf Germania issue complete (Scott 52-61), a choice matched set of upper right corner margin blocks of 4, 
o.g., hinged in the selvage only, stamps never hinged, bright and fresh throughout, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Michel 
53-62; €3,400 ++ ($3,810). Scott $2,600 ++   Estimate $800 - 1,200
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                                                      117                                                                                           118 
117  ) 1930, South America Flight, three covers (Michel 64b (2), 66a), two cards flown Friedrichshafen - Rio de Janeiro, each 

with a 2m South America Flight Zeppelin C38) tied by a May 19 an onboard cancel; and a cover flown Friedrichshafen 
- Lakehurst with two 4m South America Flight Zeppelins (C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s, Very Fine. Scott 
$1,425. Michel €1,900 ($2,130)   Estimate $500 - 750

118  ma 1900, 5m slate & carmine, type I (Scott 65, 65d), block of 4, the top stamps with the red & white retouched, the 
bottom stamps not retouched, canceled with several Plauen c.d.s.s, 12.2.02, Very Fine. Michel 66 I, 66 III.  
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                                    119                                                                                   120 
119  H 1902, 5pf green & 10pf carmine, imperf (Scott 67-68 vars.), horizontal pairs, o.g., Very Fine. Michel 70U, 71U. Michel 

€1,000 ($1,120)   Estimate $300 - 400

120  HH 1902, 1m carmine rose (Scott 75), right sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh, F.-V.F. Michel 78Ab; 
€1,900 ($2,130). Scott $1,400   Estimate $500 - 750

                    
                          121                                      122                                123                        124                             125 
121  HH 1902, 3m blackish brown-violet (Scott 77b), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 80Ba; €360 ($400). Scott $275 
  Estimate $200 - 250

122  H 1920, 3m black violet, watermarked circles (Scott 102), a pretty bottom sheet margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, 
exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F. Michel 96 B II a W; €2,500 1850 ($2,800). Scott $1,850   Estimate $600 - 800

Due to a wartime paper shortage, some of the 3m stamps were printed on paper intended for Insurance (Revenue) stamps. 
These are believed to have been distributed to only about 20 Post Offices throughout Germany.
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123  H 1920, 1¼m vermilion & magenta, watermarked quatrefoils (Scott 210), o.g., Very Fine, signed Peschl and one other. 
Michel 151Y; €600 ($670). Scott $450   Estimate $200 - 300

124  m 1920, 1¼m vermilion & magenta, watermarked quatrefoils (Scott 210), canceled with a neat partial Stuttgart c.d.s., 
Feb 22, 1921, Very Fine. Michel 151Y; €1,800 ($2,020). Scott $975   Estimate $350 - 500

125  s 1923, 50th m bister, imperforate (Scott 239a), tied on a small piece by a clear (inverted) “Berlin S/ * 50 a” c.d.s., Oct 12, 
1923; huge margins, Extremely Fine.  One of the rarest of all the imperforate inflation issues in used condition.  Michel 
274aU; €5,000 ($5,600). Scott $3,750   Estimate $750 - 1,000

EX 126
126  m 1923, 10mil m - 50bil m, serpentie roulette, 9 values complete (Scott 301-309), F.-V.F. The two key values, 20mil m 

& 50bil m, are signed Infla/Berlin; 20mil. also signed Weinbuch, 50bil. Gaedicke. Michel 318B/330B; €1,400 ($1,570). 
Scott $1,062   Estimate $400 - 600

               
                       EX 127                                        EX 128                                EX 129                                   130 
127  H 1926-27 Famous Germans definitive complete (Scott 351-362 + 353b), F.-V.F. Michel 385//397; €1,200 ($1,340). Scott 

$875   Estimate $300 - 400

128  HH/Ha 1927 I.A.A. complete (Scott 363-365), a choice set of top corner sheet margin blocks of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged 
(hinged in selvage), Very Fine. Michel 407-409; €1,080 ($1,210). Scott $720   Estimate $200 - 300

129  HH 1928-32, 3pf-80pf Ebert-Hindenburg definitives complete (Scott 366-384), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 410//466; 
€1,318 ($1,480). Scott $1,025   Estimate $350 - 500

130  HHa 1926, 80pf Dürer (Scott 383), a pristine block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 397; €4,000 ($4,480). Scott 
$2,080   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                    EX 131                             EX 132                  EX 133                  EX 134 
131  HH 1933 Frederick the Great complete (Scott 398-400), four sets in blocks (6pf & 12pf) or pairs (25pf), o.g., never hinged, 

Very Fine. Michel 479-481; €1,280 ($1,440). Scott $985   Estimate $200 - 300

132  HH 1933 Hindenburg complete (Scott 401-414), watermarked Network, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 482-495; €1,200 
($1,340). Scott $950   Estimate $250 - 350

133  HH 1933 Hindenburg complete (Scott 401-414), watermarked Network, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 482-495; €1,200 
($1,340). Scott $950   Estimate $350 - 500

134  HH 1933 Hindenburg complete (Scott 401-414), watermarked Network, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 482-495; €1,200 
($1,340). Scott $950   Estimate $250 - 350

          
                                    EX 135                                                     EX 136                                                 EX 137 
135  HH/Ha 1933 Hindenburg, 10pf to 100pf (Scott 405-414), upper right corner sheet margin block of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged 

(hinged in selvage); one 10pf with a tiny thin, otherwise Very Fine. Michel 482-495; €4,100 ($4,600). Scott $3,366 
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

136  HHa 1934 Colonial Explorers complete (Scott 432-435), 8 sets in blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, one 12pf block has 
horizontally ribbed gum, Very Fine. Michel 540-543; €1,560 ($1,750). Scott $1,160   Estimate $250 - 350

137  HH 1934 Hindenburg Memorial complete (Scott 436-441), 8 sets in blocks of 4, one set with top sheet margins, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Michel 548-553; €1,200 ($1,340). Scott $920   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                        EX 138                                                     EX 139                                              EX 140 
138  HH Marine Insurance, 1916 First Issue complete (Michel 3-8), inscribed “Wertbrief - Befürderung” at the top, a pristine set 

of corner sheet margin singles, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel €3,200 ($3,590)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
 (photo on back cover)

139  H Marine Insurance, 1916 First Issue complete (Michel 3-8), inscribed “Wertbrief - Befürderung” at the top, a choice set 
of corner sheet margin singles, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   Estimate $350 - 500

140  s Marine Insurance, 1916 First Issue complete (Michel 3-8), inscribed “Wertbrief - Befürderung” at the top, each 
canceled Bremen or Hamburg on a small piece of receipt, various dates Sep/Dec 1916, Very Fine, signed Richter. Michel 
€2,500 ($2,800)   Estimate $750 - 1,000

     
                                                        EX 141                                                                  EX 142 
141  H Marine Insurance, 1916 First Issue complete (Michel 9-16), without “Wertbrief - Befürderung” at the top, a 

marvelous mint set, o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably bright and fresh, Extremely Fine. Michel €3,400 ($3,810)   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

142  s Marine Insurance, 1916 First Issue complete (Michel 9-16), without “Wertbrief - Befürderung” at the top, an exceptional 
set, each canceled Bremen or Hamburg on a small piece of receipt, various late Dec 1916 dates, o.g., lightly hinged, 
Extremely Fine, signed Richter. Michel €9,500 ($10,650)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                                              143                                               144                                                145 
143  HH 1925 Nothilfe, 2m Booklet (Scott B12-B14a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, all edge perfs intact, 

Extremely Fine. Scott $625 ++. Michel MH 18.1. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

144  HH 1925 Nothilfe, 2m Booklet (Scott B12-B14a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, all edge perfs intact; 
small abrasion on the front cover, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $625 ++. Michel MH 18.1. Michel €1,500 ($1,680) 

  Estimate $250 - 350

145  HH 1926 Nothilfe, 2m Booklet (Scott B15-B16a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, all edge perfs intact, 
Extremely Fine. Scott $474 ++. Michel MH 23.1. Michel €1,100 ($1,230)   Estimate $250 - 350

146  HHa 1927 Hindenburg complete (Scott B19-B22), ten sets in blocks of 4 & 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 403-406; 
€1,200 ($1,340). Scott $990  (photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

147  HH 1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (Scott B33), o.g., never hinged; light damp stain at the top & bottom, otherwise Very Fine. 
Michel Block 1; €1,600 ($1,790). Scott $1,200  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

148  ) 1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (Scott B33), canceled with a with two Sep 20 BERLIN W62 IPOSTA c.d.s.s on a neat 
Registered cover to Erfurt and backstamped there the next day, Very Fine, signed Schlegel BPP. Michel Block 1; €2,000 
++ ($2,240). Scott $1,500 ++  . (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

A phenomenal cover - unpriced by both Scott and Michel (Michel prices a fdc at €3000)

Visit our 
re-designed 

website for all 
your collecting 

needs.
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                                                    150                                                                    EX 151                                          152 

149  m 1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (Scott B33), a choice used sheet with two Sep 20 IPOSTA cancels, Very Fine. Michel 
Block 1; €2,000 ($2,240). Scott $1,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

150  m 1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (Scott B33), a premium sheet canceled with a central Sep 21 BERLIN W62 IPOSTA c.d.s., 
Very Fine, signed Schlegel BPP. Michel Block 1; €2,000 ($2,240). Scott $1,500 

  Estimate $500 - 750

151  HH 1933 Wagner complete (Scott B49-B54, B55a, B56-B57), 20+10pf perf 13½x14; a marvelous, post office fresh set, o.g., 
never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 499A-504A, 505B, 506A-507A; €2,000 ($2,240). Scott $1,960   Estimate $600 - 800

152  HH 1933, Wagner, 2m Booklet (Scott B50b, B53b), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, all edge perfs intact; 
front cover lightly creased. Scott $450+. Michel MH 34.1. Michel €900 ($1,010)   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                  153                                                                    EX 155                      EX 156 
153  HH 1933 Nothilfe souvenir sheet (Scott B58), a flawless mint sheet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  One of the nicest 

we’ve seen.  Michel Block 2; €6,000 ($6,730). Scott $4,500   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

154  m 1933, Ten Years of Nothilfe souvenir sheet (Scott B58), a full size sheet that was postally used from Berlin to Chicago, 
Jan 18-29, 1934; small faults as would totally be expected.  Exceedingly rare.  Michel Block 2; €14,000 for favor cancel 
($15,690). Scott $7,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

155  HH 1934 Nothilfe complete (Scott B59-B67), a pristine mint set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 556-564; €680 ($760). 
Scott $450   Estimate $200 - 300

156  HH 1934 Nothilfe complete (Scott B59-B67), a pristine mint set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 556-564; €680 ($760). 
Scott $450   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                157                                                                                                 158 
157  ) 1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet (Scott B68), on a Registered cover to Frankfurt with two Jun 30 OSTROPA cancels 

and an OSTROPA registration label; left ¾-inch of cover folded under, but surprisingly well preserved, Very Fine. Michel 
Block 3; €1,100+ ($1,230). Scott $825+   Estimate $300 - 400

158  ) 1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet (Scott B68), on an unusually small Registered cover to Vienna with two neat Jun 30 
OSTROPA Ship post cancels; OSTROPA registration label and address on the back (no Vienna receiver), Very Fine. 
Michel Block 3; €1,100+ ($1,230). Scott $825+   Estimate $400 - 600
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159                                                                                             160

159  m 1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet (Scott B68), two neat strikes of a Jun 24 IPOSTA cancel, fresh and solid, Very Fine. 
Michel Block 3; €1,100 ($1,230). Scott $825   Estimate $300 - 400

160  m 1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet (Scott B68), two neat strikes of a Jul 3 IPOSTA cancel (the last day of the show); vertical 
perfs at the right separated, otherwise Very Fine. Michel Block 3; €1,100 ($1,230). Scott $825   Estimate $200 - 300

161  H 1935-38, Five different Semi-Postal booklets (Scott B69a//B109a).  Michel MH 41, 42.1, 43-45; €780 ($870). (photo 
on web site)  Estimate $200 - 250

162
162  H 1936 Olympics souvenir sheets complete (Scott B91-B92), matched pair of small size Registered covers to Chicago with 

Olympic Stadium First Day cancels and registration labels, F.-V.F. Michel Blocks 5-6; €500 ($560). Scott $380+ 
  Estimate $200 - 300

163  H/m 1937 Hitler souvenir sheets, wholesale lot (Scott B102-B104), B102:12 mint & 13 used (3 canceled First Day); B103: 7 
mint, 18 used; B104: 11 mint, 13 used (2 canceled First Day); all the mint are never hinged, all the used are canceled-to-
order (all but two of those are also never hinged) with a variety of pictorial cancels - B102-103 mostly Hitler’s Birthday, 
Apr 18; a few of the B104 have very light gum disturbance, Very Fine. Michel Blocks 7-9; €7,818 ($8,760). Scott $5,898. 
(photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                               EX 164                                           EX 166                  EX 167                                         168 
164  HHa 1939 Nürburgring Races complete (Scott B141-B143), corner margin blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 

695-697; €1,200 ($1,340). Scott $840   Estimate $250 - 350

165  HH 1946, Numerals souvenir sheets (Scott B294-B295), 30 of each, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Blocks 12A & 
12B; €3,600 ($4,040). Scott $2,700  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

166  HH Airmail, 1924, 5pf-300pf Dove complete (Scott C20-C26), a choice mint set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
344X-350; €1,500 ($1,680). Scott $1,150   Estimate $400 - 600

167  HH Airmail, 1926-27, 5pf-3m Eagle complete (Scott C27-C34), a post office fresh, well centered set, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine. Michel 378-384; €1,200 ($1,340). Scott $900   Estimate $350 - 500

168  HH Airmail, 1928-31, 1m-4m Zeppelin complete (Scott C35-C37), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in glowing colors 
on immaculate paper with pristine gum, Very Fine. Michel 423-424,455. Scott $425   Estimate $250 - 350

         
               EX 169                                                               EX 170                                                                      171 
169  HH Airmail, 1928-31, 1m-4m Zeppelin complete (Scott C35-C37), o.g., never hinged. Michel 423-424,455; €580 ($650). 

Scott $425   Estimate $200 - 300

170  HHa Airmail, 1928-31, 1m-4m Zeppelin complete (Scott C35-C37), choice set of left sheet margin blocks of 4, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Michel 423-424,455; €2,320 ($2,600). Scott $1,690   Estimate $500 - 750

171  HHa Airmail, 1928, 2m Zeppelin (Scott C36), a choice mint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel 423; 
€1,200+ ($1,340). Scott $900+   Estimate $350 - 500
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                                          172                                                                                               173 
172  HH Airmail, 1930, 2m-4m So. America Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C38-C39), both with vertical watermark, o.g., 

never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Michel 438-439; €4,000 ($4,480). Scott $2,600   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

173  ) Airmail, 1930, 2m-4m So. America Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C38-C39), tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen 
c.d.s.s on a U.S. 1879 1¢ postal card (UX6) with all appropriate markings, Very Fine and unusual. Michel 438-439; €900 
($1,010). Scott $675   Estimate $300 - 400

     
174                                                                              EX 175

174  m Airmail, 1930, 2m-4m So. America Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C38-C39), both with vertical watermark, a lovely 
used set, the 2m canceled onboard, the 4m at Friedrichshafen, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. 
Michel 438-439; €900 ($1,010). Scott $600   Estimate $250 - 350

175  HH/H 1930-33, South America, Polar & Chicago Zeppelin flights complete (Scott C38-C45), o.g., 2m Polar Flight never 
hinged. Michel 438-39, 456-58, 496-98; €3,950 ($4,430). Scott $2,990   Estimate $750 - 1,000

     
                                                                           EX 176                                          EX 177 
176  HH Airmail, 1931, 1m-4m Polar Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C40-C42), corner margin singles, o.g., never hinged, 

Post Office fresh in luxuriant color; very minor natural gum bend on 1M value mentioned strictly for complete accuracy, 
Extremely Fine, a wonderful set of these popular Zeppelins, perfect for a high-level collection. Michel 456-458. Scott 
$3,250   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

177  HH Airmail, 1931, 1m-4m Polar Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C40-C42), a choice mint set, o.g., never hinged, bright 
and fresh, Very Fine. Michel 456-458; €4,400 ($4,930). Scott $3,250   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                               EX 178                                   179                                     180                                    EX 181 
178  m Airmail, 1931, 1m-4m Polar Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C40-C42), a nice used set; 2m with a couple of shorter 

perfs at the bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Michel 456-458; €1,300 ($1,460). Scott $980   Estimate $250 - 350

179  H 1931, 1m Polar Flight Zeppelin, hyphen after “POLAR” omitted (Scott C40a), canceled Stuttgart, Aug 11, 1931, Very 
Fine. Michel 456 I; €1,500 ($1,680). Scott $1,150   Estimate $350 - 500

180  m Airmail, 1931, 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (Scott C42), wonderfully fresh with deep color and a clean 24.7.31 
Friedrichshafen postmark, Very Fine, a handsome addition to any Zeppelin collection. Michel 458. Scott $675   
  Estimate $400 - 600

181  HH Airmail, 1933, 1m-4m Chicago Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C43-C45), a marvelous mint set, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine, signed Peschl with his 1979 certificate. Michel 496-498; €4,300 ($4,820). Scott $3,250   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

               
                                    EX 182                                                    EX 183                           EX 184                             EX 185 
182  m Airmail, 1933, 1m-4m Chicago Flight Zeppelins complete (Scott C43-C45), F.-V.F. Michel 496-498; €1,000 ($1,120). 

Scott $755   Estimate $250 - 350

183  HH Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (Scott C46-C56), a choice mint set, o.g., never hinged, bright, fresh and well centered, 
Very Fine. Michel 529x-539x; €800 ($900). Scott $600   Estimate $250 - 350

184  HH Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (Scott C46-C56), three mint sets, vertical strips of 3 except the 20pf an L-shaped 
“block” of 3, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 529x-539x; €2,400 ($2,690). Scott $1,800   Estimate $500 - 750

185  HH Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (Scott C46-C56), vertically ribbed gum, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 529x-539x; 
€800 ($900). Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 250
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                       EX 186                                                                    187                                                                EX 189 
186  H 1912 Semi-Official Airmails (Scott CL1-CL6), o.g., F.-V.F. Michel I-VI; €1,700 ($1,910). Scott $1,328   

  Estimate $350 - 500

187  ) 1928, 8pf/15pf Arms, booklet pane of 7 (Michel HB 64B), complete unexploded booklet, used on a Registered cover 
from Freiberg to Budapest Hungary, Feb 7-8, 1929; colorful foil seal commemorating Meissen’s millenary on the flap; 
pane slightly clipped at the top, as is frequently the case, Very Fine. Scott B24a. Michel €1,100 ($1,230)   
  Estimate $300 - 400

188  m 1923, 100mil to 50 mlrd complete (Scott O40-O46), scarce used set of Inflation-era Officials, each in lovely, fresh color 
and sound, Very Fine. Scott $983  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

189  HH Officials, 1905 Baden Locals, 2pf-25pf complete (Scott OL16-OL21), an exceptional mint set, o.g., never hinged, 
incredibly fresh and Very Fine, Very Fine.  The nicest set we’ve seen.  Michel 9-14; €1,100 ($1,230). Scott $825   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1923 LOCAL ISSUES: BRUCKMÜHL

     
                                                        190                                                                                        191 
190  ) Bruckmühl Local Post, 1923, 30,000m “K.B. Postamt” (Michel 1), tied by a clear Bruckmühl c.d.s., Sep 10, 1923, 

on a formular postcard to Kempten, Allgau; no message or backstamp, Very Fine. Michel €1,000 ($1,120)   
  Estimate $300 - 400

191  ) Bruckmühl Local Post, 1923, 45,000m “K.B. Postamt” (Michel 1 var.), tied by two clear Bruckmühl c.d.s.s, Sep 10, 
1923, on a cover to Kempten, Allgau; no backstamp, central vertical file fold, Very Fine.  Michel lists only a 30,000m and 
a 75,000m value.  Michel €1,000+ ($1,120)   Estimate $500 - 750
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GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA: REGULAR ISSUES

             
                          192                       193                                 194                                                      195 
192  s 1900, Tientsin provisional overprint on Germania, 20pf ultramarine (Scott 20), a lovely stamp with remarkable color 

and centering, tied to piece by appropriate “Tientsin a/23.10/01/Deutsche Post” postmark, Very Fine, signed Bothe BPP. 
Chan FG18. Scott $950   Estimate $600 - 800

193  HH 1901, “Reichspost”, 10pf carmine, unissued thicker type, comma for dot over “i” (Scott 26 var.), a phenomenal mint 
single, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and mathematically centered, a Superb gem.  Exceedingly rare - Michel prices 
the complete set of 13 never hinged values at €17000 ($20,450), signed R.F. Steuer. Michel VIIc. Michel €1,300 Estimate 
($1,460)   Estimate $300 - 400

194  H 1901, “Reichspost”, 5m slate & carmine, Type I (Scott 36), o.g., hinged, nicely centered example with rich color and 
sharp lines, Very Fine, an uncommonly pretty example of this scarce key value. Chan FG34. Scott $1,350   
  Estimate $600 - 800

195  s 1901, “Reichspost”, 5m slate & carmine, Type I (Scott 36A), a stupendous stamp, with incredible color and near-perfect 
centering, tied to linen cover piece by two “Shanghai a/19/6/02/Deutsche Post” c.d.s.’s through which, remarkably, the 
vignette is fully visible, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a crowning 5M for any China enthusiast, signed Zöbisch. Michel 27 
II. Chan FG34a. Scott $325   Estimate $250 - 350

PLEBISCITE AREAS: SAAR

          
                                       196                            EX 197                                                EX 198 
196  H 1920, 80pf Germania, type I overprint (Scott 16), post office fresh and beautifully centered, an Extremely Fine 

gem, signed J. Bocking, with 2005 Basel certificate signed M. Eichele. Michel 16; €600 ($670). Scott $525   
  Estimate $200 - 300

197  H 1920, “Sarre” overprint on Bavaria 2m-10m Luitpold (Scott 36-39), large part o.g., bright and fresh, Very Fine, 2m 
signed Burger and two others. Michel 2831; €1,405 ($1,580). Scott $1,120   Estimate $300 - 400

198  HH 1920, 5m deep blue & 10m yellow green (Scott 38-39), lower left corner sheet margin singles, the 5m folded along the 
bottom perfs, the 10m bottom & left, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., signed Bocking and two others. Michel 30-31; €2,700 
($3,030). Scott $2,360   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                              EX 199                                          EX 200                              EX 201                               EX 202 
199  HH 1947, French currency surcharges on 1st printing Pictorials, 10c-50f complete (Scott 175a-187a), includes both 

watermarks of the 2fr on 12pf; the 20f on 84pf has two varieties on the same stamp: basic stamp with grave accent on 
the first “A” of “SAAR” (À); surcharge with notch in “0” of “20”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  A choice set., signed 
Hoffmann and LV Saar, with 1994 C. Ney certificate. Michel 226 I-238 I; €3,500 ($3,920). Scott $2,800   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

200  H 1947, Surcharges on Pictorials First Printing complete (Scott 175a-187a).  Michel 226Z I-238Z I; €1,400 ($1,570). 
Scott $1,244   Estimate $300 - 400

201  HH/H 1931 December Volkshilfe complete (Scott B30-B36), o.g., never hinged except 2f lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very 
Fine. Michel 151-157; €600 ($670). Scott $510   Estimate $200 - 300

202  HH 1932 Volkshilfe complete (Scott B37-B43), a fresh mint set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 161-167; €750 ($840). 
Scott $608   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                           EX 203                                                                                                 EX 204 
203  HH 1948, Flood Relief souvenir sheets (Scott B64a & CB1a), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  A pristine pair of mint 

sheets.  Michel Blocks 1 & 2; €1,700 ($1,910). Scott $1,600   Estimate $500 - 750

204  H 1948, Flood souvenir sheet (Scott B64a, CB1a).  Michel Block 1; €1,700 ($1,910). Scott $650   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                         EX 205                                                                                                      206 
205  m 1948, Flood souvenir sheet (Scott B64a, CB1a), a pristine set of sheets, both canceled-to-order Metlach, Dec 6, 1948 

with full, never hinged o.g., Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €1,700 for MNH ($1,910). Scott $650 for MNH   
  Estimate $300 - 400

206  HHa Airmail, 1950, 200f Council of Europe (Scott C12), upper left corner sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. Michel 298; €720+ ($810). Scott $560+   Estimate $200 - 300

207  HHa Airmail, 1950, 200f Council of Europe (Scott C12), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 298; €1,080 
($1,210). Scott $840  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

208
208  HH 1948, 25F+25F Flood Relief (Hochwasserhilfe) souvenir sheet (Scott CB1a), o.g., never hinged, fresh and sound, the 

stamp well-centered, the sheet corners square; tiny inclusion above stamp mentioned strictly for accuracy, otherwise Very 
Fine. 2020 Scott $800   Estimate $300 - 400
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WWII OCCUPATIONS: GENERALGOUVERNEMENT

          
                                     209                               210                                                         211 
209  F General Government, 1943 British Propaganda Forgery, 20(gr) Hans Frank (Michel 33), bottom sheet margin single, 

o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel €3,400 ($3,810)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

The stamps were printed in England and airdropped to the Polish Resistance in early 1943. The Resistance used the stamp 
- with two genuine 2gr stamps - to mail propaganda leaflets to select addresses in Occupied Poland.

210  F General Government, 1943 British Propaganda Forgery, 20(gr) Hans Frank (Michel 33), o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. Michel €3,400 ($3,810)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

The stamps were printed in England and airdropped to the Polish Resistance in early 1943. The Resistance used the stamp 
- with two genuine 2gr stamps - to mail propaganda leaflets to select addresses in Occupied Poland.

211  Fa General Government, 1943 British Propaganda Forgery, 20(gr) Hans Frank (Michel 33), a choice corner sheet 
margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  A very rare multiple.  Michel €13,600+ ($15,250) 

   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
 (photo on back cover)

The stamps were printed in England and airdropped to the Polish Resistance in early 1943. The Resistance used the stamp 
- with two genuine 2gr stamps - to mail propaganda leaflets to select addresses in Occupied Poland.

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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WWII OCCUPATIONS: KURLAND

     
                                                                     212                                                             213 
212  HHa Kurland, 1945, “6” on 5pf Hitler Head (Michel 2wz, 2wz II (2), 2wz IV), shiny gum, block of nine, positions 14-16/34-

36, flattened ball of “6” at position 15 and thin “6” at position 24 & 35 (but not at position 34, which should also have 
it), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., signed. Michel €750 ($840)   Estimate $200 - 300

213  s Kurland, 1945, 12(pf) Inverted surcharge on perforated German Feldpost stamp (Michel 4A K, 4B x), tied on 
piece by a “Libau/ Deutsche Dienstpost Ostland” c.d.s., Apr 24, 1945; also includes a mint, never hinged example of this 
rouletted version, invert signed Lemke, Mohrmann. Michel €350 ($390)   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                             214                                                                                                 215 
214  ) Kurland Inselpost, 1945, green provisional bisect (Michel 16 Fb), left vertical half tied by a purple Dienststelle 

handstamp on a formular Feldpost letter sheet to Kohlhaus postmarked with a Feldpost “d” c.d.s., May 3, 1945, with 
intact family letter, Very Fine, signed Dr. Dub. Michel €2,000 ($2,240)   Estimate $500 - 750

215  ) Kurland Inselpost, 1945, green provisional bisect (Michel 16 Pk), right vertical half tied by a black Dienststelle 
handstamp on a formular Feldpost postcard to Hofheim postmarked with a Feldpost “d” c.d.s., Apr 10, 1945, with a family 
letter, Very Fine. Michel €3,000 ($3,360)   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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PRIVATE ISSUES: FRENCH LEGION

216
216  HH 1941 French Legion, Russian Bear Anti-Bolshevist souvenir sheet (Michel Block I), o.g., never hinged, Extremely 

Fine. Michel €800 ($900)   Estimate $250 - 350

PRIVATE ISSUES: INDIAN NATIONALISTS (AZAD HIND)

217  HHa 1943, 1a, 2a, 2½a and 12a, imperforate (Michel I-III, IV), two sheets of 100 of each value, o.g., never hinged, fresh; 
single file fold affects each sheet, otherwise Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $400 - 600

EX 218
218  HH 1943, 1r + 2r “Free India”, all three colors (Michel VII B a-c), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, each with handstamped 

“HBo” monogram and small “FD”. Michel €800 ($900)   Estimate $250 - 350
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FIELDPOST

     
                                                      219                                                                                                  220 
219  ) Inselpost, 1944, Agram overprint, dark blue, plate II, perforated (Michel 10A bII), tied, by a Feldpost “e” c.d.s., Jan 

23, 1945, on a cover to Zell, Germany; opened a bit roughly with opening tears at the upper left, otherwise Very Fine. 
Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   Estimate $350 - 500

220  HH Inselpost, 1944, Agram overprint inverted, dark blue, plate I/3, rouletted (Michel 10B bI/3 K), horizontal pair, 
horizontal pair with right sheet margin plus a normal corner margin pair, Very Fine. Michel €890 ($1,000)   
  Estimate $350 - 500

     
221                                                                                                    222

221  ) Inselpost, 1944, Agram overprint, light blue, plate I/1, rouletted (Michel 10B c), tied by an indistinct Feldpost c.d.s., 
Mar 26, 1945, on an Italian National Fascist Party corner card envelope to Germany; Italian censor tape on the reverse 
(wrapped slightly onto the stamp at the upper right), Very Fine, Very Fine. Michel €400+ ($450)   Estimate $300 - 400

222  ) Inselpost, 1944, Agram overprint, light blue, plate I/1, rouletted (Michel 10B c), tied, along with the complete set of 
1932 Italian Rhodes Pictorials with imprint (Scott 55-63), by Feldpost “e” c.d.s.s, Dec 14, 1944, on a 30c Rhodes postal 
card; also bearing a Rhodes, Aegean Islands c.d.s. of the same date; unaddressed with blank message side, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                      223                                                                                           224 
223  H Crete Inselpost, 1944, Red overprint on ultramarine, perforated (Michel 7A), tied by an incomplete 1945 c.d.s. on a 

multiply-censored Feldpost cover to Lübben, Very Fine. Michel €700 ($780)   Estimate $300 - 400

224  H Crete Inselpost, 1944, Red overprint on blue plane, perforated (Michel 7A), tied by a Feldpost “d” c.d.s., Nov 11, 
1944, on a cover to Bamberg; small piece of top flap cut out, still Very Fine. Michel €700 ($780)   Estimate $250 - 350

          
                                           225                                                     226                                                   227 
225  HH Crete Inselpost, 1944, Red overprint on ultramarine, perforated & rouletted (Michel 7A, 7B), o.g., never hinged, 

first signed Dr. Dub & one other, second “JER”. Michel €3,400 ($3,810)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

226  (H) Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945 bright blue (Michel 13 a), without gum as issued, bright and fresh, Extremely 
Fine. Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300

227  (H) Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945, light blue early print, printed on both sides (Michel 13 a var.), without gum as 
issued, Very Fine.  Scarce and desirable, despite being classified as printer’s waste, signed ZAF/Katowice. Michel €450 
as normal ($500)   Estimate $200 - 300

228
228  (H)a Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945, light blue early print, printed on both sides (Michel 13 a var.), right sheet 

margin block of 4, the upper right stamp with inner frame broken at the top center (Mi. 13 PF III), without gum as 
issued; somewhat soiled/damp stained, otherwise Very Fine, signed Dr. Dub and ZAF/Katowice. signed Dr. Dub and ZAF/
Katowice with an ancient Dr. Dub certificate.  A rare multiple, despite being classified as printer’s waste.  Michel €1,950 
as 4 normal singles ($2,190)   Estimate $400 - 600
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                                      229                                                  230                                                       231 
229  (H) Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945, blue (Michel 13 b), without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, signed Lange 

(plated as position 29). Michel €450 ($500)   Estimate $200 - 300

230  (H) Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945, blue (Michel 13 b), top sheet margin horizontal pair, without gum as issued, 
Extremely Fine, signed Lange. Michel €900+ ($1,010)   Estimate $400 - 600

231  s Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945, blue (Michel 13 b), tied on a small piece by a light Feldpost “d” c.d.s., Apr 28, 
1945, Very Fine. Michel €2,000 ($2,240)   Estimate $500 - 750

               
                                     232                                                         233                                    234                                  235 
232  (H)a Hela Peninsula Submarine Post, 1945, blue (Michel 13 b), upper left corner sheet margin block of 4, without gum as 

issued, Extremely Fine, signed Lange. Michel €1,800 ++ ($2,020)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

233  s Leros Inselpost, 1945, ultramarine, blackish blue violet, perforated (Michel 11A a), tied on piece by a Feldpost c.d.s., 
Mar 22, 1945, Very Fine, signed small magenta M.A. handstamps. Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   Estimate $300 - 400

234  m Leros Inselpost, 1945, ultramarine, blackish blue violet, perforated (Michel 11A a), partial Feldpost cancel, F.-V.F., 
signed Pickenpack. Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   Estimate $250 - 350

235  HH Leros Inselpost, 1945, ultramarine, blackish blue violet, rouletted (Michel 11B a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 
signed small magenta M.A. handstamps. Michel €650 ($730)   Estimate $250 - 350
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                     236                                                    237                                                                               238 
236  s Leros Inselpost, 1945, ultramarine, blackish blue violet, rouletted (Michel 11B a), tied on piece by a Feldpost “h” 

c.d.s., Mar 23, 1945, F.-V.F. Michel €500 ($560)   Estimate $200 - 300

237  s Leros Inselpost, 1945, ultramarine, blackish blue violet, rouletted (Michel 11B a), pair, horizontal pair tied on piece 
by two partial Vienna c.d.s.s, F.-V.F. Michel €1,000+ ($1,120)   Estimate $500 - 750

238  ) Leros Inselpost, 1945, ultramarine, blackish blue violet, rouletted (Michel 11B a), tied by a Feldpost “h” c.d.s., Mar 
15, 1945, on an extremely clean cover to Frankfurt, Very Fine. Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   Estimate $500 - 750

               
                         239                                     EX 240                                                                     241 
239  HH Leros Inselpost, 1945, reddish violet overprint, rouletted (Michel 11B b var.), “INSEL” barely struck up, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $400 - 600

240  s Northern Ukraine, Wladimir-Wolynsk, 1944, Set of four (Michel 12-15), tied on three small pieces by violet Eagle 
& Swastika “Der Gebietskommissar [Area Commissioner]/ Wladimir-Wolynsk” circular handstamps, Very Fine. Michel 
€800 ($900)   Estimate $250 - 350

241  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944, Three different (Michel 6, 8B II, 9, 10B I, 12 IV), plus Agram & Vukovar overprints, all 
tied by Feldpost “e” c.d.s.s, Christmas day, Dec 25, 1944, on a 30c Rhodes postal card sending Christmas greetings 
to a soldier at Feldpost Station 31986; bit of paper clip rust at the bottom not affecting the stamps, otherwise Very 
Fine.  Exceedingly rare depite its apparently philatelic origin — the Vukovar overprint postally used on a cover catalogs 
€35,000, the Rhodes Christmas overprint €8,000! signed U.F.N. Roma. Michel €4,480 as used stamps ($5,020)   
  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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                                                                                242                                  243 
242  HH Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, perforated (Michel 8A), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, handstamped with a small 

“V. (?) B./ N.Y.” in semi-circle. Michel €15,000 ($16,820)   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

An extraordinary example of this great Feldpost Rarity

243  HH Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, perforated (Michel 8A), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F.  A Feldpost 
Rarity, signed A. Diena and U.F.N. Roma. Michel €15,000 ($16,820)   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

 (photo on front cover)

     
                                                         244                                                                                245 
244  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, perforated (Michel 8A), sheet margin single tied by a Feldpost “b” c.d.s., Dec 11, 

1944, on a formular Feldpost letter sheet to Cottbus; intact personal letter inside, Very Fine. Michel €7,000 ($7,850)  
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

245  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, perforated (Michel 8A), tied by a Feldpost “b” c.d.s., Dec 7, 1944, on a cover to 
Rothenburg; opened at a bit of an angle at the top, still Very Fine, signed Hederer. Michel €7,000 ($7,850)   
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

     
                                                                              246                                   247 
246  HH Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, rouletted, thin overprint (Michel 8B I), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, signed 

pencil signature. Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300

247  HH Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, rouletted, thin overprint (Michel 8B I), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., signed 
Richter. Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                            248                                                                        249                                                 250 
248  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, thick overprint, rouletted (Michel 8B I), tied by one of two Feldpost “d” c.d.s.s, 

Dec 24, 1944, on a 30c Rhodes postal card to Germany, Very Fine. Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300

249  HHa Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, thick overprint, rouletted (Michel 8B II), a mint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 
F.-V.F. Michel €560+ ($630)   Estimate $200 - 300

250  HHa Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 ultramarine, thin overprint, rouletted (Michel 8B II), a mint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 
F.-V.F., signed A. Diena and U.F.N. Roma. Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300

               
                                                   251                                                                     252                                         253 
251  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944, Two different plus the Agram overprint (Michel 8B II, 10Bc, 12 III), plus Agram & Vukovar 

overprints, all tied by Feldpost “e” c.d.s.s, Christmas day, Dec 25, 1944, on the message half of a 30c Rhodes paid reply 
card (reply card removed); a simple greeting to another soldier at Feldpost Station 03164, Very Fine.  Very scarce depite 
its apparently philatelic origin — the Rhodes Christmas overprint catalogs €3,000 on cover, signed U.F.N. Roma. Michel 
€1,070 as used stamps ($1,200)   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

252  HH Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 red brown (Michel 9), upper left corner sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, 
signed Dr. Dub. Michel €550 ($620)   Estimate $200 - 300

253  HH Rhodes Inselpost, 1944 red brown (Michel 9), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, signed Dr. Dub. Michel €550 ($620)  
  Estimate $200 - 300

254  HH/H Rhodes Inselpost, 1944, Christmas overprint, type I (Michel 12 I), o.g., one never hinged, F.-V.F., both signed. Michel 
€440 ($490)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

255  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944, Christmas overprint, type I (Michel 12 I), tied by a partial Feldpost “b” c.d.s., Jan 13, 1945, 
on a cover to Germany, light violet censor handstamp, F.-V.F., both signed. Michel €1,600 ($1,790)  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $500 - 750

256  ) Rhodes Inselpost, 1944, Christmas overprint, type III (Michel 12 III), tied by a clear Feldpost “d” c.d.s., Christmas 
day 1945, with an Italian Rhodes c.d.s. of the same date, on a formular Feldpost postcard from Feldpost Station 680650 
to Feldpost Station 03164, Very Fine, both signed. Michel €3,000 ($3,360)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                                                    257                                                                            258 
257  (H) Tunis, 1943, Palm Tree & Swastika, thick paper (Michel 5a), corner sheet margin pair, unused without gum, Extremely 

Fine, with an old Dr. Dub certificate. Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300

258  (H) Tunis, 1943, Palm Tree & Swastika, thick paper (Michel 5a), horizontal strip of 3 with sheet margin selvage at the left, 
unused without gum, Very Fine, with an old Dr. Dub certificate. Michel €600 ($670)   Estimate $200 - 300

               
                259                                260                                                              261                                                         262 
259  s Tunis, 1943, Palm Tree & Swastika, thick paper (Michel 5a), light print, used on a small piece by a handstamped 

cancel, Fine. Michel €800 ($900)   Estimate $200 - 300

260  s Tunis, 1943, Palm Tree & Swastika, thick paper (Michel 5a), light print, tied on piece by a violet handstamped cancel, 
F.-V.F. Michel €800 ($900)   Estimate $250 - 350

261  H/(H) Tunis, 1943, Palm Tree & Swastika, thick paper, group of 5 (Michel 5a), one with o.g., others without gum (one 
regummed), including two shades and two light prints, F.-V.F. Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   Estimate $300 - 400

262  (H) Tunis, 1943, Palm Tree & Swastika, yellowish honeycomb paper (Michel 5b), reinforced vertical pair, unused without 
gum, Very Fine. Michel €1,000 ($1,120)   Estimate $350 - 500

263
263  HH Vukovar Inselpost, 1944 red brown (Michel 6), o.g., never hinged, fresh and beautifully centered; couple slightly short 

perfs at the top, otherwise Extremely Fine, signed Pickenpak & Richter, with 1981 Pyzner certificate. Michel €2,000 
($2,240)   Estimate $300 - 400
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1945-46 LOCAL ISSUES: ASCHAFFENBURG

264
264  ) 1946, Local Post Office frank, “Gebühr bezalt” handstamp doubled (Michel 1 var.), tied by a Jun 6, 1946 

Alschaffenburg c.d.s. on a Registered cover to Schöllkrippen and backstamped there the next day, Very Fine, signed 
GPSY. Michel €700+ ($780)   Estimate $200 - 300

1945-46 LOCAL ISSUES: DÖBELN

265
265  P 1945, “Döbeln 6. 5. 1945” trial overprint on 3pf Official (Michel P I), 10 rows of dots instead of 12 obscuring the 

swastika, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, with 2003 H-K Penning certificate. Michel €1,200 ($1,340)   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1945-46 LOCAL ISSUES: KÖLN

266
266  H 1946, 24pf & 84pf Franking labels, lilac on rose (Michel 1a, 2a), tied by a Köln/10 c.d.s., May 24, 1946, on a Registered “postcard” 

- made from plain paper - to Köln-Ehrenfeld and backstamped there the same day., Very Fine.  A rare usage, despite its philatelic 
origin - Michel does not price the 24pf on cover, but prices the 84pf at €3200., with a 1994 Zierer certificate.  
  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

These labels were created specifically to meet the shortage of higher value postage for registered mail.
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1945-46 LOCAL ISSUES: SAULGAU

EX 267
267  HH 1945, Morse “V” Overprint on Officials, 3pf-50pf complete (Michel XIII-XXIV), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., signed 

Lange, Sturm and/or Richter. Michel €1,300 ($1,460)   Estimate $400 - 600

1945-46 LOCAL ISSUES: STORKOW

     
                                                                   EX 268                                             269
268  HH 1946, Stork Coat of Arms, 3pf-12pf complete, imperf (Michel 9B-14B), a choice set of left sheet margin singles, o.g., 

never hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel €1,000 ($1,120)   Estimate $300 - 400

269  HH 1946, 12 + 38pf “KZ” Souvenir Sheet, dark red on green, imperf, watermark pointing down (Michel Block 2BX), 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, signed Sturm & two others. Michel €1,000 ($1,120)   Estimate $300 - 400

POST-WWII OCCUPATIONS: ALLIED OCCUPATION/BIZONE

EX 270
270  HH 1948, “Band” & “Carpet” overprints complete (Scott 585A-599), o.g., never hinged, 12pf gray with top sheet margin 

(rotary press), Very Fine, signed Dr. Dub and printer’s “SB”. Michel 52I-68I, 52II-68II; €1,720 ($1,930). Scott $975  
  Estimate $350 - 500
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                                        EX 271                                                                                  EX 273 
271  HH 1948-51, 2pf-1m Buildings complete, perf 14 plus type II High values (Scott 634a-658a, 658b-661a), o.g., never 

hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 73eg-97IIeg, 97IIwg-100IIwg; €1,260 ($1,410). Scott $925   Estimate $300 - 400

272  HH 1948 Buildings, group of specialist varieties (Scott 635/637 vars.), imperfs, part-perforations or double prints, 15 items: 
six pairs, a strip of 3, five blocks of 4, a block of 6, a block of 10 and a block of 12, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
74//96 vars. (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

273  ) 1948-51, 8pf//5DM Building Series used on covers (Scott 639//661), three oversized 1948 Registered covers with 
Airmail labels; 2DM (3) on combo envelope postmarked Bremen; 1DM and 5DM values with 50pf on second cover; 
final cover includes a pair of 3DM along with lower values tied with a Hamburg c.d.s.; useful trio, F.-V.F.   
  Estimate $500 - 800

     
                                              274                                                                                                 275 
274  ) 1948, 2DM Buildings Issue used on cover (Scott 659), horizontal strip of three with two bold Bremen c.d.s. cancels (one 

tying) to an oversized envelope with Airmail etiquette and bright Registration label; postmarked Hamburg with oval “Free 
of Duty” US Customs marking in violet; attractive, F.-V.F.   Estimate $400 - 600

275  ) 1948, 3DM Buildings Issue used on cover (Scott 660), pair with Airmail etiquette on Sept 1948 Registered oversized 
cover; multiple useage reportedly uncatalogued in Michel; nice post-war usage, F.-V.F.   Estimate $300 - 400

276  HH 1949, Hanover Export Fair souvenir sheet (Scott 664a), 17 sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1a; 
€2,380 ($2,670). Scott $1,785  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500
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POST-WWII OCCUPATIONS: FRENCH ZONE

            
                      277                                              278                                               279                                             280 
277  HH 1949, 30pf Engineering Congress, type II (Scott 5N41a), lower left corner margin single with partial imprint, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine. Michel 46 II; €650 ($730). Scott $475   Estimate $200 - 300

278  s 1949, 30pf Engineering Congress, type II (Scott 5N41a), tied on a piece of postcard by a clear Constance Engineering 
Congress cancel, Jun 25, 1949, back-dated, as the type II stamp was not issued until Aug 25, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 
signed Richter and one other. Michel 46 II; €1,900 ($2,130). Scott $1,450   Estimate $300 - 400

279  m 1949, 30pf Engineering Congress, type II (Scott 5N41a), light partial Karlsruhe c.d.s., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 
46 II; €1,900 ($2,130). Scott $1,450   Estimate $300 - 400

280  m 1949, 30pf Engineering Congress, type II (Scott 5N41a), canceled Baden-Baden, Nov 20, 1949, o.g., never hinged, F.-
V.F. Michel 46 II; €1,900 ($2,130). Scott $1,450   Estimate $300 - 400

POST-WWII OCCUPATIONS: BERLIN

281  HH 1948 Black Overprints complete (Scott 9N1-9N20), three sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 1-20; €1,140 ($1,280). 
Scott $840  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

     
EX 282                                                          EX 283

282  m 1948 Black Overprints complete used (Scott 9N1-9N20), F.-V.F. Michel 1-20; €2,400 ($2,690). Scott $1,632   
  Estimate $400 - 600

283  m 1948 Black Overprints complete used (Scott 9N1-9N20), F.-V.F. Michel 1-20; €2,400 ($2,690). Scott $1,632   
  Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                       EX 284                                                                     EX 285 
284  HHa 1948 Black Overprints complete in blocks of 4 (Scott 9N1-9N20), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 1-20; €1,520 

($1,700). Scott $1,120   Estimate $300 - 400

285  HHa 1948 Black Overprints complete in blocks of 4 (Scott 9N1-9N20), all with corner sheet margins, o.g., never hinged, F.-
V.F. Michel 1-20; €1,520 ($1,700). Scott $1,120   Estimate $300 - 400

286  m 1948, 2m, 3m & 5m Doves, black overprint (Scott 9N18-N20), F.-V.F., 2m signed Schlegel, 3m Stolow, 5m with H-D 
Schlegel attest. Michel 18-20; €1,950 ($2,190). Scott $1,300  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

          
                               EX 287                                                       EX 288                                                       EX 289 
287  HH 1949 Red Overprints complete (Scott 9N21-9N34), horizontal pairs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 21-34; 

€2,800 ($3,140). Scott $2,100   Estimate $500 - 750

288  m 1949 Red Overprints complete used (Scott 9N21-9N34), F.-V.F. Michel 21-34; €900 ($1,010). Scott $607   
  Estimate $200 - 300

289  m 1949 Red Overprints complete used (Scott 9N21-9N34), F.-V.F. Michel 21-34; €900 ($1,010). Scott $607   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                     EX 290                                                        EX 291                                                      296 
290  m 1949 Red Overprints complete used (Scott 9N21-9N34), F.-V.F. Michel 21-34; €900 ($1,010). Scott $607   

  Estimate $200 - 300

291  m 1949 Red Overprints complete used (Scott 9N21-9N34), F.-V.F. Michel 21-34; €900 ($1,010). Scott $607   
  Estimate $200 - 300

292  HH 1949 U.P.U. complete (Scott 9N35-9N41), six mint sets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 35-41; €4,500 ($5,040). 
Scott $3,300  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

293  HHa 1949 Buildings complete (Scott 9N42-9N60), ten sets in corner margin blocks of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 
Michel 42-60; €7,500 ($8,410). Scott $5,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

294  HHa 1949 Buildings complete (Scott 9N42-9N60), ten sets, all in blocks of 10 but the 20pf, which is 10 singles, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Michel 42-60; €7,500 ($8,410). Scott $5,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

295  HHa 1949 Buildings complete (Scott 9N42-9N60), ten sets, all in blocks of 10 but the 20pf, which is 10 singles, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Michel 42-60; €7,500 ($8,410). Scott $5,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

296  HH 1952, Buildings, Second 2m Booklet (Scott 9N42a/9N49a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, all perfs 
intact, Extremely Fine. Michel MH 2. Michel €1,300 ($1,460)   Estimate $300 - 400

     
                                                                297                                                        EX 299 
297  HH 1952, Buildings, Second 2m Booklet (Scott 9N42a/9N49a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, 20pf pane 

slightly clipped at the top, F.-V.F. Michel MH 2. Michel €1,300 ($1,460)   Estimate $200 - 300

298  HHa 1949 Goethe complete (Scott 9N61-9N63), 11 sets including corner blocks of 9, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
61-63; €3,520 ($3,950). Scott $2,640  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

299  HHa 1949 Green Overprints complete (Scott 9N64-9N67), choice mint blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
64-67; €1,000 ($1,120). Scott $760   Estimate $200 - 300
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300  HHa 1951, Freedom Bell, clapper to the left (Scott 9N70-9N74), 40 sets, nearly all in large blocks, o.g., never hinged. Michel 
75-79; €4,000 ($4,480). Scott $3,000  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

301  HHa 1951-52, Freedom Bell, clapper to the right (Scott 9N75-9N79), 20 sets in folded blocks of 4 & 6, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine. Michel 82-86; €2,400 ($2,690). Scott $1,800  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

302  HHa 1952, 30pf Beethoven (Scott 9N80), 50 in two blocks of 15 and a block of 20 (position 45 has the break in the leg 
of the “2”, Mi. 87 I), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 87; €2,325 ($2,610). Scott $1,625  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $250 - 350

303  HHa 1953, Freedom Bell, clapper centered (Scott 9N94-9N98), 40 sets in blocks of 4, 6 or 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 
Michel 101-105; €3,600 ($4,040). Scott $2,200  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

304  HHa 1954 Buildings complete (Scott 9N108-9N110), 36 sets, mostly in blocks or strips, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
121-123; €4,680 ($5,250). Scott $3,582  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

305  HHa 1954 Buildings complete (Scott 9N108-9N110), 50 sets, nearly all in large blocks, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
121-123; €6,500 ($7,290). Scott $4,700  (photo on web site)  Estimate $800 - 1,200

306  HHa 1949 Currency Victims complete (Scott 9NB1-9NB3), 10 sets in blocks of 4 & 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
68-70; €3,500 ($3,920). Scott $2,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

307  HHa 1949 Currency Victims complete (Scott 9NB1-9NB3), 22 sets, most in blocks of 4 or 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 
Michel 68-70; €7,700 ($8,630). Scott $5,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

308  HHa 1949 Currency Victims complete (Scott 9NB1-9NB3), 10 sets in blocks of 4 & 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
68-70; €3,500 ($3,920). Scott $2,500  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

309  m 1949 Currency Victims complete (Scott 9NB1-9NB3), six used sets, F.-V.F. Michel 68-70; €3,600 ($4,040). Scott $2,460  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

     
310                                                                                                311

310  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), a choice mint sheet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel 
Block 1; €950 ($1,060). Scott $975   Estimate $250 - 350

311  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 
Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350
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312                                                                                                  313

312  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 
Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350

313  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 
Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350

     
314                                                                                                  315

314  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 
Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350

315  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 
Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350

316
316  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 

Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350
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317                                                                                                 319

317  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,060). 
Scott $1,200   Estimate $250 - 350

318  HH 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), five sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €4,750 
($5,320). Scott $6,000  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

319  m 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (Scott 9NB3a), canceled Dec 18 Currency Victims c.d.s., Extremely Fine, signed 
Schlegel. Michel Block 1; €2,200 ($2,470). Scott $1,400   Estimate $400 - 600

320  HHa 1951 Stamp Day complete (Scott 9NB6-9NB7), sheets of 50, folded once vertically with some separation, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Michel 80-81; €2,750 ($3,080). Scott $2,000  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

321  HHa 1951 Stamp Day complete (Scott 9NB6-9NB7), sheets of 50, folded once vertically with some separation, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Michel 80-81; €2,750 ($3,080). Scott $2,000  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

322  HHa 1949, Stamp Centenary booklet pane sheet (Michel MHB 1 B), full sheet containing 20 panes each of the 1pf & 4pf 
and ten each of the 10pf & 20pf; HAN 16214.50; folded three times horizontally and once vertically leaving only 10 
each of the 1pf & 4pf panes unfolded, o.g., never hinged; small corner crease in selvage only, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
9N42a//9N49a; $3,700+. Michel €7,000 ($7,850)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

FEDERAL REPUBLIC

323  HHa 1949 Federal Assembly complete (Scott 665-666), 50 sets, mainly in large blocks, o.g., never hinged. Michel 111-112; 
€5,000 ($5,600). Scott $3,750  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

324  HHa 1949 Stamp Centenary complete (Scott 667-668, B309), 40 sets in blocks of 10 (folded once), o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. Michel 113-115; €4,000 ($4,480). Scott $3,220  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                                    EX 325                                EX 326 
325  HH 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €2,200 ($2,470). Scott $1,700 

  Estimate $500 - 750

326  HH 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €2,200 ($2,470). Scott $1,700 
  Estimate $400 - 600
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                                        EX 327                                              EX 328                                               EX 329 
327  HH 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), bottom sheet margin singles, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; 

€2,200 ($2,470). Scott $1,700   Estimate $400 - 600

328  HH 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €2,200 ($2,470). Scott $1,700 
  Estimate $400 - 600

329  HH 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €4,400 
($4,930). Scott $3,400   Estimate $750 - 1,000

EX 330
330  HHa 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), a choice set of top sheet margin blocks of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine.  Large multiples of this key set are rarely offered.  Michel 123-138; €44,000 ($49,320). Scott $34,000 
  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

331  HHa 1951-52 Post Horns complete (Scott 670-685), four sets: two pairs each of the 50pf, 60pf & 70pf, the rest in blocks, o.g., 
never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €8,800 ($9,860). Scott $6,800  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                                                    EX 332                                                                                      EX 333 
332  HHa 1951-52 Post Horns complete in blocks of 4 (Scott 670-685), all but the 90pf with top or bottom sheet margin - mostly 

corner, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €8,800 ($9,860). Scott $6,800   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

333  HHa 1951-52 Post Horns complete in blocks of 4 (Scott 670-685), most with sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 
123-138; €8,800 ($9,860). Scott $6,800   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                                         EX 334                                                              339 
334  HHa 1951-52 Post Horns complete in blocks of 4 (Scott 670-685), all but the 90pf with sheet margin - mostly corner, o.g., 

never hinged; one 90pf with a light natural gum bend, F.-V.F. Michel 123-138; €8,800 ($9,860). Scott $6,800   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

335  HHa 1953, 30pf von Liebig (Scott 695), 100 copies in two blocks of 25 and a half-sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 
Michel 166; €3,500 ($3,920). Scott $2,600  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

336  HHa 1953 Transport Exhibition complete (Scott 698-701), full sheets of 100, o.g., never hinged; folded once 
horizontally and once vertically, Very Fine. Michel 167-170; €8,500 ($9,530). Scott $6,500  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

337  HHa 1953 Heuss complete (Scott 702-721), ten sets, mostly in multiples - the 50pf a top margin block of 10 (2x5), o.g., never 
hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 177-196; €3,000 ($3,360). Scott $2,250  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

338  HHa 1953 Heuss complete (Scott 702-721), ten sets, mostly in multiples - the 50pf a block of 10, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. 
Michel 177-196; €3,000 ($3,360). Scott $2,250  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

339  HHa 1953 Heuss complete (Scott 702-721), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 177-196; €1,200 ($1,340). Scott 
$900   Estimate $200 - 300

340  HHa 1959, 7pf-70pf Heuss complete (Scott 793-797), 130 sets in large blocks, o.g., never hinged. Michel 302-306; €2,600 
($2,920). Scott $1,976  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400
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341  HH 1950 J.S. Bach complete (Scott B314-B315), 26 sets in blocks of 4 or 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 121-122; 
€2,860 ($3,210). Scott $2,145  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

342  HHa 1951 Marienkirche complete (Scott B316-B317), sheets of 25, o.g., never hinged, folded vertically & horizontally with 
slight separation, selvage slightly trimmed, Very Fine. Michel 139-140; €5,500 ($6,170). Scott $4,250  (photo on web site)
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

343  HHa 1951 Wuppertal complete (Scott B318-B319), 50 sets in blocks of 25 (folded), o.g., never hinged. Michel 141-142; 
€4,500 ($5,040). Scott $3,375  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

344  HHa 1953, 10pf+5pf German Museum in Munich (Scott B331), 120 in large blocks, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 
163; €3,600 ($4,040). Scott $2,700  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

345  HHa 1953 IFRABA Exhibition complete (Scott B332-B333), full sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged; folded once vertically, Very 
Fine. Michel 171-172; €2,500 ($2,800). Scott $1,875  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

346  HHa 1953 IFRABA Exhibition complete (Scott B332-B333), full sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged; folded twice vertically, 
Very Fine. Michel 171-172; €2,500 ($2,800). Scott $1,875  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

347  HH 1953 Welfare complete (Scott B334-B337), blocks of 25 (some separation), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 173-
176; €2,500 ($2,800). Scott $1,875  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

348  HHa 1951, Posthorn booklet pane sheet (Michel MHB 2), full sheet containing five panes of each, HA 10274.51 2; “X” 
label includes both plate flaws, MH 1 PF I & II, o.g., never hinged; folded twice vertically - affecting all panes - and once 
horizontally - affecting one of each pane with slight separation in the 10pf/20pf pane, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 671a, 
675a; $2,800+. Michel €5,000 ($5,600)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

349  HH 1955, Heuss booklet pane sheet (Michel MHB 3), full sheet containing five of each pane, folded three times vertically, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott 702a, 714a, 708a; $1,350. Michel €2,000 ($2,240)  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $200 - 300

350  HHa 1955, Heuss booklet pane sheet (Michel MHB 3), full sheet containing five of each pane, folded three times vertically, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott 702a, 714a, 708a; $1,350. Michel €2,000 ($2,240)  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $200 - 300

351  HHa 1958, 1pf + Heuss booklet pane sheet, ribbed gum (Michel MHB 5 X), four full sheets of 20 panes, each folded three 
times vertically, Very Fine. Scott 737Ab; $1,800+. Michel €3,000 ($3,360)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

352  HHa 1958, 1pf + Heuss booklet pane sheet, type II, glossy gum (Michel MHB 5 Y II), full sheet of 20 panes, folded three 
times vertically, Very Fine. Scott 737Ab. Michel €2,200 ($2,470)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

353  HHa 1958, 1pf + Heuss booklet pane sheet, type II, glossy gum (Michel MHB 5 Y II), four full sheets of 20 
panes, each folded three times vertically, Very Fine. Scott 737Ab. Michel €8,800 ($9,860)  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

DDR: SOVIET OCCUPATION: EAST SAXONY

354
354  HH 1945, 12(pf) POST/POCHTA (Scott 15N1), a gorgeous right sheet margin single with huge margins, o.g., never hinged, 

a Superb gem, signed Dietrich, with 1983 Ströh certificate. Scott $400   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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DDR: SOVIET OCCUPATION: THÜRINGIA

355
355  HH 1945, Free Christmas souvenir sheet (Scott 16N7b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 2t; €1,800 ($2,020). 

Scott $1,150   Estimate $400 - 600

GREECE

             
       EX 356                                      EX 357                                                         EX 358                                      EX 359 
356  H 1886-88, Small Hermes Heads, Belgian printing, imperforate, 1lep to 1d complete (Scott 64-72), o.g., lightly hinged 

or hinge remnant, remarkably fresh with bright colors and large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine and choice. Scott 
$480   Estimate $200 - 250

357  H 1896, 1st Modern Olympic Games complete (Scott 117-128), o.g., mostly lightly hinged, exquisite colors, well-
centered and exceptionally fresh; the 1lep has tiny thin, the 60lep a small natural gum crease, and the 10d some slight gum 
disturbance, Very Fine overall. Scott $1,784   Estimate $600 - 700

358  H 1900, surcharged Large Hermes Heads, imperforate (Scott 130-133, 137, a, 138, a), a mint selection with shades, 
comprising 30lep on 40lep (4), 40lep on 2lep (2), 50 lep on 40lep (2), 3d on 10lep (2), and 5d on 40lep (2); fresh colors, 
good to large margins, o.g., lightly hinged or hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 300

359  H 1906, Special Olympic Games complete (Scott 184-197), o.g., mostly lightly hinged, deep bright colors, excellent 
centering, wonderfully fresh; 2d and 3d have light natural gum creasing, Very Fine set. Scott $517   Estimate $200 - 300
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GUADELOUPE

360
360  H Postage Due, 1903, 30c on 1f rose on cream, inverted surcharge (Scott J14a), o.g., lightly hinged, a magnificent 

example with four full margins; nice color and crystal-clear surcharge, Extremely Fine, destined for a collection of 
distinction. Yvert 14b. Maury 14b. Scott $1,150   Estimate $500 - 750

HAITI

      
                                                         361                                                                                     EX 362 
361  ) 1895 (Oct.), Postage Due cover to New York, bearing 1895 5c orange pair (#35), uncancelled, with US Postage Due 2¢ 

pair, cancelled by “New York/M.I. & R.” duplex (Oct. 16), and showing “New York/Ship/Letter/Due 4 cts” dual-circle 
datestamp adjacent; the cover was prepaid with Haiti stamps at the 4-cent ship letter rate, but was carried on a non-contract 
mail ship, so the letter was placed in the mails at New York by the captain who collected the 4 cents; the cover has closed 
tear at foot, Very Fine, uncommon usage.   Estimate $500 - 750

362  P Haiti, 1941, Inter-American Caribbean Conference, two different sets of four large die proofs (Scott 338-339, 
C12-C13), in issued colors on India paper, comprising one set without die numbers, mounted on sunken cards (152 x 228 
mm), three with “Submitted by/American Bank Note Co./New York” embossing, and all with penciled and dated approval 
initialed by H.L. Hershey; and the second set with die numbers, mounted on cards, the 10c signed by the artist V. Pierre-
Noel, the 10c and 25c are gum stained, otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $600 - 800
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ICELAND

                    
                                          363                      364                       365                        366                    367 
363  m 1873, First Issue, 2sk ultramarine, perf 14 x 131/2 (Scott 1), a splendidly fresh and sound example, cancelled by 

Reykjavik 26/3 dater, F.-V.F., a much better quality example than usually encountered, with 1984 Dr. Debo certificate. 
Michel 1A. Yvert 1A. Facit 1. Scott $2,150   Estimate $750 - 1,000

364  m 1873, First Issue, 4sk dark carmine, perf 14 x 131/2 (Scott 2), a particularly choice high-quality example, beautifully 
centered and cancelled by neat partial Reykjavik 1[?]/10 c.d.s., Very Fine, a beauty, with 1984 Dr. Debo certificate. Michel 
3A. Yvert 3A. Facit 2. Scott $900   Estimate $300 - 400

365  m 1873, First Issue, 16sk yellow, perf 121/2 (Scott 7), wonderfully fresh with exceptionally vibrant color, lightly cancelled, 
Fine+, with 1988 Lasse Nielsen certificate. Michel 5B. Yvert 5B. Facit 7. Scott $625   Estimate $200 - 250

366  m 1876, Crowned Numeral, 20a dark violet (Scott 13), a splendid example with bold, vivid color, showing a neat, 
unobtrusive corner cancel, F.-V.F., a lovely and rare used example, with 1986 Lasse Nielsen certificate. Michel 10Ab var. 
Yvert 10A. Facit 14. Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 250

367  m 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, large “3 þrir” on 5a green, perf 12¾ (Scott 31), wonderfully fresh and incredibly 
well-centered, with neat, perfectly struck, unobtrusive corner cancel, Extremely Fine and choice, a beauty, with 1984 
Slavomir Kaiser certificate. Michel 18 IB. Yvert 18a. Facit 35. Scott $575   Estimate $200 - 250

     
                                                                                     368                                                              369 
368  s 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, small “3 þrir” on 5a green, perf 12¾ (Scott 32), a splendid horizontal pair, 

tied to clean, fresh, good-sized cover fragment by bold Reykjavik 4.12.97 c.d.s., F.-V.F.+, very scarce, with 1985 Lasse 
Nielsen certificate. Michel 18 IIB. Yvert 18. Facit 34. Scott $1,150   Estimate $500 - 750

369  s 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, large “þrir” on 5a green (Scott 33), attractive example neatly tied to small piece 
by 11.11.97 c.d.s., F.-V.F., fresh and scarce, with 1984 Slavomir Kaiser certificate. Michel 19 IB. Yvert 19a. Facit 37. Scott 
$750   Estimate $300 - 400
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          370                                                   EX 371                                                                        EX 372 
370  m 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, small “þrir” on 5a green (Scott 33A), fresh and clean with a bold, unobtrusive 

corner cancel, F.-V.F.+, scarce, with 1986 Lasse Nielsen certificate. Michel 19 IIB. Yvert 19. Facit 36. Scott $750  
  Estimate $300 - 400

371  HH/Ha Airmail, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (Scott C4-C8), corner margin blocks of 4 (15a & 50a separated into 
vertical pairs), o.g., stamps never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 142-146. Facit 189-193; SKr 18,000 as singles ($1,870). Scott 
$2,040 as singles   Estimate $750 - 1,000

372  HH/Ha Airmail, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (Scott C4-C8), upper right corner margin blocks of 4, o.g., stamps 
never hinged; few small thins in selvage, otherwise Very Fine. Michel 142-146. Facit 189-193; SKr 18,000 as singles 
($1,870). Scott $2,040 as singles   Estimate $750 - 1,000

INDO-CHINA

     
                                                                           373                                                                                        EX 374 
373  Ha International Reply Coupon, ca. 1920s-’30s, block of 4, for use in Indochina, pristine mint, Extremely Fine, rare and 

choice, ex-King Fuad collection.  Estimate $250 - 350

374  HHa 1892-1900, Navigation & Commerce, 1c//5F selection (Scott 3//21), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely group in Post 
Office fresh condition, F.-V.F. with better, very rare in this extraordinary quality. Scott $1,602+   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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INDONESIA

REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

375
375  P 1951, U.N. Anniversary, 7½s-30s, large die proofs, India on card (Scott 362P-365P), approximately 135 x 100 mm; 

bit of very light foxing on the cards only, mainly on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine.  A rare U.N. topical, albeit a short 
set,   Estimate $200 - 300

ITALY

     
                                                               376                                                                              377 
376  HH Airmail Semi-Official, 1926, Airship Norge Trans-Polar Expedition, horizontal pair imperf between with official 

Expedition oval handstamp on the reverse, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Sanabria S3b.  Estimate $200 - 300

377  m 1925, Servizio Commissioni, 30c to 90c, “UNA LIRA” overprints, bright and sound on pristine paper; hinge remnant 
on #6, F.-V.F., a rare set used. 2011 Sassone 4-6; €4,750 ($5,320).  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

378  H/m 1924-25, 15c to 1L Selection with Advertising Labels (Scott 87d//96b), a wonderful assemblage of 19 different, 
including #E3, missing just #105i for Scott-listed completion; note a used pair of #100d and 100e, 105J, plus mint 
#87d and 105e; all hinged on album page; possibly a few faults, but all appear excellent, F.-V.F., an incredibly difficult 
compilation. Scott $5,782  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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379                                                                                                381

379  HH 1922, Trieste Philatelic Congress complete (Scott 142A-142D), fresh with magnificent, deep colors and razor-sharp 
detail, F.-V.F., scarce. Sassone 123-126. Scott $3,125   Estimate $800 - 1,200

380  ) 1946, 1000L United Family and Scales on Covers (Scott 477), eight better envelopes including solo use with exceptional 
Vignola postmark; airmail cover with strong Reggio Calabria strikes; airmail to the United States from Alcamo; 14.5 x 
14.5 on combo cover addressed to Costa Rica; commercial usage from Milan to the US; solo postcard use from Perugia to 
the United States; pair of 14.5 x 14.5 tied to piece postmarked Genova, F.-V.F.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

381  H 1921, 10c-40c Victor Emmanuel III complete, litho overprint “B.L.P.” (Scott B5-B8), o.g., lightly hinged, in crisp, 
clean color on fresh paper, well-centered for this difficult set; 40c low value has a tiny thin spot; the balance are sound and 
fresh, F.-V.F., a scarce issue, signed. Sassone S.2700. Scott $2,455   Estimate $750 - 1,000

     
                                             EX 382                                                     383 
382  H 1922-23, 10c to 1L Victor Emmanuel III, overprint “B.L.P.” (Scott B9-B16), complete Scott major numbers less 

#B12A and B15A; wonderfully fresh and clean, and well-centered for this tight-margined issue, o.g., F.-V.F., a rare set 
infrequently offered. Scott $7,205   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

383  ) Airmail, 1930, 7.70L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (Scott C27), on a cover carried by the Italian Transatlantic Squadron 
from Rome to Rio de Janeiro, Dec 17, 1930-Jan 22, 1931; signed by all 20 pilots including Balbo, who signed in red; Rio 
receiver, Jan 22, on the front, Very Fine. Sassone 25; €2,500 ($2,800). Scott $2,000   Estimate $750 - 1,000

     
                                        EX 384                                                                        385 
384  m Airmail, 1934 Rome-Buenos Aires Flight complete (Scott C52-C55), each value with a nearly full strike of the special 

flight cancel; fresh, F.-V.F. Sassone S.1511. Scott $910   Estimate $250 - 350

385  H Airmail Official, 1933, 5.25L+44.75L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (Scott CO1), o.g., lightly hinged, a choice fresh 
example of this scarce issue missing from most collections, with crisp colors on pristine paper, Extremely Fine. Sassone 
1. Scott $3,300   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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                                                                 EX 386                                                        387 
386  HHa 1945-46, 10c to 20L complete (Scott J54-J64), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, each bright and cleanly printed on day-one 

fresh paper; a few toned spots, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $700   Estimate $200 - 300

387  HH 1953, 110L lilac rose Authorized Delivery (Scott QY10), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in strong color, nicely 
centered for these notorious issues; tiny natural inclusion in bottom left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., a scarce value. Scott 
$650   Estimate $200 - 250

OFFICES IN TURKISH EMPIRE

388
388  H 1908, 2pi on 10c violet (Scott 10), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely fresh pastel color, Fine example of this rarity, a mere 199 

recorded, signed, with 2020 A.P.S. certificate. Sassone 5. Scott $4,000   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

AMG VG (ZONE A): AMG FTT

     
389                                                               390

389  HH 1949, 1000L ultramarine (Scott Q26), vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, three pairs, Post Office fresh and quite well-
centered, with normal natural gum bends, Very Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 250

390  HH 1949, 1000L ultramarine (Scott Q26), vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, three pairs, Post Office fresh and quite well-
centered, with normal natural gum bends, Very Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 250
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LOCAL ISSUES (CLN): PONTE CHIASSO

     
                                    391                                                                                392 
391  H 1945, 1.25L green, “C.L.N./Ponte Chiasso” overprint, o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh and near-perfectly centered, 

Very Fine. 2011 Sassone 14; €7,200 ($8,070).  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

392  H 1945, 5c to 3L “C.L.N./Ponte Chiasso” overprints, o.g., day-one fresh with bright colors and crisp overprints, F.-V.F., a 
scarce set. 2011 Sassone 1-10; €1,610 ($1,800).   Estimate $500 - 750

IVORY COAST

          
                                                  393                                  394                                           395 
393  (H) 1903, 4F on 60c brown on buff (Scott Q23), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with four full, near-perfectly balanced 

margins, Extremely Fine, a very difficult stamp in any condition, almost impossible to find thus. Scott $1,200   
  Estimate $500 - 750

394  H 1903, 4F on 5c blue and 8F on 15c green, surcharges in black (Scott Q30-Q31), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with 
enticing colors, crisp surcharges, and full, wonderfully balanced margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $480   
  Estimate $300 - 400

395  H 1904, 8F on 15c green surcharge (Scott Q31), o.g., lightly hinged, a beautiful horizontal pair in bright color with full, 
well-balanced margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $480   Estimate $200 - 300

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                                                                         396                                                            397 
396  HHa 1935, 1½s New Year’s Greeting (Scott 222a), miniature sheet of 20, a pristine mint sheet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 

J.S.C.A. N1A. Scott $700 for hinged   Estimate $600 - 800

397  HH 1919, First Airmail Flight, 1½s-3s complete (Scott C1-C2), a choice mint set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. J.S.C.A. 
C22-23. Scott $1,300 for hinged   Estimate $750 - 1,000

398
398  HH 1934, Communications Day souvenir sheet (Scott C8), bright and fresh, o.g., never hinged; tiny shallow thin spot in the 

center, otherwise Very Fine. J.S.C.A. C56. Scott $2,000   Estimate $500 - 750
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399                                     EX 400

399  H 1905, $1½ black violet (Scott 31), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with exceptional detail in alluring color, 
F.-V.F., signed Steuer BPP and two others. Michel 26A. Scott $1,200   Estimate $600 - 800

400  HH 1905-19, 1¢-$2½ Yacht complete (Scott 33-42), a pristine set, several with sheet margin; s2c, 4c, 10c & 40c are Peacetime 
printing, the others all Wartime, the Mark values all 25:17 holes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 28II/37IIB; €490 
($550). Scott $550   Estimate $200 - 300

LEBANON

401
401  HH 1945, 5pi on 30c red brown (Scott RA1), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with clean overprint; one 

short perforation on left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $700   Estimate $200 - 300

LIBERIA

EX 402
402  Pa 1893, $1, $2 & $5 Pictorials, Waterlow trial color plate proofs (Scott 47TC-49TC), miniature sheets of 10, $1 brown 

& black, $2 green (2 sheets, overprints with slightly different type faces), and $5 blue & black; each stamp with Waterlow 
“Specimen” overprint and security punch, ungummed, Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500
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                                403                                                            404                                                                405 
403  P 1903, 3¢ Liberty, large die proof in black on thin bond (Scott 94P1), 62 x 83 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. 

  Estimate $200 - 300

404  P 1918, 5¢ Symbols, large die proof on bond, blue & black (Scott 165P1), 54 x 57 mm, penciled “Catalogue Blue” in the 
margin, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

405  P 1918, 5¢ Symbols, large die proof on bond, blue & black (Scott 165P1), 60 x 48 mm, penciled “Brazil Blue” & initials 
in the margin, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

406
406  P 1918, 25¢ Traveler’s Tree, large die proof on bond (Scott 169P1), 82 x 72 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. 

  Estimate $200 - 300
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LIBYA

407
407  ) Airmail, 1934 Tripoli Fair complete include Air Special Deliveries (Scott C14-C18, CE1-CE2), plus the 20c, 25c & 

30c regular issues, tied by Jun 7 Tripoli c.d.s.s on a cover to Rome, backstamped Jun 8, F.-V.F.  A rare cover.  Sassone 
A14-A20; €2,975 ($3,340). Scott $2,285   Estimate $500 - 750

FEZZAN

408
408  ) 1943 (June 25), French Occupation, Registered postcard from Sebha to Brazzaville, French Congo, bearing 1943 

(May 16) 50c, surcharged 3f on 20c, 5f on 50c and Airmail 50c (Sassone #1, 5, 7, A1) canceled by “R.F. Postes/Fezzan” 
double-ring handstamp with date inserted by hand, showing “Brazzaville R.P./Moyen Congo” arrival c.d.s. of Aug. 2 
adjacent, Very Fine, signed G. Bolaffi, A. Bolaffi & ED (Enzo Diena).   Estimate $500 - 750

LIECHTENSTEIN

EX 409
409  HH/H 1921, Arms and Views, 2rp-1fr complete (Scott 54-69), all but the 2rp perf 12&frac12 (59a, 61a), o.g., never hinged the 

20rp & 80rp, bright fresh colors, Very Fine. Michel 45-60. Zumstein 45-60; SFr 1,102 ($1,090). Scott $863   
  Estimate $250 - 350
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                      410                                  EX 411                                       EX 412                                        EX 413 
410  HH 1921, 30rp Bendern Church (Scott 64), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 55. Zumstein 55; SFr 300 ($300). Scott 

$275   Estimate $200 - 300

411  HH 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (Scott 82-89), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An exceptional 
set. Michel 82-89. Zumstein 72-79; SFr 1,100 ($1,090). Scott $1,040   Estimate $300 - 400

412  m 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (Scott 82-89), each fresh and with a partial town cancel, 
Very Fine. Michel 82-89; €1,100 ($1,230). Zumstein 72-79. Scott $868   Estimate $250 - 350

413  m 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (Scott 82-89), fresh colors, each value with a nearly full 
strike of a Triesenberg 12.XI.28 date of issue cancel, F.-V.F. Michel 82-89; €1,100 ($1,230). Zumstein 72-79. Scott $868 
  Estimate $250 - 350

          
                                    EX 414                                             415                                                    EX 418 
414  HH 1933, Landscapes, 25rp-1.20fr complete (Scott 108-110), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 119-121. Zumstein 98-

100; SFr 890 ($880). Scott $840   Estimate $250 - 350

415  HH 1934, Vaduz Exhibition souvenir sheet (Scott 115), an absolutely pristine sheet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. 
Michel Block 1. Zumstein 104; SFr 1,800 ($1,780). Scott $2,250   Estimate $600 - 800

416  HHa 1960, 50rp Europa, first printing (Scott 356), miniature sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 398 I. 
Zumstein 348 I; SFr 1,200+ ($1,190). Scott $1,100+  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

417  HHa 1960, 50rp Europa, first printing (Scott 356), miniature sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 398 I. 
Zumstein 348 I; SFr 1,200+ ($1,190). Scott $1,100+  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

418  H Airmail, 1930, Airplanes over Landscapes, 15rp-1fr complete (Scott C1-C6).  Michel 108-113. Zumstein F/1-6; SFr 
575 ($570). Scott $518   Estimate $200 - 300
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419
419  s Airmail, 1931, Zeppelins, 1fr-2fr complete (Scott C7-C8), each value tied on a piece by the Vaduz Zeppelin flight 

cancel, Very Fine. Michel 114-115; €650 ($730). Zumstein 7-8. Scott $525   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                                 420                                                                                 EX 421 
420  HH Airmail, 1934-36 Airmails complete (Scott C9-C16), o.g., never hinged (“Birds” with ordinary gum), Very Fine. 

Zumstein F/9y-13y, 14-16; SFr 740 ($730). Scott $590   Estimate $200 - 300

421  HH Officials, 1932, 5rp-1.20fr complete (Scott O1-O8), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 1-8. Zumstein D/1-8; SFr 
1,400 ($1,390). Scott $1,763   Estimate $500 - 750

LUXEMBOURG

422  H/ma 1956-57 Europa issues, wholesale lot (Scott 318-320, 329-331), 1956: 21 mint sets in singles, dated corner blocks of 
4, blocks of 6 & blocks of 10, plus canceled to order singles and blocks of 4; 1957: 17 mint sets in singles, blocks of 4 
& blocks of 12, plus canceled to order blocks of 10, Very Fine. Michel 555-557, 572-574; €3,920 ($4,390). Scott $4,502  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

MARIANA ISLANDS

EX 423
423  s 1901, 1m-5m Yachts (Scott 26-29), each tied on a small piece by two Saipan c.d.s.s dated 22.12.09, 20.8.07, ??08 & 

3.12.09, respectively, F.-V.F., signed Richter. Michel 16-19; €955 ($1,070). Scott $805   Estimate $300 - 400
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MONACO

424
424  HH 1971, 2fr “Albert” Dürer error (Scott 817 var), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with photocopy of 2006 Calves certificate 

for pane of 10. Yvert 876A; €5,000 ($5,600).  Estimate $750 - 1,000

NORWAY

425
425  (H) 1855, 4sk blue (Scott 1), unused without gum, with full, balanced margins; a small central stain (barely noticeable), still 

Very Fine, only a handful of genuine unused examples of #1 are known, with 2021 A.P.S. certificate. Michel 1. Facit 1; 
SKr 25,000 ($2,600). Scott $4,250   Estimate $750 - 1,000

PARAGUAY

EX 426
426  HH/) 1959, Visit of Dag Hammarskjöld, autographed presentation folder (Scott C260), an uncommon find for the UN 

enthusiast, the folder containing a full pane of 20 (stamps never hinged, affixed inverted by bottom selvage, original 
glassine interleaving completely loose) plus First Day Cover; folder front and First Day Cover both bear commemorative 
First Day cachet; each signed by Hammarskjöld, the folder on panel two above photo of the Secretary General 
surrounded by officials; light wear along folder front’s edges, stamps, cover and signatures unaffected, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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PORTUGAL

427  m 1895, St. Anthony of Padua, 2½r-1000r complete (Scott 132-146), from a serious old-time condition-conscious collector 
of used, neatly presented on a Scott Specialty page, sound and fault-free, items carefully selected with no thins, tears or 
bends, and each with full or partial double-ring cicular or hexagonal handstamps; very difficult to find in choice used 
condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the key Portugal classic commemorative issue. Scott $1,154  (photo on web site)
  Estimate $350 - 500

RÉUNION

EX 428
428  HH 1949-51, 100F to 500F surcharges complete (Scott C39-C41), o.g., never hinged, fresh, bright set, the 500F with side 

selvage, Very Fine. Scott $525   Estimate $200 - 250

RUSSIA

     
                                                      429                                                             430 
429  H 1923, 4R+4R on 5000R dark violet, surcharged in silver (Scott B42), bottom margin single, o.g., small hinge remnant, 

a superior example with bold color and massive margins, the selvage showing off the diamond watermark, Extremely 
Fine, a lovely positional. Scott $1,000   Estimate $400 - 600

430  S Airmail, 1934, Stratosphere Disaster, handstamped “SPECIMEN” overprints (Scott C50S-C52S), affixed to a 
cutout from a page of a U.P.U. country’s postal archives; the 5k & 10k handstamped “SPECIMEN” in blue, the 20k not 
overprinted, few small abrasions on the 10k, otherwise Very Fine.  A unique set.  Michel 480 A Y-482 A Y.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

SALVADOR

431
431  H 1929, 20c deep green, red “Servicio Aéreo” overprint (Scott C1a), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.+, a 

lovely example of this very scarce issue, of which only 100 examples were printed, signed A. Rendon. Scott $850   
  Estimate $500 - 750
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SAMOA

     
432                                                                                                433

432  ) 1895 (Apr. 18) registered envelope from Apia to San Francisco, bearing 1895 perf. 11½ ½p purple brown vertical pair 
and 1p green with surcharged in blue “1½d” on 2p orange vertical pair and in black “3d” on 2p orange (Scott 9d, 11e, 24, 
25), canceled by “Apia/Samoa” double-ring datestamp in blue, in combination with U.S. 8¢ Columbian (236) applied on 
arrival and tied by “San Francisco/Z” oval handstamp, showing Samoan handstruck registration number “5978” in blue 
and “Registered/May 9, 1895/San Francisco, Cal.” unframed handstamp in magenta adjacent, with sender’s endorsement 
“PM [Postmaster] Apia Samoa” on reverse, the 3d on 2p surcharge has a pinhole in margin at lower left, Very Fine and an 
exceptional mixed franking, illustrated in Richard Burge, A Postal History of the Samoan Islands (R.P.S., N.Z., 1987), p. 
97.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

The fire at the Samoan post office on April 1, 1895 had destroyed the stock of stamps, including the Columbian 8 cents 
stamps, which were used to pay the U.S. registered rate. This is only one of four recorded registered combination covers 
with the Samoan stamps franked by the sender and the U.S. 8c Columbian stamp appplied by the San Francisco foreign 
mail agent. In actual fact, these four covers were sent by W.A. Cooper to himself as the U.S. Despatch Agent in San Fran-
cisco. The legitimate use of the Samoan stamps and acceptance despite the lack of U.S. postage is confirmed by Postmas-
ter Davis’ endorsement on reverse

433  ) 1890 (June 7), envelope from Apia to Tennessee (July 12) via San Francisco (July 5), bearing 1887-90 Palm Tree 1p 
yellow green (11a) and 2p orange brown (13b), canceled by “Apia/Samoa” double-ring datestamp in blue, in combination 
with U.S. 5¢ indigo (216), tied by circular cork type with dots of squares, with “San Francisco/Paid All” transit and 
“Nashville/ Tennessee” arrival c.d.s. on reverse, light overall ageing not affecting stamps, Fine to Very Fine; also 
1892 (Aug. 17) envelope to London (Sept. 15) via San Francisco (Sept. 2) bearing 1892 perf. 12½ 2½p rose pair (14), 
cancelled by “Apia/Samoa” double-ring datestamp, in combination with U.S. 10¢ green (226), tied by circular cork type 
with dots of squares, one Samoa stamp has small defects, the addresse’s name excised and light rust spotting.  
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

EX 434
434  s 1901, 1m-5m Yachts (Scott 66-69), each tied on piece by two c.d.s.s, the 1m & 2m Fagamalo, Feb 12, 1919, the 3m 

Fagamalo, May 4, 1908, the 5m Apia, Dec 11, 1906, Very Fine. 1m-3m signed Dr. Oertel, 5m Dr. Pirl & Richter. Michel 
16-19. Scott $1,045   Estimate $250 - 350
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435
435  HHa 1900, 5m slate & carmine (Scott 69), lower left block of 4, naturally “crackly” o.g., never hinged, bright, fresh and nicely 

centered, Very Fine, signed Richter. Michel 19; €3,400+ ($3,810). Scott $2,500+   Estimate $500 - 750

SENEGAL

436
436  s 1903, 10c on 1F rose on buff (Scott J3), right margin single, grand four-margined example, neatly tied on piece, Extremely 

Fine, a scarce stamp, especially this choice. Scott $425   Estimate $200 - 300

SPAIN

          
                                                        437                     438                                     EX  439 
437  m 1870, 1e600m dull lilac (Scott 170), pristine with strong color and bold lines, with a neat grid cancel, F.-V.F. Edifil 111. 

Scott $850   Estimate $300 - 400

438  m 1874, 4p carmine (Scott 209a), cleanly printed and neatly cancelled; faults, F.-V.F. appearance, a scarce variety. Edifil 
151a. Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 300

439  H 1938, Submarine Mail, 1p-15p complete, imperforate (Scott 605A-605F vars), o.g., lightly hinged, all but the 10p with 
sheet margin, Very Fine, each with a fancy monogram handstamp on the reverse. Scott $650   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                  EX 440                                                    EX 441 
440  HHa Airmail, 1920, 5c-1p surcharges complete (Scott C1-C5), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, an attractive and fresh set; a 

few short perforations on the 5c and the nibbed corner perforation on the 1c do not detract from their overall beauty, F.-V.F. 
Edifil 292-296. Scott $640   Estimate $200 - 300

441  HHa Airmail, 1929, 5c-4p Sevilla-Barcelona Exhibitions complete (Scott C6-C11), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. 
Edifil 448-453. Scott $800   Estimate $250 - 350

SWITZERLAND

CANTONS: GENEVA

442
442  m Geneva, 1848, Large Eagle, 5c black on dark green (Scott 2L4), cleanly printed on boldly colored paper, with red 

Geneva rosette cancel; rapaired, Fine appearance, a tough stamp, missing from most collections. Michel 5. Zumstein 7. 
Scott $3,000   Estimate $500 - 750

TAHITI

EX 443
443  H 1893, 2c black to 1F brown (Scott J2-J12), o.g., a wonderful group of superior stamps, each with four well-balanced 

margins, multiple signed; tiny faults on #J12, Very Fine, an uncommon offering. Scott $5,525   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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TURKEY

TURKISH POST IN LIBYA

444  ) Postal History Selection, 1903-09, comprising three covers and four postcards, including 1903-06 postcards (3) to 
Algeria and the U.S. bearing 10pa or 20pa, canceled by “Tripoli (Afrique)” c.d.s.; 1905-09 envelope bearing 20pa and 
postcard to New York via Alexandria bearing 5pa on picture side, cancelled by “Benghazi” c.d.s., the card also has 
another 5pa uncanceled on address side; 1906 postcard to the U.S. bearing 5pa, canceled by “Tripoli (d’Afrique”) c.d.s.; 
1909 envelope bearing 20pa, cancelled by “Dernah” bilingual c.d.s.; and 1911 unaddressed postcard bearing 2pa on 5pa, 
canceled by “Tripoli d’Afrique/3” c.d.s.; a few small faults, F.-V.F.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

VATICAN CITY

         
                               445                                                                                          446 
445  E 1933, 1L Gardens & Medallions, photographic model essay in blue (Scott 28), magnificent and incredibly rare, with 

vignette printed in unissued blue on perforated card stock, with the center a photo design in sepia brown affixed from 
reverse, Very Fine and choice, a cornerstone exhibition piece, ex-Federici, signed “ED” (E. Diena), with accompanying 
1988 Enzo Diena certificate. 2013 Sassone E28e; €5,500 ($6,170).  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

446  P 1933, Gardens & Medallions issue, frame and center vignettes for 5L to 20L values (Scott 32-34), a magnificent and 
extremely rare pair of proofs, undenominated, for the finished 5L to 20L values of the series; each with minor margin flaws 
(e.g., tiny hinge thin or hinge soak), largely irrelevant as only a few such items exist, F.-V.F., signed “AD” (A. Diena), with 
his accompanying 1970 photo certificate.   Estimate $500 - 750

447  HHa 1946, 2.50L Cardinal Pole, Council of Trent, imperforate between (Scott 117 var), a magnificent complete sheet of 40, 
imperforate between first and second rows; harmlessly missing the bottom selvage, and offering eight scarce imperforate-
between vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged, outstanding state of preservation and freshness, Very Fine, a striking and rare 
sheet.  2013 Sassone 117L; €4,800 ($5,380). (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

 
EX 448

448  HH 1933, 25c-1.25L Holy Year issue complete imperforate, official reproductions (Scott B1-B4 vars), a magnificent, 
superb quality set of official reproductions, imperforate on gummed stamp paper; fresh and near-pristine, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an incredibly rare set, each signed. 2013 Sassone 15a-18a; €15,000 ($16,820).  
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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                          449                                                                                          450 
449  P 1933, Gardens & Medallions series, undenominated composite proof (Scott Design Type A8), a splendid and 

exceedingly rare imperforate composite proof of the final design, but without value indications, showing the die proof of 
the engraving of Pope Pius XI being pasted into the die proof of the frame; pristine, Extremely Fine and choice, a superb 
exhibition item, ex-Federici, signed “E Diena”, with 1988 E. Diena certificate accompanying.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

450  P Special Delivery, 1933, Gardens & Medallions issue, die proofs of frame and center vignette (Scott E3-E4), a lovely 
and rare pair of proofs, with the center vignette showing final issued “Stato della Città del Vaticano” replacing the earlier 
“Città del Vaticano” wording; small, basically inconsequential thin specks, center vignette with marginal hingemark soak 
towards the top, otherwise fresh, Very Fine, a spectacular and choice pair, ex-Federici, each signed “AD” (A. Diena), with 
accompanying 1970 Alberto Diena certificate.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

      
                                                                451                                                 452 
451  HH Postage Due, 1931, 10c dark green & light green, frame omitted (Scott J2a), position 59, a simply magnificent 

example of this great rarity; incredibly fresh and perfectly centered, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, it would be hard 
to imagine a finer example existing, only 100 printed, signed. 2013 Sassone 2A; €10,500 ($11,770). 2019 Scott $5,250 for 
hinged   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

452  HH Postage Due, 1945, 1L Papal Arms (Scott J10 var), horizontal pair imperforate between, o.g., never hinged, Post Office 
fresh, F.-V.F., a rare and appealing variety.  2013 Sassone 10g; €850 ($950).  Estimate $200 - 300

YUGOSLAVIA

453
453  H 1918, 10h & 15h Croatia-Slavonia “SHS/Hrvatska” overprints (Scott 2L4A, 2L5), o.g., hinge remnants, remarkably fresh 

with crisp overprints; 15h with slightly rough perforations at bottom, Fine, a pretty, difficult pair. Scott $1,750 .   
  Estimate $350 - 500
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POSTAL HISTORY

UNITED STATES

UNION CIVIL WAR POSTAL HISTORY

PATRIOTIC COVERS: EAGLES

454
454  E Kimmel multicolor die essay for a Civil War patriotic cover, showing an eagle and flag, E-R-37, on thick card, 102 x 

65 mm; mounting marks on the reverse, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
455                                                         456

455  E Kimmel multicolor die essay for a Civil War patriotic cover, showing an eagle and flags, E-R-37, on thick card, 65 x 
102 mm; mounting marks on the reverse, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300

456  E Kimmel multicolor die essay for a Civil War patriotic cover, showing a lady, flag and eagle, F-SI-168, on thick card, 
65 x 100 mm; mounting marks on the reverse, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300
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PATRIOTIC COVERS

EX 457
457  ) Group of 11 Union Patriotic covers, various, more common subjects, on is unused, two are of doubtful origin and the 

others are mixed condition; still an interesting group.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
458                                                                                                    459

458  ) Captured Union Patriotic cover, “No compromise with Traitors. No argument but the cannon’s mouth.”, Horse-
drawn cannon & soldiers in red (as Weiss SC-MB 22/L-827 but with a previously unrecorded verse), franked with a 5¢ 
Local print (7) tied by a mostly clear blue Richmond c.d.s., May 16, 1863, to Laurensville S.C.the stamp includes about 
a quarter of the adjacent stamp above (and appears it may have included about half) including the “Five Cents”, and was 
apparently accepted as 10¢ postage; the stamp also includes the full right sheet margin selvage, which has been folded 
over the top of the cover, which has faults but is quite presentable and very rare.  Estimate $500 - 750

The second sentence of this verse has not previously been recorded on a patriotic cover. The entire verse, however, was 
used on a recruitment broadside by Baxter’s Philadelphia Fire Zouaves.

459  ) Captured Union Patriotic cover, “McClellan, The Napoleon of America”, black design (Weiss FS-GM 82a) franked 
with a pen-canceled (?) four-margin 10¢ greenish blue, type II (12c) to Nellys Ford, Nelson Co., Va. “Via Rockfish 
Depot”; reduced at the left, small piece of top flap missing, stamp somewhat soiled, Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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460
460  ) Captured Union Patriotic turned cover, Liberty, Sword & Shield, red & blue design (Weiss FS-T 38) franked with a 

nice four-margin 10¢ blue, type I (11) tied by a a grid cancel, to Charlottesville Va.; inside - the second use - bears a pretty 
sheet margin 10¢ greenish blue, type I (11d) tied by a nice Charlottesville c.d.s., Oct 23, 1863, to John W. Davis, Care of 
Capt. A.M. Smith, Engineer Corps, A. of N. Va., Lynchburg, Va.; some edge wear and back of envelope partly separated, 
otherwise F.-V.F. and rare, with a 2018 P.F. certificate which neglects to mention the second use of the envelope.   
  Estimate $400 - 600

PATRIOTIC COVERS: FAMOUS PEOPLE

461
461  ) George Washington, “Beware of Traitors!”, gray violet design showing Washington facing right with flags and shield 

below, “The War for the Union” at right; addressed to Seneca Falls, NY, and franked by an intriguingly colored #65, tied 
by four-ring target cancel with New-York double-ring postmark alongside; “Reagles & Co.” imprint on backflap; edge 
wear to the cover, the stamp toned and with pre-usage tear, but still a rare variety of this design, F.-V.F. Bischel 184. 
Walcott W-94var.   Estimate $500 - 750
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PATRIOTIC COVERS: SCENES

462
462  ) 1862 (June 30), Nurse Aiding Fallen Zouave, Wells imprint on backflap, addressed to Philadelphia and franked by #65 

tied by bold “Washington/JUN/30/1862/D.C.” double-ring cancel; both cover and stamp lightly toned or stained, travel 
wear and lower backflap damaged, still F.-V.F., an attractive design. Bischel 2182. Walcott W-868.

  Estimate $250 - 350

CONFEDERATE CIVIL WAR POSTAL HISTORY

ADVERSITY COVERS

463
463  ) Confederate States, Twice-Used Adversity Cover, the first use is from Macon, Ga. to Mrs. John McIntosh Kell in 

Darien, Ga. and is franked in the upper right corner with a 10¢ light milky blue, stone Y (2e) tied by a partial Macon c.d.s. 
with a manuscript “Nov 17” date; the second use is from Riceboro, Ga. to Mrs. Kell in Macon and is franked with a pair 
of 5¢ green, stone 2 (1) tied by two undated Riceboro, Geo. circles, F.-V.F.  Most unusual having two usages on the same 
side of the cover..   Estimate $750 - 1,000

John McIntosh Kell was 1st Lieutenant and Executive Officer of the commerce raider C.S.S. Alabama. He later served as 
Adjutant General of Georgia from 1887 until his death in 1900.
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BLOCKADE COVERS

464
464  ) Confederate States, Blockade Mail - Incoming, small cover carried by the British blockade-runner Banshee, handstamped 

“SHIP” with a manuscript “12” (cents due), addressed to “Major Daniel E. Huger, Hendersonville, N. Carolina, C.S. 
America”, postmarked with a partial May 29 Wilmington, N.C. c.d.s. and endorsed “favoured by Capt. Stiles”; top flap 
missing, repaired tear at the top, Fine.  Capt. Stiles would have been a misidentification of Banshee’s Capt. Steele, making 
the year 1863, signed Kimbrough.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Banshee made seven successful blockade runs between the Caribbean and Wilmington before she was captured in No-
vember 1863. She was purchased by the Navy from the New York Prize Court, converted to a Gunboat and commissioned 
U.S.S. Banshee  in June 1864. She served in the North Atlantic Blockading Squadron and the Potomac River Flotilla.

PATRIOTIC COVERS

465
465  ) Large Mounted Dragoon, “Gather around your country’s flag” (C.S.A. Catalog SM-1, verse 13), soldier’s cover to 

Warthen’s Store, Ga., postmarked Richmond, Jan 10, 1863 with straightline “Due 10”; endorsed by a soldier from Co. 
“E” 15th Regt. Ga Vols, Toombs Bigade; reduced somewhat at the right with some toning, Fine, signed B. Green. C.S.A. 
Catalog $1,000   Estimate $400 - 600
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ADVERTISING/ILLUSTRATED COVERS

     
466                                                                                                467

466  ) [Telegraph] American Telegraph Co., Boston, large red corner card cover from Boston to Woburn Mass. franked with a 
straight-edged 3¢ dull red (26) tied by a red Feb 19 (1861) Boston c.d.s. and large “PAID” grid; accompanying telegram, 
headed Union Telegraph Co. between Boston & New York, on the same date, from St. John, N.B., reads, “Come by steamer 
from Portland on thursday afternoon, not coming to Boston.”; both items remarkable fresh and clean, Extremely Fine. 
  Estimate $250 - 350

467  ) [Valentines] Stampless Valentine envelope from Columbus to Zanesville O., large (10” x 8½”) gold-trimmed envelope 
with a clear Feb 16 Columbus c.d.s., handstamped “PAID” and “6” in octagon; remarkably well-preserved, Very Fine. 
  Estimate $200 - 300

     
468                                                                                              469

468  ) [Plumbing] Sam’l R. Smith & Bro., Sanitary Plumbing, Philadelphia Pa., unusual, bright red illustrated corner card 
on a locally addressed cover franked with a 2¢ Columbian (231) tied by Philadelphia machine cancel, Jun 6, 1893; with 
matching illustrated bill head; small, inconsequential tear at the right, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

469  ) [Carriages & Wagons] “The Mitchell Wagon”, Racine Wis., spectacular multicolor advertising cover from Mitchell & 
Lewis Co. Ltd. with a matching (though not as colorful) letterhead; cover franked with a 2¢ red (279B) tied by a Racine 
machine cancel, May 10, 1902; to Virginia City, Mont., Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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Postal History: Advertising/Illustrated Covers

     
470                                                                                                 471

470  ) [Horses, Livestock] International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn., multicolor all-over (front & back) illustrated 
advertising cover with two matching letterheads (a two-page sales letter for “International Sheep Dip” and an illustrated 
return envelope; cover franked with a pre-canceled 1¢ green (300); to Virginia City, Mont., Jun 7, 1906, Very Fine.  A 
marvelous grouping!   Estimate $250 - 350

471  ) [Telegraph] American Telegraph Co., New York, lovely illustrated envelope and accompanying telegram, Nov 10, 
1862, hand delivered; an order for steel tubing from an Alfred Brown in Montreal to Thomas Prosser & Son, New York 
manufacturer; telegram glued to flap of envelope, Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500

     
                                                EX 472                                                                                          473 
472  ) Group of Eight All-Over Flag Design Patriotic Covers, comprising six Spanish-American War era 45-star flags, 

including one endorsed “A Soldier’s letter” with chaplain’s handstamp (and assessed 2¢ Postage Due), a cover to 
Bermuda franked with 5¢ Trans-Mississippi, and a 1¢ small Bank Note to Canada; a 46-star flag with additional “Canada 
Memorabilis” vignette, franked by 8¢ Ottawa Printing Queen Victoria; a 1944 48-star flag with address on reverse and 
censor’s tape at left; plus a bonus ninth advertising cover for Evansville Coffin Co. with a Civil War-era flag design; some 
edge wear as expected, but generally bright, fresh and sound, F.-V.F. or better, raise your standards with this lot. 

  Estimate $400 - 600

473  ) [Temperance] “The Maine Liquor Law”, female figure holding a flag with that legend, the cover also with inscriptions 
“The State That Gives This Boon Will Be in Blessing Blest” and “Will Free All Nations from the Curse of Rum”, 
postmarked with a Jun 21 light red Great Falls N.H. c.d.s. with matching “PAID” and “3”; small sealed tear at the upper 
right, otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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EX 474
474  m Interesting Selection of Advertizing Postal Cards, 1873-1907, 12 in total, comprising three #UX1 (Howe’s Improved 

Scales, Charles Osborn Dealer in Furniture, and R. Taylor Awnings, etc.); three #UX3 (Higgins’ German Laundry Soap 
(unused), Goold’s Patent Landau Sleigh, Ira Luce & Son Hop-Merchants); five #UX5 (Young’s Mammoth Bakery, 
Ribbans & Co. Papeteries, Potter Memorial Chapel Fund, J. Cox & Co. Artificial Flowers & Ostrich and Fancy Feathers), 
Rees Welsh & Co. Booksellers & Publishers); plus a #UX18 with a photo of “The Misses Ely’s School, Riverside Drive, 
New York”; all naturally age-toned, one #UX1 with spindle hole, another with clipped corner, but otherwise generally 
sound and an intriguing look back at the commerce of yesteryear, F.-V.F.  Estimate $250 - 350

EX 475
475  m 1900 (Sept. 14), Hand-illustrated 2¢ blue Liberty postal card sent to Germany, a #UX13 datelined 13/9 1900, at top 

a lovely full-width illustration captioned in red “New Haven vom Leuchtthurm aus. (Links West Rock - West Felsen)” 
showing steamers, sailboats and even a couple tall ships in the Harbor; the lighthouse mentioned (the Sperry Breakwater 
Lighthouse) had been constructed just the year before; addressed to Schkeuditz, Leipzig, with New Haven duplex and 
German receiver on face, a light New York SEP 14/1900 transit on reverse; small stained spot at top hardly detracts from 
this charming image, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300
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GUN COVERS

     
476                                                                                                 477

476  H) [Guns] Shoot Du Pont Powders, 11 different unused multicolor promotional postcards, all picturing small game - 
mostly birds; one has slight corner damage, another with mounting damage on the back, and a third has writing on the 
back, otherwise Very Fine.  A marvelous group,   Estimate $400 - 600

477  ) [Guns] Hunter Arms Co., Fulton N.Y., multicolor design of a Retriever with a bird franked with printed Third-Class 
1¢ Mailing Permit, to Oshkosh, Wis. and backstamped there Aug 4, 1905; additional text and shotgun illustration on the 
back, Extremely Fine.  A marvelous cover with a very early mailing permit and an unsealed flap, as required,   
  Estimate $350 - 500

     
478                                                                                              479

478  ) [Guns] Illustrated advertising cover, “Shoot Du Pont Powders”, Halifax, Nova Scotia, multicolor design of a Shooting 
competition (Biddle G40) franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by a Halifax machine cancel, May 26, 1915, to Arichat, Cape 
Breton; additional text and a Quail illustration on the back, Extremely Fine.  A Gem!   Estimate $300 - 400

479  ) [Guns] DuPont Smokeless, For Loaded Shells, multicolor design of a Quail on a farmer’s fence franked with a 2¢ 
Washington (279B) tied by a Cincinnati, O. duplex, Feb 27, 1899, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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480                                                                                                   481

480  ) [Guns] Hunter Arms Co., Fulton N.Y., multicolor design of a Hunting dog franked with a 3¢ Washington (530) tied by 
a Fulton machine cancel, Jun 11, 1919; additional text and rifle illustration on the back; minor flap tear, Very Fine. 
  Estimate $250 - 350

481  ) [Guns] DuPont Smokeless, For Loaded Shells, multicolor design of a Quail on a farmer’s fence franked with a 2¢ 
Washington (279Bg) canceled by Henry Clay Factory, Del. target duplex, May 22, 1898; small, insignificant tear at the 
lower right, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
482                                                                                                   483

482  ) [Guns] Winchester Rifles and Cartridges, multicolor design of a two Cowboys looking over a boulder franked with a 
2¢ Washington (463) tied by a Kennett Square, Pa. duplex handstamp, Jun 2, 1916; back with additional text, Very Fine.  
A scarcer design,   Estimate $300 - 400

483  ) [Guns] Remington Guns & Rifles, multicolor design of a Woman with a rifle franked with a 2¢ Washington (301) tied 
by Boston machine cancel, Apr 30, 1903; back with additional text, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

484
484  ) [Guns] Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, multicolor design of a Winter deer hunter in snow shoes franked with a 2¢ 

Washington (463) tied by a Salem, Md. duplex handstamp, Jan 20, 1917; back with additional text, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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485                                                                                                    486

485  ) [Guns] Winchester Self-Loading Shotguns, multicolor design of a Duck hunter with his days “take” and his rifle 
over his shoulder franked with three 1¢ Washington (499) tied by Louisa, Va. duplex handstamps, Feb 11, 1918; back 
with additional text; top corners bent, affecting the last stamp on the right, which has been folded around the edge of the 
envelope, Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

486  ) [Guns] Illustrated advertising cover, “Du Pont Dominion Shot Shells”, Galt, Ont., outstanding multicolor design 
of a two Canada Geese in flight franked with a 1¢ Admiral coil (125) tied by a Galt Horse Show slogan cancel, Apr 1, 
1914, from a local Hardware store to the “Corporation Town of Galt”; additional text and small illustrations on the back; 
included is the original letter detailing the townships hardware order; small tear at the bottom, stamp damaged, otherwise 
F.-V.F.  A Gem! Not in the Biddle collection.  Estimate $200 - 300

487
487  ) [Guns] Peters Loaded Shells, multicolor design of a Mallard in flight franked with a 2¢ Washington (301) tied by a 

Palmer, Mass. duplex handstamp, Jul 31, 1903; back with an all-over multicolor design picturing various loaded shells; 
few small, light water stains at the top center, otherwise Very Fine.  A rare design. - not in the Biddle Collection.

  Estimate $350 - 500
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CACHETED COVERS

HAND-PAINTED

488
488  ) 1949, Amos ‘n’ Andy handpainted, autographed cover, pen & ink illustration by comic artist Cairo Sturgill, on a neat 

cover franked with a 3¢ G.A.R. commemorative (985) and canceled Beverly Hills, Nov 21, 1949; signed by both actors, 
Freeman “FF” Gosden (Amos) and Charles, “CJ” Correll (Andy); bit of light toning at the upper left and onto the back, 
otherwise Very Fine.  A unique Hollywood collectible,   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 489
489  ) 1938, Wildermuth Hand-Painted on Carter Prexie First Day Covers (Scott 803-830), 27 magnificent legal-sized 

Amon Carter Presidential Series envelopes with stunning modern hand-painted artistry; virtually all are blocks with a 
block of Fourth Bureau or another Prexie block of the same denomination; present are #804-830 (1¢-30¢); these are 
absolutely gorgeous, Very Fine.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Postal History: Cacheted Covers

   
EX 490                                                                                            EX 491

490  ) 1938, Geri Peltin Hand-Painted Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 803-834), 33 First Day Covers painted 
by this very gifted artist, complete and in great condition; includes a spare $1 Wilson; very attractive and difficult to 
assemble; would look great as an exhibit.   Estimate $800 - 1,200

491  ) 1938, Holly and Gary Greenlee Hand-Painted Prexie First Day Covers (Scott 803-834), terrific set of 33 covers with 
the complete ½¢-$5 set; mixed address types; includes a plate block of four $1 Wilson from 1954 (#832c); quality artistry 
for the demanding collector, F.-V.F.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
EX 492                                                                              EX 493

492  ) 1938, Melissa Fox Hand-Paninted Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 803-834), 49 colorful add-on cachets 
by this popular modern artist; set is complete plus extras including two $1 blocks of four, vertical coils on one cover, 
3¢ booklet pane with tab, 1¢-10¢ horizontal coil pairs (all except 1¢ are line pairs); playful and very collectable, seldom 
found complete, F.-V.F.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

493  ) 1938-41, Daryl Brotman Caricature Hand-Painted Prexie First Day Covers (Scott 803-834), 69 delightful 
pieces of original art on Presidential Series envelopes; complete series with many extras; additional arrow $1 Wilson 
plate block, an extra $2 Harding, another $5 Coolidge (with a second $5 stamp on it); 1¢-3¢ booklet panes with 
tabs, 20 Electric Eyes, and some coils; a very showable series nearly impossible to duplicate today, F.-V.F. or better.  
.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                                               494                                                                                            EX 495 
494  ) 1938, Ken Kribbs Hand-Painted Prexie First Day Covers Complete (Scott 803-834), comprising 35 covers with add-

on cachets by an accomplished artist; includes a #832c & 832 combination cover, one booklet pane, 24¢-25¢ combination, 
and an Electric Eye; mixed address types; a wonderful set, F.-V.F.   Estimate $500 - 750

495  ) 1938-39, Odette Tubert Hand-Painted Presidential Series First Day Covers Complete (Scott 803-834), 33 covers in 
total, including 21¢-22¢ and 30¢-50¢ combonations, with mixed address types; includes booklet panes (#804b, 806b, and 
807a) with tabs; unique, F.-V.F.    Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                  496                                                                                   EX 497 
496  ) 1938, Herman McNatt Hand-Painted Presidential Series First Day Covers Complete (Scott 803-834), 36 examples 

of beautifully executed unique artistry on ½¢-$5 Prexies; vibrant color and clear talent make these First Days come alive; 
includes the 1954 $1 Wilson (#832c); a wonderful set for the discerning collector, F.-V.F. 

  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

497  ) 1938, Presidential Series Hand Painted Complete Set of First Day Covers (Scott 803-834), 31 envelopes with typed 
address to the artist, Lester Manning; artwork consists of a red, white, blue shield; includes “via Air Mail” from 6¢ Special 
Delivery from 16¢ and Registered from 50¢-$5; sweet set from a seldom-seen artist, F.-V.F.   Estimate $500 - 750

498  ) 1938-42, John Ike Hand-Painted Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 803//851), 27 wonderful examples of this 
accomplished artist’s work; includes 12 Electric Eye blocks, nine horizontal coils, two vertical coils (one has complete set 
as line pairs), the $1 Wilson, $2 Harding, and two $5 Coolidge covers; colorful and well done, F.-V.F.  (photo on web site)
  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                       499                                                                                          501
499  ) 1939, Original Oil Artwork on Prexie Booklet First Day Covers (Scott 804b-807a), three masterpieces showing 

Washington, Adams and Jefferson on oversized envelopes; oil paintings signed Tom Mueller with Silverwing Cachets and 
an annotation that it came from the inventory of Bernard Goldberg; the Washington has a booklet pane of #552a and 804b; 
the Adams a booklet pane of #554c and 806b; the Jefferson has a booklet pane of #720b and 807a; minor toning noted, 
Very Fine, a great addition to any exhibit.   Estimate $500 - 750

500  ) 1938, Magnificent Harry Harn Hand-Painted Prexie First Day Covers (Scott 826-834), nine high value (21¢-$5) 
Presidential Series hand-painted covers, the 25¢ and 50¢ as blocks of four; these truly artistic add-on cachets done in 1987 
from Tutor House Cachets would grace any collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

501  ) 1938, Sol Gram Hand-Painted High-Value Prexie First Day Covers (Scott 832-834), stunning cachets for the $1 
Wilson, $2 Harding and $5 Coolidge; the addresses masked by the design; teriffic for an exhibit or advanced collection, 
Very Fine.  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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EX 502                                                                                               EX 504

502  ) 1938, High-Value Prexie Hand-Painted First Day Covers (Scott 832-834), nine First Day Covers comprising three 
sets of hand-painted $1 Wilson, $2 Harding, and $5 Coolidge issues; one a set of Edith Soper covers with a light and 
welcoming style of painting, the $1 Woodrow Wilson the 1954 issue (#832c); the second a matched set addressed to a 
noted collector, the cachet predominently text with embellishment (artist unknown); the final set is the perennially popular 
Melissa Fox; three sets of keys to this unduring classic series, F.-V.F.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

503  ) 1938, High-Value Hand-Painted Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 832-834), 11 lovely examples from four 
accomplished cachet makers: $1-$5 by AO Henry; $2 and $5 plate singles with matching addresses by David Peterman; 
$1-$5 by Tony Ciccolella; and a delightful set of $1-$5 by Wayne Youngblood; concentrated artistic excellence on the 
most attractive engraved Prexies, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

504  ) 1938, High-Value Prexie Blocks on Hand-Painted First Day Covers (Scott 832-834), three extraordinary color 
drawings, signed simply “BN”; the $5 a vertical guide line block; originally with typed addresses, but the artist cleverly 
masked these so they appear unaddressed; they look as fresh as the day they were created; blocks of the high values are 
exceedingly uncommon, F.-V.F.  Estimate $800 - 1,200

PRINTED

EX 505
505  ) 1938-39, ½¢-$1 Presidential Series First Day Cover by Unknown Cachet Maker (Scott 803-832), 35 seldom-

encountered covers from an unidentified servicer; includes 17 machine cancels from the ordinary issues (with a plate 
single $1 Wilson), 17 hand cancels (several plate singles), and an Electric Eye with the 2¢ & 3¢ values; if you collect 
Prexie servicers you are going to need these too, Fine. Planty 97.   Estimate $400 - 600
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                                  EX 506                                                                                         507 
506  ) 1938-41, Fidelity Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 803-832), over 70 classic First Days; set of Electric Eye 

#803-832 machine cancels and a second set (#803-831) with hand cancels plus a few with mixed issues (#811 & 815, 811 
& 515 plate blocks, and 816-820), also two examples (one cachet blue, the other green) of the vertical coil sets (#848-851) 
on cover; includes seven wonderful legal-sized envelopes including ½¢-10¢ on cover (2), 11¢-20¢ 21¢-50¢ all horizontal 
and vertical coils (#839-851) on one cover, all horizontal coil line pairs (1¢-10¢) on one cover, and lastly all four vertical 
line pairs on a single envelope; addressess mostly typed and to the same collector; well worth a look, F.-V.F. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

507  ) 1938, Adam K. Bert #5 size Prexie First Day Covers Complete (Scott 803-834), 32 diminutive envelopes carefully 
opened at top; ½¢-$5 with typed address all to the same collector; a sweet set, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300

EX 508
508  ) 1938-39, Clarence Reid Presidential Series First Day Cards (Scott 803-834), 66 scarce cards including First Cachets 

for Bernet-Reid ½¢-50¢ each autographed by Clarence Reid; second set is the scalloped frame variety complete ½¢-$5, the 
low values have a half-inch margin from the border while the 50¢-$5 are trimmed right to the border (there is an extra 50¢ 
with wide margin); includes additional $1 Wilson, $2 Harding, and $5 Coolige with wide margins of the scalloped variety; 
lovely collection for the discriminating collector or reseller, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  
  Estimate $600 - 800
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EX 509
509  ) 1938-39, Mayne Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 803-834), 54 better First Days, the series complete with 

typed addresses; includes complete horizontal and vertical coil pairs; complete 1¢-3¢ booklet panes with tabs; a few extra 
Mayne thrown in for good measure; unusual to find a totally complete set and in great condition to boot, F.-V.F. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  Estimate $600 - 800

510  ) 1938-42, House of Farnam Presidential Series First Day Covers Complete (Scott 803-851), over 50 covers with ½¢-
$5 complete (plus a spare $1 Wilson and a pair of $5 Coolidge on cover); 11 Electric Eyes, vertical coil pairs complete, 
horizontal coil singles 1¢-10¢ complete on a single cover; and the set of 1¢-3¢ booklet panes complete with tabs; an 
attractive set, F.-V.F.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

EX 511
511  ) 1938-41, Scarce Crosby Prexie Dual Cachet First Day Covers (Scott 803-851), 70 extremely uncommon Crosby legal 

sized envelopes with 2-3 photos per envelope; 22 are from the ordinary 803-834 Presidential Series including ½&cent (3), 
1&cent (3), 1½&cent (2), 2&cent (2), 3¢ 4&cent (2), 4½¢ 5&cent (2), 6¢ 7&cent (2), 8¢ 9¢ and 10¢ with most in blocks 
of 4 or 6; Electric Eyes include ½¢ 1&cent (3), exceptionally scarce 1¢ with 10¢ Motorcycle block (804EE & E15EE), 
1½¢ 4&cent (2), 4½¢ 5¢-22¢ 24¢ 25¢ 30¢ and 50¢ all as blocks through 17¢ then four singles per cover; #840 and 844 
coils on one cover and #841 and 844 coils on another cover; #848-851 vertical coil pairs on a single cover (3); #804b, 
806b and 807a full booklet panes with tabs on a single cover (and a second sent Registered and Special Delivery); a must 
for the serious Crosby specialist, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                 EX 512                                                                                  EX 513 
512  ) 1938-1942, A C Doback Presidential Series First Day Covers (Scott 803//834), 64 unusual covers (broken sets) in the 

style of Crosby; 20 machine cancels from the ordinary issue including two $1 Wilson, a $2 Harding, and the $5 Coolidge; 
13 hand cancels of the ordinary issue; eight machine cancel and eight hand cancel Electric Eyes; the remainding 15 are 
horizontal and vertical coils and complete booklets with tabs; a hard-to-find cachet maker, Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 1.4 lbs.  Estimate $600 - 800

513  ) 1938-39, Ferryman Presidential Series First Day Cards (Scott 803//834), 65 highly sought-after First Day cards; ½¢-
50¢ plus the rare $5 Coolidge (only 50 made); includes two full sets of coils and almost two sets of booklets (short a 1¢); 
very collectable items with only two to track down for a complete set; beautiful, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.2 lbs.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

EXPOSITION COVERS & POSTMARKS

     
                                         EX 514                                                                                              EX 515 
514  H) 1909 Hudson-Fulton Celebration Official picture postcards, an exceptionally fresh complete set of 72 different mint 

cards published by Redfield Brothers of New York, Very Fine.  Rarely offered as a full set and virtually never in this choice 
condition.  Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  Estimate $350 - 500

515  ) 1905 Lewis & Clark Exposition, Portland, Ore., group of 11 covers, ten are illustrated, the 11th has an Exposition 
label; used 1904-1909, mixed condition, but still a reasonably attractive group.  Estimate $200 - 300
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EXPRESS COVERS

EASTERN EXPRESS COVERS

EX 516
516  ) Southern Express Company, from Crawfordville, Ga., Georgia Railroad, black on orange label sealing the flap of 

a 3¢ green entire (U82) addressed to Sparta Ga. with manuscript “Paid 25” on the indicia and “By Express” at the left; 
docketed on the reverse, 27Nov 1871; couple flap tears impinging slightly onto the top front, otherwise Very Fine and 
quite rare.  Mosher #SOX-L220,   Estimate $350 - 500

WESTERN EXPRESS COVERS

     
517                                                                                                 518

517  ) Putt’s Overland Envelope, red all-over propaganda design with “The Pacific Railroad” satirical verses on the reverse; 
sent from Sacramento, Cal. to Edinburgh, Scotland with a Feb 7, 1860 Sacramento City c.d.s., straight line “Paid” 
and magenta manuscript “29” rate; red “3” credit handstamp applied in New York, red Liverpool transit and receiving 
backstamp; cover opening tears at top with part of top flap missing, Fine.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

The only recorded Putt’s Overland Envelope to a foreign destination.

518  ) Truman & Chapman’s Express, undated cover to San Jose, boxed illustrated company “S.F. & S.J. Rail Road.” corner 
card (Type FT 12) on #U34 entire; indicia with very light manuscript cross cancel; addressed to “City Store, San Jose”; 
tiny corner edge tears at top, minor backflap restoration, otherwise Very Fine, a lovely cover.   Estimate $300 - 400
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AIRMAIL POSTAL HISTORY

EX 519
519  ) 1928-29, Trio of Roessler cards with “Kitty Hawk NC”-overprinted #C11, three illustrated “Holiday Greetings” cards, 

each addressed to East Orange, with double-bordered Airplane and “via/air mail” vignette; 1928 cover with solo franking 
of the overprinted stamp, untied by either blue Kitty Hawk Dec 17 four-bar or New York Dec 19 duplex cancel; 1929 cards 
each with single overprinted stamp, two #649 and a 1¢ or two ½¢ Fourth Bureau, all tied by Jan 5 Kitty Hawk four-bar 
cancels; one 1929 cover with overprint inverted; light toning but well sound, F.-V.F., a neat selection of the Wright stuff.
  Estimate $200 - 300

RECORD FLIGHTS

     
                                                      520                                                                                  EX 521 
520  ) 1928 (Jun. 28), Mears-Collyer Round-the-World Flight, Roessler-illustrated 1¢ postal card canceled New York, Jun 28 

and bearing two 1¢ Chinese stamps canceled Mukden, Jul 10; serially numbered “000053”; backstamped New York, Jul 
22, with stamp removed (as is often the case), Very Fine. AAMC TO 1077.  Estimate $250 - 350

521  ) 1925, Cal Rogers Record Flight Picture Post Card and Vin Fiz Label, striking black-on-red “coupon card” celebrating 
Rogers’ non-stop record for seaplane flight from San Francisco to “vicinity of Honolulu” (included note states “Plane 
forced down 240 miles short of destination. Rescue by submarine R4.”), plus a rarely seen Vin Fiz bottle label; the card 
with some edge wear commensurate with age, the label stained but an uncommon find, Good To Very Good.  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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FIRST FLIGHTS

EX 522
522  ) 1922, Group of nine Experimental Flight covers, all flying into Indianapolis on Sep 6 and bearing the winged “Received, 

Via US Air Mail” handstamp; postmarked Sep 2: Hayward, Cal., Oakland, Cal. (2, one postmarked Hayward), Seattle, 
Wash.; Sep 5: Detroit, Mich. (postmarked Iron River), Des Moines, Ia. and Sioux City, Ia.; or Sep 6: Cleveland, O. (2) 
and Chicago, Ill.; all are endorsed “Arrived in Indianapolis Sept 6 1922, Arthur D. Grow, Asst Supt of Mails”; five of them 
are on Post Office Department Penalty Envelopes addressed to the Real Silk Hosiery Mills in Indianapolis: one of the two 
Cleveland, Hayward, Oakland, Seattle and Sioux City, however, the other four all bear 2¢ postage, Very Fine and rare.  
Unlisted by the AAMC,   Estimate $500 - 750

DO-X FLIGHTS

523
523  ) 1930-31, Do.-X Europe-Pan-America Flight, Lisbon - Rio de Janeiro, 12 different stamps totaling 3r tied by Nov 

27 Leningrad c.d.s.s on a cover, sent Registered to Friedrichshafen where German 2m & 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) were canceled by Jan 30 onboard cancels; red flight cachet on the front, with another strike on the 
back along with the Condor flight cachet and a Jun 22 Rio c.d.s.; addressed to Brooklyn, N.Y., but no receiver (handled as 
regular mail from Friedrichshafen onward, so no New York postmark was required); lightly toned, otherwise Very Fine. 
  Estimate $350 - 500
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LINDBERGHIANA

524
524  ) 1926, C.A.M. 2 Flight, April 15, Springfield - Chicago, Ill., carried and signed by Lindbergh, “C.A. Lindburgh Pilot”, 

also signed by Wm. H. Conkling, Springfield Postmaster; sent special delivery with magenta flight cachets, one as a 
cancel, tying 20¢ postage; sealed tear at the top, otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

ZEPPELIN COVERS

     
                                             EX 525                                                                              EX 526 
525  ) 1900 (Aug. 2), Zeppelin-themed Picture Post Card, Signed by the King of Württemberg, addressed to “Princess of 

Württemberg/Allrode/Harz”, the multicolored card pictures LZ-1 in its floating shed off the Manzel on the Bodensee; 
posted at Friedrichshafen, received at Allrode Aug 5; this was just a month after the LZ-1’s first flight; written and signed 
by William II, King of Württemberg; a wonderful postcard with a royal pedigree, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300

526  ) 1930-36, Group of seven Graf Zeppelin Covers from the Netherlands, carried by LZ-127 and LZ-129; Sieger #113 
Iceland Flight posted Zierikzee then to Friedrichshafen and dropped over Reykjavik; Sieger #133 mailed at Zierikzee Oct 
14, then to Friedrichshafen where it flew on the Graf Zeppelin across the Atlantic to Pernambuco, returned to Zierikzee 
where posted a second time on Nov 13; Sieger #412B mailed at ‘s-Gravenhage Holland and sent to Frankfurt where it 
received the flight cachet; dropped at Venlo with special cancel in violet after entering the mail stream at Zieriksee and 
traveling to Friedrichshafen (Sieger #99); envelope from Amsterdam dropped at Bergen (Sieger #74); Sieger #250B cover 
mailed at ‘s-Gravenhage on route to Uruguay; lastly a Graf Zeppelin flight to Upper Silesia where it landed at Gleiwitz to 
exchange mail; a wonderful group worthy of your collection, F.-V.F.  Estimate $350 - 500
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527                                                                               528

527  ) 1929 Round-the-World Flight, Tokyo - Lakehurst (Michel 31Ea), special envelope franked with 3.10¥ tied by Aug 21 
Tokyo c.d.s.s with red flight cachet and Lakehurst backstamp, Very Fine. Michel €750 ($840)   Estimate $300 - 400

528  ) 1929 Round-the-World Flight, Tokyo - Lakehurst (Michel 31Ea), 3.10¥ postage tied by Aug 21 Tokyo c.d.s.s on a 
cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, F.-V.F. Michel €750 ($840)   Estimate $250 - 350

ZEPPELIN COVERS: GRAF ZEPPELIN LZ 127 FLIGHTS

     
                                                  529                                                                                                  530 
529  ) 1930 (May 7), Roessler Graf Zeppelin South America Flight Cover, the near-pristine cover bearing his blue and red 

Air Mail border, plus a printed cachet of the airship above the Statue of Liberty with “Zeppelin Mail” above; franked by 
well-centered and sound #C15 tied by Varick Street slogan cancel; proper flight cachets on front, 23 MAI Pernambuca 
receiver on reverse, Very Fine.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

530  ) 1928 (Oct. 28), Graf Zeppelin First Flight Cover with Roessler 1¢ green “Graf Zeppelin”, the first US-to-Germany 
flight, on hand-addressed Roessler cover with attractive cachet at left; franked by $1 Lincoln Memorial, 5¢ Beacon, plus 
1¢ “Graf Zeppelin”-overprinted Fourth Bureau; stamps tied by two Lakehurst, NJ duplexes, with flight cachet on front 
(struck twice, one also tying stamps), plus Friedrichshafen 1.11.28 receiver on reverse, Very Fine.  Estimate $400 - 600

Roessler created this overprint to make up for what he considered an serious oversight by the U.S. Post Office in failing 
to issue a stamp to commemorate the first flight of the Airship to the U.S. He was nearly sent to jail for creating and using 
printed items “in similitude of obligations of the United States”. He pleaded guilty, but had his two-year sentence suspend-
ed in lieu of three years probation.
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531                                                                                               532

531  ) 1930 (June 2), Graf Zeppelin Flight Cover, sent Lakehurst, NJ, to Barcelona, Spain, franked by horizontal pair 
of #C13 tied by Lakehurst, NJ, June 2 1930 flag machine cancel, and endorsed at upper left “VIA ‘GRAF ZEPPELIN’/
LAKEHURST TO SEVILLE.” and addressed to Barcelona; front with violet flight cachet; reverse with Sevilla 5 JUN 30 
roller (extolling the purity of exported Spanish olive oil), plus Barcelona 7 JUN 30 bridge-type receiver; unopened, with 
heavy filler still within, Very Fine, a near-pristine cover to a destination not often seen.   Estimate $500 - 750

532  ) 1930 (May 5), Graf Zeppelin South America Flight Cover, endorsed “Via Friedrichshafen and/GRAF ZEPPELIN to 
Lakehurst”, franked by block of four #C13, tied by two May 5 Washington, DC duplexes as well as by the violet Round 
Flight and magenta South America Flight cachets; reverse with green Lakehurst May 31 1930 pictorial receiver; signs 
of minor water damage around edges not affecting stamps or front cachets (green back slightly gurgly), still a Very Fine 
usage.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                               533                                                                                                  534 
533  ) 1930 (Apr. 29), Graf Zeppelin South America Flight Cover to Seattle, Washington, fresh airmail envelope with solo 

franking of #C15, the stamp tied by Varick Street Station slogan cancel; pristine and full strikes of the flight cachets on 
face, with a bold green Lakehurst, NJ May 31 1930 flight cancel on reverse; the adhesive with an apparent centering of 
VF-XF 85 per the accompanying certificate, Very Fine, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

534  ) 1930 (Apr. 30), Graf Zeppelin ‘Round-the-World Flight Cover, franked with complete set of US Zeppelins (#C13-C15, 
each sound and Very Fine or better), tied by two New York Varick Street Station duplexes; front additionally displays 
violet Round Flight and bright red South America Flight cachets, along with smaller violet “This article made the complete 
round trip/via/Graf/Zeppelin” handstamp; reverse shows Philip H. Ward, Jr. address on flap plus black Friedrichshafen 
(6.VI.30) and green Zeppelin-themed New York JUN 18/1930 postmarks, the latter suggesting that this was a two-part 
cancel as the zeppelin design is doubled but the c.d.s. is not; slight edge wear but otherwise sound, Very Fine, a grand 
addition to any Zeppelin collection, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate.  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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EX 535                                                                                      EX 536

535  ) 1930 (May 18), Two Graf Zeppelin Europe-Pan America Round Flight Covers, beautiful pair of US Zeppelins; 
the postcard (franked with #C13) celebrates the Graf Zeppelin May 1930 flight to South America, postmarked in New 
York and Friedrichshafen with red South American tour cachet and the violet First Europe Pan-American Round Flight 
diamond rubber stamp; the #C14-franked cover is pristine and has a June 6 receiver on the reverse; a worthwhile pairing; 
faint hinge remnants on postcard, Very Fine. Sieger 64 G.  Estimate $350 - 500

536  ) 1928 (Oct. 26), First Graf Zeppelin Flight from Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, two cards, the first with private label 
and rubber stamp and 60¢ mixed franking on a postcard published by J. Koehler of New York showing LZ-127 and 
Commander Hugo Eckener, with Lakehurst and Ueberlingen postmarks; the second a delightful Roessler blue cachet with 
red text cachet (Sieger #22B) addressed to Germany, postage paid by 15¢ Fourth Bureau plus #C2 and C3; stray adhesive 
marks on reverse of Roessler card, Fine, a wonderful pair to document this important first flight.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
537                                                                                            538

537  ) 1930 (May 7), Roessler Graf Zeppelin South America Flight Cover, franked by nicely margined #C15 tied by Varick 
Street Station slogan cancel; the cover with printed cachet of the airship in yellow, plus violet Round Trip and magenta 
South America Flight cachets; proper Pernambuco backstamps; cover opened for display and with some foxing (a few 
spots touching stamp’s perforations), still an attractive Zeppelin cover, F.-V.F.   Estimate $500 - 750

538  ) 1930 (May 31), Graf Zeppelin South America Flight Cover, sent New York to Untersteinbach, Germany, lovely 
linen envelope franked by #C13 and C15, tied by New York, N.Y. Grand Central Sta. duplexes and endorsed lower left 
“Via Graf Zeppelin/Lakehurst/N.J.”; appropriate flight cachets on front, Friedrichshafen 6.6.30 receiver on reverse; #C13 
with small tear at left top, otherwise stamps fresh and Fine-Very Fine, F.-V.F., an attractive bicolor franking from this 
iconic set.  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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                                                 539                                                                                              EX 540 
539  ) 1932 (Mar. 24), Graf Zeppelin First South American Flight Cover, signed by the captain, Sieger #139B flown on the 

return leg of the Graf Zeppelin’s First South American Flight of 1932; posted in Brazil Mar 24 for the Pernambuco-to-
Friedrichshafen flight, where it was backstamped Mar. 29; redispatched back to Brazil using the Colombian franking until 
its final destination at Cali, Colombia; Sieger considered this “Forwarding-Post” and listed the mixed franking of the two 
countries; expertized by Sieger, it is signed by Captain Ernst Lehmann; posted in Cali for completion of the trip; unusual 
mixed franking and Zeppelin Commander’s signature, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300

540  ) 1932, Fourth and Sixth Graf Zeppelin South American Flight Covers, lovely pair of covers sent from Brussels; 
Sieger #157A initially dispatched in Belgium Apr. 23 and posted in Friedrichshafen May 2, from the 4th South American 
Flight with proper cachet of the flight in orange; Sieger #177 (actually sent by Sieger) posted in Brussels, then on to 
Friedrichshafen where it was postmarked Sept. 9, underpaid “T” noted but no evidence of postage due collected; very 
attractive couple, F.-V.F.  Estimate $250 - 350

     
541                                                                                    542

541  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with an A.C. Roessler pictorial Zeppelin cachet, 
a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $400 - 600

542  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), two 2m and a 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelin (C38-C39), plus an additional 50pf (C31) for Airmail postage to the addressee in New York, tied by May 18 
Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp; includes the original letter telling 
the addressee that he has sent a second cover that he would like mailed back to him under separate cover., Very Fine. Scott 
$975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500
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                                                   543                                                                                              544 
543  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), two 2m and a 4m South America Flight 

Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, 
Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,350 ($1,510)   Estimate $350 - 500

544  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by an May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s. on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst 
backstamp, Very Fine, signed Aisslinger BPP. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

     
545                                                                                              546

545  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), a 2m and a 4m South 
America Flight Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a Zeppelin picture postcard with both flight 
cachets, Friedrichshafen & Berlin receivers, and a red boxed Berlin Airmail handstamp, Very Fine. Scott $675. Michel 
€900 ($1,010)   Estimate $250 - 350

546  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, 
Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500
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547                                                                                             548

547  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), three 4m South America 
Flight Zeppelins (C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with both flight cachets and a Friedrichshafen 
backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

548  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, 
Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

      
549                                                                                                550

549  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), two 2m and a 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, 
Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,350 ($1,510)   Estimate $350 - 500

550  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a smallish cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst 
backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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551                                                                                               552

551  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), two 2m and a 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, 
Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,350 ($1,510)   Estimate $350 - 500

552  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), a 2m and a 4m South 
America Flight Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a plain card with both flight cachets, a 
Friedrichshafen receiver, and a red boxed Gera (destination) Airmail handstamp, Very Fine. Scott $675. Michel €900 
($1,010)   Estimate $200 - 300

     
553                                                                                                   554

553  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), a 2m and a 4m South 
America Flight Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a Zeppelin picture postcard with both flight 
cachets, Friedrichshafen & Berlin receivers, and a red boxed Berlin Airmail handstamp, Very Fine. Scott $675. Michel 
€900 ($1,010)   Estimate $200 - 300

554  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with an A.C. Roessler pictorial Zeppelin cachet, 
a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $400 - 600
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555                                                                                                 556

555  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) - the 2m with the “Moon over the Airship” variety - tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a 
cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,900 ($2,130)   
  Estimate $350 - 500

556  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with an A.C. Roessler pictorial Zeppelin cachet, 
a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $400 - 600

     
557                                                                                             558

557  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst backstamp, 
Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

558  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), a 2m and a 4m South 
America Flight Zeppelin (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a plain card with both flight cachets and a 
Friedrichshafen backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $675. Michel €900 ($1,010)   Estimate $200 - 300

 
559

559  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by an May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s. on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst 
backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500
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560                                                                                                561

560  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 
Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by an May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s. on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst 
backstamp, Very Fine. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

561  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), three 4m South America 
Flight Zeppelins (C39) tied by a May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s. on a cover with both flight cachets and a Friedrichshafen 
backstamp, F.-V.F. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $350 - 500

          
                                                    562                                                                                               563
562  ) 1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst (Michel 66a), a 2m and two 4m South America Flight 

Zeppelins (C38-C39) tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on a legal size cover with a red flight cachet and a Lakehurst 
backstamp, F.-V.F. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $300 - 400

563  ) 1930, South America Flight, Round Trip, Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen (Michel 66a), vertical strip of three 4m 
South America Flight Zeppelins (C39) tied by May 19 onboard cancels on a legal size cover with both flight cachets and a 
Friedrichshafen backstamp; the upper left corner perf of the top stamp is missing, due to a small corner crease at the upper 
right of the cover, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $975. Michel €1,500 ($1,680)   Estimate $250 - 350

 
564

564  ) 1931 Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen - Malyguin (Michel 204a), 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42) tied by a Jul 24 
Friedrichshafen c.d.s. on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Malyguin receiver; backstamped with the “Intourist” 
Expedition handstamp and a Fort Wayne, Ind. (destination) duplex handstamp, Very Fine. Scott $825. Michel €775 ($870) 
  Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                                565                                                                           566 
565  ) 1931 Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen - Malyguin (Michel 204a), 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42) tied by a Jul 26 onboard 

cancel on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Malyguin receiver; backstamped with the “Intourist” Expedition handstamp 
and a Fort Wayne, Ind. (destination) duplex handstamp, Very Fine. Scott $825. Michel €1,000 ($1,120)   
  Estimate $300 - 400

566  ) 1931 Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen - Malyguin (Michel 204a), 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42) tied by a Jul 26 onboard 
cancel on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Malyguin receiver, F.-V.F. Scott $825. Michel €1,000 ($1,120)   
  Estimate $200 - 300

     
567                                                                           568

567  ) 1931 Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen - Malyguin (Michel 204b), 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42) tied by a Jul 25 Berlin 
c.d.s. on a cover with a red flight cachet and a Malyguin receiver; addressed to Buenos Aires, Argentina and backstamped 
there on Sep 18, Very Fine.  A most unusual destination.  Scott $825. Michel €785 ($880)   Estimate $300 - 400

568  ) 1931, First South America Flight, Friedrichshafen - Pernambuco (Michel 216b), 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42) tied 
by an Aug 29 Friedrichshafen c.d.s. on a cover with a green type III flight cachet and a Rio de Janeiro backstamp, Very 
Fine. Scott $825. Michel €580 ($650)   Estimate $250 - 350

EX 569
569  ) Denmark, 1932 (20-23 Mar), First South America Flight, Friedrichshafen-Pernambuco (Michel 234b), Registered 

cover franked with a 1kr Airmails (C2) plus an additional 55ø postage canceled Copenhagen, 19 Mar, with Zeppelin and 
Berlin Connecting Flight cachets; addressed to Concepcion, Chile and backstamped Santiago (28 Mar) and Concepcion 
(29 Mar), Very Fine. Sieger 138; €650 ($730). Michel €400 ($450)   Estimate $200 - 300
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570

570  ) Airmail, 1930, 4m So. America Flight Zeppelin (Scott C39), three singles tied by May 18 Friedrichshafen c.d.s.s on 
a dual-cacheted Zeppelin cover on the Round Trip from Friedrichshafen, via Pernambuco & Lakehurst, to Seville (2nd 
landing), Very Fine. Michel 439.   Estimate $400 - 600

ZEPPELIN COVERS: HINDENBURG FLIGHTS

     
                                                             571                                                                                      572
571  ) 1936, Hindenburg, 1st North America Flight/Queen Mary Maiden Voyage, letter sheet airmail envelope, U.S. postage 

canceled a TIPEX, May 10, and by U.S. flight cachet with Frankfurt receiver on the front; addressed care of American 
Express, London, where a 1½d George V stamp was canceled on May 23, the cover then being placed aboard the Queen 
Mary for her maiden voyage to New York, beginning on May 27; again addressed care of American Express in New York 
with two American Express handstamps to that effect on the reverse, along with the set of four TIPEX labels, Very Fine. 
A marvelous combination cover.  Estimate $200 - 300

572  ) 1936, Hindenburg, 1st & 2nd North America Flights (Michel 12k, 14c), cover with separate franking and onboard 
cancels of both flights, signed and addressed by famed “First Flighter”, Clara Adams, adding “Cabin 19”; backstamped 
New York, May 9, after the first flight; includes blank Hindenburg letterhead; small, insignificant tear at lower left, 
otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350

573  ) 1936, Hindenburg First North America Flight (Michel 13A), block of 4 of the 13¢ Britannia tied by May 9 Toronto 
c.d.s.s on a Roessler airmail envelope with purple flight cachet and Frankfurt backstamp; large horizontal wrinkle, 
otherwise Very Fine. Michel €500 ($560)  (photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

     
574

574  ) 1936, Hindenburg First North America Flight (Michel 13A), nine different stamps totaling 2sh5½d tied by May 6 
Kingston “Registered” ovals on a somewhat oversize registered cover with a purple flight cachet and New York (May 8) 
and Frankfurt (May 14) backstamps; small, insignificant tear at the upper right, still Very Fine. Michel €750 ($840)  
  Estimate $300 - 400
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ZEPPELIN COVERS: USS SHENANDOAH

     
                                                      575                                                                                 576 
575  ) 1925, Unflown Cover to the Governors’ Conference via USS Shenandoah, rare USS Shenandoah Air Mail Service 

cancel on Roessler cover that includes an Independence Day hand cancel with Governors’ Conference slug from the 
USS Patoka moored not far from the gathering; your collection isn’t complete without a Shenandoah cover; discolored 
adhesive residue behind stamp, Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

576  ) 1925, U.S.S. Shenandoah, Governors’ Conference Flight (Michel 2A), cover with a 2¢ Lexington-Concord tied by the 
“Air Mail Service/U.S.S. Shenandoah” flight cachet with the Jul 4 duplex handstamp of the Shenandoah’s mooring ship, 
the U.S.S. Pakota; no Lakehurst postmark, red manuscript “cachet” reads, “Governors’ Conference Via USS Shenandoah; 
addressed to A.C. Roessler in East Orange, N.J.; stamp damaged, otherwise Very Fine. Michel €500 ($560)   
  Estimate $200 - 300

STAMPLESS COVERS

577
577  ) 1854 (June 16), Stampless Money Letter cover sent from Toronto to Guelph, attractive folded letter sheet endorsed 

“Money Mail paid Box 10” with red straightline “Money-Letter”, “PAID 3” and broken-circle “Toronto-Canada/JU 
16/1854/PAID” cancel on front; Guelph U.C. broken-circle receiver (date indistinct) on reverse; remarkably fresh with 
light vertical file folds, but otherwise sound, Very Fine, a handsome item.   Estimate $300 - 400

578
578  ) [Ohio] COSHOCTON,/OHIO., fully struck brown 24 x 15 mm rimless oval with manuscript Oct 5 date on an 1831 folded 

letter to New York City, F.-V.F.  Unlisted by the A.S.C.C.,   Estimate $200 - 300
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Postal History: Cancels & Postmarks

CANCELS & POSTMARKS

FANCY CANCELS

579
579  ) Prison Bars of Columbus, Ohio, in blue, tying #64b to an all-over Eagle & Shield with Crossed Flags Patriotic (Bischel 

#4358; Walcott #W-2418) with light double-ring Columbus postmark at left; addressed to Wellington, Ohio; stamp with 
fresh color, the cover sound except for a tiny nick at lower right, F.-V.F., an attractive combination, with 2012 P.F. 
certificate. Skinner-Eno SD-G 102.   Estimate $300 - 400

FANCY CANCELS: PICTORIAL DESIGNS

     
580                                                                                    581

580  ) “Man in Coffin”, Harrisburg, PA, nice strike tying #147 to a handsome Commonwealth of Pennsylvania House of 
Representatives cover, with “Harrisburg/JAN/20” postmark alongside; addressed to Williamsport, the cover is intact and 
complete; light toning along left side and on reverse (the latter from previous mounting), Very Fine, an attractive item.  
  Estimate $300 - 400

581  ) Clown Face, Cincinnati, OH, in blue, nice strike (facing down 45 degrees) of this 1861 cancel on a bright and cheery 
#65, with matching “Cincinnati/FEB/5” postmark alongside, plus partial second at bottom; stamp remarkably fresh, the 
cover with a few stains, spindle hole and mostly missing backflap, still nearly Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PH-F 85.   
  Estimate $300 - 400
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FANCY CANCELS: PATRIOTIC DESIGNS

582
582  m North-South Handshake of Worchester Mass, clear partial strike (and part of another) on a 1¢ dark ultramarine (182), 

Very Fine. Cole HF-6.   Estimate $300 - 400

FANCY CANCELS: FRATERNAL DESIGNS

583
583  ) [Masonic] Square & Compass, perfectly struck blue negative seal with central “G” (Skinner-Eno FR-M1a 5) cancels a 

3¢ rose (65) with matching Sep 23 Brattleboro Vt. on an 1866 cover to Boston; per the accompanying certificate, “stamp 
toined with perf faults” and “cover with overall toning”; but you’ll never find a better strike of this rare cancel.  
  Estimate $250 - 350

FANCY CANCELS: WATERBURY CANCELS

584
584  ) Six-Pointed Star, Waterbury, CT, vertical pair of #65 tied by two strikes of the fancy cancel along with double-circle 

“Waterbury/FEB/14/Con” postmark on cover to Walcottville, Conn; wonderfully full strikes of the cancels (in use 1867-
68); the stamps with small faults and the bottom stamp with bottom perforations trimmed off, the cover reduced at right 
and left, Very Fine cancel, a lovely example of these sought-after cancels, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno ST-6P 
37. Rohloff S-5.  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Postal History: Cancels & Postmarks
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Autographs & Free Franks

AUTOGRAPHS &  
FREE FRANKS 

585
585  ) William H. Seward Free Frank, buff envelope addressed to the Hon. W.M. Meredith in Philadelphia, signed by Seward 

as his first flight; no markings to indicate date; back stained and bleeding slightly to front, not affecting signature, otherwise 
F.-V.F.    Estimate $250 - 350

          
586                                                                                                   587

586   Mercury Seven-signed First Day Cover, 1962 Project Mercury First Day Cover signed by the original seven American 
astronauts: Carpenter, Glenn, Grissom, Schirra, Slayton, Cooper and Shepard; cover pristine, the signatures strong and 
bold; the right stuff, indeed.    Estimate $300 - 400

587   1969 (July 16), Apollo 11 Launch Day Cover Signed by Crew, large mission patch cachet at left, franked by Apollo 8 
commemorative (#1371) tied by pictorial cancel; signed by Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins and Buzz Aldrin; signatures light 
but fully legible; fresh and sound, previous mounting remnants on reverse; a must-have for the Astrophilatelist.    
  Estimate $200 - 300

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Currency: Fractional Currency

EX 588
588   Challenger Crew-Signed NASA Photograph, 1986, official 8 x 10” publicity photo, signed in black felt-tip pen by all 

seven crew members of Mission 51-L: Commander Dick Scobee, Pilot Michael Smith, Mission Specialists El Onizuka, 
Judy Resnick and Ron McNair, and Payload Specialists Greg Jarvis and S. Christa McAuliffe; accompanied by hand-
written note card reading, “This is to certify that this photograph was signed by each member of the crew of 51-L who flew 
on the last mission of the Space Shuttle Challenger. 28 February 87” and signed Jane J. Smith, wife of Michael; like-new 
and a great item for the space aficionado.    Estimate $750 - 1,000

CURRENCY

FRACTIONAL CURRENCY

EX 589
589   1862, Summit County Bank, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 5¢-50¢ group of five notes, namely 5¢ blue, 10¢ blue green (2), 

25¢ violet and 50¢ green, each clean and scissors-separated as to leave the full frame ribbon intact; fresh and sound, with 
attractive designs, F.-V.F., an unusual offering.    Estimate $300 - 400
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Ephemera: United States

EPHEMERA

UNITED STATES

590
590   1876 Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia, Package Admission Ticket, die proofs on India, separate black proofs 

of the front and the back of the ticket by the Philadelphia Bank Note Co., about 120 x 80 mm, Very Fine.    
  Estimate $200 - 300

UNITED STATES ESSAYS, PROOFS & SPECIMENS

POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

591
591  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in blue (Scott 1Xa-E1d), die on bond, Very Fine. Brazer 1XaEc. Scott 

$375 .   Estimate $200 - 300

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1875 Reproductions of the 1847 Issue

1847 ISSUE

         
                                                  592                                                   593                                           594 
592  TC 1847, 5¢ black, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card (Scott 1TC1dh), 64 x 75 mm, bright and fresh. Scott 

$800 .   Estimate $350 - 500

593  Pa 5¢ red brown, plate proof on India, overprinted “SPECIMEN.” (Scott 1P3 var.), block of 4, large margins all around, 
the left pair is sound; though a bit soiled, but there is a small nick at the top of the upper right stamp, a small hole in the 
bottom right stamps and small repaired tears affecting both right stamps, nonetheless, a rare multiple.  Scott $2,400 as 
normal singles .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

594  S 1847, 5¢ red brown and 10¢ black (Scott 1-2), 5¢ a four-margined single and 10¢ vertical pair (faults); both fresh with 
exceptional impression and sharp overprint, without gum as issued, F.-V.F.    Estimate $300 - 400

1875 REPRODUCTIONS OF THE 1847 ISSUE

               
                           595                            596                                           597                                            598 
595  TC 1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ dull rose lake, trial color plate proof on card (Scott 3TC4a), clear to large margins, 

F.-V.F. Scott $600 .   Estimate $200 - 300

596  P 1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown, plate proof on India (Scott 3P3), a choice right sheet margin single still on 
card, Extremely Fine. Scott $375 .   Estimate $200 - 300

597  P 1847 (1875 Reproductions), 5¢ to 10¢ complete, plate proofs on India (Scott 3P3-4P3), nice margins, the 5¢ with sheet 
margin at the left, Very Fine. Scott $750 .   Estimate $500 - 750

598  P 1847 (1875 Reproductions), 5¢ to 10¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 3P4-4P4), large margins all around, very 
bright and fresh; minor mounting marks on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1851 Issue

          
                                          599                                                    600                                                     601 
599  P 1847 (1875 Reproductions), 5¢ to 10¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 3P4-4P4), large margins all around, very 

bright and fresh; 5¢ with minor mounting marks on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $250 - 350

600  P 1847 (1875 Reproductions), 5¢ to 10¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 3P4-4P4), nice margins; the 5¢ with some 
light toning otev only, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

601  P 1847 (1875 Reproduction), 10¢ black, plate proof on card (Scott 4P4), a marvelous horizontal pair, large balanced 
margins, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1851 ISSUE

     
                                                      EX 602                                                                603 
602  E 1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., in black (Scott 11-E14Ab), die on India paper of 3 different 

designs, die on India paper, cut from the larger die of 3 designs. Brazer 33E-La.    Estimate $200 - 300

603
603  TC Three 5¢ trial color plate proofs on wove, pale brown, olive green & deep orange (Scott 12TC5a, f, g), all with nice 

margins, fresh and Very Fine. Scott $900 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1857 ISSUE

     
604                           605

604  P 1857, 12¢ black, plate III, proof on stamp paper (Scott 36BP5), large margins all around including part of the next 
stamp at top, Extremely Fine, listed but not priced by Scott, rare, with 1992 P.F. certificate (identifying is as the former 
#36Pd).    Estimate $500 - 750

605  TC 1860, 90¢ rose lake, trial color plate proof on wove (Scott 39TC5a), bright and fresh, Fine. Scott $625 .   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

1875 REPRINTS OF THE 1857 ISSUE

     
606                                                                                               607

606  Pa 1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 1¢ bright blue, plate proofs on India paper and on card (Scott 40P3, 40P4), blocks of 4, large 
margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $770 .   Estimate $300 - 400

607  P 1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 40P4-47P4); 30¢ is a trifle oxidized, otherwise 
mostly Very Fine. Scott $425 .   Estimate $200 - 300

     
608                                                                                              609

608  P 1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 40P4-47P4); 30¢ is a trifle oxidized, otherwise 
mostly Very Fine. Scott $425 .   Estimate $200 - 300

609  P 1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 3¢ scarlet, plate proof on card (Scott 41P4), group of 7 including shades, most with margins 
all around, F.-V.F. Scott $525 .   Estimate $200 - 300

610
610  Pa 1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 30¢ yellow orange, plate proof on India (Scott 46P3), bottom margin block of 4, ample 

margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1861 Premiere Gravures

1861 PREMIERE GRAVURES

     
                                                                                 611                                          612 
611  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in dark brown (Brazer 56E-G var.), on thin bond, 42 x 55 mm, Very 

Fine.  Unlisted, .   Estimate $200 - 300

612  P 1861, 12¢ black, First Design, plate proof on India (Scott 59P3), now catalogued as #69-E6d, bright and fresh with a 
clean back, Extremely Fine. Scott $350 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1861-1866 ISSUE

EX 613
613  E 1861, 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of ten (Scott 63-E9e), completed design, die on proof 

paper, printed through a mat (1903), generally 65 x 65 mm; a couple with hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott 
$1,000 .   Estimate $300 - 400
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1861-1866 Issue

614
614  E 1861, 1¢ to 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essays (Scott 63-E11c to 72-E7e), plate proofs on India paper (formerly 

Nos. 55P3-62P3), including an extra shade of the 1¢ large margins all around; 30¢ is a bit oxidized, otherwise fresh colors, 
mostly Very Fine. Scott $3,950 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                               615                                                                         616 
615  E 1865, 1¢ Franklin, Bowlsby coupon essay, in red (Scott 63-E13c), plate on pelure paper, gummed, pair, o.g., hinge 

remnant, Very Fine. Scott $600 .   Estimate $300 - 400

616  TCa 1861, 1¢ Franklin, trial color plate proofs on wove paper, imperf, 2 different (Scott 63TC5c,g), in deep red orange 
and in dark brown, blocks of 4, F.-V.F. Scott $320 .   Estimate $200 - 300

617
617  P 1861-63, 1¢ to 90¢ basic set of 8 plate proofs on India paper (Scott 63P3//72P3), large margins all around, Very Fine. 

Scott $560 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1861-1866 Issue

618
618  P 1861-63, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 63P4-72P4, 73P4, 77P4), set of 12, including two each of the 

3¢ and the 24&cent (shades), mostly large margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,225 .   Estimate $500 - 750

619
619  P 1861-63, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 63P4-72P4, 73P4, 77P4), set of 10, large margins, Very Fine. 

Scott $935 .   Estimate $300 - 400

620
620  P 1861-63, 1¢ to 90¢ plate proofs on card (Scott 63P4//72P4), set of 12 including color varieties, mostly large margins, 

Very Fine. Scott $1,185 .   Estimate $400 - 600
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1861-1866 Issue

621
621  P 1861-63, 1¢ to 90¢ plate proofs on card (Scott 63P4//72P4), set of 12 including color varieties, and the original P.O. 

envelope, mostly large margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,185 .   Estimate $400 - 600

          
                                                         622                                                              623                                     624 
622  E 1861, American Bank Note Co. Washington die essay as a sample (Scott 65-E7 var.), die on India paper, two different: 

brown red and sepia; Bald, Cousland & Co. vignette, labels filled in, reading “American Bank Note/Company New York”, 
corners read “A” - “B” - “N” - “Co”; reduced to 45 x 51 mm and 44 x 62 mm, respectively; bit of very minor soiling, 
otherwise Very Fine and rare.    Estimate $750 - 1,000

623  TC 1861, 3¢ Washington, National Bank Note Co. sensitive ink trials (Scott 65TC var.), two pairs and seven singles in 
various shades of rose/brown including two on green tinted paper, all perforated and gummed, Very Fine.    
  Estimate $600 - 800

624  Pa 1861, 3¢ rose, plate proof on India paper (Scott 65P3), block of 4, Very Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $250 - 350

625
625  P 1861, 3¢ rose, proof on stamp paper (Scott 65P5), horizontal pair, large margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $1,000  

.   Estimate $400 - 600
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                       626                                              EX 627                                                              EX 628 
626  TC 1861, 3¢ lake, trial color plate proof on India (Scott 66TC3), an absolutely pristine top margin example that looks like 

it could have come from an archive; with razor-sharp detail in magnificent color on absolutely flawless paper; plate edge 
or light dividing line shows at left, Superb, the finest you’ll see.  Scott $150 .   Estimate $200 - 300

627  E 1861, 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of 12 (Scott 67-E2a), incomplete design, die II on proof 
paper (1903), average size 65 x 70 mm, F.-V.F. Scott $1,140 .   Estimate $350 - 500

628  E 1861, 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of nine (Scott 67-E3a), complete design, die I on proof 
paper, printed through a mat (1903), average size 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,125 .   Estimate $350 - 500

EX 629
629  E 1861, 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in 7 different pairs of colors (Scott 69-E1b, 69-E3a), 

vignette only, die I on proof paper, and incomplete design, die on proof paper (1903), generally 65 x 65 mm; some with 
hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,295 .   Estimate $400 - 600

630
630  E 1861, 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black (Scott 69-E4b), complete design, die on India, cut 

to shape, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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                        631                                    632                                                                   EX 633 
631  E 1861, 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black (Scott 69-E4b), complete design, die on India, cut 

to shape, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

632  Pa 1861, 12¢ black, plate proof on card (Scott 69P4), left margin block of 4 with imprint, Very Fine. Scott $140+ .  
  Estimate $200 - 300

633  E 1861, 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black (Scott 70-E2c), vignette plus label, die I on light 
pink colored card (1903), vignette plus label, die I, on colored card (1903), approximately 75 x 75 mm, a nice full set; 
hinged to album backing, Very Fine. Scott $900 .   Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                  634                                                           635 
634  P 1862, 24¢ red lilac, plate proof on card (Scott 70P4), large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $500 .   

  Estimate $250 - 350

635  Pa 1861, 30¢ orange, plate proof on India paper (Scott 71P3), block of 12, margins all around, F.-V.F. Scott $900+ .  
  Estimate $300 - 400
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1861-1866 Issue

          
                                             636                    637                                                 638  
636  E 1861, 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black (Scott 72-E5a), complete design, die on India 

paper, cut to shape, Very Fine. Scott $350 .   Estimate $200 - 300

637  E 1861, 90¢ Washington, N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue (Scott 72-E7g), plate proof on semi-transparent 
stamp paper (formerly No. 62aP4), trial color plate proof on semi-transparent stamp paper (formerly No. 62TC4), pair, 
Very Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $200 - 300

638  TC 1863, 2¢ Black Jack, six different trial color plate proofs on India (Scott 73TC3b//j), comprises dull chalky blue, blue 
green, scarlet, dull red, dull rose and gray black, all with clear to (mostly) large margins; few typical small thins, F.-V.F. 
appearance. Scott $1,900 .   Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                                          639                                                           640                                     641 
639  TC 1863, 2¢ Jackson, trial color plate proofs on India paper, group of 6 (Scott 73TC3c, etc.), in 4 different colors (some 

duplication), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $500 - 750

640  Pa 1863, 2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India paper (Scott 73P3), block of 4, large margins, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott 
$750 .   Estimate $300 - 400

641  P 1863, 2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India paper, with experimental cancel (Scott 73P3 var.), Extremely Fine.   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States Essays, Proofs & Specimens: 1867 Grilled Issue

          
                                                         642                                    643                                     644 
642  TC 1861, 3¢ scarlet, trial color small die proof on India paper (Scott 74TC2), an eye-catching example with exquisite 

color mathematically centered on pristine paper, Superb. Scott $375 .   Estimate $400 - 500

643  TCa 1861, 3¢ scarlet, trial color plate proof on India paper (Scott 74TC3), block of 4, large margins all around, Very Fine. 
Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

644  TC 1861, 3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d (Scott 74TC6), with four horizontal black pen strokes, 
with lustrous color and crisp detail; certificate notes “has been cleaned affecting the pen cancel”, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $5,500 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

645  Pa 1861-63, 5¢ 12¢ and 30¢ plate proofs on India paper, plus 30¢ plate proof on card (Scott 76P3, 69P3, 71P3, 71P4), 
blocks of 4, large margins and fresh colors, Very Fine. Scott $915 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

1867 GRILLED ISSUE

     
                                                                    646                                           647 
646  E 1867, 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark carmine (Scott 79-E10c var.), die proof on thick paper, rough impression, 

gummed, overprinted “USR” instead of the normal “CANCELLED”; margin crease of no consequence, Extremely Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

647  E 1867, 3¢ Liberty, N.B.N.C. essay, in carmine (Scott 79-E30k), die proof on white wove stamp paper, with imprint, perf 
12, vignette oval perf 16, on white wove stamp paper, with imprint, perf 12, vignette oval perf 16, at least 10 different 
colors/shades, 10 are full size, 63 x 89 mm, all but one with the full National Bank Note Co. imprint, o.g.; some, mostly 
small, faults, two with reinforced vignette, otherwise generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,950 .   Estimate $500 - 750
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648
648  E 1867, 3¢ Liberty, N.B.N.C. essay, in carmine (Scott 79-E30k), die proof on white wove stamp paper, with imprint, perf 

12, vignette oval perf 16, on white wove stamp paper, perf 12, vignette oval perf 16, stamps only - outer paper removed, 
o.g.; three adhered to backing paper, one rounded corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $250 - 350

649  E 1864, Lowenberg decalcomania essays, Selection of 21 items (Scott 79-E65P5a//E73P5a), plate proofs on goldbeater’s 
skin paper, includes two 3¢ blue (79-E65P5a), pairs of the 3¢ & 24¢ blocks of 4 of the 3&cent (two plus a block of 8), 5¢ 
& 90&cent (the last with considerable flaking); some typical minor flaws, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,700 .  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                                       650                                                   651                                    652 
650  Ea 1864, 90¢ Washington, Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in dark blue (Scott 79-E72P5), plate proof on goldbeater’s 

skin paper, block of 9, a pretty block of 9 with parts of adjacent stamps at the left & bottom, couple natural diagonal 
creases, but almost none of the typical flaking, Very Fine. Scott $675+ .   Estimate $250 - 350

651  E 1867, 3¢ Washington, N.B.N.C. experimental proof, in scarlet (Scott 79-E var.), on green paper tinted with sensitive 
ink, imperf, ungummed. Brazer 65TC-Ad.    Estimate $200 - 300

652  Ea 1867, 3¢ Washington, N.B.N.C. experimental proof, in rose (Scott 79-E var.), on white wove paper tinted with sensitive 
ink, perf 12, block of 4, o.g., never hinged (strong offset on gum), Fine. Brazer 65TC-Ca.    Estimate $200 - 300
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                                             653                                                  654                                              EX 655 
653  E 1867, N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up (Scott 79P4), on 3¢ rose, imperforate pair, gummed, 

pair, now catalogues as #79-E15c, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with alluring color and perfectly balanced margins; 
grill showing well on reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a handsome item, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $500 .  
  Estimate $400 - 600

654  Ea 1867, N.B.N.C. “Z” grill essay, points down (Scott 85C-E2), on dull violet wove paper, stamp size, perf’d and partly 
gummed, block of 4, the grill measuring 11 x 14 mm, o.g., lightly hinged, with deep salmon color and fine detail; paper 
bright, grills nicely visible on face; some black dirt on the grills, F.-V.F., a nice addition for the grill specialist, with 2021 
P.F. certificate as #85C-E. Scott $800 as singles .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

655  E(H) Three 12¢ Washington “Z” grill essays in blocks of 4 (Scott 85E-E1c, d, h), heavily laid paper, perf’d and gummed, 
black on deep orange (small scrape upper left stamp), black on yellow (with bottom sheet margin: two 85C-E2), and 
brown on pale rose, without gum, average centering, Fine. Scott $3,400 as singles .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

656
656  EH/(H) Nine different 12¢ Washington “Z” grill essays (Scott 85E-E1b//g), heavily laid paper, perf’d and gummed, various 

colors and papers; most without gum, two with small thins, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                             657                                                                                        658
657  Ea 1869, 1¢ Franklin small numeral essay, orange brown, imperf & perf (Scott 112-E4b, c), plate on stamp paper, 

gummed, blocks of 4, o.g.; natural paper inclusion one imperf, F.-V.F. Brazer 112E-Dc, d. Scott $800+ .   
  Estimate $400 - 600

658  Ea 1869, 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in buff (Scott 112-E4c), plate on stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, margin 
block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Brazer 112E-Dd. Scott $400 .   Estimate $200 - 300

659
659  H 1869, 1¢ 2¢ 3¢ & 12¢ Small numeral essays, group of 15 different (Scott 112-E4d//117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, all 

but one perforated, gummed and grilled, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 .   Estimate $500 - 750

660
660  Ea 18692¢ Postrider, small numeral essay in orange (Scott 113-E3g var.), plate on stamp paper, perforated, with and 

without grill, block of 4, right stamps ungrilled, left stamps with grill doubled (as 113-E3f), o.g.; average centering, 
slightly oxidized, otherwise Fine, with a 1990 P.F. certificate issued prior to oxidation and showing right sheet margin 
selvage, which has since separated. Brazer 112E-De var. Scott $2,000 +++ .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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661  Pa 1869, 2¢ brown, plate proof on India (Scott 113P3), 6 blocks of 4, each in a slightly different carefully identified shade, 
Very Fine, ex-Joyce and still on his backing cards. Scott $1,050 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

     
                                                                          662                                                664 
662  E 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in ultramarine (Scott 114-E6b), plate on stamp paper, imperforate, left 

margin pair, with a light c.d.s., Very Fine, very rare used.  Brazer 114E-Cf.    Estimate $300 - 400

663  E 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in black brown (Scott 114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed 
and grilled, plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and grilled, blue, brown (Scott’s orange brown), black brown, 
rose brown (Scott’s rose red), green, yellow, orange & deep violet, o.g., all bright and fresh; except the orange is slightly 
oxidized, F.-V.F. Brazer 114E-Ch. Scott $640 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

664  Ea 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in black brown (Scott 114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed 
and grilled, plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and grilled, blue, brown (Scott’s orange brown), black brown, rose 
brown (Scott’s rose red), green, yellow, orange & deep violet, o.g., bright fresh color except orange somewhat oxidized, 
F.-V.F. Brazer 114E-Ch. Scott $2,560+ .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                           665                                                                                               EX 666 
665  Ea 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in green (Scott 114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and 

grilled, margin block of 9, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Brazer 114E-Ch. Scott $720 .   Estimate $300 - 400

666  Ea 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, group of three (Scott 114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed 
and grilled, margin blocks of 8, comprising left margin blocks of green and black brown, plus lower left corner block of 
orange, o.g. (orange is part o.g.), never hinged; two stamps of the orange are lightly oxidized, otherwise F.-V.F. Brazer 
114E-Ch. Scott $1,920 .   Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                              EX 667                                                        EX 668 
667  Ea 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, lovely quintet (Scott 114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed 

and grilled, margin blocks of 4, in orange brown, black brown, green (positions 119-120/129-130), rose red (positions 
133-134/143-144), and orange, o.g., 4 blocks are never hinged, orange is hinged; orange is somewhat oxidized, otherwise 
F.-V.F. Brazer 114E-Ch. Scott $1,600 .   Estimate $500 - 750

668  Ea 1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, group of four (Scott 114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed 
and grilled, corner margin blocks of 4, comprising rose red, orange brown, violet and orange, rose red no gum, the others 
o.g. or part o.g., hinged; the orange somewhat oxidized, otherwise F.-V.F. Brazer 114E-Ch. Scott $1,280 .   
  Estimate $300 - 400

          
                       669                                    670                                                                       671 
669  E 1869, 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black (Scott 115-E1i), die on thick cloudy bond, 35 x 35 mm, clean back, 

Very Fine. Brazer 115aE-Ej. Scott $600 .   Estimate $250 - 350

670  E 1869, 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black (Scott 115-E1i), die on thick cloudy bond, 35 x 35 mm, Very Fine. 
Brazer 115aE-Ej. Scott $600 .   Estimate $250 - 350

671  E 1869, 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in buff (Scott 115-E2c), plate on wove, imperf and gummed, deep 
ultramarine, orange, deep red violet, red brown, dull red brown, buff & green, o.g., large margins and bright colors, Very 
Fine to Extremely Fine. Brazer 115aE-Fc. Scott $560 .   Estimate $300 - 400

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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                              672                                                  673                                     674                                     675 
672  Ea 1869, 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in buff (Scott 115-E2c), plate on wove, imperf and gummed, dull red violet, 

deep red violet, red brown, dull red brown, buff & green, o.g., large margins and fresh colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. 
Brazer 115aE-Fc. Scott $1,920+ .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

673  Ea 1869, 10¢ Lincoln essay, in blue (Scott 116-E1k), plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., hinged, 
Extremely Fine. Brazer 116E-Dj. Scott $500 .   Estimate $300 - 400

674  E 1869, 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in blue (Scott 117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and 
grilled, plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and grilled, green, rose red, yellow brown, red brown, orange, blue & 
dull violet, o.g.; orange very slightly oxidized, F.-V.F. Brazer 117E-Ce. Scott $875 .   Estimate $400 - 600

675  Ea 1869, 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in blue (Scott 117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and 
grilled, plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed and grilled, green, yellow brown, red brown, orange, blue & dull violet, 
o.g.; average centering, orange somewhat oxidized, Fine. Brazer 117E-Ce. Scott $3,000+.    Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

676  Ea 1869, 24¢ Declaration of Independence, small numeral essay, three different blocks of 4 (Scott 120-E2c, d, e), plate 
proofs in black on salmon, on orange buff and on yellowish, F-VF to Very Fine. 120E-Ce. Scott $2,800+ .  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

           
                                         677                                         678                                                    679 
677  E 1869, 24¢ Declaration of Independence, small numeral essay, six different (Scott 120-E2c-h), plate proofs in black on 

salmon, on orange buff, on yellowish, on blue, on gray & on India, bright and fresh with large margins except the blue a 
little close, Fine to Extremely Fine. Brazer 120E-Cc. Scott $2,100 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

678  Ea 1869, 24¢ Declaration of Independence essay, small numerals, in black (Scott 120-E2e), plate on dull yellowish tinted 
paper, bottom margin block of 4 with National Bank Note Co., Extremely Fine. Brazer 120E-Ce. Scott $1,000+ .   
  Estimate $300 - 400

679  E 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, five different plate proofs in horizontal pairs (Scott 121-E1p, s), in black on pale gray, on 
salmon red, on pale pink, on pale green, and in red violet on red-banded bond, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Brazer 121E-
Ck, o. Scott $1,350+ .   Estimate $600 - 800
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                              680                                       681                                                              682 
680  E 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, 13 different plate proofs (Scott 121-E1p, q, s), in black on all 11 surface-tinted papers, as 

well as on India and in red violet on red-banded bond, a fresh and bright with large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. 
Brazer 121E-Ck, o. Scott $3,475 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

681  Ea 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, 13 different plate proofs in blocks of 4 (Scott 121-E1p, q, s), in black on all 10 of 11 
surface-tinted papers (missing only the pale green), as well as on India and in red violet on red-banded bond, a fresh and 
bright with large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the grayish paper block with a 1978 P.F. certificate.  A rare group 
of blocks.  Brazer 121E-Ck, o. Scott $12,800 .   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

682  E 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black (Scott 121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, die on India, off card, 70 x 50 mm, 
Very Fine. Brazer 121E-Ca. Scott $800 .   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                683                                                         685                                                          686 
683  E 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black (Scott 121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, die on India, off card, 70 x 50 mm, 

Very Fine. Brazer 121E-Ca. Scott $800 .   Estimate $300 - 400

684  E 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on blue (Scott 121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, in black pale gray, on 
orange, on pale pink, on light blue (2), on pale green & on brown violet, fresh colors and large margins, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. 121E-Ck. Scott $1,925 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

685  Ea 1869, 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in dull red violet (Scott 121-E1s), plate on bond, with red bands at top and bottom, a choice 
block of 4, fresh and bright with large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Brazer 121E-Co. Scott $1,400+ .   
  Estimate $600 - 800

686  E 1869, 90¢ Washington essay, small numerals, trio (Scott 122-E2b), plate on stamp paper, imperf with black vignettes, 
frames in dull violet, in pale orange red and in blue, all bright and fresh with large margins in at least a partial sheet margin, 
Extremely Fine. Brazer 122E-Cc. Scott $825 .   Estimate $400 - 600

687  E 1869, 90¢ Pictorial frame essay, small numerals, in blue (Scott 122-E3), plate on stamp paper, imperf, dark blue, dark 
violet, yellow and dark navy blue, fresh colors; all with typical, small India paper thins, Very Fine appearance. Brazer 
122E-Cd. Scott $900 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

688  E 1869, 90¢ Pictorial frame essay, small numerals, in blue (Scott 122-E3), plate on stamp paper, imperf, red brown, blue, 
dark blue, red violet, dark violet, yellow and dark navy blue, fresh colors; most with typical, small India paper thins, Very 
Fine appearance. Brazer 122E-Cd. Scott $1,575 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800
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689  Ea 1869, 90¢ Pictorial frame essay, small numerals, in blue (Scott 122-E3), plate on stamp paper, imperf, red brown, dark 
blue, red violet and dark navy blue, fresh colors and large margins; each with a small fault affecting one or two stamps, 
otherwise Very Fine. Brazer 122E-Cd. Scott $3,600 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

     
                                        690                                                                                               691  
690  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ to 12¢ black, 6 different “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card (Scott 123TC4a-

128TC4a), a complete set of the single-color 1869 Atlantas in black, large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $600 .   Estimate $300 - 400

691  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ to 30¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, 14 different (Scott 123TC4b//131TC4b), 
all with large margins all around and bright fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott 
$2,375 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                         692                                                               693 
692  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ to 12¢ blue, 6 different “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card (Scott 123TC4e-128TC4e), 

a complete set of the single-color 1869 Atlantas in blue, large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott 
$540 .   Estimate $300 - 400

693  TCa 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 6¢ black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card (Scott 126TC4a), block of 4, large even 
margins, Very Fine. Scott $700 .   Estimate $300 - 400

694
694  E 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ Landing of Columbus essay, type III, in blue green with type 11 safety paper underprint 

(Scott 129-ESP var.), vertical scarlet underprint, die on India; cut close, Fine. Brazer 129Ef-11. Scott $3,250 Estimate 
 .   Estimate $500 - 750
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695
695  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete (Scott 129TC4), mostly large margins 

and bright fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, generally Very Fine. Scott $2,625 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

696
696  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 24¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card (Scott 130TC4), including 10 of the 12 listed 

color combinations, large margins and excellent colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott 
$3,750 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

697
697  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 30¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card (Scott 131TC4), including 12 of the 14 listed 

color combinations, large margins and excellent colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott 
$4,500 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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                                                    698                          699                           700                          701 
698  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ black & scarlet, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card (Scott 132TC4a), large margins 

and excellent color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $300 - 400

699  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ brown & black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card (Scott 132TC4e), large margins 
and excellent color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $300 - 400

700  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ green & blue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card (Scott 132TC4i), an outstanding 
example with perfect registration; bright, sound and with large, well-balanced margins, Very Fine, a lovely Lincoln, with 
2010 P.F. certificate as #132TC. Scott $550 .   Estimate $400 - 600

701  TC 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ blue & brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card (Scott 132TC4j), large margins 
and excellent color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1870-1871 NATIONAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, WITHOUT GRILL

EX 702
702  P 1870, N.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, large die proofs on India paper (Scott 145P1-155P1), a lovely set from a 

presentation album, each die-sunk on a gilt-edged card with cloth binding at the left edge, approximately 5½” x 8½”; the 
1¢ has a minor scuff and a couple others have very minor soiling, all on the cards - none of the proofs are affected, Very 
Fine. Scott $4,550 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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                                                           703                                                                                                 EX 704 
703  TC 1870, 3¢ Washington, N.B.N.C. printing, 9 mostly different trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott 

147TC3a//147TC3j), mostly large margins; yellow orange is somewhat oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,125 .  
  Estimate $300 - 400

704  TC 1870, 10¢ Jefferson, N.B.N.C. printing, 4 different trial color large die proofs on India paper (Scott 150TC1ah, 
etc.), including blue green, bister, and unlisted shades of dull red and violet, very bright and fresh with clean backs; sizes 
vary, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1873 CONTINENTAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, WHITE WOVE

705
705  TC 1873-75, 1¢ to 30¢ C.B.N.C. printing, 9 different “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, all in green (Scott 

156TC4e//179TC4e), mostly large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, generally Very Fine. Scott $490 .   
  Estimate $200 - 300

706  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 156P4-166P4), all with bright fresh colors 
and large margins, neatly mounted on an album page, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,220 .  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $500 - 750
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707
707  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 156P4-166P4), a set of jaunty Conties, clean and 

bright with the detail and clarity you’d expect; 10¢ a wee close at left, all others with well-balanced, full margins, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,220 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

708
708  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 156P4-166P4), all with large margins, Very Fine. 

Scott $1,220 .   Estimate $400 - 600

709
709  P 1873, 6¢ rose, C.B.N.C. printing, large die proof on India paper (Scott 159P1), 100 x 123 mm, bright color; hinged 

and with pencil notes on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $600 - 800
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1879 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, SOFT PAPER

710
710  E 1877, 3¢ Washington, P.B.N.C. essay, in black (Scott 184-E1b), frame only, die on proof paper (1903), Very Fine. Scott 

$500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

711  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington, P.B.N.C. essay, in black (Scott 184-E5e), plate on proof paper (1903), in at least 15 different 
colors/shades, all with nice margins - seven have corner sheet margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,200 as singles .  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $300 - 400

712
712  E 1877, 3¢ Washington, P.B.N.C. essay, vignette only, in black (Scott 184-E5 var.), die proof on India (1903), 38 x 38 

mm with penciled “Die 809” in the margin, Very Fine and rare.    Estimate $300 - 400

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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713
713  E 1879, 3¢ Harris Postal Revenue Bond coupon essay, complete booklet (Scott 184-E8c, d), booklet containing 364 

small, blue green 3¢ “U.S. Postage” coupons in five panes of 61 and one pane of 59; there are 31 coupons for January, 
dated from the 1st through the 31st; the succeeding months are only dated from the 1st through the 5th. The booklet is 
in remarkable condition, all stamps with full o.g. - though a bit toned - and all interleaving is intact; the front cover is 
exceptionally well preserved, the back somewhat heavily foxed; overall size is about 10¾” x 4-5/8”; also included is the 
original plain envelope in which the booklet was enclosed, but it is faulty with the front and back separated.  A great rarity. 
Scott value, just as individual coupons, is $24,900! . Brazer 184E-Fb, c.    Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Excerpted from Edward Mason’s Essays for United States Postage Stamps, “Type 121. Three Cents. In 1879 there was 
submitted a form of Postal Revenue bond for $300, due in thirty years, with interest at 3.65%; coupons receivable [re-
deemable] for postage in all parts of the U.S.” and “It was doubtless intended that each coupon should be good for postage 
on or after its date.”

714
714  E 1879, 3¢ Indian Maiden, C.B.N.C. essay, in black (Scott 184-E15a), “PORTAGE”, hybrid die on India paper, cut close, 

mounted on India paper, block sunk on card, reduced to stamp size, Very Fine. Brazer 184E-Ka. Scott $900 .   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                              715                                                       716 
715  TC 1879, 3¢ vermilion, 3¢ dull red and 3¢ brown, A.B.N.C. printing, trial color proofs on stamp paper, perf’d (Scott 

184TC6c, d, etc.), o.g., hinge remnants, a well centered group; vermilion is partly oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
$900 .   Estimate $300 - 400

716  TC 1879, 30¢ dull red brown, A.B.N.C. printing, trial color large die proof on India paper (Scott 190TC1ai), 36 x 46 
mm, fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1881-1882 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, RE-ENGRAVED

717
717  E 1881, 1¢ 2¢ and 3¢ Banknotes, German Steam Press essays (Scott 206E, 207E, 210E), printed in reverse on the 

gummed side, Very Fine, unlisted and very scarce, .   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                                     718                                           EX 719 
718  TC 1882, 10¢ pale ultramarine, trial color large die proof on India paper (Scott 209TC1ak), 66 x 72 mm, excellent color; 

hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $400 - 600

719  TC 1883, 2¢ Washington, trial color plate proofs on card, in all four listed colors (Scott 210TC4a-d), pairs, large margins; 
hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,120 .   Estimate $400 - 600
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720  P 1883-88, A.B.N.C. Issues complete, plate proofs on India paper (Scott 210P3-218P3), all fresh and bright with large 
margins and neatly mounted on an album page, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $690 .  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $250 - 350

721
721  Ea 1883, 2¢ red brown, on paper with small “honeycomb” watermark (Scott 210 var.), lower right corner margin block 

of 8, o.g., never hinged, centered well to the left, upper right stamp with a slight printing ink smear, Fine.  A rare use of 
experimental paper.  Estimate $350 - 500

722
722  Ea 1883, 2¢ red brown, on paper with vertical wavy line watermark (Scott 210 var.), block of 15 (5x3), o.g., never hinged, 

centered well to the left, the left stamps with a straight edge; second stamp in the top row with an abrasion, otherwise Fine.  
A rare use of experimental paper.   Estimate $500 - 750
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1887 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE

723
723  S 1889, A.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, overprinted “SAMPLE.” (Scott 212SK-191SK), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $900 . 
  Estimate $300 - 400

1890-1893 SMALL BANK NOTES ISSUE

EX 724
724  Pa 1890-93, A.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on India paper (Scott 219P3-229P3), a choice set of blocks 

of 4, all with bright colors and large balanced margins, the 15¢ & 90¢ with bottom sheet margins and still on card, 
Extremely Fine.  As fine a set of blocks as any in existence.  Scott $3,440 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

725
725  P 1890-93, A.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ almost complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 219P4//229P4), missing the 2¢ lake, 

large margins and fresh colors, Very Fine. Scott $620 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                                         726                                                                                             727 
726  P 1890-93, A.B.N.C. Issue, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 219P4-229P4), all fresh and with large 

margins, Very Fine. Scott $785 .   Estimate $250 - 350

727  Pa 1890, 2¢ carmine, plate proof on card (Scott 220P4), block of 4, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $825 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE

     
EX 728                            EX 729

728  P 1893, Columbians complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 230P4-245P4), large margins and fresh colors, Very Fine. 
Scott $2,110 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

729  P 1893, Columbians complete, plate proofs on card (Scott 230P4-245P4), including the original P.O. envelope, large 
margins and fresh colors, a premium set, Very Fine. Scott $2,110 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

     
                                                          730                                                                                             731 
730  Pa 1893, 3¢ Columbian, plate proof on India paper (Scott 232P3), top margin block of 6 with imprint, large margins, Very 

Fine. Scott $730+ .   Estimate $300 - 400

731  Pa 1893, 5¢ Columbian, plate proof on India paper (Scott 234P3), block of 4, large margins, fresh and immaculate, 
Extremely Fine. Scott $550 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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1894 FIRST BUREAU ISSUE, UNWATERMARKED

732
732  P 1894, 1¢, 2¢, 6¢, $2 and $5, plate proofs on card (Scott 247P4//263P4), large margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,550   

  Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                               733                                                                734                                              735 
733  E 1894, 3¢ Bureau essay, in dusky red violet (Scott 253-E1a), engraved vignette as issued but with type II triangles, die 

on India, die sunk on card, engraved vignette as issued but with type II triangles, die on India paper, die sunk on card, 77 
x 80 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $250 - 350

734  E 1894, 3¢ Bureau essay, in dusky red violet (Scott 253-E1a), engraved vignette as issued but with type II triangles, die 
on India paper, off card, 42 x 48 mm, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $350 - 500

735  E 1894, 3¢ Bureau essay, in dusky red violet (Scott 253-E1a), engraved vignette as issued but with type II triangles, die 
on India, off card, 43 x 49 mm; small hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $350 - 500
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1898 FIRST BUREAU ISSUE, UPU COLORS

     
                                                                             736                                         737
736  S 1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, overprinted “Specimen” (Scott 279BjSE), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, 

well centered and solid, Very Fine. Scott $525 .   Estimate $250 - 350

737  S 1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, overprinted “Specimen” (Scott 279BjSE), position D with plate #990; 
bit of reinforced separation, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1898 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI ISSUE

738
738  E 1898, $2 Trans-Miss., photo essay of unadopted design (Scott 293-E1 var.), 38 x 30 mm, Very Fine, ex-Brazer.   

  Estimate $200 - 300

1908-1909 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WMK, PERF 12

739
739  TC 1908, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof (Scott 332TC1an), 52 x 54 mm; mounting stains on the reverse, F.-V.F., a 

scarce proof that is listed but not priced by Scott.    Estimate $400 - 600
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1913-1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC ISSUE

740
740  E 1913, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, photo essay (Scott 398-E1 var), 42 x 27 mm piece with 34 x 24 mm image of the original 

stamp design, showing the Golden Gate rather than Canal Locks; it, and the accompanying journal clipping, were removed 
from a black album page (adherences on backs of each); appears the same as the Scott-listed essay, but removed from its 
thick gray card, Very Fine, a scarce item.  Scott $2,500 for normal .   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

The “unique” example of the photo essay mounted on card was offered in December 2018 by Schuyler Rumsey. Another 
2¢ photo essay, embellished with additional ink and wash features, was offered in the Fekete collection.

1922-1929 FOURTH BUREAU ISSUE

741
741  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 5¢ & 10¢ Roosevelt essays (Scott 557-EE), John Stevenson photographic essay of two 

unaccepted designs using the accepted portrait of Roosevelt, about 55 x 62 mm, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300

742
742  E 1923, 8¢ Grant, progressive essay (Scott 560-E1 var.), large die proof, vignette shading unfinished, 75 x 87 mm, with 

control number handstamped on back; colorless area of paper abrasion at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine.    
  Estimate $400 - 600
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1925-1929 ISSUE

743
743  P 1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, small die proof on wove paper (Scott 657P2), a scintillating Sullivan, immaculate and 

precisely centered, Superb, simply stellar. Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1929-1937 ISSUES

744
744  E 1937, 4¢ Army, unadopted essay signed by August Dietz (Scott 788-E), 110 x 84 mm, Very Fine.    

  Estimate $200 - 300

1938-PRESENT ISSUES

745  E 1946, 3¢ Merchant Marine, three official photos (Scott 939-E), one of the artist’s accepted design, one of a preliminary 
sketch, and one of the original photograph upon which the design was based.   (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

746
746  EP 1994, 20¢ Virginia Apgar, large die proof of vignette only in issued color (Scott 2179-E1), loosely mounted on a die-

sunk 6” x 8¾” card, Very Fine. Scott $600 .   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                     747                                                               748 
747  P 1995, 32¢ Polk, large die proof on gummed white coated paper (Scott 2587P), inscribed in the plate “7/17/95 #2”, 80 

x 120 mm; two pieces of clear tape at the top, Very Fine.    Estimate $350 - 500

748  P 1992, Voyages of Columbus, 10¢ 15¢ & $2 souvenir sheet, imperf proof (Scott 2628P), o.g., never hinged; light bend 
near the right edge, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750 .   Estimate $250 - 350

     
                                                            749                                                     750 
749  P 1992, 29¢ Christmas Toys, booklet pane of 4, plate proof on stamp paper (Scott 2718aPd), perforated & gummed, 

uncut vertical strip of four panes, plus a half-pane and sheet margin with registration marks at the top, o.g., never 
hinged; small tape repair at the top affecting the extra pair, Very Fine.  Interestingly, these proofs produce imperf between 
pairs of of 2712/2711 and 2714/2713, which do not exist in any other form; from the American Bank Note Co. archives.  
Scott $4,800+ .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

750  Pa 1993, 29¢ Classic Books, se-tenant, plate proof on stamp paper (Scott 2788aP), block of 4, imperf and gummed, o.g., 
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $400 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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AIRMAIL

751
751  E 1938-59 Airmails. Official photos of finished artist’s designs (Scott C23//53), 12 in all, including duplicates: C23 (2), 

C34, C42 (2), C44 (2), C45 (2, plus one of an unaccepted design), C46 & C53; also include the 1955 15¢ Certified Mail 
stamp, FA1, Very Fine.    Estimate $300 - 400

752
752  E Airmail, 1968, 10¢ Fifty-Star Runway, Artmaster Cachet Artwork (Scott C72), 13”x15” cachet artwork on heavy 

weight illustration board; adhesive residue and faint toning on edges can easily be matted out; stunning original art for a 
wall or philatelic exhibit, F.-V.F.    Estimate $200 - 300
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SPECIAL DELIVERY

753
753  E Special Delivery, 1908, 10¢ woodblock essay, in dim dark green blue (Scott E7-E4a), woodblock of entire design, on 

yellowish wove, mounted on card, 35 x 30 mm, Very Fine. Scott $450 .   Estimate $200 - 300

POSTAGE DUE

     
                                           754                                                                                755 
754  TC Postage Due, 1879, 1¢ olive bister, trial color large die proof (Scott J1TC1al), 55 x 65 mm; hinge remnants on the 

reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

755  TC Postage Dues, 1879, 1¢ to 50¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set in brown (Scott J1TC4c-
J7TC4c), large margins, Very Fine. Scott $350 .   Estimate $250 - 350

756
756  TC Postage Dues, 1879, 1¢ to 50¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set in green (Scott J1TC4d-

J7TC4d), large margins, Very Fine. Scott $350 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                 757                                             758                                                759 
757  TC Postage Due, 1879, 3¢ light brown, trial color large die proof (Scott J3TC1ak), 58 x 66 mm; hinge remnants on the 

reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

758  E Postage Due, 1879, 5¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in scarlet (Scott J4-E1d), complete design, die on white 
ivory paper, off card, Very Fine. Scott $700 .   Estimate $300 - 400

759  TC Postage Due, 1879, 5¢ black, trial color large die proof (Scott J4TC1ae), 55 x 62 mm; hinge remnant on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                       760                                                        761 
760  TC Postage Due, 1879, 50¢ sepia, trial color large die proof (Scott J7TC1am), on India paper but not die sunk on card, 55 

x 64 mm. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

761  P Postage Due, 1891, 3¢ bright claret, imperf proof on stamp paper (Scott J24P5), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine. Scott $425 .   Estimate $200 - 300

OFFICIAL

762  TC Officials, 1873, 10¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in all 5 listed colors complete for 8 different 
Departments (Scott O5TC4a//O88TC4e), a single denomination superset of 40, missing only the P.O. Department, 
large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, scarce grouping. Scott $1,240 .  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $800 - 1,200
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763  TC Officials, 1873, 15¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in all 5 listed colors complete for 7 different 
Departments (Scott O7TC4a//O90TC4e), a single denomination superset of 35, missing only the Executive and P.O. 
Departments, large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, scarce grouping. Scott $1,049 .  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $600 - 800

          
                    764                                               767                                                                         769 
764  S Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ yellow, overprinted “Specimen” (Scott O7SD), without gum as issued, 

Post Office fresh with glowing color and clear detail; sharp overprint, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $400 . 
  Estimate $200 - 300

765  TC Officials, 1873, 30¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in all 5 listed colors complete for 7 different 
Departments (Scott O9TC4a//O92TC4e), a single denomination superset of 35, missing only Executive and P.O. 
Departments, large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, scarce grouping. Scott $1,049 .  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $500 - 750

766  TC Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 10¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in 4 of the 5 listed colors (Scott O10TC4a//
O14TCd), set of 20, missing only the blue, mostly large margins, generally Very Fine. Scott $770 .  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $350 - 500

767  TC Interior Dept., 1873, 2¢ deep brown, trial color large die proof (Scott O16TC1af), 70 x 81 mm; hinge remnants on the 
reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

768  TC Officials, 1873, 24¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in all 5 listed colors complete for 6 different 
Departments (Scott O22TC4a//O91TC4e), a single denomination superset of 30, missing only Agriculture, Executive 
and P.O. Departments, large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, scarce grouping. Scott $858 .  (photo on 
web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

769  TC Justice Dept., 1873, 3¢ black, trial color large die proof (Scott O27TC1ae), 74 x 88 mm, fresh color and clean back, 
Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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770
770  TC Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set in black (Scott O35TC4a-

O45TC4a), large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $407 .   Estimate $200 - 300

771
771  TC Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, complete set in scarlet (Scott O35TC4b-

O45TC4b), large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $407 .   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                      EX 772                                               774
772  TC Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ Jackson, selection of 11 trial color plate proofs (Scott O36TC3a, O36TC6a, b, etc.), perf’d and 

imperf, on wove and on bond, in black and in green, including two pairs and some minor duplication. Several are unlisted 
in Scott in this form, generally F.-V.F., a nice lot for the specialist to research.    Estimate $600 - 800

773  Pa Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on India (Scott O47P3-O56P3), a choice set of blocks of 4, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

774  TC State Dept., 1873, 1¢ light ultramarine, trial color large die proof (Scott O57TC1af), on India, mounted on card, 62 x 
70 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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775
775  TC State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ “Goodall” small die proofs, four sets (Scott O57TC2b,c,d,f-O67TC2b,c,d,f), black, deep 

green, dull gray blue, and dull red; each proof is on a thin white card, approximately 53 x 53 mm, and each set is 
neatly mounted on an attractive display page, Very Fine.  A marvelous and rare group with.  Scott $13,200 .   
  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

These proofs were prepared in the late 1870s during Albert Goodall’s term as president of the American Bank Note Com-
pany. They were often bound into books as salesmen’s samples or presentation albums.

     
                                                        EX 776                                                                   777 
776  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢ to $20 complete, large die proofs (Scott O57P1-O71P1), each die-sunk on an approximately 

5½” x 9” card with original paper interleaves; light staining from former binding along the left edge, and all-over foxing, 
most affecting only the card, but several of the proofs also lightly foxed, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,480 .   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

777  TC Treasury Dept., 1873, 3¢ black, trial color large die proof (Scott O74TC1ae), on India paper, die sunk on card, 67 x 
71 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                  EX 778                                                    EX 779                                      780 
778  TC War Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ “Goodall” trial color small die proofs on India paper, mounted on card, in black (Scott 

O83TC2b//O93TC2b), 8 different, missing the 6¢ 12¢ and 30¢ most are approximately 55 x 55 mm (1¢ is cut down); 
hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $2,400   Estimate $750 - 1,000

779  TC War Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ “Goodall” trial color small die proofs on India paper, mounted on card, in dull blue 
(Scott O83TC2d//O93TC2d), 8 different, missing the 6¢ 12¢ and 30¢ most are approximately 55 x 55 mm (1¢ is cut 
down); hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $2,400   Estimate $750 - 1,000

780  S War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (Scott O86SD), without gum as issued, in 
clean color with clear print; paper fresh and bright, F.-V.F., 111 sold, with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400 .   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

NEWSPAPER

781
781  P Newspaper, 1865, 5¢ 10¢ and 25¢ “Roosevelt” small die proofs (Scott PR2P2-PR4P2), off card, Very Fine. Scott $675 

  Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                                   EX 782                                                   783 
782  P Newspaper, 1865-75, 5¢ to 25¢ plate proofs on card (Scott PR2P4-PR7P4), Very Fine. Scott $495 .   

  Estimate $200 - 300

783  P Newspaper, 1865, 25¢ orange red, large die proof on India paper (Scott PR3P1), on India paper with raised embossing. 
Scott $650 .   Estimate $300 - 400

               
                                              784                            785                        EX 786                            EX 787 
784  E Newspaper, 1875, 25¢ C.B.N.C. essay, in black (Scott PR9-E2b), complete engraving of unadopted design, die on white 

ivory paper, mounted on card, Very Fine. Scott $1,350 .   Estimate $500 - 750

785  E Newspaper, 1875, 25¢ C.B.N.C. essay, in black (Scott PR9-E2b), complete engraving of unadopted design, die on 
white ivory paper, cut small and off backing, with traces of gum; shallow thin, Fine appearance. Scott $1,350 .   
  Estimate $300 - 400

786  TC Newspaper, 1875, 2¢ to $60, C.B.N.C. printing, a selection of trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott PR9TC3a//
PR32TC3k), including 2&cent (11 of 12 listed colors), 12&cent (12 of 13 listed), $1.92 (9 of 12 listed), $3 (11 of 13 
listed), $6 (10 of 14 listed), $9 (10 of 13 listed), and $60 (5 of 11 listed) - 68 stamps total, large margins and bright colors, 
Very Fine. Scott $2,380 .   Estimate $600 - 800

787  P Newspapers, 1875, 2¢ to $60 complete, C.B.N.C. printings, “Roosevelt” small die proofs (Scott PR9P2-PR32P2), 
bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,200 .   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                 EX 788                                      EX 789                                                    EX 790 
788  SHH Newspapers, 1879, 2¢ to $60, A.B.N.C. printing, overprinted “Specimen” (Scott PR14SD, PR57SD//PR79SD), also 

the 1875 9¢ less the $48 value, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,905 .   Estimate $600 - 800

789  TC Newspaper, 1875, 12¢ C.B.N.C. printing, 10 mostly different trial color plate proofs on India (Scott PR16TC3c//m), 
horizontal pairs, two are mounted on card; imaged in full online, Very Fine. Scott $700 .   Estimate $300 - 400

790  TCa Newspaper, 1875, 12¢ C.B.N.C. printing, 10 mostly different trial color plate proofs on India (Scott PR16TC3c//m), 
blocks of 4, most are mounted on card; hinge remnants on the reverse and the green proof is thinned, otherwise Very Fine, 
fully imaged online. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                                   EX 791                                                                               EX 792 
791  TCa Newspapers, 1875, 48¢ to $60, C.B.N.C. printing, 7 different trial color plate proofs on India paper, in black (Scott 

PR19TC3a//PR32TC3k), blocks of 8, including 48¢ 60¢ 96¢ $1.92, $3, $24 and $60, large margins; hinge remnants on 
the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,960 .   Estimate $600 - 800

792  TCa Newspaper, 1875, $1.92, C.B.N.C. printing, 9 different trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott PR24TC3a//l), 
blocks of 4, most are mounted on card, Very Fine, see the complete lot on the web. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                 EX 793                                                              EX 794 
793  TC Newspaper, 1875, $3, C.B.N.C. printing, 5 different trial color large die proofs on India paper (Scott PR25TC1af, 

etc.), most average 75 x 90 mm but the black is cut down to 42 x 55 mm; some with hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F., 
imaged in full online. Scott $3,000 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

794  TCa Newspaper, 1875, $3, C.B.N.C. printing, 6 different trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott PR25TC3a//l), 
blocks of 4, most are mounted on card, Very Fine, imaged in full online. Scott $840 .   Estimate $250 - 350

     
                                                                EX 795                                                             EX 796 
795  TC Newspaper, 1875, $6 dark carmine and $6 green, C.B.N.C. printing, 2 different trial color large die proofs on India 

paper (Scott PR26TC1ae, h), approximately 72 x 80 mm; hinge remnants with staining on the reverse, otherwise Very 
Fine. Scott $1,200 .   Estimate $350 - 500

796  TCa Newspaper, 1875, $6, C.B.N.C. printing, 5 different trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott PR26TC3a//l), 
blocks of 4, all are mounted on card, Very Fine, see the selection on the web. Scott $700 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                        EX 797                                                                   798 
797  TCa Newspaper, 1875, $9, C.B.N.C. printing, 10 different trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott PR27TC3a, etc.), 

blocks of 4, black is mounted on card; some with hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F., fully imaged online. Scott $1,400 
.   Estimate $400 - 600

798  TC Newspaper, 1875, $48 violet brown, C.B.N.C. printing, trial color large die proof on India (Scott PR31TC1ae), off 
card, 70 x 68 mm (slightly reduced), F.-V.F. Scott $600 .   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                            EX 799                                                                   800 
799  TC Newspaper, 1875, $60, C.B.N.C. printing, 3 different trial color large die proofs on India paper (Scott PR32TC1ai, 

l, m), die sunk on card, average size 65 x 75 mm, Very Fine, all imaged online. Scott $1,800 .   Estimate $600 - 800

800  TC Newspaper, 1895, 50¢ black, Bureau printing, trial color large die proof on India paper (Scott PR107TC1ae), die 
sunk on card, 68 x 83 mm; bottom margin is a bit frayed, F.-V.F. Scott $600 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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POSTAL NOTE

801
801  TCa Postal Note, 1945, 1¢ bister, trial color plate proof on stamp paper, imperf (Scott PN1TC1c var.), block of 4, Very 

Fine, Scott lists only the large die.    Estimate $300 - 400

CARRIER

     
                                                                  802                                                   803 
802  TCa Carrier, 1851 (1¢) Franklin, deep green, trial color plate proof on India (Scott LO1TC3a), block of 4, margins all 

around, brilliant color, Very Fine. Scott $1,250 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

803  TC Carrier, 1851 (1¢) Franklin, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete (Scott LO1TC4a-e), margins all 
around, very bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $560 .   Estimate $300 - 400

LOCAL

804
804  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ violet trial color, on thin card (Scott 5L1TC var), complete sheet of 20, normally 

found on white wove, here a single printing of the sheet on a thin manila-like card; crisp and sound, Very Fine.    
  Estimate $500 - 750
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                                               805                                                                                         EX 806 
805  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ red trial color, on yellow wove (Scott 5L1TC var), complete sheet of 20, a pretty 

color combination, the printing clean on paper fresh; a couple insignificant wrinkles in left selvage noted for accuracy, 
Very Fine.    Estimate $400 - 600

806  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ red trial color, on yellow wove, with ten stamps printed on reverse (Scott 
5L1TC var), complete sheet of 20, with strong impression on ragged-bottomed paper, the ten stamps on reverse (two 
complete rows) inverted to the front; internal tear affecting position 1 on front, otherwise Very Fine, an interesting feat. 
    Estimate $600 - 800

807
807  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ brown trial color, partially printed across two sheets (Scott 5L1TC), complete 

sheet of 20, printed in a clean, light shade, the right-hand column of eagles decapitated, with body and neck printing on 
top sheet, head alone on bottom, Very Fine.    Estimate $300 - 400
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808
808  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ apple green trial color, partially printed across two sheets (Scott 5L1TC), one 

of the most striking printing freaks you’ll encounter, two complete sheets of 20, the sheets overlapped at a 135° angle, 
resulting in the split or double printing of six stamps; right-hand sheet with hint of “20 for a dollar” printed in reverse 
above position 4 and repeated to the right; otherwise fresh and sound with just two tiny toned spots mentioned for 
accuracy, Very Fine, a gold star to whoever can work out the mechanics of this one.    Estimate $600 - 800

809
809  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ orange red trial color, partially printed across two sheets (Scott 5L1TC), a 

“how’s that?” to be sure; two complete sheets of 20, the sheets overlapped at a 135° angle, the left sheet printed in full, the 
right with positions 1 & 6 partially printed on each sheet; fresh and clean, Very Fine, an attention-grabbing centerpiece for 
your next exhibit.    Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                          810                                                                     811 
810  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ orange trial color, double impression (Scott 5L1TC), complete sheet of 

20, a pretty item, the “normal” impression nicely centered, the second overlapping at an angle, Very Fine.    
  Estimate $600 - 800

811  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ brown trial color, double impression (Scott 5L1TC), block of 12, in deep color, 
made even more so by the overlapping print; massive sheet margin at top, full to large otherwise, Very Fine, impress your 
numismatist friends—tell them you own a double eagle.    Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                  812                                                                                            813
812  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ deep violet trial color, triple-printing error (Scott 5L1TC), complete sheet of 20, 

on thin, dark cream card, somehow left in the press for three impressions, otherwise clean; insignificant corner crease at 
bottom left, Very Fine.    Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

813  TCa American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ orange trial color, printed across two sheets (Scott 5L1TC), complete sheet of 
20, on wove, the right-hand column printed on two sheets at a slight angle to one another, Very Fine, a one-of-a-kind.  
   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                              814                                           815 
814  TC Blood & Co., 1855 (1¢), trial color plate proofs on India paper, in all 4 listed colors (Scott 15L18TC3a-d), Very Fine, 

listed but not priced by Scott.    Estimate $300 - 400

815  E Boyd’s City Post, Envelope, 1864, blue, essay on horizontally laid stamp paper (Scott 20LU4 var.), cut square, 
attractive with deep color and clean emboss, Very Fine, ex-Finkelburg.    Estimate $300 - 400

POSTAL STATIONERY

ENVELOPES & WRAPPERS

816
816  SH Envelope, 1865, Nesbitt 4th Issue, 40¢ rose on buff, Specimen (Scott U73-S), Size 8, Knife 20, entire, immaculate item 

with flawless impression of indicia (as you’d expect), sound corners and a free backflap; “No. 3 Official size, Buff” with 
pricing details printed on front (Specimen Form A20); wonderfully clear watermark as well, Very Fine.    
  Estimate $300 - 400

REVENUE

817
817  E Revenue, c. 1862-67, experimental overprint essay showing “The Merchant’s National Bank of Boston” intertwined, 

in green, proof on stamp paper, 140 x 68 mm, F.-V.F., not Turner-listed but possibly from the same period as similar 
Turner-listed experimental overprints.    Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                         818                                                           819                                     820 
818  E Revenue, c. 1862-67, experimental overprint essay showing “The Merchant’s National Bank of Boston” intertwined, 

in brown red, proof on stamp paper, 122 x 74 mm, F.-V.F., not Turner-listed but possibly from the same period as similar 
Turner-listed experimental overprints.    Estimate $200 - 300

819  E Revenue, 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ Washington, in black (Turner 3-Ab), engraved die with cut lines in margins, on 
India paper on card, 35 x 40 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse and some toning on the front, otherwise Very Fine. Turner 
$35 (1974) .   Estimate $200 - 300

820  E Revenue, 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington facing left, in brown (Turner 4-C), model with profile pasted on 
lathework design and pasted on vignette area, the vignette has come unglued from the rest of the model - should be easy 
to paste it back, otherwise Very Fine, very rare and possibly unique.  Turner $150 (1974) .   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                          821                                                                                             822 
821  E Revenue, 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, frame only, in black (Turner 4b), on heavy white glossy paper, 46 x 

50 mm (slightly reduced), F.-V.F. Turner $60 (1974) .   Estimate $200 - 300

822  E Revenue, 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 10¢ Washington, group of five (Turner 5a), engraved design on heavy glazed paper, 
various sizes, F.-V.F. Turner $250 (1974) .   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                  823                                                                           824                                                            825 
823  E Revenue, 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in deep buff & black (Turner 10b), perf’d and gummed, large part o.g., 

Very Fine. Turner $120 (1974) .   Estimate $300 - 400

824  E Revenue, 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in deep buff & black (Turner 10b), perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged, Very 
Fine. Turner $120 (1974) .   Estimate $350 - 500

825  E Revenue, 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, Square frame and blank oval, in black (Turner 32-Ba), lined outer oval and cut out 
registry marks, on white wove, 45 x 51 mm (larger than what Turner lists), Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974) .   
  Estimate $250 - 350

          
                                                    826                                          EX 827                             EX 828 
826  E Revenue, 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington facing left, in black (Turner 36-Ba), complete die, on heavy white 

paper, 55 x 75 mm, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300

827  E Revenue, 1875, American Phototype Co. essay, 2¢ Proprietary, group of five (Turner 38), surface printed design, on 
heavy white paper, in bright blue, slate (2), yellow and carmine, Very Fine. Turner $150 (1974) .   Estimate $350 - 500

828  E Revenue, 1862, Lowenberg Decalcomania essay, 2¢ Bank Check, selection of 26 (Turner 42a), on goldbeater’s skin 
paper, imperf, a selection including singles, pairs and blocks, in these colors: blue (2 blocks of 4 and 3 pairs), orange (6 
singles and 2 pairs), dull violet on brown onionskin paper (2 singles), F.-V.F., see them all online.  

  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                    EX 829                                                                              EX 830 
829  E Revenue, 1862, Lowenberg Decalcomania essay, 2¢ Bank Check, in black (Turner 42b), on goldbeater’s skin paper, 

perf 12, a small accumulation including singles, pairs and blocks, 78 stamps total; occasional small fault as normal, 
generally F.-V.F., the lot fully imaged online.    Estimate $400 - 600

830  Ea Revenue, 1862, Lowenberg Decalcomania essay, 2¢ Bank Check, group of five different colors (Turner 42b), on 
goldbeater’s skin paper, perf 12, blocks of 4; the dark blue block is a bit faulty, F.-V.F. overall, all imaged online.   
  Estimate $200 - 300

           
                               831                                         EX 832                                                            EX 833 
831  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, in brown (Turner 58), plate proof on heavy white bond, 

with vignette in black, pasted on, Very Fine, the brown color was unknown to Turner. Turner $50 (1974) .   
  Estimate $200 - 300

832  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, 6 different (Turner 58-A, 59-A, 59-B), a selection from 3 
different Turner-listed issues, horizontal pairs, four are from #59-A, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300

833  Ea Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, 5 different (Turner 59-A, 59-B), a selection from two 
different Turner-listed issues, blocks of 4, four are from 59-A. Turner $375 (1974) .   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                          834                                                EX 835                                               836 
834  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in green (Turner 76-A), plate proof on card, 

bottom margin imprint pair, numbered in red on back; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974) .  
  Estimate $200 - 300

835  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, group of five (Turner 76-A), plate proofs 
on card, numbered in red on back; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, all imaged online. Turner $105 (1974) .  
  Estimate $200 - 300

836  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in blue (Turner 76-A), plate proof on card, 
bottom margin imprint pair, numbered in red on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $30 (1974) .   Estimate $200 - 300

          
                                                   EX 837                              EX 838                              EX 839
837  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, group of five (Turner 77-A), plate proofs on card, 

numbered in red on back; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, imaged in full on the web. Turner $105 (1974) .  
  Estimate $200 - 300

838  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, group of five (Turner 77-A), plate proofs on card, 
large margins, numbered in red on back; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, see the quintet 
online. Turner $105 (1974) .   Estimate $250 - 350

839  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, group of five (Turner 78-A), plate proofs on 
card, numbered in red on back; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, all imaged online. Turner $105 (1974) .  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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840
840  Ea Revenue, 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in blue (Turner 78-A), plate proof on card, full 

sheet of 8, the Carpenter imprint trimmed away, each numbered in red ink on the reverse, 185-192, Very Fine.   
   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                             841                                                             EX 843 
841  E Elliptical lathework, die proof on India in black (Turner Essay 121), 52 x 49 mm with faint National Bank Note Co. 

imprint and die no. 4098, penciled “390” upside down at the upper left, Very Fine, Ex-Joyce.    Estimate $200 - 300

842  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 1¢ to $50, a nearly complete group of 64 different plate proofs on card (Scott R1P4//
R101P4), a lovely group neatly identified on dealer’s retail cards, including #s R1-5P4, R7P4, R8P3 (mounted on card), 
R9P4, R11P4, R13P4, R16-27P4, R30P4, R32-37P4, R40-42P4, R44P4, R46-50P4, R52P4, R56-59P4, R62-63P4, 
R66P4, R68-69P4, R71-73P4, R75-76P4, R78-79P4, R85P4, R89-93P4, R95-98P4 and R101P4, all with fresh colors and 
large margins, Very Fine. Scott $4,026 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $800 - 1,200

843  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 1¢ to $50, a nearly complete group of 91 mostly different plate proofs on card (Scott 
R1P4//R101P4), a few are proofs on India paper, all with fresh colors and large margins, Very Fine, fully imaged online 
for your review. Scott approximately $4,800 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                      844                                                                     EX 845                                                                   846 
844  TCa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary, blue, trial color plate proof on bond (Scott R3TC5g), perf’d and gummed, 

block of 4, o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

845  TC Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary and 2¢ U.S. Internal Revenue, group of 10 trial color proofs on bond, 
most with experimental cancels (Scott R3TC, R15TC), some in pairs; most with faults as would be expected, F.-V.F. 
centering, a very scarce group, Scott-unlisted.    Estimate $400 - 600

846  TCa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 3¢ Foreign Exchange, green on blue, trial color plate proof on bond (Scott R16TC5a), 
block of 4, margins all around; hinge remnants on the reverse and a couple small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $560 . 
  Estimate $200 - 300

               
                                      847                                                        848                                                          849  
847  Pa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 3¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on bond paper, also a plate proof on card (Scott 

R16P5, R16P4), the bond paper proof is a single, the card proof is a block of 4, large margins, bright and fresh, Very Fine, 
the bond paper proof is not Scott-listed.    Estimate $200 - 300

848  TCa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 4¢ Proprietary, slate blue trial color plate proof on India (Scott R22TC3a), block of 4, 
large margins all around; tiny red tone speck in the center margin, otherwise Very Fine, an unlisted shade. Scott $440 . 
   Estimate $200 - 300

849  TC Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 10¢ Bill of Lading + 10¢ Power of Attorney, dark green (Scott R32TC1af), trial color 
composite large die proof on India paper, 68 x 44 mm; small thin, otherwise Very Fine, a scarce item that is listed but not 
priced in Scott.    Estimate $400 - 600
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                     850                                                 851                                         852                                    853 
850  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Bond, plate proof on card (Scott R43P4), large margins, bright and fresh, Very Fine. 

Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

851  Pa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Bond, plate proof on card (Scott R43P4), left margin plate number 25L block of 4 with 
imprint, large margins all around; hinge remnants and stains on the reverse, with some light stains on front also, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $2,500 .   Estimate $600 - 800

852  E Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Certificate, essay, in green (Scott R44-E), plate proof on India paper, similar in size 
to the issued stamp, but with Washington facing right instead of left, and with a different frame, 22 x 50 mm, bright and 
fresh, Very Fine, a scarce and unusual item, unlisted in Scott or Turner, and sure to intrigue the specialist.    
  Estimate $300 - 400

853  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Entry of Goods, plate proof on card (Scott R45P4), horizontal pair, margins clear to 
large; hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $350 - 500

854
854  T) Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Insurance, orange, trial color plate proof on goldbeater’s skin (Scott R46TC7b 

var.), horizontal pair, margins all around, unusually choice and without the usual paper flaws, Extremely Fine. Scott $420 
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                             855                                                                  856                                                               857 
855  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 30¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on India (Scott R51P3), left margin horizontal pair 

with part imprint, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $220 .   Estimate $200 - 300

856  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 50¢ Lease, plate proof on card (Scott R57P4), bottom margin plate number 50R and 
imprint strip of 3, margins all around, bright fresh color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $114 ++ .  
  Estimate $200 - 300

857  TC Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $1 Mortgage, black, trial color hybrid large die proof on India (Scott R73TC1ae), 48 x 
73 mm, bright fresh color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine, a scarce item that is listed but not priced by Scott.   
  Estimate $250 - 350

          
                                          858                                                  859                                                    860 
858  TC Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $1.50 Inland Exchange, black, trial color large die proof on India (Scott R78TC1ae), 48 

x 73 mm, bright rich color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $475 .   Estimate $200 - 300

859  TC Revenue, 1863, First Issue, $2 Probate of Will, black, trial color hybrid large die proof on India (Scott R83TC1ae), 
47 x 65 mm, great color; some paper scuffing on the reverse, Very Fine overall, a scarce item that is listed but not priced 
by Scott.    Estimate $200 - 300

860  TC Revenue, 1863, First Issue, $3.50 Inland Exchange, black, trial color large die proof on India (Scott R87TC1ae), 47 
x 65 mm, bright colors and clean back, Very Fine. Scott $400 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                      861                                                                  862 
861  TC Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $5 Charter Party, black, trial color hybrid large die proof on India (Scott R88TC1ae), 

43 x 87 mm, mounted on card, bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, a scarce item that is listed but 
not priced by Scott.    Estimate $250 - 350

862  TCa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $10 Mortgage, yellow green, trial color plate proof on thin card in yellow green, plus a 
plate proof on card (Scott R95TC4a, R95P4), blocks of 4, an interesting contrast of two different shades of green, large 
margins and bright colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, the trial color is unpriced in Scott.    
  Estimate $250 - 350

863
863  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, dark blue, plate proof on card (Scott R97P4), bottom margin plate number 

1500T and imprint strip of 3, large margins, bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $540 ++ .  
  Estimate $400 - 600
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                                       864                                                                                       865 
864  Pa Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, dark blue, plate proof on card (Scott R97P4), block of 4, large margins, 

bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $800 .   Estimate $300 - 400

865  P Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, ultramarine, plate proof on card (Scott R97eP4), bottom plate no. & 
imprint strip of 5, badly faded, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,750 as singles .   Estimate $350 - 500

EX 866
866  TC Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 1¢ to $50, 157 different trial color plate proofs on India paper (Scott R103TC3a//

R131TC3x).  Every denomination in this range is represented, except the $5, with each denomination illustrated by four 
to seven color varieties; fresh colors and large margins throughout, Very Fine, and a magnificent holding. Scott $10,000+ 
.   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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EX 867
867  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 3¢ to $3.50, 10 mostly different plate proofs on India paper (Scott R105P3//

R126P3), top margin horizontal imprint strips of 3, including 3&cent (2), 20¢ 25¢ $1.30, $1.50, $1.60, $1.90 and $3.50; 
25¢ torn at top, $1.60 with light crease, $1.90 with several sealed tears, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,074 ++ .   
  Estimate $500 - 750

868
868  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.30 blue & black, plate proof on India (Scott R119P3), bottom margin plate 

number 26 26 and imprint strip of 5, F.-V.F. Scott $250 ++ .   Estimate $300 - 400

869
869  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.50 blue & black, plate proof on India (Scott R120P3), bottom margin plate 

number 27 27 and imprint strip of 5, large margins, Very Fine and choice. Scott $140 ++ .   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                  870                                          871                                   872 
870  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $25 carmine (Scott R130-E), impression of frame with albino vignette, on 

heavy bond paper, impression of frame with vignette pasted on, on heavy bond paper, F.-V.F. Turner 106-C; $50 (1974).  
  Estimate $250 - 350

871  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $25 blue & black, plate proof on card (Scott R130P4), left margin plate number 
17 17 and imprint pair, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $220 ++ .   Estimate $250 - 350

872  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $25 blue & black, plate proof on card (Scott R130P4), right margin imprint pair, 
fresh; hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $220 ++ .   Estimate $200 - 300

EX 873
873  Pa Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ to 15¢ plate proofs on card (Scott R135P4-R139P4), corner margin blocks of 8; 

minor oxidation on some of the orange colors, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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874
874  P Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 70¢ green & black, plate proof on card (Scott R143P4), bottom margin plate number 

23 23 and imprint strip of 5, margins clear; lightly toned at top, F.-V.F. Scott $190 ++ .   Estimate $200 - 300

         
                           875                                                                  876                                                              877 
875  E Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $2.50 essay (Scott R146-E), trial color model of the frame design as adopted, in blue 

on India paper mounted on large card, with black vignette pasted in, 55 x 74 mm, “vignette” in pencil below. Bright fresh 
color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine overall, undoubtedly unique,  Estimate $400 - 600

876  P Documentary, 1875, Fifth Issue, 2¢ blue, large die proof on India (Scott R152P1), 65 x 75 mm, bright and fresh; hinge 
remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $450 .   Estimate $200 - 300

877  TC Documentary, 1898, $10 green, trial color large die proof on India paper, die sunk on card (Scott R176TC1ae), 76 
x 94 mm; some faint toning on front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $650 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                   878                                         879                                            880 
878  TC 1899, $100 Marshall, trial color die proof on India, dark green & black (Scott R179TC1ae), 39 x 52 mm, Very Fine. 

Scott $1,250 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

879  TC 1899, $1,000 Madison, trial color die proof on India, dark blue & black (Scott R181TCae), 39 x 52 mm, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,250 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

 (photo on back cover)

880  P 1899, $1,000 Madison, frame only, die proof on India on card, dark green (Scott R181E), 37 x 50 mm with neatly 
clipped corners, Very Fine. Turner 151-B.    Estimate $750 - 1,000

PROPRIETARY

         
                  EX 881                                     EX 882                                                                 EX 883 
881  TCa Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ 3 different trial color plate proofs on bond paper (Scott RB1TC5a, b, c), blocks of 4, in blue & 

black, scarlet & black and orange & black, Very Fine. Scott $840 .   Estimate $350 - 500

882  P Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ 2¢ and 6¢ large die proofs on India paper, mounted on card (Scott RB1P1, RB2P1, RB6P1), 
45 x 52 to 45 x 56 mm; hinge remnants and mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine overall, unlisted by Scott in 
this format.    Estimate $400 - 600

883  P Proprietary, 1871, 4¢ and 6¢ plate proofs on India paper (Scott RB4P3, RB6P3), bottom margin plate number and 
imprint strips of 5, large margins all around; 4¢ with some minor staining in the selvage, 6¢ with a small thin, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $220 ++ .   Estimate $200 - 300

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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884
884  Pa Proprietary, 1871, 5¢ green & black, plate proof on India paper (Scott RB5P3), bottom margin plate number 14 14 

and imprint block of 10, large margins; hinge remnants and a couple small thins on the reverse, and minor staining in the 
selvage, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $188 ++ .   Estimate $200 - 300

         
                                               EX 885                                                                    886                                            887 
885  P Proprietary, 1871, 5¢ to 10¢ plate proofs on India paper (Scott RB5P3-RB7P3), top margin imprint strips of 3 (5¢ 6¢) 

or 4 (10¢), large margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $220 ++ .   Estimate $200 - 300

886  P Proprietary, 1873, 50¢ green & black, small die proof on India paper (Scott RB8P2); hinged on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $600 - 800

887  P Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & black, small die proof on India paper (Scott RB9P2), fresh with well-balanced margins, 
Very Fine. Scott $1,600 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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EX 888                                                                      EX 889

888  TC Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ brown, 1¢ blue and 1¢ black, 3 different trial color large die proofs on India paper, die sunk 
on card (Scott RB11TC1ae, g, h), average size 70 x 80 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse and the blue proof is a bit 
toned on front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $500 - 750

889  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ to 10¢ 6 different large die proofs on India paper (Scott RB11P1//RB19P1), variable sizes 
(some a bit reduced); most with hinge remnants on the reverse, 3¢ is oxidized, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $3,000 .   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                         890                                                                            EX 891 
890  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ green, plate proof on India paper (Scott RB11P3), top margin plate number 3 and imprint strip 

of 5, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $325 ++ .   Estimate $300 - 400

891  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ 2¢ 4¢ and two 6¢ plate proofs on India paper (Scott RB11P3//RB17P3), horizontal pairs, Very 
Fine. Scott $800 .   Estimate $300 - 400

EX 892
892  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ to 6¢, 7 mostly different plate proofs on India paper (Scott RB11P3//RB17P3), pairs or strips 

of 3, 5¢ vertical, others horizontal, including 6¢ pair and strip of 3; 1¢ and 2¢ with small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
$1,105 .   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                                      EX 893                               EX 894 
893  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ to 6¢ plate proofs on India paper (Scott RB11P3//RB17P3), including two of the 4¢ in slightly 

different shades, also #R152P3, 2¢ Liberty plate proof on India paper mounted on card; 3¢ is a bit oxidized, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $500 .   Estimate $200 - 300

894  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ to 5¢ 4 different plate proofs on card (Scott RB11P4//RB16P4), pairs, large margins, fresh; 
hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, listed but not priced by Scott. As India paper proofs they would catalog $520.  
  Estimate $400 - 600

895
895  P Proprietary, 1875, 2¢ brown, plate proof on India paper (Scott RB12P3), top margin plate number 5 and imprint strip 

of 5, fresh-faced with alluring color; small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $385 ++ .   Estimate $250 - 350

    
                                                              896                                                                                               897 
896  P Proprietary, 1875, 4¢ red brown, plate proof on India paper (Scott RB14P3), reconstructed top plate number and 

imprint strip of 6 (+2); couple tiny thins, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $640 as pairs .   Estimate $300 - 400

897  P Proprietary, 1875, 5¢ black, plate proof on India paper (Scott RB16P3), strip of 3, with a (possible trial) purple cancel 
of the Bureau of Engraving & Printing; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, most unusual.  Scott $225 as normal .  
  Estimate $250 - 350
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                         898                                                                                             899 
898  P Proprietary, 1875, 5¢ black and 6¢ violet blue, plate proofs on card (Scott RB16P4-RB17P4), Very Fine, not priced 

by Scott. As India paper proofs they would catalog $320.    Estimate $250 - 350

899  P Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet blue, plate proof on India paper (Scott RB17P3), reconstructed top plate number and 
imprint strip of 6 (+2), Very Fine. Scott $640 as pairs .   Estimate $300 - 400

REVENUE STAMPED PAPER

     
                                                                   EX 900                                                                                 EX 901 
900  P Revenue Stamped Paper, c. 1865, Washington essay, 2¢ engraved die proof on heavy card (Turner 232), group of 

five different colors, numbered in red on the reverse. A nice set, Very Fine, fully imaged online. Scott RN-K-E. Turner $95 
(1974) .   Estimate $200 - 300

901  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 1865-75, 4 different proofs on card: 2¢ 5¢ 25¢ and 50¢ all in orange (Scott RN-B1 to RN-
V4 vars.), each cut square, Very Fine.    Estimate $300 - 400
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PRIVATE DIE MATCH

902
902  TC Gates’ Sons, 3¢ trial color proof in brown (Scott RO94TC1af), fresh and pristine with bold color and clear impression, 

Very Fine. Scott $360 .   Estimate $250 - 350

PRIVATE DIE MEDICINE

EX 903
903  E Helmbold’s, 6¢ essay, large die proof on card, group of five different colors (Scott RS109-E), numbered in red on 

back; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, fully imaged online. Turner $90 (1974).    Estimate $200 - 300

HUNTING PERMIT

DUCK STAMPS

904  E Hunting Permit, 1934, $1 Mallards, two different photo essays (Scott RW1E), two black & white stamp-size photos, 
one of the accepted design, the other with the same vignette but a different frame; overall size 75 x 50 mm, Very Fine.   
(photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

TAX PAID

905
905  E 1933, Revenue “Trial Stamp” decalcomania in black & pale blue, pane of 10, inscribed “No Value/ Try This Stamp 

First/ Read Directions” and (patent no.) “1906909”; small nick at the left, not affecting any stamps, otherwise Very Fine 
and very rare.  Submitted as a way to print revenue stamps that would make them adhere more strongly to “cellophane, 
wooden boxes, etc.”, so that the stamps would not become detached and be reused.   Estimate $200 - 300
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TELEGRAPH

          
                              906                                                                 907                                                             908 
906  Pa Northern New York Telegraph Co., 1894-95, green, overprinted “Frank 1894”, plate proof on card (Scott 12T1P4), 

pane of 6, Very Fine. Scott $750 for singles .   Estimate $300 - 400

907  P Northern New York Telegraph Co., 1894-95, red, overprinted “Frank 1895”, plate proof on card (Scott 12T2P4), 
pane of 6; small, light corner crease at the lower left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750 .   Estimate $250 - 350

908  Pa Northern New York Telegraph Co., 1894-95, red, without overprint, plate proof on card (Scott 12T2P4 var.), pane of 
6, Very Fine. Scott $750 as normal .   Estimate $300 - 400

EX 909
909  TC Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, small balance of trial color plate proofs (Scott 16T44TC3 & TC5), full sheets 

of 16, deep rose on thin wove, same on bond (2), orange on thin wove (2), one each dark blue & slate green on thin wove, 
and brown on India - unlisted - partial sheet of 14; couple of the thin paper and the India paper with light creases, the deep 
rose on thin paper also with a small tear, otherwise Very Fine.  Unpriced by Scott., .   Estimate $500 - 750
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MISCELLANEOUS BACK-OF-THE-BOOK

910
910  E 1944, Proposed Armed Forces Free-franking label, engraved die essay, on India die-sunk on a 150 x 200 mm card, 

signed by the engraver, “ER Grove ‘44”; card has a bit of very minor soiling, the proof is fresh and Very Fine.    
  Estimate $500 - 750

CINDERELLAS

911  P 5¢ Private Savings Stamp, “Copyright 1890 by S.T. Williams, Detroit, Mich.”, plate proofs on card, central Beehive 
design with inscription “Stick This Stamp in a Nickel Savings Book. It Will Be Received on Deposit as Five Cents at the” 
followed by a blank to be filled in by the issuing entity; two proof sheets of 20, one black, one green, approximately 94 x 
153 mm, Very Fine and most unusual.   (photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

PRINTERS’ SAMPLES

          
                                 912                                       913                                                           914 
912  E American Bank Note Co., ca. 1930, Eagle & Liberty Head “Experiment/Specimen”, imperf on stamp paper, nine 

different colors, ungummed, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300

913  E American Bank Note Co., 5¢ Liberty Head Coupon Design, inscribed “AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO’S./ COUPON; 
manuscript notn in the margin “½ Tallow ½ Ink”; five items: 1.) pair greenish blue on stamp paper, gummed & rouletted; 
2.) deep red on stamp paper, cut close; 3.) dark blue decalcomania, gummed & rouletted; and 4-5.) same in maroon, a pair 
and a single, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300

914  E American Bank Note Co., ca. 1930, Eagle & Liberty Head “Experiment/Specimen”, large die proof in red brown, 
India on card, about 66 x 66 mm, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                      915                                                                                         916 
915  E American Bank Note Co. Liberty Head Sample Design, engraved proof strip of 5 in black on thick bond, inscribed 

“AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO’S./ STAMP; manuscript notation in the margin “½ Tallow ½ Ink”, very lightly toned, 
Very Fine appearance.  A unique archival piece, .   Estimate $500 - 750

916  Ea American Bank Note Co., ca. 1930, Eagle & Liberty Head “Experiment/Specimen”, imperf on stamp paper, four 
different sheet margin blocks of 4: dark green on white (gummed), blue on pink surface tinted, and black (light horizontal 
bend) & green on yellow surface tinted, Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300

UNITED STATES
POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

     
                                                                                               917                                                               918 
917  H New Haven, Ct., 1932 reprint, 5¢ dull blue (Scott 8XU4R), entire, on dark buff envelope, a nice strike from the original 

die, with matching dull blue signature; envelope addressed to Branford Conn., with dull blue “NEW HAVEN/DEC/25/
Ct.” postmark at lower left, plus manuscript “Due” and red handstamped “5” to left of indicia; “162” lightly penciled 
at top left; cover with multiple small stains (perhaps to mimic an actual 1845 cover) but otherwise sound and square-
cornered, Very Fine.    Estimate $350 - 500

918  m New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish, without signature (Scott 9X1e), fresh, four-margined example, 
cleanly printed with a lightly struck red grid cancel, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,000 .   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                919                                           920                                                               921 
919  H Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black (Scott 10X1), position 10, o.g., lightly hinged, lovely full corner margin single, 

fresh with clean lines and large margins, Extremely Fine, a pretty positional. Scott $350 .   Estimate $300 - 400

920  H Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black (Scott 10X1), left margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, well-printed with sharp lines 
and lovely detail; cleanly separated with perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a pretty positional, with 
2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95. Scott $350 .   Estimate $500 - 600

921  H Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (Scott 10X2a), o.g., hinged, a lovely pair with 
precision impression and clean detail in appealing color; fresh with balanced full margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 
2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1847 ISSUE

                   
                                  922                                923                     924                                 925                                  926 
922  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), pair, an eye-catching twosome, cleanly printed on uncommonly bright paper; fully 

margined with two light red grid cancels; right stamp with a tiny corner crease at top right, Extremely Fine, not your usual 
dime-a-dozen pair, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250 as singles. Scott $800 .   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

923  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), bottom margin single, coquettishly fresh with lively color, clean lines, and magnificent, full 
margins (capturing frameline of stamp above at top left); light black cancel amazingly face-free, Extremely Fine, a real 
beauty. Scott $425 .   Estimate $500 - 750

924  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), eye-catching example with robust color and strong detail; four-margined (close but clear 
at bottom left) with faint manuscript “X” and orange red grid cancels, Very Fine. Scott $400 .   Estimate $300 - 400

925  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), Red grid cancel, four full margins; Light corner crease at the lower right, Very Fine. Scott 
$350 .   Estimate $300 - 400

926  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), black grid and red cancels, Nice four margin sound copy., Very Fine. Scott $425 .   
  Estimate $400 - 600
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                927                      928                       929                    930                       931                      932                      933 
927  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), lovely four-margined example with clean color and nice definition; light red grid cancels, 

Very Fine. Scott $350 .   Estimate $350 - 500

928  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), large preprint paper fold at top right, nearly four full margins, only touching at bottom, blue 
cancel, Fine. Scott $390 .   Estimate $200 - 300

929  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), Black grid cancel, Nice four margin copy, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $425 .  
  Estimate $400 - 600

930  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), blue town cancel, Four large margins with nice partial blue town cancel, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. Scott $475 .   Estimate $400 - 600

931  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), an eye-catching large four-margined example, cleanly printed with a light red cancel, Very 
Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $350 .   Estimate $400 - 600

932  m 1847, 5¢ red brown (Scott 1), a gorgeous four-margined example with solid color, margins large and balanced, and an 
attractive red grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, a great way to start any regular issues collection, with 2003 P.S.E. 
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,400. Scott $350 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

933  m 1847, 5¢ dark brown (Scott 1a), red grid cancel, nice four margin sound copy with well struck cancel, Very Fine. Scott 
$400 .   Estimate $350 - 500

               
                     934                                                           935                                                           936                     937 
934  m 1847, 5¢ orange brown (Scott 1b), black grid cancel; faint corner crease at the top right and light toning at the top left, 

V.G.-Fine. Scott $775 .   Estimate $300 - 400

935  ()) 1847, 5¢ brown orange (Scott 1d), a pretty four-margin single with a neat pen cancel on a cover front only from Woburn 
Mass. to Hallowell Me., Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with a 2005 P.F. certificate as “1var” prior to Scott adding a major 
listing. Scott $1,000 for a handstamped cancel .   Estimate $300 - 400

936  m 1847, 5¢ brown orange (Scott 1d), Blue cancel, Fine. Scott $1,040 .   Estimate $500 - 750

937  (H) 1847, 10¢ black (Scott 2), unused without gum, four-margined in clean color with solid detail; wide margin right showing 
plate scratches at top right; cleaned to remove discolorations, Very Fine, a great page one addition, with 1974 and 2021 
P.F. certificates. Scott $15,000 .   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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938
938  ) 1847, 10¢ black (Scott 2), lovely and detailed example in rich color, nearly four-margined (frameline just grazed at 

bottom left), tied to folded outer address sheet to Mukwanego [Mukwonago], Wisconsin, by red New York 3 DEC c.d.s.; 
“Paid” endorsement lower left; the address sheet with some edge wear and tiny toning spots (commensurate with age and 
use), the stamp pretty and sound, Very Fine, great usage to an uncommon destination; earliest usage 1848 as the letter is 
addressed to Wisconsin (admitted May 29, 1848), not Wisconsin Territory, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000 .  
  Estimate $600 - 800

               
                                                    939                          940                           941                        942 
939  m 1847, 10¢ black (Scott 2), razor-sharp impression in rich color; four full to large margins, plus a premium-carrying blue 

cancel, Very Fine, with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $800 .   Estimate $600 - 800

940  m 1847, 10¢ black (Scott 2), Post Office fresh and so lightly cancelled you’d be forgiven for thinking it’s unused; with bold 
color and razor-sharp detail, plus four well-clear margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp, with 1997 P.F. and 
2003 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,225. Scott $775 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

941  m 1847, 10¢ black (Scott 2), fresh four-margined example in bold color with clean detail and a red grid cancel, Very Fine 
to Extremely Fine, attractive, with 1980 P.F. and 2020 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; 
$1,225. Scott $775 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

942  m 1847, 10¢ black, double transfer (type “D”) (Scott 2 var.), position 41R1, showing double transfer of left and bottom 
frame lines, nearly four-margined example (just grazed bottom left), doubling readily apparent; with clean detail in solid 
color and a nice blue grid cancel; slight defects at top, otherwise Very Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,200 .  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1875 REPRODUCTIONS OF THE 1847 ISSUE

          
                                                                       943                      944                     945 
943  (H) 1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (Scott 3), without gum as issued, Post Office fresh with four full, perfectly 

balanced margins, Extremely Fine, with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

944  (H) 1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (Scott 3), without gum as issued, clean and wonderfully bright with clear 
detail and four margins (bottom left just clear), nearly Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $900 .   
  Estimate $400 - 600

945  (H) 1847 (1875 Reproduction), 10¢ black (Scott 4), without gum as issued, in deep color with crystal-clear detail; a pristine 
four-margined example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a choice addition to any collection, with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$1,150 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1851 ISSUE

                          
                           946                        947                     948                         949                       950                        951 
946  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type Ib (Scott 5A), position 6R1E, flawlessly printed in clean color; massive side margins, bottom ample, 

with full ornamentation showing; two light and face-free Philadelphia postmarks in blue are icing on the cake, Very 
Fine, a stellar example of this tough classic, ex Caspary, Lilly, with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $11,300 .   
  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000 
(photo on front cover)

947  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type Ib (Scott 5A), position 9R1E, brightly colored on immaculate paper; three full margins (just grazing 
at left), plus a premium blue town postmark, F.-V.F.+, a pretty stamp, with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $7,300 . 

  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

948  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type Ia (Scott 6), position 94R4, with wonderful color depth and crisp detail; three full margins, just 
grazing or in at left, the Type characteristics clear at top and bottom; light black cancel; fresh and sound, Very Fine, with 
1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $9,500 .   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

949  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type II (Scott 7), position 28R2, in bold color with crisp lines on bright, fresh paper; margins clear top and 
bottom, wide at sides, and well-balanced; light black c.d.s. centrally struck, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275. Scott $135 .   Estimate $200 - 300

950  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type II (Scott 7), position 86R1E, with large, even margins, deep color and proof-like impression, cancelled 
by blue Charleston, SC postmark, Extremely Fine, a magnificent Post Office fresh example, ex Vogel, with 2015 P.F. 
certificate for horizontal pair, this position 2. Scott $143 .   Estimate $200 - 300

951  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type III (Scott 8), position 61R4, Post Office fresh and well-margined (just touched at top, portion of 
stamp below captured), with bold color and sharp detail; light town postmark, Very Fine, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$1,500 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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            952                       953                       954                      955                       956                        957                        958 
952  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type III (Scott 8), with proof-like impression and exceptionally deep color, fresh and nearly four-margined 

with a mostly face-free cancel; horizontal crease at top, otherwise Very Fine, a real looker, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. 
Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

953  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (Scott 8A), a real beauty with full detail in commanding color; paper bright and sound with a 
light corner cancel at top left, Extremely Fine, a highlight to any 1851 collection, with 1994 and 2001 P.F. plus 2008 P.S.E. 
certificates, the last graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $2,000. Scott $750 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

954  m 1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (Scott 8A), position 42L4, with clear top line break, bottom line faintly broken (but not enough to 
be Type III); with deep color and clear detail, four margins (just grazing at top right), plus a very light black cancel, Very 
Fine, a pretty stamp, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $750 .   Estimate $500 - 750

955  m 1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 9), Black grid cancels, Four large margins with minor double transfer at the top, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $95 .   Estimate $200 - 300

956  m 1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 9), positions 14/24L1L, vertical pair, clean and fully margined with crisp color and sharp 
detail; Mobile, ALA postmarks; bottom stamp with tiny filled thins, Extremely Fine, the top stamp choice with outstanding 
centering and a face-free cancel, ex Newbury, with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200 .   Estimate $300 - 400

957  m 1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 9), a truly glorious stamp with immense margins (capturing portions of three surrounding 
stamps); meticulously printed in robust color and with an unobtrusive grid cancel, a Superb gem, only four stamps attain 
this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $2,750.    
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

958  m 1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 9), “37R1L” penciled on reverse, a stellar stamp with clean color and detail on equally 
pristine paper sporting massive margins (top of stamp below captured); town postmark fully face-free, Extremely Fine to 
Superb, select, with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $95 .   Estimate $400 - 600

      
                                                         959                                                  960 
959  m 1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 9), Black town cancel, Excellent four large margin copy with deep color, Extremely Fine to 

Superb. Scott $95 .   Estimate $200 - 300

960  ) 1¢ blue, type IV & 3¢ dull red type II (Scott 9, 11A), tied by fancy grid cancels - parallel lines with rays - on a 6¢ green 
on buff entire (U14), postmarked with a mostly clear “Grass Valley, Cal., Jun 29” c.d.s., to East Calais, Vt., Very Fine.  A 
rare make-up of the 10¢ rate, ex Ishikawa, with a 2021 P.F. certificate.    Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                                            961                                                                962 
961  m 1851, 3¢ orange brown, type II (Scott 10A), strip of 4, black grid cancels, Nice color and impressions, F.-V.F. Scott 

$1,350 .   Estimate $300 - 400

962  ma 1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (Scott 11), block of 4, black Schenectady, NY town cancel, Nice color and impression with 
excellent full town cancel strike; light toning at the right, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $250 - 350

963
963  m 1852, 3¢ dull red, pre-printing paper folds (Scott 11/11A), group of seven used singles with pre-printing paper folds, F.-

V.F.    Estimate $200 - 300

964
964  ) 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), three huge margins, just touching at the left, tied by a New Orleans c.d.s., Feb 14 (1857) 

on an attractive folded address leaf to Masseveaux, France with a partial Feb 24 “New York/Br. Pkt.” c.d.s. and multiple 
British and French markings on the front and the back, Very Fine. Scott $1,600 .   Estimate $600 - 800
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                                                        965                                                      966                     967                      968 
965  ) 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), three clear margins, cut in at the bottom, tied by a New Orleans c.d.s., Nov 24 (1856) 

on a folded New Orleans Prices Current to Genoa, Italy with a partial Dec 2 “New York/Br. Pkt.” c.d.s. and appropriate 
British, French & Italian markings on the front and the back, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600+ .   Estimate $400 - 600

966  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), a great-looking stamp with vivacious color and strong lines; margins clear of projections 
and decently balanced, the cancel just swiping the top left corner, Very Fine, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. 
SMQ VF 80; $700. Scott $750 .   Estimate $500 - 750

967  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), lovely stamp with rich color on pristine paper; margins well clear all around; black New 
Orleans postmark, Very Fine, with 2012 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $750 .   Estimate $500 - 750

968  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), wonderfully fresh with warm color, clean lines, and four margins clear of projections; 
town postmark light and essentially face-free, Very Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $700. 
Scott $750 .   Estimate $500 - 750

                       
          969                                          970                                             971                    972                      973                    974 
969  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), pretty four-margined example with crisp detail and fresh paper; attractive red postmark 

and grid cancels, Very Fine, with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $875 .   Estimate $600 - 800

970  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), horizontal strip of 3, attractive positional with guide line at right; fresh with two light New Orleans 
c.d.s.’s; solid lateral margins, top or bottom shaved to just in, F.-V.F., with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750 .   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

971  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), black grid cancel; tiny corner crease at the bottom left, F.-V.F. Scott $750 .   
  Estimate $400 - 600

972  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), Post Office fresh with full to wide margins, bright color, and a light town postmark that 
does not obscure, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $850. 
Scott $750 .   Estimate $600 - 800

973  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), a thumbs-up Tom with glowing color and exceptional printing, near-perfectly centered on 
immaculate paper with a centrally struck yet face-free New Orleans c.d.s.; faint diagonal crease at lower left, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine appearance, with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $750 .   Estimate $400 - 600

974  m 1856, 5¢ red brown (Scott 12), a big stamp with full margins all around, even capturing projections of adjacent stamps 
at right and bottom; consignor notes “impression slightly weak”, but still yields incredible color and detail; black New 
Orleans postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $750 .   Estimate $600 - 800
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              975                      976                        977                       978                      979                       980                       981 
975  m 1855, 10¢ green, type I (Scott 13), Post Office fresh in bold color with three full margins (just close at bottom); neat San 

Francisco postmark, Very Fine, with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $825. Scott $750 .   
  Estimate $600 - 800

976  m 1855, 10¢ green, type I (Scott 13), position 91L1, a beauty with rich color; paper fresh and large-margined (sheet selvage 
cut down at left and bottom); large part Oberlin, Ohio c.d.s.; insignificant light creasing, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 
1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $750 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

977  s 1855, 10¢ green, type II (Scott 14), a very pretty stamp with rich color and full ornamentation (bottom frame just 
grazed), tied on piece by premium green town postmark, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $340 .   
  Estimate $300 - 400

978  m 1855, 10¢ green, type II (Scott 14), an exquisite stamp with immense color, crisp lines, and large, well-balanced margins, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $140 .   Estimate $400 - 600

979  H 1855, 10¢ green, type III (Scott 15), o.g., hinged, lovely stamp with solid color and large, balanced margins; small stain 
removed at upper left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $5,000 .   
  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

980  m 1855, 10¢ green, type III (Scott 15), Post Office fresh with bright color, clean impression, full to large margins, and 
an attractive socked-on-the-nose red town postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a great looker, with 2021 P.S.A.G. 
certificate. Scott $165 .   Estimate $250 - 350

981  m 1855, 10¢ green, type III (Scott 15), an attention-grabber with glowing color, massive and balanced margins, and a neatly 
struck New Orleans postmark, Extremely Fine to Superb, a stellar item, with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $140 .  
   Estimate $400 - 600

                     
                                982                       983                     984                                 985                                   986 
982  m 1855, 10¢ green, type III (Scott 15), black town cancel, four large margins, excellent color and impression, Extremely 

Fine to Superb. Scott $140 .   Estimate $250 - 350

983  m 1855, 10¢ green, type IV (Scott 16), position 86L1 (recut at top), clean with alluring color and clear detail; unobtrusive 
black town cancel; tiny corner margin crease top right, Very Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600 .   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

984  m 1855, 10¢ green, type IV (Scott 16), position 64L1 (recut at top & bottom), perfectly centered with sylvan color and deep 
detail; light pen cancel, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,150 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

985  m 1851, 12¢ gray black (Scott 17), horizontal pair, fresh with intense color and razor-sharp detail; nearly four-margined, 
with black grid and partial red transit cancels, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $575 .   Estimate $500 - 600

986  m 1851, 12¢ gray black (Scott 17), black town cancel, Nice four margin copy with a light cancel, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. Scott $250 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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                      987                        988                          989                          990                         991                       992 
987  H 1861, 1¢ blue, type I (Scott 18), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with fulsome color and pristine paper; 

perforations sound and complete with full design details present and visible, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2008 
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,350. Scott $2,100 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

988  m 1861, 1¢ blue, type I (Scott 18), plate 12, as nicely centered as they come, with gorgeous color and clean detail; black grid 
and oval-framed straightline “ADVERTISED” cancels, Extremely Fine, a stamp that’s got it all, with 1976 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $475+ .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

989  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type II (Scott 20), plate 2, fresh and bright with outstanding detail, nicely centered with full ornamentation 
(including a couple plumes from the stamp above); intriguing double-ringed cancel reading in part “U.S.” at top, Very Fine 
to Extremely Fine, an enticing stamp, with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $275 .   Estimate $350 - 500

990  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type III (Scott 21), position 22L4, in bold color with clean lines and fully visible ornaments; neat socked-
on-the-nose black grid-in-circle cancel, Very Fine, a select example, with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500 .   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

991  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type III (Scott 21), position 37R4, an immaculate stamp with robust color, sharp detail, and a face-free 
Boston PAID grid cancel; reperforated at right, Very Fine appearance, with 1990 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500 .   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

992  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (Scott 22), position 55R4 (“curl in C”), with exceptionally deep color and strong detail; well-
centered with a socked-on-the-nose “Boston/18/Sep/PAID” cancel in black, Extremely Fine, a lovely stamp, with 1980 
P.F. certificate. Scott $525 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

                
                                                         993                     994                      995                         996 
993  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (Scott 22), a magnificent example with immense color and crystal-clear detail; immaculate with 

two light partial pm strikes leaving Franklin fully visible; “75R4” noted in pencil on the accompanying certificate, Very 
Fine by Scott’s definition, but much prettier in person, with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $475 .   Estimate $400 - 600

994  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 23), in deep color jumping off the day-one fresh paper; nicely centered with a light cancel; 
short perforation at lower left (trivial), Very Fine, with 1994 A.P.S. and 2015 P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $550 .   
  Estimate $350 - 500

995  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 23), recut once at top and once at bottom, position 63L1L, a lovely stamp with rich color, 
well-centered for this tight-margined issue, displaying its full ornamentation, Very Fine, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. 
Scott $900 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

996  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (Scott 23), a real beauty with outstanding color and detail, well-centered on glowing paper, and 
with a face-free cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a grand addition to any album page, with 2008 P.S.E. and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,750. Scott $900 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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                                                           997                        998                                   999 
997  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type IV, double transfer (Scott 23 var.), fresh with strong color and clean detail, plus an attractive “NEW-

YORK” postmark of August 25, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,000 as normal. 
Scott $900 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

998  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type V (Scott 24), plate 9, relief A, top row, with dot on shoulder above “O” of “ONE”, beautifully printed 
with crisp detail, near-perfectly centered on pristine paper; the town postmark essentially face-free, Extremely Fine, a 
great-looking stamp.    Estimate $250 - 350

999  Ha 1857, 1¢ blue, type V (Scott 24), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, nice clean block with good color and impression, 
Very Fine. Scott $800 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1000
1000  HH/Ha 1857, 1¢ blue, type V (Scott 24), horizontal block of 14, a rare surviving large multiple, Post Office fresh and bright; 

perforations between columns 2 and 3 weakening but still intact; natural straight edge at right, Fine, a boon for the plater. 
Scott $2,700 as 3 blocks and a pair .   Estimate $500 - 750

1001
1001  m 1857, 1¢ blue, type V (Scott 24), position 38L5, a lovely stamp with deep color and sharp impression, unobtrusively 

cancelled by a town postmark; tiny thin spot in the “O” of “POSTAGE”, otherwise Very Fine, plate 5 stamps are much 
scarcer than plates 7-10; undercatalogued, with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $300 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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1002
1002  Ha 1857, 3¢ rose, type I (Scott 25), left margin irregular block of 10, o.g., previously hinged, a rarely encountered large 

multiple, with clean detail and solid perforations; natural straight edge at left; minor puncture faults, F.-V.F. appearance, 
with 2010 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $33,000 as block and three pairs .   Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

                         
                                    1003                       1004                       1005                       1006                       1007 
1003  HH 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (Scott 26), a grand 1857 item, perfectly balanced within usual tight margins, fresh, clean and 

never hinged, Extremely Fine, with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $625.    Estimate $400 - 600

1004  HH 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (Scott 26), o.g., never hinged, brightly colored and cleanly printed; fresh and sound with 
superior centering, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $625.    Estimate $500 - 650

1005  m 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (Scott 26), Post Office fresh with wonderful color and clean detail; unobtrusive town postmark, 
Superb, just two 98Js grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 
98; $800.    Estimate $600 - 800

1006  H 1857, 3¢ dull red, type IV (Scott 26A), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), pretty with fresh color and 
clean impression; nicely centered on bright paper, the Type IV’s broken famelines clearly visible, Very Fine, with 2004 
P.F. certificate. Scott $600 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1007  m 1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (Scott 27), Post Office fresh with glowing color and clean detail plus margins all around; 
socked-on-the-nose Alexandria, VA c.d.s. dated JUL 3 1860 along with partial red transit at lower left, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine, pretty, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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                                                       1008                                                           1009                    1010                      1011 
1008  ) 1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (Scott 28), a Fine horizontal strip of 3 tied by a New Orleans c.d.s.s, Jan 11 (1858) on a folded 

letter to Paris, France with a red Jan 20 “New Paid York/12” exchange office c.d.s., a Feb 2 French entry c.d.s. and a Feb 3 
Paris backstamp; strip with a small, light corner crease at the upper right, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-W. Klein. Scott $3,850 
off-cover .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1009  m 1858, 5¢ Indian red, type I (Scott 28A), fresh and clean with bright color; all perforations clear of design, and with a light 
town postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a nice example of this difficult stamp, with 1980 and 2021 P.F. certificates, 
the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $5,000. Scott $3,500 .   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1010  m 1859, 5¢ brown, type I (Scott 29), in enticing color with sharp detail; fresh and sound, nicely centered, with black town 
and red transit cancels, Very Fine, with 1989 and 2015 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $375. Scott 
$350 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1011  m 1859, 5¢ brown, type I (Scott 29), in no-nonsense color with clean detail and like-new paper sporting four full margins 
and a black grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, a top-notch stamp, just two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population 
Report, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $4,500. Scott $350 .   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

            
                                                                    1012                      1013                       1014 
1012  H 1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II (Scott 30), o.g., previously hinged, in warm, suffused color, with clean detail on fresh, 

sound paper, Very Fine, a pretty stamp, with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1013  H 1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II (Scott 30), o.g., very lightly hinged, a clean example with bright color and perforations 
clear of design; reperforated at right, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,200 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1014  (H) 1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II (Scott 30), unused without gum, fresh and bright with outstanding color and detail, along 
with near-perfect centering, Extremely Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $500 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1015
1015  H 1860, 5¢ brown, type II (Scott 30A), a fantastic right margin part imprint single, o.g., hinged, fresh with strong color 

and clean lines, well-centered for this tight-margined stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a delight for the specialist, with 
2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,200. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
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             1016                       1017                    1018                   1019                    1020                      1021                     1022 
1016  m 1860, 5¢ brown, type II (Scott 30A), left margin vertical strip of 3, upstanding positional with natural straight edge and 

guide line at left; each with strong color and nicely centered, the strip cancelled by two New Orleans c.d.s.’s in black (with 
just a hint of red at the upper right corner), Very Fine, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1017  m 1860, 5¢ brown, type II (Scott 30A), sound and bright with unquestionable color and clean detail; nicely complemented 
by the red grid cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ 
VF-XF 85; $475. Scott $300 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1018  m 1857, 10¢ green, type I (Scott 31), a simply stellar stamp with bold color, crisp impression, and near-flawless centering, 
Extremely Fine, a mere seven stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. 
SMQ XF 90; $4,750. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1019  m 1857, 10¢ green, type I, “curl in left X” variety (Scott 31 var.), position 99R1, a real looker with bold color and clean 
impression; perfectly balanced margins (bottom large), with unobtrusive 1859 town postmark, Very Fine, with 1975 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $1,250 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1020  m 1857, 10¢ green, types III & IV (Scott 33,34), positions 74/84LI, vertical pair, #34 (recut at top) at top, #33 below, 
fresh with strong color and deep detail; light, unobtrusive black cancels; some separation at left, F.-V.F., with 1974 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $2,500 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1021  m 1857, 10¢ green, type IV (Scott 34), facially fresh with bright color on even fresher paper, the c.d.s. largely face-free; thin at left 
and a few improved perforations at left and right, F.-V.F. appearance, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100 .   
  Estimate $250 - 350

1022  H 1859, 10¢ green, type V (Scott 35), o.g., hinged, one to hold your attention with intense color, clean detail, and three absolutely 
massive margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2003 P.F. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $210 .   
  Estimate $350 - 500

      
1023                     1024

1023  m 1857, 12¢ black, plate I (Scott 36), with sharp detail in crisp color; fresh with a pretty red grid cancel, Very Fine, with 
1995 (horizontal pair, this position 1) and 2008 P.F. certificates. Scott $320 .   Estimate $250 - 350

1024  m 1859, 12¢ black, plate III (Scott 36B), Post Office fresh with rich color, superior impression and detail, and a handsome 
black grid cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1983 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ 
VF-XF 85; $400. Scott $250 .   Estimate $300 - 400
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1025
1025  ) 1860, 24¢ gray lilac (Scott 37), on folded letter sheet to Warrington, England; the stamp fresh cancelled by red grid and 

lightly tied by lightly struck postmark to left; Warrington MR 29 61 receiver on reverse; cover sound, F.-V.F., a pretty 
usage. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $300 - 400

                             
                      1026                       1027                      1028                        1029                      1030                      1031 
1026  m 1860, 24¢ gray lilac (Scott 37), beautifully fresh with outstanding color and detail, plus red “Supplementary Mail” cancel; 

pulled perforation at bottom hardly detracts, Very Fine appearance, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $525 .   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1027  m 1860, 24¢ gray lilac (Scott 37), an immaculate stamp with textbook color, crystal-clear detail, plus well-struck town 
postmark; reperforated at left, Very Fine appearance, a winning stamp, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375 .   
  Estimate $250 - 350

1028  m 1860, 24¢ gray (Scott 37a), a mind-blowingly bright stamp with proof-like printing in unmistakable color; well-
centered but perforations just in at top; neat red open grid cancel, Very Fine but so much prettier. Scott $440 .   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1029  (H) 1860, 30¢ orange (Scott 38), unused without gum, a lovely stamp on pristine paper with perforations fully sound; clear 
detail in cheery, unadulterated color, Very Fine, remarkably fresh, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; 
$800. Scott $700 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1030  (H) 1860, 30¢ orange (Scott 38), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with glowing color and full detail; a sound and lovely 
example, F.-V.F., with 2001 A.P.S. and 2016 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $700 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1031  m 1860, 30¢ orange (Scott 38), in flawless color without a hint of oxidation; paper fresh with perforations clean and as clear 
as they come on this tight-margined issue; light red grid cancel adds to the allure, Very Fine, with 1981 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $500 .   Estimate $350 - 500
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                                     1032                       1033                       1034                    1035                       1036 
1032  m 1860, 30¢ orange (Scott 38), fresh and sound with full, solid perforations; strong color with a complementary blue c.d.s., 

Fine+, with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $480 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1033  m 1860, 30¢ orange (Scott 38), wonderfully centered and in enticing color; fresh with a black grid cancel, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine, with 1980 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750. Scott $450 .  
  Estimate $500 - 750

1034  H 1860, 90¢ blue (Scott 39), o.g., hinged, with deep, robust color and crystalline detail, all magnificently centered, Extremely 
Fine, a top-notch top value, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,000 .   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1035  (H) 1860, 90¢ blue (Scott 39), unused without gum, wonderfully fresh and bright with handsome color, sharp detail, and 
pristine paper, F.-V.F., with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1036  (H) 1860, 90¢ blue (Scott 39), unused without gum, a glorious George with sumptuous color and proof-like detail; paper 
absolutely pristine with superior centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400 .   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1861 PREMIERE GRAVURES

1037
1037  H 1861, 3¢ brown rose, First Design (Scott 56), now catalogued as #65-E15h, o.g., previously hinged, with bold color and 

crisp detail; paper fresh and sound, F.-V.F., with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $550 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1038
1038  H 1861, 30¢ red orange, First Design (Scott 61), now catalogued as #71TC6, o.g., hinged, wonderfully fresh with eye-

popping color and stupendous detail; corner crease at upper right, filled thin top left, Fine appearance, a truly lovely 
Premiere, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $40,000 .   Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

 (photo on front cover)
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                                                                                   1039                      1040 
1039  m 1861, 10¢ dark green, First Design (Scott 62B), a prime Premiere Gravure with exceptional color and detail; 

nicely centered and fresh, with an unobtrusive c.d.s., Very Fine, with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,700 .   
  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1040  m 1861, 10¢ dark green, First Design (Scott 62B), a big, bold stamp with exceptional color depth and sharp detail; “corner 
margin crease between two perforations”—which we don’t see —is called on the earlier certificate, while the current 
certificate is clean, Very Fine, with 1973 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,600. Scott 
$1,700 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1861-1866 ISSUE

                      
                          1041                       1042                        1043                    1044                                 1045 
1041  m 1861, 1¢ dark blue (Scott 63b), pristinely printed in rich color; cancel light and unobtrusive, Very Fine, with 2021 

P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $800. Scott $875 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1042  m 1861, 3¢ pink (Scott 64), fresh and sound with pretty color, lily-white paper, and a light grid cancel, Very Fine, with 1990 
P.F. certificate. Scott $550 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1043  m 1861, 3¢ pink (Scott 64), in soft color and well-centered; neat black grid of small squares cancel; very light even toning 
could well be overlooked, Very Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $550 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1044  m 1861, 3¢ rose pink (Scott 64b), radiantly fresh with clean color on bright, pristine paper; socked-on-the-nose double-
circle “Bath/JAN/1[?]/1862/ME” cancel, Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp, only four stamps grade thus, with two higher, in 
PSE’s Population Report, with 1987 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425. Scott $140 .  
  Estimate $300 - 400

1045  HH/Ha 1861, 3¢ rose, misperforated (Scott 65 var.), vertical perfs shifted 4mm to the right, lower right sheet margin block of 4 
from a left pane with natural straight edge and guide line at the right, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged; few nibbed perfs 
at the top, otherwise Very Fine.    Estimate $200 - 300
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                     1046                        1047                      1048                        1049                      1050                      1051 
1046  m 1861, 5¢ olive yellow (Scott 67b), with beautiful color and clean impression; near-maximal strike of Boston “PAID” 

in circled grid cancel adds to the appeal; one short perforation at top left; small faults, F.-V.F. appearance, an attractive 
example of this most difficult shade. Scott $4,775 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1047  H 1861, 12¢ black (Scott 69), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example with warm rich color, sound with full margins all around, 
F.-V.F., with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,700 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1048  m 1862, 24¢ red lilac (Scott 70), fresh and sound with wonderful color, lily-white paper, and a wide-spaced grill cancel 
lightly struck, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1988 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 
85; $575. Scott $300 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1049  H 1862, 24¢ brown lilac (Scott 70a), o.g., hinged, with lovely color on snow-white paper; impression sharp and clean with 
three balanced margins, the bottom wide, Very Fine, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $3,250. 
Scott $3,250 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

1050  m 1862, 24¢ brown lilac (Scott 70a), in handsomely clear color with clean impression and superior centering on like-new 
paper; nice circle-of-wedges cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-
XF 85; $500. Scott $325 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1051  m 1861, 24¢ steel blue (Scott 70b), with simply gorgeous color on immaculate paper; target cancels; light diagonal crease, 
F.-V.F. appearance, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850 .   Estimate $250 - 350

               
                 1052                     1053                                                         1054                                                           1055 
1052  m 1861, 24¢ violet (Scott 70c), crisply printed in unquestionable color; nicely centered on fresh paper with a red target 

cancel, Very Fine, with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,290 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1053  m 1861, 24¢ violet (Scott 70c), with bold, clean color on pristine paper with a central black grid cancel, F.-V.F., with 2019 
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1054  ) 1861, 30¢ orange (Scott 71), pair and single with bold blue negative 6-point star cancels on a legal size cover from 
Louisville Ky. Milan, Italy; postmarked with one complete and two partial May 23 blue Louisville c.d.s.s - one where 
a fourth stamp is missing - a red May 29 New Paid York c.d.s., and red Jun 9 French entry c.d.s. and boxed “PD”, with 
manuscript “per French mail” and red crayon “90”; backstamped Milan on Jun 11 and bearing the blue seal of the 
Italian Consulate in Louisville; vertical file fold at the left and, stamps average centering but fresh and sound.    
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1055  m 1861, 30¢ orange (Scott 71), an electrifying Franklin with bright, clean color on fresh paper; mathematically centered 
(sides tight but clear), Extremely Fine. Scott $225 .   Estimate $400 - 600
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                   1056                        1057                       1058                      1059                       1060                        1061 
1056  H 1861, 90¢ blue (Scott 72), part o.g., Post Office fresh on pristine paper; the design crisp and detailed in alluring color, 

nearly Very Fine, o.g. catalogues $3,000. Scott $1,200 as no gum .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1057  m 1861, 90¢ blue (Scott 72), a gorgeous stamp with rich color, snow-white paper, and superior centering; fresh and sound 
with an exceptionally light cancel that just freckles George’s cheek, Extremely Fine, a worthy addition to any collection, 
with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,350. Scott $600 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1058  m 1861, 90¢ blue (Scott 72), lovely stamp with rich color boldly impressed; fresh and sound with a face-free cancel, nearly 
Very Fine, with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $600 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1059  m 1861, 90¢ blue (Scott 72), brightly colored on pristine paper with full to large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 
2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $600 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1060  m 1861, 90¢ blue (Scott 72), cleanly printed in an appealing shade, fresh with relatively light cork cancels; tiny corner 
perforation tip crease at upper left, V.G.-Fine, with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VG-F 60. SMQ VG-F 60; $190 as a 
“50”. Scott $600 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1061  m 1861, 90¢ blue (Scott 72), a simply gargantuan stamp, wonderfully printed and lightly cancelled; reperforated at left, 
Extremely Fine to Superb (at least) appearance, and a showpiece nonetheless, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600 .  
  Estimate $400 - 600

                    
                                      1062                       1064                      1065                        1066                      1067 
1062  m 1863, 2¢ black (Scott 73), a jumbo with great eye-appeal, in robust color with complementary red circle-of-wedges 

cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, a stamp that outperforms its grade, only two stamps grade thus in PSE’s Population 
Report, with three 98s higher, with 2020 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,650.    
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1063  H 1863-67, 2¢ Black Jack, pre-printing paper folds (Scott 73, 87, 93), group of 29 small to moderate size pre-printing 
folds/creases including one E. grill and four F. grills (2 singles & a pair), generally F.-V.F.  A great lot for the specialist.  
Scott $1,745 .  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

1064  m 1866, 15¢ black (Scott 77), a breathtaking example boldly printed on pristine paper; immaculate detail, exceptional 
centering and an unobtrusive town postmark make this an all-around winner, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $600. Scott $175 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1065  m 1863, 24¢ grayish lilac (Scott 78a), fresh and bright with exemplary color and clean detail; margins all clear, with a well-
struck fancy, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425 .   Estimate $250 - 350

1066  m 1863, 24¢ gray (Scott 78b), with unmistakable color on fresh paper; New York Foreign Mail star-in-circle cancel (Skinner-
Eno #ST-6P 30); one short perforation at top, F.-V.F., with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1067  m 1863, 24¢ blackish violet (Scott 78c), fresh with outstanding color; fully margined with black star-in-circle and partial 
deep red cancels; small vertical crease at top, F.-V.F. appearance, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $17,500 .   
  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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                    1068                        1069                        1070                       1071                      1072                      1073 
1068  m 1867, 3¢ rose, A. grill (Scott 79), clean with crisp color and nicely defined grill showing to face; usual perforation faults 

common to this all-over grill, F.-V.F., with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1069  m 1867, 3¢ rose, C. grill (Scott 83), fresh and clean with details fully visible thanks to the four full to large margins; strong 
grill fully visible on face; quartered cork cancel; small thin at top left, Extremely Fine appearance, fire up your grill 
collection with this one, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1070  m 1867, 2¢ black, D. grill (Scott 84), grand example with clean color, sharp impression, and superior centering, with 
a face-free cork cancel; grill fully defined on reverse, Very Fine, with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000 .   
  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1071  (H) 1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (Scott 85), unused without gum, cleanly printed on glowing white paper; nicely defined grill lightly 
visible on face, Fine, with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1072  m 1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (Scott 85), the picture of perfection, with undimmed color, unblemished paper, near-perfect 
centering, and a neat target cancel that brings the crisp grill into facial relief, Extremely Fine, one hot grill, with 1981 and 
1996 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1073  m 1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (Scott 85), boldly colored and outstandingly centered, sound with a face-visible grill heightened 
by the quartered cork cancel, Extremely Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; 
$2,500. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

                    
                                    1074                      1075                        1076                       1077                        1078 
1074  m 1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (Scott 85), fresh and bright with a strong grill brought into relief by the intriguing negative fancy 

cancel, Fine, a neat stamp for your cancels collection, with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $250 - 350

1075  (H) 1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill (Scott 85B), unused without gum, fresh and clean, in strong color giving fine detail; light but 
readily apparent grill, Fine, with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $6,750 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1076  m 1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill (Scott 85B), a breathtaking stamp with proof-like detail and sumptuous color; remarkably fresh 
and sound, its grill highlighted by the lovely, light red cancel, Very Fine, a bloody, bloody nice Andrew Jackson, with 1976 
and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,350. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1077  m 1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill (Scott 85B), with intense color and crisp detail; exceptional grill impression on reverse, showing 
slightly on face thanks to the quartered cork cancel; reperforated at left; small thin at lower right, Fine, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $1,100 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1078  m 1867, 3¢ rose, Z. grill (Scott 85C), a Washington to wow, what with its winsome color, whitewash paper and well-struck 
shield cancel, Very Fine, a pretty stamp for the 1867 or cancel collector, with 1970 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter 
graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $3,750. Scott $3,250 .   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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               1079                        1080                        1081                                                           1082 
1079  m 1867, 12¢ intense black, Z. grill (Scott 85E), fresh and sound, flawlessly printed in rich color, its grill brought into relief 

by the fancy cancel, Extremely Fine, don’t snooze for this Z, just four stamps attain this grade, with three higher, in PSE’s 
Population Report, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $7,250. Scott $2,300 .  
  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1080  m 1867, 12¢ intense black, Z. grill (Scott 85E), a grand stamp with deep, rich color on massively margined paper; circle-of-
wedges cancel almost entirely face-free, the grill well-defined on reverse, Very Fine, with 1985 and 2002 P.F. certificates. 
Scott $2,300 .   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1081  m 1867, 1¢ blue, E. grill (Scott 86), remarkably fresh and bright with strong detail, a partial black fancy and a red “PAID 
ALL TRANSIT” cancel, F.-V.F., an all-around pretty stamp, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $425 .   Estimate $250 - 350

1082  ) 1867, 2¢ black, E. grill (Scott 87), two singles tied by cork cancels on an all-over illustrated State of Maryland/House of 
Delegates cover from Annapolis to Vienna, Md.; few small tone spots and reduced a bit at the left, F.-V.F.    
  Estimate $300 - 400

                         
                    1083                       1084                        1085                       1086                        1087                       1088 
1083  m 1867, 2¢ black, E. grill (Scott 87), a great looker, cleanly printed and near-perfectly centered, with a circle-of-wedges 

cancel to add to its appeal, Extremely Fine, with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $200 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1084  (H) 1867, 10¢ green, E. grill (Scott 89), unused without gum, proof-like with flawless color and impression; near-perfectly 
centered on like-new paper, Extremely Fine, a Solo Top of the Pop; the highest-graded stamp in PSE’s Population Report 
a single 85, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $3,250. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1085  m 1867, 12¢ black, E. grill (Scott 90), with intense color and sharp detail; fresh with a bold circle-of-wedges cancel, Very 
Fine. Scott $375 .   Estimate $250 - 350

1086  m 1867, 15¢ black, E. grill (Scott 91), a nicely centered eye-catcher with clean impression, solid color, plus black and blue 
cancels; tiny corner margin crease; slight discoloration at bottom center, still Very Fine, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$600 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1087  m 1867, 15¢ black, E. grill (Scott 91), crisply printed in clean color; margins clear all around (close at top), with black grid 
and partial blue cancels, F.-V.F., with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $600 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1088  m 1867, 15¢ black, E. grill (Scott 91), a luxuriant Lincoln with sharp detail, a circle-of-Vs cancel (per the certificate), and 
full to massive margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1983, 1998 and 2016 P.F. certificates. Scott $600 . 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                      1089                      1090                        1091                     1092                       1093                       1094 
1089  H 1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 92), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh in alluring color suggesting a partial dry print, nearly Very 

Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,800 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1090  m 1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 92), richly colored and cleanly printed; fresh, sound, and with a black grid-of-squares cancel, 
Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250. Scott $425 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1091  m 1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 92), a come-hither beauty with luxuriant color, sinuous curves, and snow-white paper with 
full to large margins; neat “field of diamonds” cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice, with 1988 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $775. Scott $425 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1092  m 1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 92), bright and sound, the design clean in alluring color with matching blue cancel, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, only five stamps at this grade, with four higher, in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded XF-SUP 95 plus 1997 and 2021 P.F. certificates. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $4,250. Scott $445 .   
  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1093  m 1867, 5¢ brown, F. grill (Scott 95), in bodacious color with great depth and clean detail; fresh paper with sound 
perforations and an interesting fancy (we’ll let you have the fun of categorizing it), Very Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $950. Scott $850 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1094  m 1867, 12¢ black, F. grill, very thin paper (Scott 97 var.), with outstanding detail and superior centering, with neat 
leaf or sunburst cancel depending on which certificate you prefer, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1989 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $475. Scott $325 .   Estimate $350 - 500

                     
                                      1095                      1096                      1097                       1098                    1099 
1095  m 1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (Scott 98), just a gorgeous stamp with rich color and proof-like impression; fresh with margins 

clear all around and a circle-of-wedges cancel, Very Fine, so much nicer than its grade, with 1987 and 2021 P.F. certificates, 
the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $325. Scott $275 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1096  m 1867, 24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (Scott 99), in textbook color on solidly margined pristine paper with nice target cancel, Very 
Fine, with 2009 and 2015 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1097  m 1867, 24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (Scott 99), clean with good color and fresh detail; nicely centered for this tight-margined 
issue; neat black cross-roads cancel; couple nibbed perforations as often, Very Fine, with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$1,500 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1098  m 1867, 24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (Scott 99), a pretty jumbo with lovely color on fresh paper; neat black grid cancel, F.-V.F., 
SMQ values an “80” at $1,600, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75J. SMQ F-VF 75J; $1,075 as a “75”. Scott 
$1,500 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1099  m 1867, 24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (Scott 99), an attractive stamp with exemplary color; fresh and nicely centered with a nearly face-
free target cancel; repaired tear at bottom, still F.-V.F. appearance, with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500 .   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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           1100                      1101                      1102                   1103                      1104                      1105                      1106 
1100  m 1867, 24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (Scott 99), with clean impression in soft color; well-balanced margins and a face-free 

premium blue cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1980 A.P.S. and 2020 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded VF-
XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,250. Scott $1,600 .   Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

1101  H 1867, 30¢ orange, F. grill (Scott 100), o.g., hinge remnants, well-impressed grill showing through on brightly colored, 
nicely detailed face; faint horizontal creases and faint black soiling at right center, Fine, with 2021 Crowe certificate. Scott 
$9,000 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1102  m 1867, 30¢ orange, F. grill (Scott 100), Post Office fresh with clean color and strong lines; black target cancel, F.-V.F., with 
1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $950 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1103  m 1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 101), a gorgeous stamp in luxuriant color, very well-centered on fresh paper; sound with all 
perforations intact and full, the vignette fully visible through the lightly struck black cork cancel, Extremely Fine, a winner 
all around, with 2015 P.F. and 2018 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $4,850. Scott $2,250 .  
  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1104  m 1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 101), an attention-grabber with remarkably bright paper and color; crisply printed with 
superior detail; strong grill on reverse, Very Fine, with 1969 P.F. certificate declining “to express an opinion on the identity 
of the cancellation”. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1105  m 1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 101), with lovely centering and bold color; corner crease, Very Fine appearance, with 1992 
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1106  m 1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (Scott 101), a gorgeous stamp with enticing color, sharp detail, and a light cancel; reperforated at 
right, Very Fine appearance, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1861-1866 ISSUE

          
                                                                    1107                       1108                       1109 
1107  H 1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 3¢ brown red (Scott 104), o.g., previously hinged, wondrously fresh with proof-like detail in 

compelling color; some blunted perforations at top left, F.-V.F., only 465 sold.  Scott $3,750 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1108  H 1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ black (Scott 107), part o.g., flawlessly printed with alluring color and razor-sharp detail; 
small sealed tear at left; one unpunched and one toned perforation at right, otherwise F.-V.F., 389 sold, with 1958 P.F. 
certificate (signed Louise Boyd Dale). Scott $3,500 for o.g.    Estimate $750 - 1,000

1109  (H) 1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ blue (Scott 111), unused without gum, in a remarkable state of preservation, with bright, 
bold color, proof-like detail, and paper that could have been made yesterday, F.-V.F., a sound beauty, a mere 317 were 
sold, with 1985 and 2007 P.F. certificates, the latter graded F-VF 75. SMQ F-VF 75; $2,250. Scott $3,500 .   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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                                        1110                       1111                                     1112                                    1113 
1110  HH 1869, 3¢ ultramarine (Scott 114), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and a real looker, its color and paper undimmed, 

showing off all the design’s details in true glory, F.-V.F., with photocopy of 2018 P.S.E. certificate for block of six. Scott 
$225 as o.g.    Estimate $350 - 500

1111  m 1869, 3¢ ultramarine (Scott 114), in bright color on pristine paper, well-centered with large margins; clearly struck 
straightline “PAID” cancel, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate.    Estimate $250 - 350

1112  ma 1869, 3¢ dark ultramarine (Scott 114), vertical block of 6, richly hued and fresh, each stamp with a target cancel, 
position 3 with a pre-printing crease, F.-V.F., Scott value as normal shade block of four plus pair, a rare shade in larger 
multiples, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $485+ .   Estimate $400 - 600

1113  (H) 1869, 6¢ ultramarine (Scott 115), unused without gum, fresh and clean with good color and full perforations; grill well-
defined and shows slightly on face; tiny corner perforation crease at top left, otherwise nearly Very Fine appearance, with 
2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                                                    1114                      1115                        1116 
1114  m 1869, 10¢ yellow (Scott 116), in luxuriant, rich color, magnificently centered on bright paper with the lightest duplex 

cancel you could hope for, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425. Scott $110 . 
  Estimate $300 - 400

1115  m 1869, 10¢ yellow (Scott 116), a gorgeous stamp with rich, clean color, on immaculate paper sporting massive margins and 
an enticing fancy cancel, Extremely Fine, a welcome addition to any 1869 collection, with 1984 and 2021 P.F. certificates, 
the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425. Scott $110 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1116  m 1869, 12¢ green (Scott 117), a stellar example with exceptional color and freshness, plus a light quartered cork cancel and 
centering that’s just a hair’s breadth from sublime, Extremely Fine, go full steam ahead for this one, with 1988 and 2021 
P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400. Scott $130 .   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                                     1117                                                         1118                         1119
1117  ) 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (Scott 118), a fresh, nicely centered single with a light target cancel on an 1869 cover 

from Donaldsonville, La. to Nancy, France; postmarked with a mostly clear Donaldsonville c.d.s., Jul 1, a red “New Paid 
York/3” c.d.s., Jul 6, a blue Cherbourg French entry c.d.s., Jul 18, and three different French backstamps; opening tear at 
the top center, not affecting anything significant, otherwise Very Fine.  A very pretty example of this rare usage., signed 
Sorani, with his 2004 certificate. Scott $1,800 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1118  m 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (Scott 118), an attention-grabber with rich colors on wonderfully blued paper; superior 
centering and two straightline “PAID” cancels, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, we’ll only make you pay once, with 1975 
and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,150. Scott $875 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1119  m 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (Scott 118), breathtakingly centered with bold colors and a circle-of-Vs fancy cancel, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, a lovely stamp, only four stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $4,750. Scott $825 .   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

                    
                               1120                           1121                         1122                         1123                          1124 
1120  (H) 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (Scott 119), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with lively colors well-registered; 

sound with perforations clear (if close top and left) all around, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $975 . 
  Estimate $500 - 750

1121  m 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (Scott 119), fresh and sound with bright colors in perfect registration, all exquisitely 
balanced within full to large margins of white; target cancel does not obscure, Extremely Fine, worth grading, with 1992 
and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $190 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1122  m 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (Scott 119), a “wow” stamp, Post Office fresh with strong colors, near-perfectly 
centered and with a lightly struck vignette-free circle-of-wedges cancel, Extremely Fine, a real looker. Scott $190 .  
  Estimate $500 - 750

1123  m 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (Scott 119), with rich color and clean detail, plus attractive and scarce blue and purple 
cancels; broken left frameline not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott 
$190+ .   Estimate $300 - 400

1124  m 1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (Scott 119), a beauty with intensely deep colors, solid printing, and near-flawless 
margins; ½mm laminated tear at the upper right (third perforation hole down), Extremely Fine appearance, with 2008 
P.S.E. certificate (not accompanying; screen print-out included). Scott $190 .   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                1125                          1126                        1127                        1128                          1129 
1125  (H) 1869, 24¢ green & violet (Scott 120), unused without gum, lovely and fresh, with solid colors in perfect registration; 

paper white with nicely balanced margins, nearly Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,700 .   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1126  m 1869, 24¢ green & violet (Scott 120), an immaculate Signing, with spectacular colors in perfect registration, a strong grill, 
and a cancel that leaves the scene fully visible, Very Fine, with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 (perhaps conservatively). 
SMQ VF 80; $700. Scott $600 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1127  m 1869, 24¢ green & violet (Scott 120), Post Office fresh with glowing colors on pristine paper; nicely balanced margins 
and a neat circle-of-Vs fancy that brings the grill into relief, Very Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter 
graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $700. Scott $600 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1128  m 1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (Scott 121), fresh and sound, with solid colors in perfect registration; light bars cancel 
and a strong grill, prettier than its Very Fine centering, with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $375 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1129  (H) 1869, 90¢ carmine & black (Scott 122), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with glowing color and razor-sharp detail, 
the vignette slightly shifted, nearly Very Fine, a handsome stamp, with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000 .   
  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

               
                                                 1130                          1131                        1132                         1133 
1130  (H) 1869, 90¢ carmine & black (Scott 122), unused without gum, cleanly printed in fresh but cool color, the frame and 

vignette perfectly registered; paper fresh with full perforations and clear margins; certificate states “unused” but there’s a 
sheen on the back possible traces of og, nearly Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000 . 

  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1131  m 1869, 90¢ carmine & black (Scott 122), with deep colors well-registered, fresh and sound with well-impressed grill, 
Fine, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,800 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1132  m 1869, 90¢ carmine & black (Scott 122), in rosy, warm carmine and rich black; paper fresh with black Registry cancel; 
small creases at upper right and in center of left margin, F.-V.F., with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,800 .   
  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1133  m 1869, 90¢ carmine & black (Scott 122), brightly colored and well-centered on fresh paper; cancel relatively light allowing 
vignette’s detail to show through; vertical crease (natural) at right guide line; thin spot in a corner perforation, Very Fine 
to Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $1,800 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

                         
                      1134                      1135                         1136                      1137                      1138                        1139 
1134  H 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 3¢ blue (Scott 125), o.g., previously hinged, with exceptional color depth and proof-like detail; 

fresh and bright, F.-V.F., 1406 sold, with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

1135  (H) 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 6¢ blue (Scott 126), regummed with small thin, fresh-faced with nice variety of color depth and 
clean detail, Fine appearance, 2226 sold, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $850 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1136  m 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 6¢ blue (Scott 126), an attention-grabber with solid color, sharp detail, and immaculate paper; light 
New York double-oval Registry cancel; tear and thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance, 2226 sold, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $3,000 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1137  H 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 10¢ yellow (Scott 127), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh in glowing color without a hint of oxidation; paper 
bright with clear to large margins all around, F.-V.F., 1947 sold, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,600 .   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1138  H 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 10¢ yellow (Scott 127), o.g., previously hinged, a stamp that could have been printed yesterday; 
pristine with exceptional color; reperforated at right, Extremely Fine appearance, 1947 sold, with 2020 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $1,600 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1139  (H) 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 10¢ yellow (Scott 127), unused without gum, in sumptuous color without a hit of oxidation, fresh 
on like-new paper, nearly Very Fine, 1947 sold, with 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $700 .   Estimate $350 - 500

               
                                                  1140                      1141                           1142                      1143 
1140  H 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ green (Scott 128), o.g., previously hinged, with strong lines in deep color; paper fresh with all 

perforations sound, F.-V.F., 1584 sold, with 2001 and 2018 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1141  m 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ brown & blue, type III (Scott 129), Post Office fresh and bright; colors strong and perfectly 
registered, margins big and balanced, with a double-oval New York cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, let this take pride 
of place in your album, with 1996, 2002 and 2019 P.F. certificates, the last graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,650. 
Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1142  (H) 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (Scott 131), regummed, a pretty stamp with bright colors, good registration, 
and full to large margins all around, Very Fine, 1535 sold, with 2009 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000 .   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1143  (H) 1869 (1880 Re-issue), 1¢ buff (Scott 133), unused without gum, Post Office fresh with rarely encountered centering, the 
design crisp in rich color, Extremely Fine, with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $145 .   Estimate $250 - 350
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1870-1871 NATIONAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, H GRILL

                         
                     1144                       1145                      1146                         1147                      1148                       1149 
1144  m 1870, 1¢ ultramarine, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 134), fresh and bright with clean detail, superior centering, and 

an attractive blue cork cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1998 P.F. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded 
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $250. Scott $225 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1145  m 1870, 1¢ ultramarine, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 134A), exceptionally well-centered with vibrant color and 
clean lines; nice sunburst “H” cancel; corner crease at top right, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. 
certificate. Scott $350 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1146  (H) 1870, 2¢ red brown, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 135A), unused without gum, Post Office fresh and sound with 
enticing color and sharp lines, F.-V.F., with 2015 Weiss and 2020 P.F. certificates, the latter graded F-VF 75. SMQ F-VF 
75; $650. Scott $2,000 for o.g.    Estimate $400 - 600

1147  m 1870, 2¢ red brown, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 135A), Post Office fresh with glowing color and sharp detail; 
well-centered with a light smudge cancel, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $225 
(inexplicably). Scott $300 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1148  m 1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 137), a town car of a Lincoln, with rarely encountered color strength, 
proof-like detail, and two fancies lightly struck, F.-V.F. centering, with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425 .   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1149  m 1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 137), a lovely stamp w outstanding color and definition, near-
perfectly centered on like-new paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1992 and 2002 P.F. certificates. Scott $425 .  
  Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                                                   1150                       1151                       1152 
1150  m 1870, 6¢ carmine, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 137A), a deliciously bright and bold jumbo, with clear grill on 

reverse, grand color and an appealing blue cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, SMQ prices a “90” at $2,750, no 85J is 
listed in PSE’s Population Report, with a mere three 90s grading higher, with 1996 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter 
graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $1,600 as an “85”. Scott $900 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1151  m 1870, 6¢ carmine, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing, split grill variety (Scott 137A var), a stellar stamp with rich color and 
pristine detail, fresh with an incredibly light cancel, Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. SMQ F 70; $450. Scott 
$900 for normal .   Estimate $350 - 500

1152  H 1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 138), o.g., hinged, with proof-like detail in warm, rich color; paper 
sound with near-perfectly balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a simply sensational Stanton, a Solo Top of the 
Pop; while SMQ values a 90, PSE’s Population Report lists a sole 70 (!) o.g. stamp, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $6,500. Scott $4,250 .   Estimate $6,000 - 7,500
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                     1153                         1154                      1155                       1156                       1157                      1158 
1153  m 1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 138A), Post Office fresh with burning color and near-flawless 

centering; socked-on-the-nose New York Foreign Mail cancel, Extremely Fine, PSE’s Population Report notes just four 
stamps at this grade, with a single stamp higher, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 
90; $3,250. Scott $750 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1154  m 1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 138A), Post Office fresh with bright color and a New York Foreign 
Mail cancel; strong grill apparent on face, nearly Very Fine, with 1987 P.F. certificate as #138. Scott $750 . 

  Estimate $500 - 750

1155  m 1871, 7¢ vermilion, split H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 138 var.), in bright color with clean lines; paper fresh with 
a New York Foreign Mail cancel, Very Fine, with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $550 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1156  m 1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 139), with wonderful color and sharp detail; well-centered with a 
nice cork cancel, Extremely Fine, just seven stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1984 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,500. Scott $800 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1157  m 1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 139), a lovely stamp with rich color, sharp detail, solid centering and 
a light cork cancel, Very Fine+, with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1158  m 1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 139), fresh and sound in warm color with clean lines; light fancy 
cancel, F.-V.F., with 2002 and 2020 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $800 .   Estimate $350 - 500

           
                               1159                       1160                                                            1161 
1159  m 1870, 10¢ brown, double H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 139 var.), proof-like in its execution with near-perfect 

centering and a light, unobtrusive, thinly lined cancel; pinhole at right, Extremely Fine appearance, a lovely stamp, with 
2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,350 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1160  m 1870, 12¢ dull violet, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 140), with cool color on fresh paper, clear margins (if close at 
top) all around and a clear circle-of-wedges cancel, nearly Very Fine, with 1971 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $3,750 . 
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1161  ) 1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 141), used with a 3¢ green (158), both cork-canceled on a Registered 
cover from Portsmouth, N.H. to Brownsville Vt.; the 15 is Fine-Very Fine, the 3¢ VG; the cover with a small stain at the 
right, is Fine, with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1162
1162  ) 1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 141), along with 3¢ #147, tied by light smudge cancels to Gould 

& Company Union Furniture Depot advertising cover; addressed to Cochranville, Pa., with “Registered/AUG/20/Phila.
PA” postmark at left and manuscript 1782 Registry number additionally tying; stamps fine, the cover showing wear and a 
crease at left most likely from the original contents, Fine. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $250 - 350

                         
                    1163                       1164                       1165                       1166                       1167                         1168 
1163  m 1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 141), a big stamp with bright color, clean impression, and full 

to oversized margins, plus an attractive starburst “B” (?) fancy cancel, Very Fine, a captivating item, with 1996 A.P.S. 
certificate. Scott $1,500 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1164  m 1870, 15¢ orange, I. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 141A), a lovely item with intense, deep color, nice detail, and an 
attractive maximal cross-roads fancy cancel; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott 
$8,500 .   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1165  m 1870, 30¢ black, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 143), a stellar stamp with rich color, clean lines, and a barely there 
cancel, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $4,000. Scott $3,750 .   Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

1166  m 1870, 30¢ black, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 143), a bewitching stamp with exceptional color and impression, 
fresh large margins, and a framing circle-of-Vs cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a treasure of a Hamilton, only a single 
stamp reaches this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with two 90s higher, with 1965 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter 
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $5,500. Scott $3,750 .   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1167  m 1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 144), a real beauty with impeccable detail in strong, rich color; 
paper fresh with superior centering and a nearly face-free cancel; purple stain spot at top right, Very Fine, with 1978 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1168  m 1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 144), an attractive example in soft color on fresh paper; black and 
red cancels; tiny thins, F.-V.F., with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1870-1871 NATIONAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, WITHOUT GRILL

                
           1169                      1170                      1171                     1172                      1173                    1174                     1175 
1169  m 1871, 7¢ vermilion, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 149), beautifully centered in eye-popping color on immaculate paper; light 

New York Foreign Mail cancel adds to the appeal, Extremely Fine, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 
90; $200. Scott $100 .   Estimate $200 - 250

1170  m 1871, 7¢ vermilion, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 149), exquisitely centered on fresh paper, the design bright and clean; light 
two-stroke manuscript cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $100 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1171  H 1870, 10¢ brown, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 150), o.g., hinged, pristine and well-centered with rich color and razor-sharp 
detail, all totally sound, Very Fine, a true condition rarity, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $2,250. 
Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

1172  m 1870, 15¢ bright orange, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 152), a big stamp with glowing color and massive margins; attractive 
negative five-pointed star fancy cancel adds to the appeal, an Extremely Fine jumbo, SMQ values a “95” at $1,350, with 
1982 (as #141) and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $450 as a “90”. Scott $210 .   
  Estimate $500 - 750

1173  m 1870, 15¢ bright orange, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 152), in true Post Office fresh condition, bright, clean and sound, 
with neat nearly face-free black plus red boxed foreign cancel, Extremely Fine, a handsome stamp that performs above its 
grade level, with 1980 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $450. Scott $210 .   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1174  m 1870, 24¢ purple, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 153), a great Scott with seldom seen strength of color, cleanly printed and 
mathematically centered; New York Foreign Mail cancel adds to the allure, Extremely Fine, a real beauty, with 1982 and 
2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $625. Scott $210 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1175  m 1870, 30¢ black, N.B.N.C. printing (Scott 154), a stellar example with proof-like detail, strong color, and superior 
centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a handsome stamp to grace any album page, with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded 
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $400. Scott $275 .   Estimate $300 - 400

1873 CONTINENTAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, WHITE WOVE

     
1176                      1177 

1176  HH 1873, 1¢ ultramarine, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 156), o.g., never hinged, a sensational item with clean color, immaculate 
paper, and well-balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, oddly, SMQ does not value never hinged stamps, but the 
PSE’s Population Report lists them —and only three never hinged 90s grade higher there, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $350 as o.g. Scott $200 as o.g.    Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1177  H 1873, 1¢ ultramarine, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 156), o.g., hinged, a simply breathtaking stamp, flawless in all respects, 
a Superb jumbo, a Solo Top of the Pop, the highest o.g. example in PSE’s Population Report a 95J; only one 98J in any 
condition (used) is recorded, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $1,600 as a “95J”. Scott $200 
.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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              1178                       1179                                                              1180                                                          1181 
1178  H 1873, 2¢ brown, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 157), o.g., previously hinged, in true Post Office fresh condition, richly hued 

and crisply detailed; margins full and balanced with sound perforations, Extremely Fine, a Bank Note with great eye-
appeal, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,000. Scott $325 .   Estimate $800 - 1,000

1179  m 1873, 2¢ brown, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 157), a stellar stamp with proof-like detail in rock-solid color; flawlessly 
centered and fresh, with a light cork cancel that does not obstruct, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate 
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $300.    Estimate $200 - 300

1180  m 1873, 6¢ dull pink, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 159), horizontal strip of 4, an uncommon multiple cancelled by two 
maximal New York Foreign Mail strikes (Weiss #ST-8P6), the stamps remarkably fresh with sound perforations; left 
stamp repaired, right stamp with light creases at top right and a small tear at bottom right (all as might be expected 
from postal use and 150 years), F.-V.F., an exhibition-worthy Bank Note or New York Foreign Mail item, with 2004 P.F. 
certificate.    Estimate $250 - 350

1181  HH 1873, 10¢ brown, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 161), o.g., never hinged, with deeply engraved lines resulting in sharp detail 
and exceptional color; fresh and pleasingly centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $800 
as hinged .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

                    
                                   1182                       1183                         1184                        1185                       1186 
1182  m 1873, 10¢ brown, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 161), a real looker, fresh, clean and sound, with a centrally struck blue cork 

cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, just a pretty stamp, only six stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2018 
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.    Estimate $200 - 300

1183  m 1873, 30¢ gray black, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 165), Post Office fresh in alluring color and crisply printed; nicely 
centered with a captivating cancel, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275. Scott 
$135 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1184  m 1873, 90¢ rose carmine, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 166), wonderfully bright with a sunny disposition; color solid and 
warm, paper practically glowing; numeral “5” duplex cancel, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $300 
.   Estimate $600 - 800

1185  m 1873, 90¢ rose carmine, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 166), a lovely Perry with strong color on bright paper; nicely centered 
with a light cancel that does not obscure, Very Fine, with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300 .   Estimate $200 - 300

1186  m 1873, 90¢ rose carmine, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 166), exceptionally printed in profound color with crisp detail; nicely 
centered with New York Foreign Mail and partial red transit cancels, nearly Very Fine, ex Waud. Scott $300 .   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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1875 CONTINENTAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, YELLOWISH WOVE

1187
1187  H 1875, 2¢ vermilion, C.B.N.C. printing (Scott 178), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with vivid color and clean detail; fresh 

and nicely centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $325 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1879 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, SOFT PAPER

                         
                   1188                         1189                         1190                       1191                        1192                        1193 
1188  H 1879, 10¢ brown, A.B.N.C. printing, with secret mark (Scott 188), o.g., very lightly hinged, robustly printed in bold 

color; fresh with alluring centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ 
VF-XF 85; $2,750. Scott $1,800 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1189  m 1879, 10¢ brown, A.B.N.C. printing, with secret mark (Scott 188), a flawless jumbo in terms of printing and perforating; 
tiny corner perforation crease at bottom right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a stamp deserving of placement in a collection 
of distinction, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $110.    Estimate $200 - 300

1190  H 1879, 15¢ red orange, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott 189), o.g., barest trace of hinge, Post Office fresh in eye-popping 
color, with clear detail and immaculate paper sporting near-perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine, with 2011 P.S.E. 
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $450. Scott $180 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1191  m 1879, 30¢ full black, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott 190), remarkably pristine with perfect impression and color, superior 
centering, and an unobtrusive double-oval New York Registry cancel, Extremely Fine, pretty, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $375.    Estimate $300 - 400

1192  m 1879, 90¢ carmine, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott 191), a pinnacle Perry with robust color, absolutely stunning centering 
amid oversized margins, and neat thick-oval “Boston/Mass.” cancels; manuscript catalogue number on reverse which 
bleeds through to the face (bottom left; could be mistaken for part of the cancel), an Extremely Fine jumbo, SMQ values 
a “95” at $3,000, just six stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with none at 90J, with 2021 P.F. certificate 
graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $875 as a “90”. Scott $375 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1193  m 1879, 90¢ carmine, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott 191), with compelling color and sharp detail, nicely centered on lily-white 
paper; smudge cancel relatively light, which allows the design to remain fully visible, Very Fine, with 2020 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $375. Scott $375 .   Estimate $300 - 400
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1880-1882 SPECIAL PRINTINGS OF 1879 &  
1882 ABNC ISSUES SOFT PAPER

     
1194                            1195

1194  (H) 1880, 7¢ scarlet vermilion, A.B.N.C. “Soft Paper” Special Printing (Scott 196), without gum as issued, in flaming 
color with razor-sharp detail; paper fresh and clean; small patched hole below “C” of “CENTS”, otherwise Fine, a tough 
stamp in any condition, with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,750 .   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1195  (H) 1880, 24¢ dark violet, A.B.N.C. “Soft Paper” Special Printing (Scott 200), without gum as issued, a great Scott with 
outstanding color and full detail; nicely centered on lily-white paper, Very Fine, a pretty stamp, while SMQ offers values 
for grades of 85 and 90, PSE’s Population Report lists just a single 80 in their census, with 1993, 2004 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the last graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $11,500. Scott $9,000 .   Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

1881-1882 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE, RE-ENGRAVED

          
                                             1196                      1197                                            1198 
1196  m 1882, 10¢ brown (Scott 209), an attention-grabbing jumbo with proof-like detail and deep, rich color; neat, face-free 

purple cancel an added bonus, Extremely Fine to Superb, only seven stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, 
with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $325.    Estimate $250 - 350

1197  HH 1883, 2¢ red brown (Scott 210), o.g., never hinged, a crowning Washington with enchanting color and mathematical 
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, only six stamps grade thus in PSE’s Population Report, with a mere two higher, with 
2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,200. Scott $135 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1198  H 1883, 2¢ red brown, pre-perforating paper fold (Scott 210), top left corner margin single, the stamp freshly printed, 
the later paper fold resulting in a lovely rhomboid of crazy perforations; full selvage (and then some) really shows off the 
production error, Very Fine.    Estimate $300 - 400
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1887 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUE

1199
1199  HH/H 1887, 1¢ ultramarine pre-perforating paper fold (Scott 212 var.), upper left corner sheet margin horizontal strip of 6 

with American Bank Note Co. imprint, fold-over in top selvage has created an additional row of diagonal perfs there, o.g. 
(strip of 4 hinged in the selvage only), right pair (with imprint) separated; slight thins in selvage and small thin left stamp 
of the pair, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,340 as normal singles .   Estimate $600 - 800

     
                                                                                     1200                                                    1201
1200  H 1887, 1¢ ultramarine, pre-perforating paper fold (Scott 212 var.), lower left corner sheet margin strip of 3 with 

radical “crazy perfs” in the selvage, o.g., hinge remnants; slight thins and a bit of soiling, otherwise Very Fine.    
  Estimate $200 - 300

1201  HH 1887, 2¢ green (Scott 213), o.g., never hinged, a simply perfect stamp with rich color and precision margins of pure white, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, just three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,200. Scott $120 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1202
1202  HHa 1888, 4¢ carmine (Scott 215), top margin plate number 542 block of 12 with imprint and “L”, o.g., never hinged, a stellar 

Bank Note with bold color and sharp lines; fresh, sound and attractive, Very Fine, unpriced never hinged in Scott, with 
2021 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,300 for o.g.    Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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United States: 1887 American Bank Note Co. Issue

          
                    1203                       1204                                                                       1205 
1203  H 1888, 30¢ orange brown (Scott 217), o.g., very lightly hinged, a tall stamp with glowing color and clean detail; fresh and 

sound, and possibly worthy of a “jumbo”, Very Fine, with 1982 and 2020 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ 
VF 80; $325. Scott $300 .   Estimate $250 - 350

1204  H 1888, 30¢ orange brown (Scott 217), o.g., hinged, in strong, glowing color, immaculately centered on fresh paper with 
all perforations intact, Extremely Fine to Superb, a top-line stamp, only three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population 
Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,500. Scott $300 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1205  HHa 1888, 30¢ orange brown (Scott 217), bottom margin plate number 405 block of 10 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, in 
rich, glowing color and clean lines; light gum wrinkles positions 4-5, position four with nibbed upper right perforation, 
Fine appearance. Scott $8,500 for hinged .   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                                                  1206                       1207 
1206  m 1888, 90¢ purple (Scott 218), a stunning stamp with clean color, sharp impression, and well-balanced margins; multiple 

Registry cancels amazingly face-free, with a hint of a red cancel at bottom right, Extremely Fine, with 2010 P.S.E. 
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $650. Scott $225 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1207  m 1888, 90¢ purple (Scott 218), in captivating color with three-dimensional presentation; fresh and sound with an attractive 
double-oval Registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; 
$400. Scott $225 .   Estimate $300 - 400

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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1890-1893 SMALL BANK NOTES ISSUE

                       
        1208                       1209                      1210                      1211                     1212                     1213                     1214 
1208  HH 1890, 1¢ dull blue (Scott 219), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, flawlessly printed in alluring color; Post Office fresh 

and sound, the design mathematically centered amidst oversized margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo, pretty. Scott $65 .  
  Estimate $300 - 400

1209  HH 1890, 2¢ lake (Scott 219D), o.g., never hinged, cleanly printed in unmistakable color; fresh with nicely balanced margins, 
Very Fine, with photocopy of 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80 for block of four. SMQ VF 80; $700. Scott $525 .  
  Estimate $400 - 600

1210  HH 1890, 4¢ dark brown (Scott 222), o.g., never hinged, in rich, dark color with sharp impression and like-new paper, 
Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $800. Scott $240 .   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1211  HH 1890, 15¢ indigo (Scott 227), o.g., never hinged, an enticing stamp with bright color on even brighter paper; fresh, 
sound and alluring, Very Fine, with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $750. Scott $550 .   
  Estimate $600 - 750

1212  HH 1890, 30¢ black (Scott 228), o.g., never hinged, a must-have stamp, with proof-like impression in rich color, all 
meticulously centered on like-new paper, Extremely Fine, this Bank Note has cachet, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $3,100. Scott $850 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

1213  H 1890, 30¢ black (Scott 228), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with deeply incised lines, crisp color, and large-
margined like-new paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1979 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. 
SMQ VF-XF 85; $500. Scott $280 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1214  H 1890, 90¢ orange (Scott 229), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with pulsating color; cleanly printed on fresh 
paper sporting oversized margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo, with 2003 P.F. and 2021 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter 
graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $1,300. Scott $450 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE

     
                                                     1215                                                                                                1216 
1215  HHa 1893, 1¢ Columbian (Scott 230), top margin plate number 160 block of 8 with imprint and “O O”, o.g., never hinged, 

Post Office fresh, the design in a light shade with crystal-clear detail; perforations complete and sound; spot of slight gum 
disturbance on position 4, Very Fine, the discerning collector’s choice. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1216  HHa 1893, 1¢ Columbian (Scott 230), full top margin plate number 194 block of 6 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, Post 
Office fresh with exceptionally deep color; paper like new, with perforations solid throughout, F.-V.F. Scott $625 .  
  Estimate $350 - 500

1217
1217  HHa 1893, 2¢ Columbian (Scott 231), top margin plate number 80 block of 8 with imprint and “T”, o.g., never hinged, 

perfectly printed with superior overall centering; rejoined perforations between third and fourth columns, a few separated, 
Very Fine appearance. Scott $800 .   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                                1218                                                 1219 
1218  HH 1893, 3¢ Columbian (Scott 232), o.g., never hinged, a rare beauty with proof-like color and impression, flawlessly 

centered on immaculate paper amid oversized margins, a Superb jumbo, a Flag Ship for the finest collection, PSE’s 
Population Report notes six stamps at this grade, with four higher, q, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ 
SUP 98J; $3,250.    Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1219  HH 1893, 3¢ Columbian (Scott 232), left margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, pretty positional with wonderfully 
clean color; margins most definitely outsized and well-balanced, an Extremely Fine jumbo, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $375.    Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

     
                                                                           1220                                                                                1221 
1220  HHa 1893, 3¢ Columbian (Scott 232), bottom margin plate number 76 block of 8 with imprint and “R”, o.g., never hinged, 

Post Office fresh with intense color, crisp detail, and several individual stamps with superior centering, Very Fine, pretty. 
Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1221  HH 1893, 4¢ Columbian (Scott 233), o.g., never hinged, a simply stellar stamp with great color, razor-sharp detail, and 
mathematical centering, Superb, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $2,150. Scott $140 .   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1222
1222  HHa 1893, 4¢ Columbian (Scott 233), bottom margin plate number 18 block of 8 with imprint and “D”, o.g., never hinged, 

crisply detailed in attractive color; fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

    
                                                                              1223                                        1224 
1223  HH 1893, 4¢ Columbian, blue color error (Scott 233a), o.g., never hinged, exquisitely detailed on glowing white paper; 

three paper inclusions, Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $32,500 .   Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1224  HH 1893, 5¢ Columbian (Scott 234), o.g., never hinged, a stunning stamp that beggars belief, with exquisite color, razor-
sharp detail, and perfect centering on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a stamp with everything going for it, 
with eye appeal superior to its grade, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900. Scott 
$140 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

     
1225

1225  HHa 1893, 5¢ Columbian (Scott 234), full top margin plate number 9 block of 8 with imprint and “B”, o.g., never hinged, in 
rich color and clean detail, all on amazingly white paper; small spot of gum disturbance position 8; resealed perforations 
in top selvage (not affecting stamps), F.-V.F. Scott $4,250 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1226
1226  HHa 1893, 6¢ Columbian (Scott 235), bottom margin plate number 104 block of 8 with imprint and “Z”, o.g., stamps never 

hinged, hinged in bottom left selvage tab only, with clear detail in alluring color; paper fresh with sound perforations, Very 
Fine, with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,100 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

     
                                                                            1227                                                                          1228 
1227  HHa 1893, 8¢ Columbian (Scott 236), bottom margin plate number 131 block of 8 with imprint and “I I”, o.g., never 

hinged, a tasty plate in deep, rich color, with flawless impression and sound perforations, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600 .   
  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1228  H 1893, 15¢ Columbian (Scott 238), o.g., lightly hinged, in bold, luxuriant color; nice detail and superior centering, 
Extremely Fine, with 1977 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400. Scott $200 .   
  Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

THE CENTERPIECE OF ANY ADVANCED US COLLECTION

1229
1229  HH/Ha 1893, 15¢ Columbian (Scott 238), bottom full pane of 100, containing two plate number 58 blocks of ten with imprint 

and “M”, plus imprint selvage at sides; sheet is extremely fresh and nearly all stamps (90) are never hinged, the remaining 
ten lightly hinged; strong, bold, rich color, with sensible hinge slivers protecting the top edges and selvage; a few minor 
perforation separations and minor telescoping of perforations are mentioned for complete accuracy and in no way detract 
from this magnificent Columbian rarity, Very Fine, worth careful consideration. Scott $70,400 for plates and singles .  
  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000 
(photo on back cover)

Only a very few sheets still exist, and sheets of 100 are truly rare as they were only available from the Philatelic Agency 
in Washington, DC. In addition, the vast majority of all Columbian full sheets have been broken up to obtain singles and 
plate blocks.
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

1230
1230  HHa 1893, 15¢ Columbian (Scott 238), full bottom margin plate number 58 block of 8 with imprint and “M”, o.g., never 

hinged, remarkably fresh plate with intense color on pristine paper; sound and enticing, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.A.G. 
certificate. Scott $12,000 .   Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

               
                             1231                                      1232                                     1233                                       1234 
1231  HH 1893, 30¢ Columbian (Scott 239), o.g., never hinged, a stunner with exceptionally sharp detail, clean color, and fresh 

paper, Extremely Fine, with 1977 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,050. Scott $675 .  
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1232  H 1893, 50¢ Columbian (Scott 240), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), fresh and sound with alluring color, 
razor-sharp impression, and superior centering, Extremely Fine, pretty, with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 
90; $3,750. Scott $450 .   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1233  H 1893, 50¢ Columbian (Scott 240), o.g., lightly hinged, a great example with deep color, clean detail, and well-balanced 
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1977 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; 
$550. Scott $450 .   Estimate $350 - 500

1234  H 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), o.g., previously hinged, crisp and clean in strong color; margins clear all around, Fine, 
with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. SMQ F 70; $500. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $350 - 500

     
1235                                       1236

1235  H 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), o.g., previously hinged, nice color, Fine. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $500 - 750

1236  H 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with blood-pumping color and sharp detail, nearly Very 
Fine, with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $600 - 800
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

          
                                                    1237                                      1238                                      1239  
1237  H 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), wonderfully printed in warm color 

with deep detail; fresh and sound, centered just to bottom, nearly Very Fine, with photocopy of 2014 P.S.E. certificate for 
vertical pair, this the bottom stamp. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1238  H 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), o.g., very lightly hinged, sockeye bright color fresh as the day it was printed; with sharp 
detail and nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1978 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded 
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,300. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1239  H 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a sparkling example with exceptional 
color, sharp detail, and lovely centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a gorgeous stamp, with 1987 and 1995 P.F. 
certificates. Scott $1,000 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

     
1240                                      1241

1240  (H) 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), regummed, beautiful well centered example; two tiny natural paper inclusions, Superb. 
Scott $500 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1241  m 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), clean and bright, well-printed, and with an unusually light target cancel allowing the 
scene to unfold clearly, Very Fine, a condition rarity this lightly cancelled, with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ 
VF 80; $600. Scott $525 .   Estimate $400 - 600

Visit our 
re-designed 

website for all 
your collecting 

needs.
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

A SPECTACULARLY BRIGHT $1 COLUMBIAN TOP PLATE BLOCK (SCOTT #241)

1242
1242  Ha 1893, $1 Columbian (Scott 241), top margin plate number 93 block of 6 with imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant, 

intense color, incredibly fresh with at least three never hinged stamps; a few perforation separations have been expertly 
reinforced, Fine+. Scott $10,500 .   Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

 (photo on back cover)

Any $1 Columbian plate block is extremely rare, but the desirable top position in Post Office fresh condition is almost 
impossible to obtain. A crowning achievement for any plate or Columbian collection or exhibit.
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                             1243                                      1244                                      1245                                       1246 
1243  HH 1893, $2 Columbian (Scott 242), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with alluring color and clean detail; well-margined 

if centered just a touch to right; small fingerprint on gum at upper right, nearly Very Fine, a lovely never hinged dollar-
value Columbian, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,500 .   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1244  H 1893, $2 Columbian (Scott 242), o.g., hinged, showing mount disturbance, in bold color and deep detail, nicely centered 
on like-new paper, Very Fine, with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1245  H 1893, $2 Columbian (Scott 242), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and well-margined with rich color and sharp detail, 
nearly Very Fine, with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,050 .   Estimate $600 - 800

1246  H 1893, $2 Columbian (Scott 242), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with enticing color, proof-like detail, and fresh, 
sound paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1978 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 
85; $1,350. Scott $1,050 .   Estimate $800 - 1,200

               
                           1247                                         1248                                     1249                                       1250 
1247  H 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), o.g., lightly hinged, a gorgeous stamp that could have been broken from the sheet 

yesterday, pristine with alluring color and clean detail, Extremely Fine, with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400 .   
  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1248  H 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), o.g., lightly hinged, with intense color cleanly printed on fresh paper; well-balanced 
margins with all perforations full and intact, Extremely Fine, gather your friends and regale them how you outbid everyone, 
with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $2,500. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1249  H 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), o.g., lightly hinged, a gorgeous stamp with bright color, clean detail, and near-perfectly 
balanced margins, Extremely Fine, a choice item, with 1980 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90 XQ. SMQ 
XF 90 XQ; $2,500. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1250  H 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), o.g., lightly hinged, with wonderful color depth and crystal-clear lines; nicely centered 
and sound, Very Fine, a pretty stamp, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,450. Scott $1,400 .  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1251
1251  H 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh on pristine paper, the design clear in bright, 

clean color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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United States: 1893 Columbian Issue

          
                                                   1252                                                     1253                                      1254 
1252  s 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), fresh and beautifully centered, tied across top frame by Station 2 flag machine cancel, 

Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $775 for used .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1253  m 1893, $3 Columbian (Scott 243), a great-looking stamp with wonderful color and fresh paper; light New York double-
oval Registry cancel; tiny faults, Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $775 .   Estimate $400 - 600

1254  H 1893, $4 Columbian (Scott 244), o.g., hinged, showing mount disturbance, with incredible depth of color, clean 
impression, and solidly centered on fresh paper, Very Fine, a pretty stamp, with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. 
SMQ VF 80; $2,150. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

          
                                                   1255                                       1256                                      1257 
1255  H 1893, $4 Columbian (Scott 244), o.g., lightly hinged, in deep, vivid color, cleanly printed with crisp detail; paper fresh 

and sound, F.-V.F., with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1256  H 1893, $4 Columbian (Scott 244), black cancel, delicate shade within well balanced margins; tiny natural paper inclusion, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $975 .   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1257  H 1893, $4 Columbian (Scott 244), o.g., barest trace of hinge, Post Office fresh with glowing color, clean detail, and 
pristine paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-
XF 85; $2,600. Scott $2,000 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

          
                                                   1258                                       1259                                      1260 
1258  H 1893, $5 Columbian (Scott 245), o.g., lightly hinged, a top-line top value, with outstanding color and proof-like detail, 

plus centering rarely encountered, Extremely Fine, destined for a collection of distinction, with 2016 P.F. certificate graded 
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $4,250. Scott $2,300 .   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

 (photo on front cover)

1259  H 1893, $5 Columbian (Scott 245), o.g., lightly hinged, with sharp detail in rich color; light even toning (most likely from 
darkened gum), F.-V.F., with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,300 .   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1260  H 1893, $5 Columbian (Scott 245), slightly disturbed o.g., Post Office fresh with heart-pounding color and razor-sharp 
detail, F.-V.F., a lovely, sound example of this iconic stamp, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. SMQ F-VF 75; 
$1,650. Scott $2,300 .   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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United States: 1894 First Bureau Issue, Unwatermarked

          
                                                       1261                                    1262                                     1263 
1261  H 1893, $5 Columbian (Scott 245), o.g., previously hinged, excellent color and impression, clean, Very Fine to Extremely 

Fine. Scott $2,300 .   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1262  m 1893, $5 Columbian (Scott 245), for the Columbian or the cancel specialist, an elegantly printed top-value with a Nov 8 
93 U.S. German Sea P.O. cancel; fresh and sound with delicate detail, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,175 
.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1263  m 1893, $5 Columbian (Scott 245), a breathtaking stamp with outstanding color and detail on pristine paper; light vignette-free 
cancel; perforation repairs at top, Extremely Fine appearance, your chance for this iconic stamp. Scott $1,175 .   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1894 FIRST BUREAU ISSUE, UNWATERMARKED

               
                               1264                                             1265                                           1266                       1267 
1264  HH 1894, 2¢ scarlet, type III, unwatermarked (Scott 252a), o.g., never hinged, a truly pretty stamp, cleanly printed and 

mathematically centered, Extremely Fine, a Top of the Pop, the highest grade priced in the SMQ, with 1983 (as #252) and 
2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $875. Scott $360   Estimate $600 - 800

1265  HH/H 1894, 5¢ chocolate, unwatermarked, misperforated (Scott 255 var.), imprint & plate #130 strip of 3, imperf between 
stamps and selvage, o.g., lightly hinged (end stamps never hinged), the selvage reduced into the top of the plate number, 
Fine. Scott $840+   Estimate $200 - 300

1266  HH 1894, 6¢ dull brown, unwatermarked (Scott 256), bottom margin plate number 28 single, o.g., never hinged, with strong 
color and clean lines, well-centered on incredibly bright paper whose margins border on the jumbo, Extremely Fine, with 
1996 P.F. and 2020 P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $475   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1267  HH 1894, 8¢ violet brown, unwatermarked (Scott 257), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with commanding color and 
incisive detail, Fine, conservatively graded, perhaps, with 1985 P.F. and 2020 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded F 70. 
SMQ F 70; $225. Scott $475   Estimate $200 - 300

1268
1268  H 1894, 50¢ orange, unwatermarked (Scott 260), o.g., previously hinged, a lovely stamp with bright color and razor-sharp 

detail; nicely centered on still-fresh paper, Very Fine, with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $475   Estimate $350 - 500
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United States: 1895 First Bureau Issue, Watermarked

               
                                                     1269                      1270                      1271                     1272 
1269  H 1894, 50¢ orange, unwatermarked (Scott 260), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), wonderfully printed, 

showing full detail in bright color; nicely centered; hint of oxidation at right, nearly Very Fine, with photocopy of 1985 
P.F. certificate for block of four, plus original 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475   Estimate $300 - 400

1270  H 1894, $1 black, type I, unwatermarked (Scott 261), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with intense color and razor-sharp 
detail, F.-V.F., with 1979 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,000   Estimate $500 - 750

1271  HH 1894, $1 black, type II, unwatermarked (Scott 261A), o.g., never hinged, a jaw-dropper with incredible color depth and 
sculptural modeling; Post Office fresh with paper that glows, Very Fine, as pretty as they come, with 1987 P.F. and 2012 
P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $6,500   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1272  H 1894, $1 black, type II, unwatermarked (Scott 261A), o.g., hinged, beautifully printed in bold color with razor-sharp 
detail, plus mathematical centering on fresh paper; tiny tear at top (second perforation hole from left), Extremely Fine 
appearance, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

          
                                                                    1273                       1274                      1275 
1273  H 1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked (Scott 262), o.g., previously hinged, a lovely stamp with intense color, sharp 

detail, and pristine paper, Extremely Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; 
$5,250. Scott $2,750   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1274  m 1894, $2 bright blue, unwatermarked (Scott 262), wonderfully centered and fresh with intense color, clean lines, and a 
surprisingly unobtrusive Registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. 
SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,900. Scott $1,200   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1275  m 1894, $5 dark green, unwatermarked (Scott 263), with robust color and impeccable impression on glowing white paper; 
double-oval Registry cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600   Estimate $500 - 750

1895 FIRST BUREAU ISSUE, WATERMARKED

     
1276                   1277

1276  HH 1895, 4¢ dark brown, D.L. watermark (Scott 269), o.g., never hinged, a beauty of a jumbo with spectacular color, detail 
and centering; fresh and sound, Extremely Fine to Superb, only one stamp at this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with 
three higher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $2,000. Scott $125   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1277  HH 1895, 15¢ dark blue, D.L. watermark (Scott 274), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with immense color and 
immaculate paper, wonderfully detailed and with superior centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. 
certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $950. Scott $600   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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United States: 1895 First Bureau Issue, Watermarked

                         
                       1278                      1279                      1280                       1281                    1282                      1283 
1278  m 1895, 15¢ dark blue, D.L. watermark (Scott 274), a stellar stamp with immaculate paper, profound color and a relatively 

light double-oval cancel, Superb, the connoisseur’s choice, one of just five stamps at this lofty grade, with two 98Js higher, 
in PSE’s Population Report, with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,400.  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1279  H 1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark (Scott 276), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with proof-like presentation, 
all on glowing white paper with superior centering, Extremely Fine, just five stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population 
Report, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,100. Scott $600   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1280  H 1895, $1 black, type I, D.L. watermark (Scott 276), bottom margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, a sensational stamp, Post 
Office fresh on glowing paper, the design in luxuriant color and with sculptural presentation, Very Fine, all around pretty, 
with photocopy of 2014 P.S.E. certificate for strip of four, this position 2. Scott $600   Estimate $400 - 600

1281  H 1895, $1 black, type II, D.L. watermark (Scott 276A), o.g., previously hinged, a stellar stamp with profound color, 
crystalline detail, and near-perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine, only three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population 
Report, with 1977 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $2,500. Scott $1,250   
  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1282  H 1895, $2 bright blue, D.L. watermark (Scott 277), o.g., lightly hinged, with eye-popping color and razor-sharp detail; 
fresh, sound and very nicely centered, Extremely Fine, with 1977 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ 
XF 90; $1,500. Scott $900   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1283  H 1895, $2 bright blue, D.L. watermark (Scott 277), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with proof-like detail and bright 
color, all set within oversized margins, a Very Fine jumbo, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J. SMQ VF 80J; 
$1,000. Scott $900   Estimate $750 - 1,000

               
                                                     1284                       1285                      1286                     1287 
1284  H 1895, $2 bright blue, D.L. watermark (Scott 277), o.g., lightly hinged, richly colored and sharply printed on white 

paper with centering just a hair from sublime, Very Fine, a pretty stamp, with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $900   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1285  H 1895, $5 dark green, D.L. watermark (Scott 278), o.g., previously hinged, a stamp that does justice to its subject, with 
balanced margins, incisive detail, and compelling color, Very Fine+, with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,000   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1286  (H) 1895, $5 dark green, D.L. watermark (Scott 278), regummed covering a thin spot, Post Office fresh with enticing color, 
clean lines, and spot-on centering, Extremely Fine to Superb appearance, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $800   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1287  m 1895, $5 dark green, D.L. watermark (Scott 278), a pretty stamp with incredible color depth, nicely centered on 
immaculate paper; double-oval Registry cancel twice-struck, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. SMQ 
F-VF 75; $425. Scott $600   Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1898 First Bureau Issue, UPU colors

1898 FIRST BUREAU ISSUE, UPU COLORS

     
                                                                                     1288                                 1289 
1288  (H) 1898, 2¢ red, type IV (Scott 279B), horizontal pair, crazy preprint paper fold causing multiple color shifts, unused 

without gum; creases, F.-V.F. Scott $18   Estimate $200 - 300

1289  HH 1898, 2¢ rose carmine, type IV (Scott 279Bc), o.g., never hinged, flawlessly impressed with captivating color; fresh 
and sound with perforations clear all around, F.-V.F., with photocopy of 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate for strip of three, this 
position 2. Scott $850   Estimate $300 - 400

              
                    1290                                              1291                                            1292                                          1293  
1290  H 1900, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 279Bj), position N with vertical guide line at the right and horizontal 

guide line through the tab, o.g., very well centered, Very Fine. Scott $500+   Estimate $300 - 400

1291  H 1900, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 279Bj), position B with split arrow and vertical guide line (not visible) 
at the right, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $200 - 300

1292  H 1900, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 279Bj), position C with split arrow and full vertical guide line at the left, 
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $250 - 350

1293  H 1900, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 279Bj), position F with full vertical guide line at the right and horizontal 
guide line between the 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $250 - 350
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United States: 1898 First Bureau Issue, UPU colors

     
                                                                        1294                                                                    1295 
1294  H/(H) 1900, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 279Bj), horizontal watermark, two panes, scarcer positions H and M, 

position H lightly toned with some reinforced separation, position M regummed, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000   
  Estimate $200 - 300

1295  H 1902, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, vertical watermark (Scott 279Bk), scarcer position F, o.g., lightly hinged, 
bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $500+   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                              1296                                           1297                                             1298 
1296  H 1902, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, vertical watermark (Scott 279Bk), position M with horizontal guide line 

through the tab, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $500+   Estimate $200 - 300

1297  H 1902, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, vertical watermark (Scott 279Bk), position E, o.g., fresh and crisp, F.-V.F. 
Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 300

1298  H 1902, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, vertical watermark (Scott 279Bk), position A, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $500  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                           1299                                            1300                                  1301                      1302                      1303 
1299  H 1902, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, vertical watermark (Scott 279Bk), position E with horizontal guide line 

between 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $250 - 350

1300  H 1902, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet pane of 6, vertical watermark (Scott 279Bk), position G with vertical guide line at the 
left and horizontal guide line between 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $250 - 350

1301  H 1898, 6¢ lake (Scott 282), o.g., very lightly hinged, simply exquisite with intense color, clean lines, and mathematically 
precise centering, Superb, a Solo Top of the Pop, the highest-graded stamp in PSE’s Population Report being a 95, with 
2021 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $190 as a “95”.   Estimate $400 - 600

1302  HH 1898, 10¢ brown, type I (Scott 282C), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with enticing color and near-perfect centering, 
Extremely Fine, just five stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2002 and 2007 P.F. certificates, the latter 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,700. Scott $525   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1303  H 1898, 15¢ olive green (Scott 284), o.g., hinged, with enticing color and proof-like impression, plus outstanding centering, 
Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275. Scott $150   Estimate $200 - 300

1898 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI ISSUE

          
                                                     1304                                      1305                                     1306 
1304  HH 1898, 1¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 285), o.g., never hinged, boldly printed in deep color, fresh with precision centering, 

Extremely Fine to Superb, mark it off your wish list, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; 
$625.   Estimate $400 - 600

1305  H 1898, 5¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 288), slightly disturbed o.g., Post Office fresh with intense color and bold detail, all near-
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 1991 P.F. and 2021 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. 
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.   Estimate $300 - 400

1306  HH 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 289), o.g., never hinged, in rich, deep color with sharpshooter detail; fresh and sound with 
nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine, round this one up, with 2005 P.S.E. and 2010 P.F. certificates, the latter graded 
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250. Scott $430   Estimate $800 - 1,200
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United States: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

          
                                                     1307                                                           1308                                     1309 
1307  Ha 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 289), full top margin plate number 609 block of 4 with imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, richly 

colored and crisply printed; fresh and sound, Fine. Scott $1,950   Estimate $400 - 600

1308  m 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 289), a grand jumbo with flawless centering and exceptional color, Extremely Fine to Superb, 
only two stamps are thus graded in PSE’s Population Report, with four higher, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-
SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $900.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1309  HH 1898, 10¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 290), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp with rich color and detail, near-perfectly centered 
on pristine paper, Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $950. Scott 
$425   Estimate $750 - 1,000

          
                                                     1310                                                           1311                                      1312 
1310  HHa 1898, 10¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 290), full top margin plate number 620 block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, a 

delightful foursome with incredible color and detail, each stamp wonderfully centered; light crease in upper right selvage 
tab mentioned for accuracy, Very Fine. Scott $3,600   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1311  H 1898, 50¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 291), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with rich color, crisp detail and pristine 
paper, Very Fine, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $625. Scott $600   Estimate $400 - 600

1312  H 1898, 50¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 291), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh in alluring color, cleanly printed with well-
balanced margins, Very Fine, a sound investment, with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $625. Scott $600 
  Estimate $400 - 600
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United States: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

               
                             1313                                        1314                                    1315                                       1316 
1313  m 1898, 50¢ Trans-Miss. (Scott 291), remarkably fresh with the most robust color imaginable, near-perfectly balanced 

margins, and a neat duplex cancel, Extremely Fine, strike gold with this one, with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ 
XF 90; $500. Scott $175   Estimate $350 - 500

1314  H 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), o.g., barest trace of hinge, a stellar example of this iconic stamp, with deep color, clean 
lines, and superior centering, Extremely Fine, head ‘em up, with 1986 P.F. and 2007 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded 
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,750. Scott $1,500   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1315  H 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and clean with solid detail in rich color; one trivial short 
perforation at top, Very Fine, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1316  H 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), o.g., hinged, with a gummed-over tiny thin, in lovely color and crisp lines, all on fresh 
paper, F.-V.F., with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000

               
                             1317                                      1318                                       1319                                      1320 
1317  H 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), o.g., hinged, fresh-faced with rich color and impeccable impression; small hinge thins 

and light creases, F.-V.F. appearance, with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500   Estimate $300 - 400

1318  H 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with bold color and clean lines, meticulously 
centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, just five stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1985 P.F. and 2021 
P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,250. Scott $1,500   Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

1319  (H) 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), unused without gum, a blizzard of perfections, from color and impression to paper 
and centering, Superb, simply gorgeous, a Solo Top of the Pop, the highest grade awarded to this condition in PSE’s 
Population Report being a 95 (and only five stamps attain that), with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 
98; $875 as a “95”. Scott $850   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1320  m 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), fresh and solid with proof-like impression, rich color, and a lightly struck cancel, Very 
Fine, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $700. Scott $700   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                                           1321                                       1322 
1321  m 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), a real humdinger with snow-white paper, deep black and razor-sharp detail; cancel 

exceedingly light and unobtrusive; small perforation thin at top center, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $700   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1322  m 1898, $1 Trans-Miss. (Scott 292), as pretty a printing as you could hope for, with deep color, sharp edges and lines, and 
magnificently centered; light purple Registry cancel adds to the appeal; guide line abraded along the perforations at top, 
still Extremely Fine to Superb appearance, with 2011 P.S.E., plus 1995, 2204 and 2013 P.F. certificates, only the last noting 
the abrasion. Scott $700   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                            1323                                       1324                                     1325                                        1326 
1323  HH 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. (Scott 293), o.g., never hinged, nicely centered with sharp impression and crisp detail, F.-V.F.+. 

Scott $5,750   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1324  H 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. (Scott 293), o.g., lightly hinged, nicely centered on fresh paper; well-defined detail in solid color, 
Very Fine, with 1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1325  H 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. (Scott 293), o.g., lightly hinged, nicely centered on lily-white paper, the design cleanly printed with 
strong color, Very Fine, with 1991 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 4. Scott $1,900   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1326  H 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. (Scott 293), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh and sound, with enticing color and clean detail, 
Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,900. Scott $1,900   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
1327                                 1328

1327  H 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. (Scott 293), o.g., previously hinged; small repaired tear at the top, Fine. Scott $1,900   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1328  m 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. (Scott 293), black double oval and trace red cancels, nice color, clean with light cancels; small 
shallow thin, Very Fine. Scott $1,050   Estimate $400 - 600

1901 PAN-AMERICAN ISSUE

     
                                           1329                                                                   1330 
1329  HH 1901, 1¢ Pan-American (Scott 294), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous positional 

with luxuriant color and near-perfect centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, a high-end 95, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate 
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $350.  Estimate $350 - 500

1330  HH/H 1901, Pan-Americans complete (Scott 294-299), a beautiful full set, each selected with an eye to freshness and centering; 
all with bright colors and exceptional registration, with crisp detail and outstanding margins; 1¢ and 2¢ never hinged, 4¢ 
a top margin plate number 1145 single with part imprint, Extremely Fine, a wonderful addition to any album page. Scott 
$428   Estimate $600 - 800
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                                          1331                             1332                            1333                                 1334 
1331  (H) 1901, 1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (Scott 294a), unused without gum, in colors bold on fresh white paper; small 

surface scrape and a tiny tear at bottom, V.G., your chance to own this iconic error, with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $12,500 
  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

1332  HH 1901, 2¢ Pan-American (Scott 295), o.g., never hinged, a crazy perfect Locomotive, with lustrous color, precision 
registration, and immaculate paper, a Superb jumbo, a stamp whose bidding should be first-class, a Top of the Pop; only 
five stamps attain this lofty grade in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 
98J; $2,000.  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1333  HH 1901, 2¢ Pan-American, fast train variety (Scott 295 var), o.g., never hinged, you’ll really have to rush to catch this 
one, the vignette breaking even the outer left frame lines; Post Office fresh with flawless impression and solid color, F.-
V.F.   Estimate $500 - 750

1334  HH 1901, 4¢ Pan-American (Scott 296), full bottom margin plate number 1145 single with arrow of imprint, o.g., never 
hinged, a glorious positional with warm color, fresh paper with sound perforations, and sensational centering, Extremely 
Fine to Superb, with 2001 P.F. and 2009 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000. Scott 
$170   Estimate $750 - 1,000

Visit our 
re-designed 

website for all 
your collecting 

needs.
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United States: 1901 Pan-American Issue

A WONDERFULLY FRESH 4¢ PAN-AMERICAN INVERT (SCOTT #296a)

1335
1335  H 1901, 4¢ Pan-American, center inverted (Scott 296a), disturbed o.g., exquisitely printed with clean colors in perfect, if 

tête-bêche, registration; paper fresh and bright; diagonal crease, small thin in top left corner, reperforated at right and top, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance, a great-looking example of this sought-after error, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. 
Scott $85,000    Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

 (photo on front cover)

There were approximately 200 examples of this stamp released by the Post Office Department, some of which were over-
printed “Specimen”. Approximately 100 examples are known without the Specimen overprint, making the example offered 
here among the scarcest stamps in United States philately.
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                                                            1336                                                     1337                             1338 
1336  ) 1901, 5¢ 8¢ & 10¢ Pan-Americans (Scott 297-299), tied by Buffalo, N.Y. duplex handstamps, May 2, 1901 - the second 

day of use - on a cover to Strassburg Germany where it was backstamped on May 30; 10¢ stamp with a straight edge at the 
bottom, cover with a horizontal crease with a small closed tear along the bottom, two of the three cancels are unreadable, 
about Fine.  A rare second day usage.,   Estimate $200 - 300

1337  HH 1901, 8¢ Pan-American (Scott 298), o.g., never hinged, an exceptionally fresh example with strong colors, precise 
registration, and the cleanest paper you could hope for, Extremely Fine, select and choice, with 2002 P.S.E. certificate 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $500. Scott $230   Estimate $350 - 500

1338  HH 1901, 10¢ Pan-American (Scott 299), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp with bright frame and deep black vignette; 
fresh and handsomely centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, just three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, 
with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,500. Scott $300   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1902-1908 SECOND BUREAU ISSUE

     
                                                                        1339                                 1340 
1339  HH 1903, 1¢ blue green (Scott 300), o.g., never hinged, an attention-grabbing example with intense, deep color beautifully 

centered, Superb, only two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 
98. SMQ SUP 98; $750.  Estimate $600 - 800

1340  HH 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position G with vertical guide line at the right (just showing) and 
horizontal guide line between 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,150+   Estimate $600 - 800
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United States: 1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

          
                                              1341                                            1342                                             1343 
1341  HH 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position E with horizontal guide line between 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., 

never hinged, about Fine. Scott $1,150+   Estimate $300 - 400

1342  HH 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position B with split arrow and guide line at the right, o.g., never 
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,150+   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1343  H 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position C with split arrow and full vertical guide line at the left, 
o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $600+   Estimate $400 - 600

          
                                             1344                                           1345                                              1346 
1344  H 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position D with plate no. 3514, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott 

$1,150   Estimate $600 - 800

1345  H 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position F with full vertical guide line at the right and horizontal 
guide line between the 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $600+   Estimate $300 - 400

1346  H 1903, 1¢ blue green, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 300b), position A, o.g., well centered, Very Fine. Scott $600   
  Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

     
                                                                        1347                                                                   1348 
1347  H 1903, 1¢ blue green & 2¢ carmine, booklet panes of 6 (Scott 300b, 301c), 1&cent (position E) exceptionally well 

centered, o.g., light, all-over toning, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2&cent (position A), o.g., never hinged, fresh and crisp, 
Fine+. Scott $1,550   Estimate $500 - 750

1348  HH 1903, 2¢ carmine, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 301c), position H with full vertical guide line at the right, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine. Scott $950+   Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                              1349                                            1350                                             1351 
1349  H 1903, 2¢ carmine, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 301c), position F with vertical guide line at the right and horizontal guide line 

between the 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., hinge remnant, Buenos Aires exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $500+ 
  Estimate $300 - 400

1350  H 1903, 2¢ carmine, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 301c), position I with vertical guide line at the left, o.g., lightly hinged, 
beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $500+   Estimate $300 - 400

1351  H 1903, 2¢ carmine, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 301c), position G with full vertical guide line at the left and horizontal guide 
line between the 1st & 2nd rows, o.g., hinge remnant. Scott $500+   Estimate $200 - 300
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United States: 1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

          
                                             1352                                  1353                                              1354 
1352  H 1903, 2¢ carmine, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 301c), position C with split arrow and full vertical guide line at the left, o.g., 

lightly hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $500+   Estimate $300 - 400

1353  HH 1902, 8¢ violet black (Scott 306), full wide top margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, a spectacular jumbo, simply 
flawless in all respects, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 1999 P.F. and 2021 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 
95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,100.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,250

1354  HHa 1902, 13¢ brown violet (Scott 308), full wide top margin plate number 3835 block of 6 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, 
lovely shade variety plate with deeply incised lines yielding superior detail and color intensity; fresh and sound with a 
sought-after wide top, Very Fine, a choice item, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,150   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

                    
                                     1355                       1356                      1357                       1358                       1359 
1355  H 1903, 15¢ olive green (Scott 309), o.g., barest trace of hinge, a real beauty, fresh with outstanding detail and color, 

Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275. Scott $185   Estimate $200 - 300

1356  H 1903, 50¢ orange (Scott 310), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh in sunburst fresh color on bright paper; impression 
solid with strong detail, the centering appearing better than its grade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, just a pretty stamp, 
with 2002 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450. Scott $400   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1357  H 1903, 50¢ orange (Scott 310), o.g., very lightly hinged, a joy-inducing Jefferson with exceptionally rich, clean color, 
mathematically centered on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, the connoisseur’s choice, just six stamps grade 
higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1981 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; 
$1,000. Scott $400   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1358  H 1903, $1 black (Scott 311), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with proof-like detail in exceptional color; three large, well-
balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $600   Estimate $400 - 600

1359  H 1903, $1 black (Scott 311), o.g., previously hinged, an outstanding example with perfect color, impression, and centering; 
fresh and sound, Extremely Fine to Superb, all you could ask for, only eight stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population 
Report, with 1983 P.F. and 2015 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,300. Scott $600  
  Estimate $800 - 1,200
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United States: 1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

                         
                     1360                        1361                     1362                       1363                       1364                    1365 
1360  HH 1903, $2 dark blue (Scott 312), o.g., never hinged, rich color and impression, Post Office Fresh, Fine. Scott $2,500  

  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1361  H 1903, $2 dark blue (Scott 312), o.g., hinged, with intense, deep color and clear detail; paper fresh and bright, nearly Very 
Fine, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $825   Estimate $500 - 750

1362  H 1903, $2 dark blue (Scott 312), o.g., barest trace of hinge, in exquisite color and crisp detail; paper bright and nicely 
margined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 
85; $975. Scott $825   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1363  H 1903, $5 dark green (Scott 313), o.g., hinged, a magnificent Marshall with robust color, sharp detail, and near-perfect 
centering on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine, a select example, with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 
90; $3,000. Scott $2,100   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1364  H 1903, $5 dark green (Scott 313), o.g., lightly hinged, a lovely high value with outstanding color and impression; fresh 
with three well-balanced and large margins, Very Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1365  m 1903, $5 dark green (Scott 313), with robust color deeply engraved, yielding outstanding detail; paper fresh with solid 
margins; black Registry cancels still permit Marshall to show through, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott 
$700   Estimate $400 - 600

          
                                                                     1366                     1367                      1368 
1366  m 1903, $5 dark green (Scott 313), an arresting Marshall, with proof-like impression in sensational color, which two partial 

double-oval Registry cancels can’t obscure, F.-V.F., fresh, sound, and prettier than its grade, with 1987 P.F. and 2020 P.S.E. 
certificates, the latter graded F-VF 75. SMQ F-VF 75; $500. Scott $700   Estimate $350 - 500

1367  HH 1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (Scott 315), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, fresh with intense color 
and sharp detail; full to large margins, Very Fine, a pretty positional, with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $575   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1368  H 1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (Scott 315), o.g., very lightly hinged, in razor-sharp detail and enticing color, all set within large, 
balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $300   Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

     
1369                                             1370

1369  H 1903, 2¢ carmine, type II, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 319Fh), position D with plate #4446, o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and 
solid; small thin upper left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,500   Estimate $350 - 500

1370  m 1903, 2¢ lake, type II, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 319Fq), fresh with bold color and clean detail; separations; cancels non-
contemporary, with 2004 P.S.E. certificate as #319q. Scott $800   Estimate $200 - 300

1371
1371  H 1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 319g), five position D panes, each a different plate number: 2715, 

tropicalized o.g., slight separation, otherwise Very Fine; 2716, tropicalized o.g., Very Fine; 2880, lightly hinged, fresh and 
Fine; 3532 (scarce number), o.g., bottom pair rejoined, one stamp thin, Very Fine appearance; and 3822, o.g., Very Fine; 
also includes a booklet single with plate #4457. Scott $1,375   Estimate $350 - 500
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United States: 1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

1372
1372  H 1903, 2¢ carmine & 2¢ scarlet, type I, booklet panes of 6 (Scott 319g, 319p), five panes: one carmine, type I (319g), 

position E (tropicalized o.g.); two scarlet, type I (39p) positions A (tropicalized o.g.) & E (o.g., h.r.); and two lake, type II 
(319Fq) positions G (light all-over toning, reinforced separation, o.g.) & E (tab partly separated, o.g.), F.-V.F. Scott $1,095 
  Estimate $250 - 350

1373  H 1903, 2¢ Shields, type I & II, booklet pane of 6, collection of 13 by position (Scott 319g//319Fq), ten type I: position 
A-I (two pos. H, one scarlet), mixed shades, and three type II, lake: E, F & G, o.g., F.-V.F. SG `. Scott $2,150+  (photo on 
web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

     
                                                                           1374                                       1375 
1374  HH 1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 319p), position C with split arrow and full vertical guide line at the left, 

o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $625+   Estimate $350 - 500

1375  H 1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 319p), position D with plate no. 2550, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and 
quite well centered, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $350   Estimate $200 - 300

1376
1376  H 1908, 2¢ carmine, type II, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (Scott 322), o.g., previously hinged, with intense color 

that jumps off the paper, well-centered and prettier than its grade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a difficult stamp in any 
condition, this with great eye-appeal, just five higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1981 (pair, this position 1) and 
2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $8,000. Scott $7,000   Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

 (photo on front cover)
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United States: 1904 Louisiana Purchase Issue

1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE ISSUE

     
                                                                   1377                                                                  1378 
1377  HHa 1904, 1¢ Louisiana Purchase (Scott 323), bottom margin plate block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, with deep, 

bold color and clean detail; fresh and sound, the top stamps particularly choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, a grand 
plate, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,400 as singles. Scott $325   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1378  HH 1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase (Scott 325), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, a magnificent Monroe in proof-like 
detail with color you could sink into; immaculate paper with rock-solid perforations, Extremely Fine to Superb, a top-line 
stamp, with 2005 P.F. and P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,200. Scott $170   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

     
                                                                            1379                                                       1380 
1379  HHa 1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase (Scott 325), bottom margin plate number 2101 block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, 

a great plate with intriguing color and razor-sharp detail; fresh with perforations fully intact, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $1,050   Estimate $600 - 800

1380  H 1904, 5¢ Louisiana Purchase (Scott 326), o.g., barest trace of hinge, a pinnacle achievement, flawless in every respect, 
the design practically jumping off the paper, Superb, a Top of the Pop, one of just three stamps to attain this grade in PSE’s 
Population Report, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $500.  Estimate $350 - 500
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United States: 1907 Jamestown Issue

1907 JAMESTOWN ISSUE

          
                               1381                             1382                                                       1383 
1381  H 1907, 5¢ Jamestown (Scott 330), o.g., hinged, a regal stamp with impeccable detail, centering and freshness, Superb, the 

connoisseur’s choice, one of just four stamps at this grade, with a single higher, in PSE’s Population Report, with 2003 
P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates (as part imprint singles, selvage since removed), the latter graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; 
$700. Scott $140   Estimate $500 - 750

1382  H 1907, 5¢ Jamestown (Scott 330), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), absolutely exquisite with flawless 
color, impression and centering, fresh as the day it was printed, a Superb gem, a Solo Top of the Pop, the sole stamp 
attaining this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with 1982 P.F. and 2021 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded Gem 100. 
SMQ Gem 100; $700 as a “98”. Scott $140   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

 (photo on front cover)

1383  HH/Ha 1907, 5¢ Jamestown, pre-perforating paper fold (Scott 330 var.), upper right corner sheet margin block of 4 with plate 
#3556, fold-over in right selvage has created a small, oddly-shaped corner, o.g., all but the upper left stamp never hinged. 
Scott $1,190+   Estimate $500 - 750

1908-1909 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WMK, PERF 12

1384
1384  HH 1908, 1¢ green, D.L. watermark, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 331a), position A, o.g., never hinged, fresh, crisp and 

beautifully centered, Extremely Fine.  Probably as close to perfect as they come.  Scott $300   Estimate $200 - 300

1385  HH/H 1908, 1¢ & 2¢ D.L. watermark booklet panes, collection of 15 by position (Scott 331a & 332a), five 1¢ panes: 
positions A, B, E, H & J, the last never hinged; ten 2¢ panes: positions A-J (A, C & H never hinged), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott 
$2,575+  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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United States: 1908-1909 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL wmk, perf 12

     
                                                                         1386                                                                              1387 
1386  HH/H 1908, 1¢ green, D.L. watermark, three booklet panes of 6 (Scott 331a), three 1¢ panes, positions D (plate #5038), E 

& H; and four 2¢ panes, positions A (3, two never hinged)) and I (never hinged), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,370   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1387  m 1908, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 332a), remarkably fresh and solid, with strong color and 
razor-sharp detail; selvage tab still attached, cancelled by Benton Harbor, Mich duplexes, Very Fine, a nice item. Scott 
$500   Estimate $350 - 500

1388  HH/H/) 1908-10, 2¢-15¢ China Clay Paper varieties, lovely array of 27 items, 24 mint stamps (singles, pairs, blocks, even a line 
strip) plus three usages on cover or card; singles of 2&cent (7), 4&cent (2), 5¢ 13&cent (3), 50¢; regular blocks of 3¢ 5¢ 
10¢ 13&cent (irregular of three); plate number and part imprint blocks of 4&cent (2), 8¢ 15¢; and line strip of four 1¢; 
usages feature two 1¢ postcards (one with 1909 Christmas Seal), plus 2¢ cover; all with rich color on paper whose shade 
varies from the normal; a few small faults, but generally sound; eight with P.F. certificates between 1976 and 1992, F.-V.F., 
many ex Dos Passos.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Offered as-is, with the recognition that the P.F. no longer certifies these (and Scott has de-listed them). Accompanied by 
photocopies of Liston’s 2005 Collector’s Club Philatelist articles on these issues. A super study group for the specialist.

               
                                1389                                                          1390                                            1391                      1392 
1389  H 1908, 2¢ lake, D.L. watermark (Scott 332b), o.g., hinged, crisply printed in a light but clear lake shade; fresh with three 

full margins (perforations just grazing at top), Fine, an uncommon variety, with 2021 P.S.A.G. and Brittain certificates. 
Scott $4,250   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1390  Ha 1908, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 332 var.), upper right corner sheet margin block of 
4 with spectacular “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen upper right stamp, o.g., Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350
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United States: 1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL wmk, perf 12 coils

                         
                      1391                      1392                      1393                        1394                     1395                      1396 
1391  H 1909, 10¢ yellow, D.L. watermark (Scott 338), o.g., lightly hinged, a stupendous stamp with radiant color, immaculate 

paper, and none-better centering, a Superb gem, truly the one, a Solo Top of the Pop; the only “100”—in any condition—in 
PSE’s Population Report, with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $750.   Estimate $500 - 750

1392  HH 1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, D.L. watermark (Scott 340), o.g., never hinged, a stellar example with exceptional color, 
clean detail, and massive margins of pure white, an Extremely Fine jumbo, a great addition to any collection, with 2021 
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $550. Scott $160   Estimate $400 - 600

1393  H 1909, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (Scott 341), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh and bright with clean detail and 
sensational centering, Extremely Fine, with 1982 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $475. 
Scott $275   Estimate $350 - 500

1394  m 1909, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (Scott 341), a jubilant jumbo with alluring color and clean lines; double-oval 
Minneapolis cancel; black spot at lower right is part of the cancel, not a missing portion; stamp is complete and sound, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $550.   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1395  HH 1909, $1 violet brown, D.L. watermark (Scott 342), o.g., never hinged, in rich color with proof-like impression; fresh 
and sound, Fine, with 1977 P.F. and 2020 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded F 70. SMQ F 70; $550. Scott $1,050  
  Estimate $350 - 500

1396  H 1909, $1 violet brown, D.L. watermark (Scott 342), o.g., hinged, a lovely example with exceptional color and detail, 
plus superior centering on like-new paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. 
SMQ VF-XF 85; $600. Scott $450   Estimate $500 - 600

1908-1910 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WMK, PERF 12 COILS

     
                                                                                   1397                     1398 
1397  HH 1908, 1¢ green, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 348), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, with warm color and well-

incised lines; fresh and sound with solid centering, Very Fine, with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $650 
  Estimate $400 - 600

1398  HH 1908, 1¢ green, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 348), o.g., never hinged, wrap your head around this coil, with its 
proof-like detail, glowing color, and mathematical centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded 
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States: 1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL wmk, perf 12 coils

          
                                                                    1399                    1400                        1401 
1399  HH 1909, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 349), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, with proof-like detail 

and enchanting color; solid with clear to wide margins all around; a (truly trivial) small toned spot on gum of top stamp, 
nearly Very Fine, with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,350   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1400  m 1909, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 349), with attention-grabbing color and exceptional detail, 
mathematically centered on pristine paper; accompanied by original piece with a Philadelphia 1912 (date omitted) station 
2 cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Top of the Pop, the PSE noting just six stamps at this highest grade awarded in their 
Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600. Scott $160   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1401  HH/H 1910, 4¢ orange brown, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 350), paste-up pair, Post Office fresh with rich color on 
glowing paper; top stamp previously hinged, bottom never hinged; pencil notations on reverse, F.-V.F., a scarce production 
artifact. Scott $375 as normal pair   Estimate $400 - 500

                
                                                      1402                    1403                      1404                       1405  
1402  H 1910, 4¢ orange brown, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 350), o.g., lightly hinged, a grand beauty with rich color, 

clean lines, and precision centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, only one stamp at this grade in PSE’s Population Report, 
with a single 98 higher, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $400. Scott 
$140   Estimate $300 - 400

1403  H 1909, 5¢ blue, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 351), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with bold, deep 
color and razor-sharp detail; solid and sound, F.-V.F., with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $400   Estimate $250 - 350

1404  H 1909, 5¢ blue, D.L. watermark, vertical coil (Scott 351), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with bathyspheric color, 
razor-sharp detail, and dead-on centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, a simply glorious stamp, with 1981 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95 XQ. SMQ XF-SUP 95 XQ; $400 as a “95”. Scott $140   Estimate $350 - 500

1405  HH 1909, 1¢ green, D.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 352), o.g., never hinged, a grand jumbo with proof-like detail 
and color, plus superior centering on like-new paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 
85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $310 as an “85”. Scott $230   Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1909 Washington-Franklin Issue, Bluish Paper

               
                                                     1406                     1407                       1408                     1409 
1406  HH 1909, 4¢ orange brown, D.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 354), o.g., never hinged, as pretty as they come, 

cleanly printed in alluring color, mathematically centered and fresh, Extremely Fine, just six stamps grade higher in PSE’s 
Population Report, with 1981 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $825. Scott $425   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1407  HH 1909, 5¢ blue, D.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 355), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh with bright color, 
sharp detail, and superior centering with a bottom margin wide enough to catch a guide line, Extremely Fine, a top-line 
stamp, just three stamps reach this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with a single 95J higher, with 1977 (pair, this 
position 2) and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90 XQ. SMQ XF 90 XQ; $1,100 as a “90”. Scott $450   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

 
1408  HH 1909, 5¢ blue, D.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 355), o.g., never hinged, one to quicken your pulse, with immense 

color, proof-like detail, and mathematical centering that even catches the horizontal guide line at bottom, Extremely Fine, 
a great item, one of just three stamps at this grade, with only one higher, in PSE’s Population Report, with 2020 P.S.E. 
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,100. Scott $450   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1409  H 1909, 10¢ yellow, D.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 356), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), in 
sunburst color and well-centered on immaculate paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, just four stamps grade higher in 
PSE’s Population Report, with 1980 (pair, this position 2) and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ 
VF-XF 85; $3,850. Scott $3,250   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1909 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, BLUISH PAPER

          
                                                                      1410                     1411                     1412 
1410  HH 1909, 1¢ green, bluish paper (Scott 357), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with rich color and proof-like impression; 

well-balanced margins of freshness, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, more appealing than its grade, with photocopy of 1986 
P.F. certificate for block of four (this position 4), plus original 2021 P.F. certificate for the single, graded VF-XF 85. SMQ 
VF-XF 85; $275. Scott $190   Estimate $200 - 300

1411  H 1909, 3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (Scott 359), o.g., very lightly hinged, with proof-like impression in regal color; fresh, 
sound and attractive, Very Fine, signed Economist, with 1967 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 
80; $1,800. Scott $1,800   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1412  H 1909, 3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (Scott 359), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with razor-sharp detail in regal 
color; sound and alluring, Very Fine, with photocopy of 1974 P.F. certificate for block of four (this position 2), plus 
original 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800   Estimate $1,500 - 1,800
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United States: 1909 Washington-Franklin Issue, Bluish Paper

EXCEEDINGLY RARE FOUR-CENT BLUISH PAPER (SCOTT #360):  
FEWER THAN 100 KNOWN

1413
1413  H 1909, 4¢ orange brown, bluish paper (Scott 360), o.g., hinged, fresh with rich color on deeply blued paper, F.-V.F., with 

2021 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. SMQ F-VF 75; $24,000. Scott $27,500   Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
 (photo on front cover)

According to Johl, “ALL [of the 4¢ bluish paper] came from the Government Collection at Washington in exchange for 
other needed varieties.”

A very rare stamp, with fewer than 100 examples known, many of which have issues. This lovely stamp is in exception-
al quality with excellent centering and long, full perforations. Signed “SA” by dealer Spencer Anderson and has a light 
backstamp.
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United States: 1909 Washington-Franklin Issue, Bluish Paper

1414
1414  HH 1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (Scott 362), o.g., never hinged, with fresh color cleanly printed; paper bright and 

sound, F.-V.F., with 1974 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $3,000   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

A RARE 8¢ BLUISH PAPER FROM THE POST OFFICE  
DEPARTMENT ARCHIVES (SCOTT #363): ONLY 80 KNOWN

1415
1415  H 1909, 8¢ olive green, bluish paper (Scott 363), o.g., lightly hinged, crisply printed in martini color; paper fresh with 

perforations clear of design all around; light vertical crease; reperforated at right, F.-V.F. appearance, a difficult stamp in 
any condition, with 1956 (clean) and 2019 P.F. certificates. Scott $30,000   Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

A fantastic rarity, missing from even the most advanced collections. According to Johl, the Post Office Department made 
available approximately 80 each of the 4¢ and 8¢ bluish papers, trading them for rarities then missing from Department’s 
archives.
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United States: 1909 Washington-Franklin Issue, Bluish Paper

                      
                        1416                        1417                     1418                       1419                1420                      1421 
1416  H 1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (Scott 364), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with bright color and superior centering, 

Very Fine, with 1966 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,600. Scott $1,600   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1417  H 1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (Scott 364), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and sound with glowing color; perforations 
close but clear at right with other three margins full, F.-V.F., with photocopy of 2021 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, 
this position 4. Scott $1,600   Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1418  HH 1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (Scott 365), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with deep, rich color and crisp 
impression; perforations clear all around, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $6,000   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1419  H 1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (Scott 365), o.g., lightly hinged, with crystal-clear detail in rich color; fresh and 
nicely centered; reperforated at bottom, nearly Very Fine appearance, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,600 

  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1420  H 1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (Scott 365), o.g., barest trace of hinge, a lovely stamp with rich color, fresh paper, 
and well-balanced margins; circled “C.A.S.” backstamp noted for accuracy, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Weill, with 
1975 (block of four, this position 1) and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,250. Scott 
$2,600   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1421  H 1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (Scott 365), o.g., lightly hinged, with proof-like impression and color, along with 
superior centering on pristine paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp, with 1967 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the 
latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,250. Scott $2,600   Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

     
1422                       1423

1422  H 1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (Scott 366), o.g., barest trace of hinge, pretty example with glowing color on 
pristine paper, F.-V.F., with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300   Estimate $600 - 800

1423  H 1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (Scott 366), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with bright color and 
nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1973 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. 
SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,550. Scott $1,300   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1909 COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES

1424
1424  HHa 1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (Scott 373), top left corner margin block of 4 with initials, o.g., never hinged, an 

attention-grabbing kiss overinked impression, which the P.F. calls “neither a double transfer nor a double impression”; 
fresh, sound and well-margined, Very Fine, a neat item for the specialist, with 2021 P.F. certificate.

   Estimate $300 - 400

1910-1911 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 12

1425  HH/H 1910, 1¢ & 2¢ S.L. watermark booklet panes, collection of 15 by position (Scott 374a & 375a), seven 1¢ panes: 
positions A-D, H J & M; eight 2¢ panes: A-D & H-K (position I never hinged), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $2,770+  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1426
1426  H 1910, 1¢ green & 2¢ carmine, S.L. watermark, booklet panes of 6 (Scott 374a, 375a), four 1¢ panes, positions A (2), 

D (plate #5454) & M; and three 2¢ panes, positions A and D (2, plate #5451 & 5464), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,395   
  Estimate $350 - 500
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                                                1427                     1428                                            1429 
1427  H 1910, 2¢ lake, S.L. watermark (Scott 375b), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with bold, intense color; sharp 

impression and large, well-balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Markovits, with photocopy of 1977 P.F. 
certificate for block of four, this position 1, plus original 2021 P.F. certificate for single graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 
85; $1,100. Scott $800   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1428  m 1911, 4¢ brown, S.L. watermark (Scott 377), a centerpiece item of any Washington-Franklin collection, with rich color 
and clean detail, mathematically centered on glowing paper with a light, face-free cancel, a Superb jumbo, just two stamps 
grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. SMQ SUP 98J; $400.   Estimate $300 - 400

1429  Ha 1911, 5¢ blue, S.L. watermark, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 378 var.), upper right corner margin block of 4, a 
diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen upper right stamp, o.g., Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                                                     1430                                         1431                      1432 
1430  HHa 1911, 10¢ yellow, S.L. watermark (Scott 381), full wide top margin plate number 5200 block of 6 with imprint and star, 

o.g., never hinged, the ultimate plate, with immaculate color on matching paper; huge selvage and sound, Very Fine+, with 
2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250   Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

1431  HH 1911, 15¢ pale ultramarine, S.L. watermark (Scott 382), o.g., never hinged, an eye-catcher with vibrant color; fresh and 
sound with well-balanced margins of pure white, Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded 
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,100. Scott $500   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1432  HH 1911, 15¢ pale ultramarine, S.L. watermark (Scott 382), o.g., never hinged, an attention-grabber with rich color on 
blindingly white paper, Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. SMQ F 70; $275. Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 300
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1910-1911 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 12 COILS

     
1433                 1434

1433  H 1910, 1¢ green, S.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 387), o.g., very lightly hinged, proof-like in its execution with 
centering that can’t be beat, a Superb jumbo, a select stamp the likes of which you’re unlikely to see again soon, a Solo 
Top of the Pop, the highest-graded stamp in PSE’s Population Report being a 95J, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 
98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $725 as a “95J”. Scott $190   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1434  H 1910, 2¢ carmine, S.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 388), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 
just three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1976 (as pair, this position 2) and 2021 P.F. certificates, 
the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,500. Scott $1,400   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1910-1913 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 8½ COILS

1435
1435  H 1911, 3¢ deep violet, S.L. watermark, horizontal coil (Scott 394), o.g., very lightly hinged, a magnificent, no-question 

jumbo, fresh with rich color and razor-sharp detail, a Superb gem, destined for a collection of distinction, a Solo Top of 
the Pop, a single 100 the top grade listed in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ 
Gem 100J; $375 as a “100”.   Estimate $500 - 750

1913-1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC ISSUE

     
1436                              1438

1436  HH 1913, 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (Scott 397), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional jumbo with intense color, crisp detail, 
and day-one fresh paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; 
$275.  Estimate $200 - 300

1437  HH/Ha 1913, 1¢ to 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (Scott 397-399), blocks of 4, each fresh and bright, the top pair hinged, the 
bottom pair never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,850 as singles  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

1438  HH 1913, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (Scott 399), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh on pristine paper; outstanding 
centering and crystal-clear impression in sumptuous color, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded 
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650. Scott $160   Estimate $400 - 600
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                      1439                                                1440                                             1441                                  1442 
1439  HH 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow color (Scott 400), o.g., never hinged, immaculate with eye-popping 

color and mathematical centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, a lovely example of this popular stamp, with 1985 P.F. and 
2021 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900. Scott $260   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1440  HHa 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow color (Scott 400), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, well centered 
throughout; slightly oxidized, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,040  
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1441  HH 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange color (Scott 400A), o.g., never hinged, a gargantuan example with massive 
margins perfectly framing the design in rich, ebullient color, an Extremely Fine jumbo, a real looker, with 1984 (block of 
four, this position 2) and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $925. Scott $390   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1442  HH 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange color (Scott 400A), bottom margin plate number 6135 single, o.g., never 
hinged, an attention-grabber with its eye-popping color and immaculate paper—not to mention its flawless centering, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, a simply stupendous stamp, with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; 
$1,300. Scott $390   Estimate $800 - 1,200

               
                         1443                              1444                               1445                                           1446 
1443  HH 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange color (Scott 400A), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office 

fresh with eye-popping color, the design flawlessly centered on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2010 
P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,300. Scott $390   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1444  HH 1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (Scott 403), o.g., never hinged, in true Post Office fresh condition, flawlessly printed 
in deep color on pristine paper sporting near-jumbo margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 1985 P.F. and 2021 P.S.E. 
certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,350. Scott $400   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1445  HH 1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (Scott 404), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright with glowing color, near-perfectly 
centered on immaculate paper with full perforations, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-
SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,750. Scott $1,650   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1446  H 1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (Scott 404), right margin single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a 
delectable Discovery, with exceptional color and centering on fresh paper; two spots of missing gum at left (possibly from 
hinge-reinforcement) not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1977 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $675   Estimate $500 - 750
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1447
1447  Ha 1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (Scott 404), bottom margin plate number 6135 block of 6, with incredibly deep 

color on immaculate paper; fresh and sound, the bottom stamps particularly nicely centered, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. 
certificate. Scott $10,000   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1912-1914 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 12

1448  HH/H 1912, 1¢ & 2¢ S.L. watermark booklet panes, collection of 20 by position (Scott 405b & 406a), ten of each, both from 
positions A-D & H-M, o.g., five 1¢ & one 2¢ never hinged (both plate numbers hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $1,600  (photo on 
web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

1449
1449  HH/H 1912, 1¢ green & 2¢ carmine, S.L. watermark, booklet panes of 6 (Scott 405b, 406a), four 1¢ panes, positions D (2, 

plate #6364 & 6369 [NH]) I & J; and three 2¢ panes, positions C (NH) and D (2, plate #6560 [NH] & 6561), o.g., F.-V.F. 
Scott $680   Estimate $200 - 300

1450
1450  HH 1914, 7¢ black, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott 407), o.g., never hinged, a stellar stamp with proof-like color, impression 

and centering; fresh and sound on glowing paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, the truth is there in black and white, just five 
stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, ex Killian, with 1999 P.F. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded 
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000. Scott $150   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                                                   1451                   1452 
1451  HH 1914, 20¢ ultramarine, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott 419), o.g., never hinged, a remarkably choice example boasting 

magnificent centering and excellent color, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; 
$750. Scott $400   Estimate $500 - 750

1452  HH 1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott 421), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with razor-sharp detail in 
solid color; superior centering on like-new paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the 
latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,100. Scott $775   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1912 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WMK, PERF 12

           
                                                                   1453                       1454                      1455 
1453  H 1912, $1 violet brown, D.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott 423), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with exceptional 

detail and deep, rich color, Very Fine, with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $475   Estimate $350 - 500

1454  H 1912, $1 violet brown, D.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott 423), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with attractive 
color and razor-sharp detail, centered just slightly to bottom, F.-V.F., with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $475   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1455  H 1912, $1 violet brown, D.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott 423), o.g., hinged, pretty with magnificent color and razor-sharp 
detail, centered just a hair to the right, F.-V.F., with 1983 P.F. and 2020 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded F-VF 75. SMQ 
F-VF 75; $325. Scott $475   Estimate $250 - 350

1913-1915 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 10

1456
1456  HH/H 1914, 1¢ green, S.L. watermark booklet pane of 6, impressive collection (Scott 424d), 29 different representing nine of 

11 unnumbered positions (all but the scarce N & O) and 20 of 31 possible position D plate numbers, o.g., 18 never hinged 
including 10 position D, F.-V.F. Scott $493   Estimate $200 - 300
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1457
1457  H 1914, 1¢ green, S.L. watermark, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 424d), from the rare position O with guide line at the top and 

left, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and as well centered as possible in order to see both guide lines, Extremely Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1458  HH/H 1914-23, Remainder of the 1¢ & 2¢ Flat Plate booklet panes, collection by position (Scott 424d//554c), 82 different 
panes/positions plus one duplicate, including 424d position O (NH) and 463a positions A-D & H-L; all clean and F-VF, 
a good number never hinged, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged. Scott $1,600 as hinged  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $500 - 750

               
                                                       1459                    1460                        1461                     1462 
1459  HH 1914, 3¢ deep violet, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 426), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, an amazing 

stamp with intense color, crystal-clear detail, and mathematical centering on pristine paper, Superb, only four stamps 
grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98. SMQ SUP 98; $850.  
  Estimate $750 - 850

1460  HH 1914, 3¢ deep violet, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 426), o.g., never hinged, a true jumbo whose margins perfectly 
frame the design, itself in exquisite color and detail, Extremely Fine to Superb, a choice stamp, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate 
graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $475.  Estimate $350 - 500

1461  HH 1914, 5¢ blue, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 428), o.g., never hinged, a stunner with exceptionally deep color and 
precision centering on like-new paper, Superb, a Top of the Pop with just ten stamps reaching this exalted grade in PSE’s 
Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,850.  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1462  HH 1914, 5¢ blue, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 428), o.g., never hinged, as pretty as they come, with exquisite engraving, 
bold color and mathematical centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. SMQ XF-
SUP 95; $600. Scott $75   Estimate $500 - 600
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                                                                    1463                                                 1464                      1465 
1463  HH/H 1914, 8¢ pale olive green-10¢ orange yellow, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 431-433), lovely trio of Washington-

Franklins, each individually selected for color and centering; 8¢ and 10¢ lightly hinged, 9¢ never hinged, Extremely Fine 
or better, as pretty as they come. Scott $165   Estimate $250 - 350

1464  HH 1914, 10¢ orange yellow, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 433), o.g., never hinged, a stamp that screams “buy me!”, 
flawlessly centered on pristine paper, the design in eye-bulging color without a whisper of oxidation, Superb, the 
connoisseur’s selection, one of six stamps at this lofty grade, with just two higher, in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 
P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $2,450.  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1465  HH 1914, 10¢ orange yellow, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 433), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with cracking color, 
stellar detail, and exceptional centering (certificate’s XF strikes us as conservative), Extremely Fine, a beauty, with 2021 
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $250.  Estimate $200 - 300

          
                                                                   1466                                 1467                       1468 
1466  HH 1914, 10¢ orange yellow, S.L. watermark, perf 10, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 433 var.), upper left corner sheet 

margin vertical pair with radical “crazy perfs” and a misshapen top stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1467  HH 1915, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 440), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh with clean color and 
impression, three margins perfectly balanced, large at left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,350. Scott $1,075   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1468  H 1915, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 440), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh with alluring color and clean detail; paper 
sound and lily-white, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. SMQ F-VF 75; $300. Scott $450   
  Estimate $200 - 300
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1914 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 10 COILS

               
               1469                                   1470                                             1471                                                1472 
1469  HH 1914, 2¢ carmine, S.L. watermark, horizontal flat plate coil (Scott 444), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with 

hear-pounding color and exceptional centering that presents better than its grade, Extremely Fine, a truly pretty stamp, 
with 1981 (as pair, this position 1) and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $250. Scott $120  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1470  m 1914, 3¢ violet, S.L. watermark, horizontal flat plate coil (Scott 445), guide line pair, a lovely item with remarkably 
fresh paper, strong color and centering, and two light double-oval cancels, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2019 P.F. 
certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $4,250. Scott $2,750   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1471  HH 1914, 4¢ brown, S.L. watermark, horizontal flat plate coil (Scott 446), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, with glowing 
color and crisp lines; paper fresh and bright, the perforations perfectly bisected by the line, Very Fine, a pretty pair, with 
2021 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,550. Scott $1,550   Estimate $1,300 - 1,500

1472  H 1914, 4¢ brown & 5¢ blue, S.L. watermark, horizontal flat plate coils (Scott 446-447), o.g., very lightly hinged, a 
lovely pair, each impeccably printed in rich color and well-centered, the 4¢ tall, the 5¢ virtually mathematical, Very Fine, 
with 1975 P.F. certificate for #446. Scott $175   Estimate $200 - 250

     
1473                                             1474

1473  H 1914, 4¢ brown, S.L. watermark, horizontal flat plate coil (Scott 446), pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, with proof-like 
appearance in rich color on luxuriantly immaculate paper; all margins large and well-balanced, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine and quite possibly jumbo, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300   Estimate $300 - 400

1474  m 1914, 5¢ blue, S.L. watermark, horizontal flat plate coil (Scott 447), guide line pair, incredibly bright with in-your-face 
color and a face-free mute double-oval cancel, nearly Very Fine, a pretty pair, with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $950  
  Estimate $400 - 600

1914-1916 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK,  
PERF 10 ROTARY COILS

1475
1475  H 1915, 2¢ red, type I, S.L. watermark, vertical rotary press coil (Scott 449), disturbed o.g., the bottom half of a line pair, 

Post Office fresh with crisp detail and perfect horizontal centering; several small thin spots, F.-V.F. appearance, with 1999 
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,500   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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                                                                   1476                      1477                      1478 
1476  H 1915, 2¢ red, type I, S.L. watermark, vertical rotary press coil (Scott 449), o.g., previously hinged, with enticing color 

and clean lines, plus superior centering; perforation disc gum soak spots at left and bottom margins, still Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine appearance, with 1975 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,500   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1477  m 1915, 2¢ red, type I, S.L. watermark, vertical rotary press coil (Scott 449), fresh with heart-pounding color, neatly 
centered and cleanly wavy line machine-cancelled, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $650   Estimate $300 - 400

1478  H 1916, 3¢ violet, S.L. watermark, horizontal rotary press coil (Scott 456), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh with crystalline 
detail in lovely color; sound with outstanding centering, Extremely Fine. Scott $225   Estimate $250 - 350

1914 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, IMPERF, ROTARY COIL

1479
1479  HH 1914, 2¢ carmine, S.L. watermark, imperf horizontal coil (Scott 459), pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with 

eye-popping color and large, balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $650   Estimate $400 - 600

1915 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WMK, PERF 10

          
                                                                    1480                      1481                      1482 
1480  H 1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 460), o.g., barest trace of hinge, a foxy Franklin with imagination-

buggering color depth, razor-sharp impression, and bright white paper, F.-V.F., simply sublime, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. 
Scott $650   Estimate $350 - 500

1481  H 1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 460), o.g., very lightly hinged, a big stamp exquisitely printed on 
pristine paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, we can see a “J” in this grade, with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $650   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1482  H 1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott 460), o.g., previously hinged, a grand example with stupendous 
color and exacting detail; fresh with big, balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a worthy addition to any 
collection, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750. Scott $650   
  Estimate $500 - 750
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1915 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WMK, PERF 11

     
                                                                          1483                                 1484 
1483  HH 1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (Scott 461), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with luminous 

color, clean lines, and attractive centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1977 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter 
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $425. Scott $325   Estimate $300 - 400

1484  HH 1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (Scott 461), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, a beauty with 
appealing color, clean detail, and immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, only three stamps are graded higher in 
PSE’s Population Report, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,000. Scott $325   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1916-1917 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, FLAT PLATE,  
UNWMK, PERF 10

     
                                            1485                                                                         1486 
1485  HH 1916, 1¢ green, unwatermarked, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 462a), rare position O with guide lines at the left and (barely) 

at the top, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  The rarest of the positions.  Scott $110 ++   Estimate $200 - 300

1486  HH/H 1916, 4¢ orange brown//12¢ claret brown selection, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 465//474), comprising #465-466, 
468-470, 472-474; each Post Office fresh with outstanding color and superior centering; #473 never hinged, #468 an 
unarguable jumbo, Extremely Fine. Scott $620   Estimate $600 - 800
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United States: 1916-1917 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 10 

     
                                                            1487                                                                    1488 
1487  HHa 1916, 5¢ carmine color error, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 467), the single error in a block of 6, o.g., never hinged, 

a stellar example of this popular error, flawlessly printed, each stamp in the block with mathematically precise centering, 
Extremely Fine, a real beauty. Scott $800 as single   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1488  HHa 1916, 5¢ carmine color error, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 467), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., never hinged, 
Post Office fresh and sound with strong color and clean impression, F.-V.F. Scott $1,550   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                                1489                                            1490 
1489  H/(H)a 1916, 5¢ carmine color error, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 467), the double error in a block of 12, brightly colored, 

cleanly printed and nicely margined; top error and five 2¢ stamps with disturbed o.g., the bottom error and adjoining five 
2¢ stamps without gum, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,750 for o.g.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1490  HH 1916, 6¢ red orange, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 468), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and bright with crisp 
detail and appealing centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp, with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $200  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States: 1916-1917 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 10 

                    
                                      1491                               1492                        1493                       1494                      1495 
1491  H 1916, 10¢ orange yellow, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 472), bottom left corner margin single with initials “W.McA”, 

o.g., lightly hinged, a glowing jumbo, with pristine color and paper, and bold impression; fresh and sound, Extremely 
Fine, a great addition to your Washington-Franklin collection. Scott $115   Estimate $200 - 300

1492  H 1917, 50¢ light violet, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 477), o.g., very lightly hinged, cleanly printed in soft color, and 
well-centered on pristine paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1973 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 
85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $975. Scott $850   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1493  HH 1916, $1 violet black, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 478), o.g., never hinged, with deep, clean color and proof-like 
detail, Fine, with photocopy of 2020 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 4. Scott $1,400   Estimate $400 - 600

1494  H 1916, $1 violet black, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 478), top margin plate number 5782 single with partial “A”, o.g., 
very lightly hinged, a beauty of a positional with eye-catching color, detail and centering, Extremely Fine, with 2015 P.F. 
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $750. Scott $600   Estimate $600 - 800

1495  H 1916, $1 violet black, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 478), o.g., very lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with big color 
and clean lines, Extremely Fine, with 2003 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $750. 
Scott $600   Estimate $500 - 750

               
                                      1496                       1497                       1498                                    1499 
1496  H 1916, $1 violet black, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott 478), o.g., lightly hinged, an alluring stamp with sensational color 

depth and razor-sharp detail; fresh with nicely-balanced margins; tiny thin spot at left, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 300

1497  H 1917, $2 dark blue, perf 10 (Scott 479), o.g., very lightly hinged, a jumbo to take your breath away, with exceptional 
depth of color and crispness of line, Extremely Fine to Superb, a must-have stamp; SMQ values a “98” at $550, with 1985 
and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $375 as a “95”. Scott $210   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1498  HH 1917, $5 light green, perf 10 (Scott 480), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with bright color and clean impression; 
three margins perfectly balanced, the fourth immense; small inclusion causes a small design break under the first “T” of 
“STATES”, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with photocopy of 2021 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, this position 2. Scott 
$375   Estimate $250 - 350

1499  H 1917, $2 dark blue and $5 light green, perf 10 (Scott 479-480), o.g., lightly hinged, each fresh and sound with strong 
color, clean detail, and attractive centering, Very Fine, #480 with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $380   Estimate $250 - 350
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

1916-1922 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, ROTARY PLATE, UNWMK, 
PERF 10 COILS

     
                                                                      1500                                    1501 
1500  H 1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, unwatermarked, horizontal rotary press coil (Scott 491), o.g., lightly hinged, with robust 

color and clean lines, well-centered and with full, sound perforations, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a single stamp thus 
grades in PSE’s Population Report, with just four higher, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. 
SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,750. Scott $2,500   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1501  m 1922, 10¢ orange yellow, unwatermarked, horizontal rotary press coil (Scott 497), joint line pair, a super pair, fresh 
as the day they were printed, cancelled by a light “Portland,/Oreg.” roller, Extremely Fine, a Solo Top of the Pop, the only 
example at this top grade in PSE’s Population Report, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,000. 
Scott $200   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1917-1919 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, FLAT PLATE,  
UNWMK, PERF 11

     
                                                                                   1502                                  1503 
1502  HH 1917, 1¢ green & 2¢ rose, type I, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 498-499), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and 

flawlessly printed and centered, Superb, a gorgeous pair.   Estimate $300 - 400

1503  m 1917, 1¢ green, double impression, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 498d), with unsurprising deep color on immaculate 
paper, Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate declining opinion on the cancel. Scott $3,750   Estimate $500 - 750

1504
1504  HH/H 1917, 1¢ green, A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 498f), pristine and sound, with immense 

color and sharp impression; well-centered for this large multiple; selvage at right; only 11 stamps hinged (most lightly, a 
few with hinge remnants), Very Fine. Scott $1,050   Estimate $500 - 750
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

1505
1505  HH/H 1917, 1¢ green, A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 498f), with intense color, exceptional detail, 

and Post Office fresh; nice centering throughout for this large booklet pane; selvage at left; nine stamps lightly hinged, the 
rest never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,050   Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                             1506                                                                                1507 
1506  HHa 1917, 1¢ green, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 498 var.), lower left corner margin block of 

6 with siderographer’s initials, a diagonal fold causing spectacular “crazy perfs” and three radically misshapen stamps, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

1507  HHa 1917, 1¢ green, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 498 var.), lower right corner margin block 
of 8 with plate finisher’s initials, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen lower right stamp, o.g., 
never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

     
                                                                1508                                                                         1509 
1508  HHa 1917, 1¢ green, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 498 var.), lower right corner margin block 

of 6 with plate finisher’s initials, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and four radically misshapen stamps, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

1509  Ha 1917, 1¢ green, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 498 var.), lower right corner margin block of 
4 with plate finisher’s initials, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and two radically misshapen stamps, o.g., Very Fine.
  Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                            1510                                                      1511 
1510  HHa 1917, 1¢ green, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 498 var.), lower left corner margin block of 

6 with siderographer’s initials, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and two radically misshapen stamps, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350

1511  HH 1917, 2¢ rose, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 499 var.), lower right corner vertical strip 
of 4 with plate finisher’s initials, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and two radically misshapen stamps, o.g., never 
hinged; bit of very light soiling on the two bottom stamps, otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

     
                                                                                      1512                                                                    1513 
1512  H 1917, 2¢ rose, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-overs (Scott 499 var.), six radically misshapen lower left 

sheet margin singles with siderographer’s initials, one fold also occurred pre-gumming and caused the gum to be applied 
to the front of the stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine.  An impressive holding,   Estimate $300 - 400

1513  HH 1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 500), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with jaw-
dropping color and proof-like detail, all on a background of bright white paper, Very Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. 
certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $550. Scott $570   Estimate $350 - 500

1514  HH 1917, 3¢ violet perf 11 booklet panes, collection of 17 by position (Scott 501b & 502b), type I: positions B-D & I-M; 
type II: positions A,B, D & H-M, o.g. (two type II never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $1,268+  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $350 - 500

     
                                                                             1515                                                   1516 
1515  H 1917, 4¢ brown, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 503 var.), upper left corner margin 

block of 4, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen upper left stamp, o.g., Very Fine.  
  Estimate $250 - 350

1516  HH 1917, 5¢ blue, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 504), left margin plate number 8231 single, o.g., never hinged, a top-
flight Washington-Franklin in robust color and with clear lines, perfectly centered amid simply massive margins never 
encounteredand a position piece to boot, a Superb jumbo, a centerpiece stamp, with 1987 P.F. certificate.   
  Estimate $500 - 750
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

     
                                                                1517                                                             1518 
1517  Ha 1917, 5¢ blue, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 504 var.), upper left corner margin block of 4, 

a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen upper left stamp, o.g., Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350

1518  Ha 1917, 5¢ blue, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 504 var.), upper right corner margin block 
of 4, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen upper right stamp, o.g., Very Fine.  
  Estimate $250 - 350

     
                                                                 1519                                                         1520 
1519  HHa 1917, 5¢ blue, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 504 var.), lower right corner margin block of 

4, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen lower right stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 
  Estimate $250 - 350

1520  Ha 1917, 5¢ blue, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 504 var.), lower left corner margin block of 4 
with siderographer’s initials, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen lower left stamp; the fold-
over was also prior to gumming, the gum partly on the front of the lower left stamp, o.g.; upper left stamp slightly thin, 
otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

    
                                               1521                                                                                 1522 
1521  H 1917, 5¢ rose color error, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 505), the single error in a strip of 3, fresh with enticing color 

and clean detail; sound with the barest trace of hingeing, F.-V.F. Scott $325 for error alone   Estimate $200 - 250

1522  ) 1917, 5¢ rose color error, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 505), tied by a neat Mt. Oliver Pa. machine cancel, Dec 20, 
1921, on a pre-printed return envelope to Wm. Schwarz, Pittsburgh, Very Fine. Scott $2,250   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

          
                                             1523                                                                   1524                                               1525 
1523  Ha 1917, 5¢ rose color error, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 505), the single error in a block of 9, fresh and clean, nicely 

centered for this; hinge remnants along top row of stamps, the error never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $650   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1524  HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose color error, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., error never hinged, 
sound with bright color on fresh paper, F.-V.F. Scott $650   Estimate $300 - 400

1525  HH 1917, 7¢ black, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 507), wide top margin plate number 13752 single, o.g., never hinged, 
a simply gorgeous stamp with proof-like color, detail and centering, Superb, only three stamps grade higher in PSE’s 
Population Report, with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,300.  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

          
                                                    1526                             1527                                        1528 
1526  H 1917, 8¢ olive bister, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 508 var.), lower left corner margin 

vertical pair with siderographer’s initials, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen stamps, o.g., 
lightly hinged, Very Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600

1527  H 1917, 10¢ brown yellow, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 510a), o.g., lightly hinged, a gorgeous stamp with exhilarating 
color and large, balanced margins, Extremely Fine, when only the best will do, a Solo Top of the Pop; valued in SMQ but 
unlisted in PSE’s Population Report at this grade (they only show a single 70!), with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 
90. SMQ XF 90; $1,900. Scott $1,400   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1528  HH 1917, 10¢ orange yellow, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 510 var.), upper right corner 
margin block of 4, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen upper right stamp, o.g., stamps never 
hinged.   Estimate $300 - 400

     
                                                                            1529                                                1530 
1529  Ha 1917, 10¢ orange yellow, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 510 var.), lower right corner margin 

block of 4, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen lower right stamp, o.g., Very Fine.   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1530  HHa 1917, 20¢ light ultramarine, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 515 var.), upper left sheet 
margin block of 10 with plate #7035, a diagonal fold causing the horizontal perfs to veer upward to the left at a 45° angle 
and creating eight dramatically misshapen stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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United States: 1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, flat plate, unwmk, perf 11 

          
                                                         1531                                         1532                                   1533 
1531  Ha 1917, 20¢ light ultramarine, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-printing fold-over (Scott 515 var.), upper right corner sheet 

margin block of 9, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and, more strikingly, the complete top right stamp and half of 
the top center stamp to be printed on the reverse, o.g., Very Fine.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1532  HH 1917, 30¢ orange red, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott 516), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in mouthwatering 
color, with deep lines, clean paper, and superior centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 1998 P.F. (as #516 var, 
oily printing) and 2005 P.S.E. certificate (as normal), the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.  
  Estimate $350 - 500

1533  HH 1917, 30¢ orange red, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 516 var.), lower right corner sheet 
margin single with plate finisher’s initials, a diagonal fold causing  “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen stamp, o.g., 
never hinged.   Estimate $300 - 400

1534
1534  HH 1917, 30¢ orange red, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 516 var.), lower right corner margin 

single strip of 3 with plate finisher’s initials, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and a radically misshapen bottom 
stamp, o.g., never hinged; top stamp with slight thinning, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                                         1535                                                     1536 
1535  HHa 1917, 30¢ orange red, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-printing fold-over (Scott 516 var.), upper right corner margin 

block of 4 with diagonal fold in the selvage causing “crazy perfs” and a portion of the upper right stamp to be printed on 
the reverse, o.g., never hinged.  Estimate $250 - 350

1536  H 1917, 50¢ red violet, unwatermarked, perf 11, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 517 var.), lower left corner margin 
single with siderographer’s initials, a fold having caused a partial offset from the sheet below to appear in the selvage, o.g.
  Estimate $200 - 300

1917 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, FLAT PLATE, DL WMK, PERF 11

          
                                                                    1537                                  1538                     1539 
1537  HH 1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (Scott 519), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, in warm color with clean 

lines; well-centered with full sheet selvage tab, Extremely Fine, with copy of 1978 P.F. certificate for block of four (this 
position 1), plus original 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,750. Scott $900   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1538  HH 1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (Scott 519), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, with enticing color 
cleanly printed; fresh, Fine, with photocopy of 2021 P.F. certificate for block of four, this position 4. Scott $900   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1539  HH 1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (Scott 519), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, 
pretty positional with alluring color and razor-sharp detail; large margins right and bottom, F.-V.F.+, with 2015 P.S.E. 
certificate. Scott $900   Estimate $600 - 800
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1918 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, FLAT PLATE, PERF 11

          
                                                                1540                          1541                         1542 
1540  HH 1918, $2 orange red & black (Scott 523), o.g., never hinged, in clean color and fresh, the top left stamp of a centerline 

block, F.-V.F., pretty positional, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,175   Estimate $500 - 750

1541  H 1918, $2 orange red & black (Scott 523), o.g., very lightly hinged, a delicious jumbo with unimpeachable orange red, 
magnificently centered amid oversized margins of perfect white, Extremely Fine to Superb, a top-tier $2, only six stamps 
grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,000. 
Scott $525   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1542  HH 1918, $5 deep green & black (Scott 524), o.g., never hinged, a lovely Franklin with bright color, sharp detail, and well-
balanced margins of pure white, Extremely Fine, with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $550. Scott $340 
  Estimate $400 - 600

1918-1920 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, OFFSET, PERF 11

1543
1543  Ha 1918, 1¢ gray green, offset printing, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 525 var.), lower left corner plate block of 12, a 

diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and a two radically misshapen stamps, the plate block of six remaining unaffected, 
o.g., Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
1544

1544  HHa 1918, 1¢ gray green, offset printing, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 525 var.), lower left corner sheet margin block of 
9, a diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and three radically misshapen stamps including nearly a full imperf-between 
pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350

1545  Ha 1918, 1¢ gray green, offset printing, pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 525 var.), bottom sheet margin block of 6, a 
diagonal fold causing “crazy perfs” and five radically misshapen stamps, o.g.; horizontal crease through the middle pair, 
still Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350
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United States: 1919-1920 Washington-Franklin Issue, rotary coil waste, compound perfs

1918-1920 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, OFFSET, IMPERF

1546  HH/H 1918, 2¢ carmine rose, type IV, offset printing, imperf (Scott 532, 534, 534A), pairs with central guide lines, pretty trio, 
each fresh with full to gargantuan margins; #532 lightly hinged, 534 hinge remnant, 534A never hinged; accompanied by 
handsome album page describing and illustrating the type differences, Extremely Fine, a pretty group. Scott $266  (photo 
on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

                    
                    1547                                 1548                                   1549                         1550                           1551 
1547  HH 1918, 2¢ carmine, type V, offset printing, imperf (Scott 533), o.g., never hinged, pretty stamp with eye-popping color, 

crisp detail (especially for an Offset), and near-perfect centering on gleaming paper, Extremely Fine, with 1985 P.F. 
certificate for horizontal pair, this position 1. Scott $175   Estimate $200 - 300

1548  m 1918, 2¢ carmine, type V, offset printing, imperf (Scott 533), pair with vertical guide line between, remarkably 
fresh with alluring color, clean impression, and a slogan cancel, all meticulously centered on glowing paper, Extremely 
Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $350 as normal pair. Scott $350 as normal pair   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1549  H 1918, 2¢ carmine, type VII, offset printing, imperf (Scott 534B), bottom right corner margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, 
a stellar positional, superbly printed on like-new paper; sheet margin at right and bottom with horizontal guide line and 
part arrow, Extremely Fine, with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1550  m 1918, 2¢ carmine, type VII, offset printing, imperf (Scott 534B), in rich color and with clean lines, surrounded by four 
oversized, balanced margins, and with a wavy line machine cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, one of just three stamps at 
this grade, with two higher, in PSE’s Population Report, with 1977 and 2009 P.F. certificates, plus 2009 P.S.E. certificate 
(the last graded XF-SUP 95). SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,900. Scott $1,500   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1551  HH 1918, 3¢ violet, type V, offset printing, imperf (Scott 535), o.g., never hinged, a glowingly fresh jumbo, cleanly printed 
in soft color, a Superb gem, a Top of the Pop, with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100J; $125 as a 
“100”.  Estimate $200 - 300

1919-1920 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, ROTARY COIL WASTE, 
COMPOUND PERFS

1552
1552  H 1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary press coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (Scott 539), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh with suffused 

color and crystal-clear details; wonderfully centered with all margins well-clear and vertical guide line at left, Very Fine, 
scarce with a clear top margin, with 1968 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,700   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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United States: 1922 Washington-Franklin Issue, rotary sheet waste, perf 11

1922 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, ROTARY SHEET WASTE, PERF 11

A FRESH EXAMPLE OF THE 1¢ ROTARY PRESS WASTE, PERF 11 (SCOTT #544)

1553
1553  HH 1923, 1¢ green, rotary press sheet waste, perf 11 (Scott 544), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with precise impression 

and clean detail, Fine, a sound example of this difficult stamp, with 1974 (photocopy) and 2021 (original) P.F. certificates, 
the latter graded F 70. SMQ F 70; $42,500. Scott $35,000.   Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

 (photo on front cover)

A small quantity of 1¢ Rotary Press stamps was perforated 11 on a flat plate perforating machine at the end of 1922, using 
remainder sheets from the earlier printings that were normally perforated gauge 10 or compound 10/11. Its existence was 
discovered only in 1936, almost 13 years after it was produced, and was announced in a Max Johl article in the Bureau 
Specialist, where he also announced the discovery of a 1¢ Franklin Rotary perf 11 (what would become Scott #596 in 
1963). The 1¢ Washington Rotary perf 11 received its Scott Catalogue listing in 1938. Most recorded copies are off-center 
or have been damaged, the result of poor production standards and mis-handling.

The example here is fault-free and with clear margins all around.
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United States: 1920 Pilgrim Tercentenary Issue

1554
1554  m 1923, 1¢ green, rotary press sheet waste, perf 11 (Scott 544), with sharp detail in alluring color; fresh with 

a light wavy line machine cancel; light vertical crease at lower left, F.-V.F., with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500  
  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1920 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, FLAT PLATE, PERF 11

1555
1555  HH 1920, $2 carmine & black (Scott 547), o.g., never hinged, a stunner with vibrant colors in perfect registration; fresh and 

wonderfully well-centered, Extremely Fine, with photocopy of 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, graded XF 90, this 
position 4. SMQ XF 90; $475. Scott $275   Estimate $350 - 500

1920 PILGRIM TERCENTENARY ISSUE

1556
1556  HH 1920, 2¢ Pilgrim (Scott 549), o.g., never hinged, a glorious stamp with exquisite detail and color, completely fresh with 

flawlessly balanced margins, Superb, a perfect Landing, PSE’s Population Report lists just five stamps at this grade, with 
seven higher, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. SMQ SUP 98; $650. Scott $12   Estimate $500 - 700

1557
1557  ) 1920, 2¢ Pilgrim (Scott 549), right margin single (straight edge) tied to blue cover by Dec. 21, 1920 Washington, DC, 

“Mail Early for Christmas” slogan cancel; cover serviced by Hammeman and addressed locally; neatly opened at left, 
Very Fine, an attractive cover. Scott $700   Estimate $350 - 500
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United States: 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

          
                                                          1558                               1559                                1560 
1558  HH 1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (Scott 550), o.g., never hinged, a beautiful stamp with incredible color depth; fresh with precision 

centering, Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,575.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1559  HH 1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (Scott 550), o.g., never hinged, near-perfectly centered with deep color and lovely detail, Extremely 
Fine to Superb, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $500.  Estimate $350 - 500

1560  HH 1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (Scott 550), o.g., never hinged, a jumbo Compact, fresh and sound in agreeable color and well-defined 
detail, all in perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a tough stamp this nice, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate 
graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $750.   Estimate $500 - 750

1922-1929 FOURTH BUREAU ISSUE

EX 1561
1561  ) 1922-26, 14 different Fourth Bureau First Day Covers (Scott 551//565), comprises ½¢-4¢, 6¢, 8¢-10¢, 12¢ & 

14¢; Washington D.C. for all values plus a ½¢ New Haven and a 1¢ Philadelphia; a clean, Very Fine group except the 
½¢ Washington D.C. has a damaged stamp in the block; eight are Worden covers, Very Fine. Scott $1,710   
  Estimate $500 - 750

1562  ) 1922-23, Selection of ½¢ to 25¢ Fourth Bureau First Day Covers (Scott 551//567), nice group of nine, comprising 
Washington, DC-cancelled #551 (block of four, plus block of four #576, on Airmail cover), 558 (Worden), 560-562, 565 
(Registered), and 567 (with handstamped “Received without contents” handstamp), plus #557 cancelled New York duplex 
and #559 cancelled Niles, OH machine wavy-line; generally fresh, stamps and covers overall Very Fine, a grand holding. 
Scott $1,380  (photo on web site)  Estimate $600 - 800

1563
1563  HH/Ha 1923, 2¢ Washington, horizontal pair, imperf vertically (Scott 554a), the two right pairs in a diagonally misperforated 

pane-wide plate block of 20, o.g., bottom pair never hinged; 5th diagonal row of perfs rejoined, Very Fine. Scott $500 for 
2 hinged pairs   Estimate $400 - 600
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United States: 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

     
                                                                        1564                                                                  1565 
1564  HH/H 1923, 2¢ Washington, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 554c), five panes, all the rare position O, o.g., all but one never hinged, 

two with original interleaving, F.-V.F.  Estimate $250 - 350

1565  H 1923, 2¢ Washington, pre-printing fold-over (Scott 554 var.), lower right corner margin vertical pair, a diagonal fold 
causing parts of both stamps to be printed on the reverse, o.g., Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                              1566                                                                    1567 
1566  HHa 1922, 6¢ Garfield (Scott 558), full right margin plate number 15895 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificently fresh 

with eye-popping color on pristine paper, Very Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $400 - 600

1567  HHa 1922, 6¢ Garfield (Scott 558), right margin plate number 14169 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, incredibly bright block, 
the stamps in pulsating color on immaculate paper, with choice centering as a whole; light oxidation along right margin of 
right-hand stamps, still Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $400 - 600
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United States: 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

               
                               1568                                           1569                      1570                                            1571 
1568  HHa 1923, 10¢ Monroe (Scott 562), full wide top margin plate number F15942 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 

with gleaming color, clean lines, and solid centering; fresh and sound, Very Fine, a nice sought-after full top. Scott $400 
   Estimate $500 - 750

1569  HH 1923, 12¢ Grover Cleveland (Scott 564), o.g., never hinged, a stellar jumbo, the pinnacle of perfection in color, impression 
and centering, a Superb gem, a Top of the Pop, one of just two stamps at this summit grade in PSE’s Population Report, 
with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100J; $600 as a “100”.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

 (photo on front cover)

1570  HH 1922, 15¢ Statue of Liberty (Scott 566), o.g., never hinged, a Lady Liberty in her utmost glory, in true Post Office fresh 
condition and perfectly centered, a Superb gem, one that cannot be bettered, a Top of the Pop, PSE’s Population Report noting 
just five stamps at this summit grade, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $1,400.  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1571  HHa 1922, 15¢ Statue of Liberty (Scott 566), top margin plate number 18930 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 
and sound, with lovely centering and rich color, Very Fine, raise your hand to bid. Scott $400   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                           1572                                                                                             1573 
1572  HH 1923, 20¢ Golden Gate, pre-printing paper fold (Scott 567 var.), horizontal pair with a spectacular opened fold through 

the middle of both stamps, o.g., never hinged (small gum skip), Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

1573  Ha 1923, 20¢ Golden Gate, pre-printing paper fold (Scott 567 var.), irregular block of 7 with a marvelous open fold that 
affects six of the seven stamps, o.g.; slight reinforcement at the right end, Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500
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United States: 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

     
                                               1574                                                            1575 
1574  HH 1923, 30¢ Buffalo (Scott 569), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with powerful color, sharp detail, and not-to-

be-messed with margins, Superb, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. SMQ SUP 98; $850. Scott $50   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1575  ) 1922, 50¢ Arlington Amphitheater (Scott 570), on an Edward Worden Washington D.C. First Day cover; faint vertical 
rubber band stain in the center, otherwise Very Fine.  A very difficult First Day cover.  Scott $1,500   Estimate $350 - 500

     
                                               1576                                                           1577 
1576  H 1922, 50¢ Arlington Amphitheater, pre-printing paper fold (Scott 570 var.), a striking left guide line single with one 

huge opened fold and two smaller ones, o.g., Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

1577  ) 1924, 2¢ Washington, rotary press printing, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 583a), tied by two Washington D.C. First Day 
duplex handstamps, Aug 27, 1924; from one early stamp dealer to another: addressed to Harold Robinette with an H.F. 
Colman corner card, Very Fine. Scott $1,500   Estimate $500 - 750

     
1578                     1579

1578  HH 1925, 4¢ Martha Washington, rotary press printing, perf 10 (Scott 585), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in 
glowing color on immaculate paper; crisp, clean and perfectly framed, Superb, a mere six stamps grade higher in PSE’s 
Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $800.  Estimate $600 - 800

1579  HH 1925, 4¢ Martha Washington, rotary press printing, perf 10 (Scott 585), o.g., never hinged, a magnetic Martha, Post 
Office fresh with rich color and mathematical centering, a Superb gem, just three stamps listed at this grade in PSE’s 
Population Report, with only two 100Js higher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $1,450. 
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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United States: 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

1580  ) 1925-39, First Day Cover Selection (Scott 588/855), 16 covers in total, comprising both regular issues and 
commemoratives, cancelled Washington, DC, except as noted; with #588 (vertical pair), 590, 591 (Special Delivery, due 
2¢), 620-621 on single cover (2, one DC, one St. Paul), 622 (Indianapolis), 630 (top block of ten with selvage; via Airmail 
Special Delivery; Expo cancel), 647 & 648 (blocks of four, Nickles, Honolulu), 649-650 on single cover, 703 (First Aero 
Print cachet; USS Chester postmark), 704-715 on single cover, 778a (TIPEX cachet, USS Tattnall postmark), 790 (USS 
Fairfax unofficial), 837 (Marietta, OH), and 855; a few lightly toned, but generally sound, F.-V.F. or better. Scott $665  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

          
                                                           1581                                          1582                                       1583 
1581  HHa 1926, 8¢ Grant, rotary press printing, perf 10 (Scott 589), top left plate number 814127 block of 4, o.g., stamps never 

hinged, hinged in selvage only, fresh and attractive, cleanly printed in deep color, Very Fine. Scott $450 
  Estimate $300 - 400

1582  HHa 1926, 8¢ Grant, rotary press printing, perf 10 (Scott 589), bottom right plate number 17833 block of 4, o.g., never 
hinged, fresh and sound with strong color and detail, F.-V.F. Scott $450   Estimate $250 - 350

1583  HH 1923, 2¢ Washington, rotary press coil waste (Scott 595), o.g., never hinged, a winning example with intense color, 
clean lines, and impeccable centering, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $875. Scott 
$450   Estimate $600 - 800

                  
            1584                         1585                                  1586                                              1587                                  1588 
1584  HH 1923, 2¢ Washington, rotary press coil waste (Scott 595), o.g., never hinged, with blood-pounding color and razor-sharp 

detail; three perfectly balanced margins, Very Fine, with 1996 and 2015 P.S.E. certificates (1996 for block of four, this 
position 3). Scott $450   Estimate $300 - 400

1585  HH 1923, 2¢ Washington, rotary press coil waste (Scott 595), o.g., never hinged, a lovely jumbo with rich color cleanly 
printed, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, priced at $650 for an 85 and $875 as a 90 in the SMQ, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate 
graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J. Scott $450   Estimate $500 - 750

1586  HH 1929, 2¢ Washington, type II, horizontal rotary press coil (Scott 599A), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, in 
sumptuous color and razor-sharp detail, attractively centered, Very Fine, with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1587  HH 1929, 2¢ Washington, type II, horizontal rotary press coil (Scott 599A), pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh with powerful 
color and well-defined lines; centered just slightly to bottom, F.-V.F., pretty pair. Scott $425   Estimate $200 - 300

1588  HH 1929, 2¢ Washington, type II, horizontal rotary press coil (Scott 599A), o.g., never hinged, a first-class Type II, with 
proof-like color, impression and centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, only two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population 
Report, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $700. Scott $200   Estimate $500 - 750
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United States: 1925 Norse-American Issue

1925 LEXINGTON-CONCORD SESQUICENTENARY ISSUE

1589
1589  HH 1925, 2¢ Lexington-Concord (Scott 618), o.g., never hinged, in bold color flawlessly centered, a Superb gem, place the 

bid heard ‘round the world, PSE’s Population Report notes a single 100 and a single 100J, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $400.   Estimate $300 - 400

1590
1590  HHa 1925, 5¢ Lexington-Concord (Scott 619), full wide top margin plate number 16805 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a 

magnificent plate with flawless impression and color, exceptional centering throughout, and a sought-after wide top, 
Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $275   Estimate $400 - 600

1925 NORSE-AMERICAN ISSUE

1591
1591  HHa 1925, 5¢ Norse-American (Scott 621), wide top margin plate number F16927 - 16926 block of 8, o.g., never hinged, 

a must-have plate, flawless in its execution and centering, fresh and sound with each stamp mathematically centered, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, surely one of the nicest extant, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-
SUP 95. Scott $700   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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United States: 1925-1929 Issue

1925-1929 ISSUE

     
                                              1592                                                                       1593 
1592  Ha 1926, 2¢ White Plains, misperforated (Scott 629 var.), vertical block of eight, horizontal perfs shifted downward by 

about 50% and placed diagonally, the top pair with no diagonal perfs but with a diagonal splice that matches the angle 
of the perfs; natural straight edge (with guide line) at the top and possibly the right, perfs clipped at the bottom, o.g., Very 
Fine.Scott Catalogue of Errors notes the existence of “A spliced block of 20 with left selvage and plate numberthat gives 
the appearance of containing two pairs lacking perforations between. The omission of perforations occurs at the splice, 
which was made during production. For that reason, the pairs have not been accorded a catalogue listing as an error. The 
block is, nevertheless, a unique and collectible item.” The block we offer here is the right eight stamps from that block of 
20.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1593  HH 1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (Scott 630), o.g., never hinged, fresh with plate number 18770, centering varies as 
nearly always from Fine to Extremely Fine; bright and cleanly detailed; normal gum creasing, Very Fine overall. Scott 
$500   Estimate $350 - 500

1594
1594  HHa 1926, 1½¢ Harding, light brown color, rotary press printing, imperf (Scott 631), cross gutter block of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, a grand positional, day-one fresh and sound in proof-like color and detail, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95. Scott $1,050   Estimate $800 - 1,200
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United States: 1925-1929 Issue

          
                                             1595                                 1596                                              1597 
1595  HH 1928, 2¢ Washington, type II, rotary press printing (Scott 634A), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with proof-like 

impression in rich color; paper fresh and bright, nearly Very Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $350 - 500

1596  HHa 1928, 2¢ Washington, type II, rotary press printing (Scott 634A), block of 4 with horizontal gutter, o.g., never 
hinged, Post Office fresh with strong color and razor-sharp detail, F.-V.F., a nice positional. Scott $2,500   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1597  HH 1926, 2¢ Washington, type I, carmine lake color, rotary press printing, booklet pane of 6 (Scott 634e), a pristine 
example, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and solid, F.-V.F., with a 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $750   
  Estimate $350 - 500

     
                                                                                   1598                                                                  1599 
1598  ) 1926, 2¢ Washington, type I, Experimental Electric Eye printing (Scott 634 var.), two singles tied by a Washington 

D.C. machine cancel, Mar 28, 1935 - the documented date of use - on a window envelope with the handstamped return 
address of First Day Cover & cachet maker, Joseph Bronesky of Milwaukee and his handwritten “cachet”, “First Day 
Cover, 2¢ Electric Eye, From Pl #21150”. Includes a copy of a pertinent article from the June 1990 issue of First Days., 
Very Fine.  A rare First Day Cover,   Estimate $200 - 300

1599  HH 1928, 5¢ Hawaii (Scott 648), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully centered and fresh with bright color and crisp overprint, 
Superb, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $375.  Estimate $250 - 350
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United States: 1929 Kansas-Nebraska Issue

     
                                                                                   1600                                   1601 
1600  HHa 1928, 5¢ Hawaii (Scott 648), bottom right plate number 18908 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a stellar plate with 

each stamp exceptionally centered; fresh and sound, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $375   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1601  HH 1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, lake color (Scott 657a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., with 2001 P.S.E. certificate for block 
of which this is the UR stamp. Scott $625   Estimate $300 - 400

1929 KANSAS-NEBRASKA ISSUE

EX 1602
1602  HH 1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (Scott 658-668), o.g., never hinged, each bright and fresh, selected with an eye to quality 

and centering, Very Fine. Scott $432   Estimate $300 - 400

1929-1937 ISSUES

     
1603                       1604

1603  HH 1931, 2¢ Pulaski (Scott 690), full wide top margin plate number 20424 single, o.g., never hinged, a jaw-dropping 
positional with flawless color, detail and centering amid simply massive margins, a Superb jumbo, with 2021 P.S.E. 
certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $175.  Estimate $250 - 350

1604  HH 1932, 6¢ Garfield, rotary press printing, horizontal coil (Scott 723), o.g., never hinged, a stunningly pretty stamp, 
nicely detailed in glowing color, flawlessly centered on like-new paper, Superb, the perfect example you’ve been waiting 
for, a Top of the Pop, one of just five stamps noted in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 
98. SMQ SUP 98; $400.   Estimate $300 - 400
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United States: 1938-1954 Presidential Series

1938-1954 PRESIDENTIAL SERIES

1605  HHa 1938, Presidentials, ½¢ to 50&cent (Scott 803-831), all in full panes of 100, less #824 which is broken and without six 
stamps; balance are Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. Scott $3,375  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $800 - 1,200

          
            EX 1606                                 1608                                                                           1609 
1606  HHa 1938, Presidentials, ½¢ to $5 complete (Scott 803-834), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, a lovely complete set of 

plates, fresh, bright and solid throughout, each selected with an eye for outstanding centering, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. Scott $671   Estimate $400 - 600

1607  ) 1938, $1 Wilson & $2 Harding, Collection of 33 different cacheted FDCs (Scott 832-833), the $1 (15) comprises 
Anderson (2), Cachet Craft, Clifford, Farnam, Fidelity, Grimsland, Historic Art, Hux Cut (2), Ioor, Linprint, Mayne’s and, 
Stahle; the $2 (18)consists of Anderson, Cachet Craft, Clifford (sealed tear), Fidelity (3), Grandy, Grimsland, Historic Art, 
Holland, Hux Cut (2), Ioor (2), Linprint, Mayne’s (unaddressed), Pavois, and Raley; also includes a Sudduth FDC of the 
3¢ Susan B. Anthony (784) nd a Roessler FDC of the 5¢ Virginia Dare (796), F.-V.F.  A marvelous group,  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $600 - 800

1608  HHa 1954, $1 Wilson, bright magenta & black color (Scott 832g), top margin plate number 25020 25027 block of 4, o.g., 
never hinged, Post Office fresh with bright color, perfect registration and impeccable detail, Very Fine. Scott $400 

  Estimate $300 - 400

1609  HHa 1938, $2 Harding, vignette shift (Scott 833 var.), top margin plate no. & imprint block of 20, the portrait shifted strongly 
to the right (slightly beyond the frame) and angling from very high at the left to very low at the right, o.g., never hinged, 
Extremely Fine. Scott $400+   Estimate $350 - 500

A unique showpiece for the Prexie specialist.

1610
1610  ) 1938, $5 Coolidge (Scott 834), pair & four singles used with 40¢ Liberty Series & 8¢ Champion of Liberty (1050, 

1137) on a Registered Bank Tag from the State Bank of Albany, Troy, N.Y., to the New York Federal Reserve Bank, Apl 
20, 1960; two of the $5 are wrapped around the edge of the tag, F.-V.F.  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States: 1938-Present Issues

1938-PRESENT ISSUES

     
                                                                        EX 1611                                                                          1612 
1611  ) 1943-44, Overrun Countries complete (Scott 909-921), a marvelous, fresh set all lightly pencil addressed (some erased) 

by Weigand to herself in Brooklyn, N.Y., Very Fine.  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1612  HH 1943, 5¢ Overrun Countries: Yugoslavia, partial reverse printing of flag colors (Scott 917c), the dark rose over black, 
black over blue clearly defined, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfectly centered, a Superb gem, unpriced 
(dashed) in Scott, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate.  Estimate $250 - 350

            
                                             1613                                            1614                                           1615 
1613  m 1943, 5¢ Overrun Countries: Yugoslavia, partial reverse printing of flag colors (Scott 917c), fresh and sound with 

near-perfect centering and a vignette-free oval corner cancel at lower right, Extremely Fine to Superb, unpriced used in 
Scott (never hinged is dashed), with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate erroneously as #719c.  Estimate $200 - 300

1614  H 1943, 5¢ Overrun Countries: Austria, double impression of black (Scott 919c), Post Office fresh with the double 
impression readily visible on flagpole and at right margin of flag, Very Fine, unpriced (dashed) in Scott, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate.   Estimate $400 - 600

1615  m 1954, 2¢ Jefferson, horizontal coil, untagged, imperf pair (Scott 1055c), o.g., never hinged, Riverdale, Md. bureau 
precancel, Very Fine. Scott $325   Estimate $200 - 300

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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                                    1616                                                                           1617  
1616  HH 1959, 4¢ Dr. Ephraim McDowell, vertical pair, imperf horizontally (Scott 1138b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 

210 pairs reported.  Scott $300 as 1.5x pair   Estimate $200 - 300

1617  HH 1962, 5¢ Washington, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 1213d & var.), two error pairs, the second 
(adjacent) pair imperf between stamp & label, both in a freak, practically double booklet pane of 5 (+5 and a second 
label), the result of a fold-over, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that at least half 
a dozen individually unique panes exist, including at least one that contains two error.  Scott $3,500 ++   
  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1618
1618  HH 1962, 5¢ Washington, horizontal pair, imperf between stamp & label (Scott 1213d var.), in a freak booklet pane of 5 

(+3 and a second label), the result of a fold-over, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that 
at least half a dozen individually unique panes exist.  Scott $1,750   Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1619
1619  HH 1965, 5¢ I.C.Y., most of the black omitted (Scott 1266 var.), horizontal strip of four, the second stamp with most of 

the black shading omitted from the “handshake”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a 1990 P.F. certificate.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1620  HH/Ha 1968, 50¢ Lucy Stone, radical pre-perforating fold-over (Scott 1293 var.), irregular partial pane of 78 complete stamps 
(and parts of five others) with “crazy” - more like “insane” - perfs affecting all but 42 of them; there are two nearly 
complete horizontal pairs, imperf between and five vertical pairs with horizontal gutter between, none of which are 
perforated normally; couple small hinge-reinforced separations, Very Fine.  Seeing is believing.,  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $300 - 400

     
                                          1621                                                                        1622 
1621  HH 1966, 4¢ Lincoln, horizontal coil, imperf pair (Scott 1303b), o.g., never hinged, fingerprint on gum, F.-V.F. Scott $600 

  Estimate $200 - 300

1622  HH 1966, 5¢ SIPEX souvenir sheet, spectacular miscut (Scott 1311 var.), the result of a fold-over with parts of two sheets 
printed diagonally; still attached in one corner (reinforced) to the normal sheet it was folded under, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500
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1623
1623  HHa 1970, 6¢ Flag over White House, Huck Press printing, imperf between (Scott 1338De), full top plate no. 32110/32132 

pane of 100 (50 pairs), o.g., never hinged; outer perfs at the left slightly clippeded, as usual (see Scott Error Catalogue 
footnote), Very Fine.  No more than 200 pairs are recorded, meaning this is likely one of no more than four possible plate 
blocks.  Scott $5,750 ++   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1624
1624  HHa 1971, 8¢ Flag over White House, vertical pair, imperf (Scott 1338Fi), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,750+  

  Estimate $600 - 800
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                                1625                                                       1626                                          1627                          1628 
1625  HHa 1968, 6¢ Disney, ocher (denomination) omitted (Scott 1355a), top sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely 

Fine.  Eight to ten panes of 50 are believed to have been found.  Scott $1,400   Estimate $600 - 800

1626  HH 1968, 6¢ Disney, imperf (Scott 1355c), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 100 pairs are recorded.  Scott 
$425   Estimate $200 - 300

1627  HH 1968, 6¢ Disney, black omitted (Scott 1355d), o.g., never hinged (very lightly disturbed), Very Fine.  Only 35 reported.  
Scott $1,750   Estimate $500 - 750

1628  HH 1968, 6¢ Disney, blue omitted (Scott 1355f), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 35 reported.  Scott $1,500 
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1629
1629  HHa 1968, 6¢ Waterfowl Conservation, red & dark blue omitted (Scott 1362b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; very lightly 

toned, as many are, still Very Fine.  Only 150 recorded.  Scott $1,400   Estimate $500 - 750
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1630
1630  HHa 1968, 6¢ Christmas, light yellow omitted (Scott 1363c), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott 

$3,000   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1631
1631  HH 1969, 6¢ Apollo 8, imperf (Scott 1371 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, a little close on the right, F.-V.F.
  Estimate $600 - 800

Unlisted by Scott, but their Catalog of Errors says that 50 pairs are reported and that they have “traded in the marketplace 
in the $1,500-$2,000 range”.
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1632
1632  HH/H 1969, 6¢ Baseball, color ship (Scott 1381 var.), complete pane of 50 with the engraved black inscriptions (and 

denomination) angled slightly upward to the right, resulting in the “6c” appearing completely at the left instead of the 
right on each stamp from the 6th row through the 12th, the 1st stamp in those same rows lacking any denomination, 
o.g., never hinged except five stamps in rows 2-4 with disturbed gum; light toning and slight separation in the selvage, 
otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

1633
1633  HHa 1969, 6¢ Christmas, light green omitted (Scott 1384c), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott 

$1,500+   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                1634                                                                              1635 
1634  HH 1970, 6¢ Eisenhower, booklet pane of 8, freak fold-over (Scott 1393a var.), normal pane with a second pane diagonally 

attached, the second pane with a nearly complete vertical pair, imperf between, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1635  HH 1970, 6¢ Christmas Nativity, black omitted (Scott 1414b), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., only 50 reported.  Scott $400 
  Estimate $200 - 300

A RARE FULL PANE OF COLOR-OMITTED EMILY DICKINSON (SCOTT #1436a)

1636
1636  HHa 1971, 8¢ Emily Dickinson, black & olive (engraved) omitted (Scott 1436a), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, Post 

Office fresh and sound without engraved detail, “USA” and denomination, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$25,000 as singles.   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

A scarce modern printing error, with this pane representing a full one-third of the 150 reported examples.
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                                                                                 1637                                                                            1638 
1637  HHa 1971, 8¢ Historic Preservation, black brown omitted (Scott 1443b), se-tenant Zip block of 4 showing an albino 

impression of “Mr. Zip” in the selvage (and a light offset of the same on the reverse from a normal sheet), Very Fine.  Only 
16 blocks (two panes) reported.  Scott $800+   Estimate $400 - 600

1638  HH 1972, 8¢ Tom Sawyer, red & black (engraved) omitted (Scott 1470b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 150 reported.  
Scott $800   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                       1639                                                                1640 
1639  HHa 1972, 8¢ Tom Sawyer, red & black (engraved) omitted (Scott 1470b), bottom sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine.  Only 150 reported, with a 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,200   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1640  HH 1972, 8¢ Christmas (Angels), black omitted (Scott 1471b), the right stamp in a transitional strip of 3, all stamps with 
pink shifted to the right, the middle stamp with the black in the vignette weakly printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
Only 10 examples reported. The price is the Scott Catalogue of Errors price for a transitional multiple.  Scott $3,000  
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1641
1641  HH 1972, 8¢ Pharmacy, blue & orange omitted (Scott 1473a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., only 150 reported.  Scott $600  

  Estimate $250 - 350

1642
1642  HHa 1973, 8¢ Boston Tea Party, engraved black omitted (Scott 1483b), upper right corner se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine.  Only 32 blocks are recorded.  Scott $950   Estimate $400 - 600

1643
1643  HHa 1973, 8¢ Boston Tea Party, engraved black omitted (Scott 1483b), left sheet margin se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine.  Only 32 blocks are recorded.  Scott $950 for NH   Estimate $400 - 600

1644
1644  HHa 1973, 8¢ Boston Tea Party, lithographed black omitted (Scott 1483c), se-tenant plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 

Extremely Fine.  Only 32 blocks reported.  Scott $900+   Estimate $600 - 800
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                   1645                           1646                                                                           1647 
1645  HH 1973, 8¢ Copernicus, orange omitted (Scott 1488a), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, a monochrome Mikolai, 

Post Office fresh with exceptional centering; with normal for comparison, Extremely Fine, a striking and handsome color-
omitted error, only 100 reported.  Scott $400   Estimate $350 - 500

1646  HH 1973, 8¢ Copernicus, black (engraved) omitted (Scott 1488b), upper right corner sheet margin single, o.g., never 
hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 100 reported, with a 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $600   Estimate $300 - 400

1647  HHa 1973, 8¢ Progress in Electronics, tan & lilac omitted (Scott 1501b), Zip block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The 
unique Zip block from the only pane recorded.  Scott $2,400+   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                1648                                                   1649 
1648  HH 1973, 15¢ Progress in Electronics, black omitted (Scott 1502a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only one pane of 50 

recorded.  Scott $850   Estimate $350 - 500

1649  HHa 1973, 8¢ Lyndon B. Johnson, imperf vertically (Scott 1503a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  No more than 
160 pairs are recorded.  Scott $400   Estimate $200 - 300
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1650
1650  HHa 1973, 8¢ Christmas Tree, imperf horizontally between (Scott 1508a), eight vertical pairs in the 3rd & 4th rows in a full 

bottom pane of 50 - the 1st and 10th stamps in those rows perforated only partway between, o.g., never hinged; the 3rd 
error pair from the left has a misplaced perf hole from the vertical row of perfs (interestingly, there are two similar holes 
affecting two normal stamps in the sheet), Very Fine.  100+ pairs are recorded.  Scott $1,800+   Estimate $600 - 800

1651
1651  HHa 1973, 10¢ Crossed Flags, imperf (Scott 1509c), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 50 pairs reported.  Scott 

$900   Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                       1652                                                                1653 
1652  HH 1970, 10¢ Washington Monument, booklet pane of 8, freak fold-over (Scott 1510c var.), normal pane with a second 

pane diagonally attached, the second pane with two nearly complete vertical pairs, imperf between, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600

1653  H 1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, booklet pane of 8, dramatic miscut (Scott 1510c var.), cut on the diagonal resulting in 
only three complete stamps and parts of six others including two partial imperf-between pairs, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

          
                              1654                                                                     1655                                                           1656 
1654  H 1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, booklet pane of 8, miscut from fold-over (Scott 1510c var.), dramatically misshapen 

pane with two partial imperf-between pairs, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

1655  H 1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, booklet pane of 8, miscut (Scott 1510c var.), dramatic diagonal miscut leaving two 
partial vertical pairs imperf between; the top pane in a complete booklet of four panes, the bottom three normal.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1656  HHa 1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, imperf horizontally (Scott 1510e), block of 4, slightly disturbed o.g. (never hinged), 
F.-V.F.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that all examples - the quantity is unknown - are poorly centered and “often 
with mottled gum”, with a 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $600   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                              1657                                              1658                                            1659 
1657  HHa 1974, 10¢ Zip Code, yellow omitted (Scott 1511a), lower right plate block of 8 missing yellow plate number 34420, o.g., 

never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $320 ++   Estimate $200 - 300

1658  HH 1974, 10¢ Horse Racing, blue omitted (Scott 1528a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Between 50 and 100 reported.  Scott 
$650   Estimate $300 - 400

1659  HHa 1974, 10¢ Kentucky Settlement, dull black (litho.) omitted (Scott 1542a), upper left plate block of 4, o.g., 
never hinged, Very Fine.  Between 100 and 150 recorded; this is one of only two plate blocks.  Scott $1,600+   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                             1660                                  1661 
1660  HH 1974, 10¢ Kentucky Settlement, green, black & blue missing (Scott 1542b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  A striking 

error, one of only 29 reported.  Scott $1,750   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1661  HHa 1974, 10¢ Energy Conservation, orange & green omitted (Scott 1547b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 
150-200 reported, one pane of 50 with disturbed gum.  Scott $1,100   Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                1662                                                                            1663 
1662  HHa 1974, 10¢ Legend of Sleepy Hollow, dramatic pre-printing fold-over (Scott 1548 var.), left sheet margin block of 

6 with crazy perfs and most of the black missing from 2+ stamps (printed on the back of the fold), o.g., never hinged, 
Extremely Fine.  A stunning variety.,   Estimate $350 - 500

1663  HHa 1975, 10¢ D. W. Griffith, engraved brown omitted (Scott 1555a), lower left corner block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  
Only 100-150 reported.  Scott $1,800   Estimate $600 - 800

1664
1664  HH 1975, 10¢ Pioneer-Jupiter, dark blues (engraved) omitted (Scott 1556b), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., only 200 reported.  

Scott $450   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                 1665                                                    1666 
1665  HH 1975, 10¢ Pioneer-Jupiter, imperf (Scott 1556 var.), vertical pair with bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine.  Estimate $300 - 400

Unlisted by Scott, but their Catalog of Errors says that 50 pairs are reported, and that they have “traded in the marketplace 
in the $1,500-$2,500 range”.

1666  HHa 1975, 10¢ Pioneer-Jupiter, imperf (Scott 1556 var.), lower right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged; small wrinkle below 
the lower left stamp, otherwise Very Fine   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Unlisted by Scott, but their Catalog of Errors says that 50 pairs are reported - making this one of only two plate blocks - 
and that they have “traded in the marketplace in the $1,500-$2,500 range”.
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                                                                           1667                                                                  1668 
1667  HHa 1975, 10¢ Mariner 10, red omitted (Scott 1557a), upper left plate #35966 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  300-

400 reported, with 1984 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,100+   Estimate $600 - 800

1668  HHa 1975, 10¢ Lexington-Concord, imperf horizontally (Scott 1563a), six vertical pairs in a left margin plate block of 12, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only three or four sheets are recorded, making the plate block exceedingly rare.  Scott 
$1,800 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1669
1669  HH 1975, 10¢ World Peace Through Law, all colors omitted (Scott 1576c), the first two stamps in a transitional strip of 5, 

the middle stamp only partially printed, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Unpriced by Scott (and not yet listed in their 
Error Catalogue).,   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1670
1670  HHa 1975, 10¢ Banking & Commerce, se-tenant, lithographed brown & blue omitted (Scott 1578b), upper right plate 

#36843 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 16-32 pairs and about 16 singles reported.  Scott $2,800 ++  
  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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                                                      1671                                                                                 1673 
1671  HHa 1975, 10¢ Banking & Commerce, se-tenant, lithographed brown & blue omitted (Scott 1578b), lower left Zip block 

of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 16-32 pairs and about 16 singles reported, with a 1991 P.F. certificate mistakenly 
identified as Scott 1577b. Scott $2,800+   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1672  HH 1975, 13¢ Liberty Bell, booklet pane of 7 + label, imperf horizontally between (Scott 1595b var.), from printer’s 
waste (see Scott footnote), but quite striking and highly collectable, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The actual error pairs 
- 1895e - only occurred in booklet pane sheets that got inadvertently folded prior to cutting,  (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1673  H 1975, 13¢ Liberty Bell, booklet pane of 8, part-perf from printer’s waste (Scott 1595c var.), wide imperf horizontal 
gutter between the two rows of stamps, perforated at top & bottom, disturbed o.g., Very Fine.  Not pane normally seen 
from printer’s waste, the gutter being most unusual,   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                    1674                                                                                        1675 
1674  HH 1975, 13¢ Liberty Bell, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 1595e), two pairs - neither of which is quite complete 

- in a pane of eight, the result of a fold-over, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Unique.  Scott $2,200 for complete pairs  
  Estimate $400 - 600

1675  H 1975, 13¢ Liberty Bell, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 1595e), in a freak booklet pane of 8 + 2, the result of a 
fold-over, Very Fine and rare. Scott $1,100   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1676
1676  HHa 1978, 15¢ Fort McHenry Flag, perf 11 x 11¼ gray omitted (Scott 1597b), the left block of 9 in a transitional left margin 

plate #39380 block of 30, the three stamps in the 4th column with half the gray omitted, o.g., never hinged.  Only 100-200 
reported - plate blocks being exceedingly rare.  Scott $2,700 ++   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1677
1677  H 1978, 15¢ Fort McHenry Flag, imperf horizontally between (Scott 1597c var.), four pairs in a transitional block of 12; 

blind perfs vertically, as well as horizontally between 2nd & 3rd rows, imperf horizontally between 1st & 2d rows, with 
a natural straight edge at the top.  An unlisted and very rare variety.  Scott $1,400 as normal imperf between   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1678
1678  HH 1978, 15¢ Fort McHenry Flag, vertical pair, imperf (Scott 1597e), o.g., never hinged, blind perfs horizontally at the 

very top edge and vertically about half way down between the ten stamps in the top row, Very Fine. Scott $600 ++  
  Estimate $300 - 400
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1679
1679  HHa 1979, 30¢ School House, miscut/misperf with two different plate numbers (Scott 1606 var.), right sheet margin plate 

block of 20 with both plate numbers 39133 & 39134 at the lower right; the bottom two stamps should have been the top 
stamps in the pane printed from plate 39134, but the pane printed from plate 39133, instead of being trimmed through the 
wide gutter between the two panes, was cut 28mm below the joint line and the horizontal perforations are shifted about 
6.5mm downward, with the double perforations of the narrow interpane gutter at the top running through the top stamps 
(Whew! If this isn’t clear - and we can understand how it might not be - please see the photo), o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine.  A unique plate block,   Estimate $300 - 400
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1680
1680  HHa 1979, 50¢ Iron Lamp, blind perfs horizontally (Scott 1608b var.), complete upper right plate #39157 pane of 100, the 

horizontal perforations becoming weaker as they progress down the pane, the ones between the 6th & 7 and 8th & 9th 
rows being barely visible under high magnification, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Scott prices imperf between pairs at 
$1,200 each,   Estimate $350 - 500

1681
1681  HHa 1979, 50¢ Lamp, dramatic color shift (Scott 1608 var.), full pane of 100 with the lithographed tan and orange shifted 

downward about 6mm leaving the “flame” below the lantern instead of above it, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                                         1682                                           1683 
1682  HHa 1979, $1 Rush Lamp, tan, orange & yellow omitted (Scott 1610b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  300-400 

reported.  Scott $700   Estimate $300 - 400

1683  HHa 1975, 13¢ Flag over Independence Hall, imperf (Scott 1622b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Fewer than 
60 pairs reported.  Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 300

1684
1684  HHa 1975, 13¢ Flag over Independence Hall, horizontal pair, imperf vertically (Scott 1622e), nine pairs - the last two 

stamps in the first nine rows of a full sheet of 100 with blind perfs throughout, the rest of those top nine rows consist 
of 36 horizontal pairs, imperf between, o.g., never hinged; lightly toned, especially along the bottom and at the right, 
otherwise Very Fine.  The horizontal pairs, imperf between, are listed but not priced by Scott., with a 1991 P.F. certificate.
  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                                  1685                                                                     1686 
1685  HH 1976, 13¢ Spirit of ‘76, imperf (Scott 1631b), se-tenant strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 45 strips 

recorded.  Scott $700   Estimate $350 - 500

1686  Ha 1976, 13¢ Spirit of ‘76, se-tenant strip of 3, imperf (Scott 1631b), four strips in an upper right plate block of 12, Only 
three panes of 50 are recorded - yielding 45 strips and 15 singles; according, one three plate blocks, at the most, can exist.  
Scott $2,800 ++   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

     
1687                                                                                        1688

1687  m 1976, 13¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet, “USA/13c” omitted on “b”, “c” & “d”, imperf (Scott 1686f), canceled to order 
with two Philadelphia First Day cancels, May 29, 1976, as are all the two or three recorded examples, Very Fine, only 
one or two reported.  Scott $1,750   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1688  HH 1976, 24¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet, tagging omitted (Scott 1688o), o.g., never hinged, with a 2005 P.S.E. certificate. 
Scott $850   Estimate $350 - 500

1689
1689  HH 1976, 31¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet, “USA/31¢” omitted, imperf (Scott 1689f), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  

A pristine example of this rare sheet; only six to eight are recorded.  Scott $950   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1690                                                                                    1691

1690  HH 1976, 31¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet, “USA/31¢” omitted, imperf (Scott 1689f), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  An 
exceedingly rare sheet; only six to eight are recorded.  Scott $950   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1691  HH 1976, 31¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet, major color shift (Scott 1689 var.), “USA/31¢” & tagging shifted downward by 
8mm, leaving all stamps but “e” without a denomination, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $250 - 350

1692
1692  HHa 1976, 13¢ Christmas (Winter Pastime), block tagging, red omitted (Scott 1703d), plate number strip of 4,the bottom 

four stamps in the last column of a transitional pane of 50; the bottom five stamps in the 4th column and the 4th, 5th & 6th 
stamps in the last column with the red partially missing, o.g., never hinged; several stamps with small thins, including two 
of the four errors and two of the eight transitional stamps, otherwise Very Fine, with a 1991 P.F. certificate as “1703 var” 
prior to the error being listed by Scott. Scott $2,000+   Estimate $600 - 800
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                                                                      1693                                                     1694 
1693  HH 1977, 13¢ Washington at Princeton, imperf vertically (Scott 1704a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  

Only 40-60 pairs reported.  Scott $425   Estimate $200 - 300

1694  HHa 1977, 13¢ Washington at Princeton, imperf vertically (Scott 1704a), bottom sheet margin block of 4 with Mr. Zip & 
Mail Early inscriptions, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 40-60 pairs reported.  Scott $850+   Estimate $400 - 600

1695
1695  HH 1977, 13¢ Lindbergh Flight, imperf (Scott 1710a), horizontal pair with right sheet margin and plate number, o.g., never 

hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 85-100 pairs reported.  Scott $700   Estimate $300 - 400

1696
1696  H 1977, 13¢ Colorado Statehood, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 1711a), an upper right corner sheet margin pair 

with plate numbers (379)58, 37957 & 37956.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes “scarce”.  Scott $650   
  Estimate $300 - 400
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               1697                 1698                                 1699                                                             1700 
1697  H 1978, 13¢ Carl Sandburg, brown “USA 13c” omitted (Scott 1731a), the bottom stamp in a transitional strip of 5, the 

black nearly omitted on the same stamp, Very Fine.  One of only 10 examples recorded., with a 1994 P.F. certificate as 
“1731var” prior to Scott’s listing of the error. Scott $1,750   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1698  HH 1978 (15¢) “A” stamp, vertical pair, imperf horizontally (Scott 1735b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  20+ pairs 
reported.  Scott $500 The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “Most pairs exist with faint vertical perfs. Pairs with 
distinct perforations - as this example - are much rarer.” .  Estimate $200 - 300

The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “Most pairs exist with faint vertical perfs. Pairs with distinct perforations - as 
this example - are much rarer.”

1699  HHa 1978 (15¢) “A” stamp, vertical pair, imperf horizontally (Scott 1735b), two pairs in a transitional block of 6 clearly 
showing the misperforating that caused the error, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  20+ pairs reported.  Scott $1,000+ The 
Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “Most pairs exist with faint vertical perfs. Pairs with distinct perforations - as these 
examples - are much rarer.” .  Estimate $500 - 750

The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “Most pairs exist with faint vertical perfs. Pairs with distinct perforations - as 
these examples - are much rarer.”

1700  HHa 1978, 13¢ American Dance, full gutter pairs (Scott 1752a), se-tenant block of 4, three pairs - two Theater/Ballet and 
one Folk Dance/Modern Dance the result of a large fold-over prior to cutting, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Each 
a unique variety; accompanied by a clipping from the February 1979 Linn’s Stamp News announcing the varieties 
discovery,   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1701
1701  HHa 1978, 13¢ CAPEX souvenir sheet, blue jay & raccoon with enraved black omitted (Scott 1757l), complete sheet of 

6, three of each, the six far right stamps in a full transitional pane of six souvenir sheets; the six adjacent stamps with the 
engraved black faintly printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Quite possibly, the only recorded examples.

1702
1702  HHa 1978, 13¢ CAPEX souvenir sheet, “b” and “h” with black (engraved) omitted (Scott 1757l), complete pane of 6, o.g., 

never hinged, Post Office fresh with the three right-hand souvenir sheets the error (left normal), positions c & g partially 
lacking engraved black, Very Fine, unpriced in Scott, only 6 reported, with 2021 P.F. certificate.

  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1703
1703  HHa 1978, 15¢ Christmas (Madonna & Child), imperforate (Scott 1768a), a pristine upper right sheet of 100, o.g., never 

hinged, Extremely Fine.  300-400 pairs are recorded.  Scott $3,500+   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1704
1704  HHa 1979, 15¢ Endangered Flora, se-tenant, imperf (Scott 1786b), top margin plate no. 39049-39054 block of 20 (10 pairs) 

including Zip & Copyright inscriptions, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only about 100 blocks of 4 and 50 pairs are 
recorded.  Scott $1,000 ++   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                           1705                      1706                                                                1707 
1705  HH 1979, 15¢ John Paul Jones, perf 12 (Scott 1789B), full wide bottom margin plate number A0003 single, o.g., never 

hinged, a Post Office fresh positional, clean and crisp as you’d expect, centered slightly to left; “JWS” penciled on reverse 
of stamp, nearly Very Fine, one nearly all of us missed at issue, with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000  

  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1706  HH 1979, 15¢ Christmas (Santa Claus), green, yellow & tan omitted (Scott 1800b), typical multiple color misregistration, 
o.g., never hinged, V.G., only 250 reported.  Scott $400   Estimate $200 - 300

1707  HHa 1979, 15¢ Will Rogers, imperforate (Scott 1801a), lower right plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged; tiny corner crease 
in the upper right cornerselv, still Very Fine. Scott $810 ++   Estimate $500 - 750

1708
1708  HHa 1980, 15¢ Benjamin Banneker, imperforate from printer’s waste (Scott 1804 var.), lower right plate no. A0011-A0016 

pane of 50, dark brown shifted to the left about 1mm, o.g., never hinged; small natural paper wrinkle affecting the upper 
left vertical pair, otherwise Very Fine.  All known imperforates are from printer’s waste; this sheet was apparently rejected 
because of the dark brown color shift.,   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                     1709                                                                                                 1710 
1709  HH 1980, 15¢ Veterans Administration, imperf vertically (Scott 1825a), horizontal strip of 4 with narrow right sheet 

margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 50 pairs reported.  Scott $750+   Estimate $300 - 400

1710  HHa 1980, 15¢ Veterans Administration, imperf vertically (Scott 1825a), top margin plate no. A0025-A0026 block of 20 
(10 pairs) including Zip & Copyright inscriptions, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  A pristine plate block of this rare 
error — 20% of the 50 pairs (two panes of 50) recorded.  Scott $3,750 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                                    1711                                       1712 
1711  HH 1980, 15¢ Bernardo de Galvez, light yellow, red, blue & brown (litho.) omitted (Scott 1826b), o.g., never hinged, 

Extremely Fine.  Only one pane of 50 is recorded.  Scott $550   Estimate $250 - 350

1712  HHa 1980, 15¢ Bernardo de Galvez, light yellow, red, blue & brown (litho.) omitted (Scott 1826b), top margin block of 4 
with copyright inscription, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  A unique block; only one pane of 50 is recorded.  Scott 
$2,200   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                    1713                                                                                                   1714 
1713  Ha 1980, 15¢ Organized Labor, imperf (Scott 1831a), top sheet margin block of 4 with blue & yellow plate numbers.  Only 

100-150 pairs reported.  Scott $550+   Estimate $250 - 350

1714  HHa 1983, 1¢ Dorothea Dix, imperf horizontally between (Scott 1844b var.), adjacent transitional blocks of 6 & 18 showing 
the misperforating that caused the error, the right vertical pair nearly, but not quite complete, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
Only 5-7 complete vertical pairs are recorded; Scott value for complete pairs is $1,000,   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                    1715                                                                                      1716 
1715  HHa 1985, 6¢ Walter Lippmann, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 1849a), lower right corner block of 4 with plate no. 1, 

imperf horizontally between, natural straight edge at the bottom as always, vertical plate crack through the right stamps, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 10 pairs are recorded - this is the unique “plate block”, with a 1988 P.F. certificate as 
“1849var.” issued prior to the error’s discovery. Scott $2,000+   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1716  HH 1984, 10¢ Richard Russell, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 1853c), the right pair in a transitional strip of 5, the 
three left stamps normal, o.g., never hinged; right perfs slightly clipped, otherwise Very Fine.  Only 10 pairs recorded.  
Scott $550   Estimate $200 - 300
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1717
1717  HHa 1984, 10¢ Richard Russell, imperf from printer’s waste (Scott 1853 var.), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely 

Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that “at least 10 pairs and likely more” exist.,   Estimate $300 - 400

1718
1718  HH 1985, 22¢ John J. Audubon, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 1863f), three pairs in a transitional left sheet 

margin block of 33 (11x3), the result of the pane being trimmed a stamp-and-a-half wider than normal, the other 27 
stamps are perforated normally, o.g., never hinged, includes plate #1 in the left selvage.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors 
notes the existence of only 10 pairs, but we sold a partial pane containing nine pairs in our July 2021 Auction #758.  Scott 
$3,900+   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

         
                                              1719                                         1720                                             1721 
1719  HH 1985, 39¢ Grenville Clark, vertical pair, imperf horizontally (Scott 1867a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  30-50 pairs 

are recorded.  Scott $350   Estimate $200 - 300

1720  HHa 1985, 39¢ Grenville Clark, imperf horizontally (Scott 1867a), Zip block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  30-50 
pairs are recorded.  Scott $700+   Estimate $500 - 750

1721  HH 1985, 39¢ Grenville Clark, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 1867b), horizontal perfs at a slight angle, as always, 
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., . One of only three pairs reported.  Scott $1,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                                       1722                                                                             1723 
1722  HHa 1981, 18¢ Flag & Grain, imperf horizontally (Scott 1890b), transitional block of 15 (5x3), with blind vertical perfs, as 

always, the top row with blind horizontal perfs at the top and bottom, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 10-15 pairs are 
recorded, all with blind vertical perforations, with a 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750+   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1723  HHa 1981, 18¢ Flag & Grain, imperf horizontally (Scott 1890b), block of 4 with blind vertical perfs, as always, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine.  Only 10-15 pairs are recorded, all with blind vertical perforations, with a 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$1,100+   Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                1724                                                                                              1725 
1724  ) 1981, 18¢ Flag & Lighthouse, horizontal coil (Scott 1891), plate #3 strip of 3 on an unaddressed Andrews First Day 

cover, Very Fine and very rare.  Estimate $200 - 300

1725  HH 1981, 20¢ Flag over Supreme Court, vertical pair, imperf (Scott 1894a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The Scott 
Catalogue of Errors notes that “1,000+” are known.  Scott $1,500 ++   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                        1726                                                                                            1727 
1726  HH 1981, 20¢ Flag over Supreme Court, horizontal coil, black omitted (Scott 1895f), plate #5 strip of 6, the number 

visible as an albino impression below the 3rd stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, with a 1991 P.F. certificate as 
previous Scott number 1895b. Scott $270 ++   Estimate $200 - 300

1727  HH 1982, 4¢ Stagecoach, horizontal coil, untagged (Bureau precanceled), imperf pair (Scott 1898Ac), o.g., never hinged, 
crisp and clean with full margins, Very Fine, only 50-75 pairs reported.  Scott $375   Estimate $300 - 400

1728
1728  HH 1981, 17¢ Electric Auto, horizontal coil, imperf (Scott 1906b), plate #4 strip of 6, miscut so that the plate number is at 

the top instead of the bottom, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $950   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                       1729                                                                           1730 
1729  HHa 1981, 18¢ Alcoholism, imperf (Scott 1927a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 50+ pairs reported.  Scott 

$650   Estimate $250 - 350

1730  HHa 1981, 18¢ Frederic Remington, brown omitted (Scott 1934b), block of 9, o.g., never hinged.  Only 300-400 reported.  
Scott $1,710   Estimate $400 - 600

1731
1731  HHa 1981, 18¢ Yorktown-Virginia Capes, se-tenant pair, black (engraved) omitted (Scott 1938b), plate #111111 block 

of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 80 pairs and 20 singles are recorded, this being one of just five possible plate 
blocks.  Scott $550+   Estimate $350 - 500
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1732
1732  HHa 1981 (20¢) Christmas (Season’s Greetings), imperf (Scott 1940a), plate #111111 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 

Extremely Fine.  200-300 pairs reported.  Scott $350+   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                      1733                                                                                     1734 
1733  HHa 1981 (20¢) “C” stamp, freak printing (Scott 1946), bottom left full pane of 100, o.g., never hinged, plate number 39566, 

with inking error to rows 1-3, row 2 showing only a trace of ink at bottom, F.-V.F., an A+ to the EFO collector, with 1986 
A.P.S. certificate.  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1734  HH 1981 (20¢) “C” stamp, all color omitted (Scott 1946b), horizontal pair, positions 17-18 in a transitional plate #8 block 
of 20, positions 13-14 are partly wiped, 15-16 & 19-20 are partly printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Unlisted in the 
current Scott Catalogue of Errors.  Scott $850+   Estimate $500 - 750
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1735
1735  HHa 1982, 20¢ Love, blue omitted (Scott 1951c), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  Only 200-300 reported, the majority 

with perfs into the design at the top.  Scott $800 for well centered   Estimate $200 - 300

1736
1736  HHa 1982, 20¢ Horatio Alger, red & black (all color) omitted (Scott 2010a), the rare—as of now, unique—full lower right 

pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, each position neatly numbered in pencil on the reverse, Very Fine.  Listed but not priced 
in Scott, with a 1995 P.F. certificate as 2010var.  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Scott’s footnote reads, “The Philatelic Foundation has issued a certificate for a pane of 50 with red and black colors omit-
ted. Recognition of the error is by paper and by a tiny residue of red ink from the tagging roller. The engraved plates did 
not strike the paper.”
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                         1737                                                                                          1738 
1737  HHa 1982, 20¢ America’s Libraries, imperf horizontally (Scott 2015a), top sheet margin vertical block of 6 with Copyright 

inscription, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 100-120 pairs reported.  Scott $400 ++   Estimate $250 - 350

1738  HHa 1982, 20¢ America’s Libraries, all colors missing (Scott 2015c), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 
and completely sound; a lovely example of the printer not minding his Ps and Qs, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $8,750 as singles   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

     
                                                        1739                                                                                        1740 
1739  HHa 1982, 13¢ Christmas (Puppy & Kitten), imperf (Scott 2025a), plate #1111 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  

Only 75-100 pairs reported.  Scott $400+   Estimate $250 - 350

1740  HHa 1982, 20¢ Christmas (Season’s Greetings), se-tenant block of 4, imperf horizontally (Scott 2030c), vertical perfs are 
blind as always, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes simply “rare”.  Scott $700   
  Estimate $300 - 400
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1741
1741  HH 1983, 20¢ Civilian Conservation Corps, imperf (Scott 2037a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 17 pairs reported., 

with a 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1742
1742  HHa 1984, 20¢ Carter G. Woodson, imperf vertically (Scott 2073a), upper left plate no. A111111 block of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine.  Only 25 pairs - presumably, one pane of 50 - reported, making this the only existing plate block.  Scott 
$1,600 ++   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1743
1743  HHa 1984, 20¢ Preserving Wetlands, horizontal pair, imperf vertically (Scott 2092a), upper right plate #20 block of 4, 

o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  Only 100-125 pairs reported; one of perhaps five plate blocks.  Scott $550 ++   
  Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                                                        1744                                                                                       1745 
1744  H 1984, 20¢ Smokey Bear, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 2096b), bottom margin plate block of 30, the top two rows 

imperf between, the bottom row imperf between the stamp and the selvage, Very Fine, less than 200 pairs reported. The 
Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that “160-200 pairs” are recorded.  Scott $1,500 ++   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1745  HHa 1984, 20¢ Smokey Bear, imperf horizontally between (Scott 2096b), the two top pairs in a plate block of 6, the bottom 
pair imperf between the stamps and the selvage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Fewer than 200 pairs reported.  Scott 
$300+   Estimate $200 - 300

1746
1746  HHa 1984, 20¢ Smokey Bear, imperf vertically (Scott 2096d), ten pairs in a top plate #5656-3 block of 20, o.g., never hinged.  

Only 20-25 pairs reported, meaning that this plate block is likely unique.  Scott $4,500 ++   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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                                      1747                                                                           1748 
1747  HHa 1984, 20¢ Family Unity, imperf vertically (Scott 2104a), lower right Zip block of 4 (two pairs), o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine.  Only 50 pairs reported.  Scott $650+   Estimate $300 - 400

1748  HH 1984, 20¢ Family Unity, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 2104d), the two right pairs in a diagonally misperforated 
block of 8, o.g., never hinged; very minor diagonal bend in the bottom pair, Very Fine.  Not priced by Scott,  

  Estimate $500 - 750

1749
1749  HHa 1984, 20¢ Vietnam Veterans Memorial, appears imperf horizontally (Scott 2109 var.), complete lower left pane of 

50, 3rd, 4th & 5th columns with blind horizontal perforations - the top four rows especially weak, requiring magnification 
to see; the left column perforated normally, second column with normal horizontal perforations partway across, then 
becoming blind, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  A striking variety, yielding six pairs that appear imperforate horizontally, 
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                            1750                                                                                1751 
1750  Fa Postal Counterfeit, 1985 (22¢) “D” stamp, untagged & imperforate (Scott 2111(CF2)), complete plate #2 pane of 100 

with full marginal markings, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  An extremely well executed and high dangerous counterfeit., 
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1751  HH 1985 (22¢) “D” stamp, booklet pane of 10, horizontally imperf between (Scott 2113b), two panes - the only two 
recorded - still in the original, unexploded 20-pane booklet, the result of the horizontal perfs being shifted upward by 
nearly 20mm to just above the inscription at the top of the top stamps, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $3,750 
++   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1752
1752  HHa 1985, 22¢ Winter Special Olympics, imperf horizontally (Scott 2142a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 60-80 pairs 

reported.  Scott $6,000 ++   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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                                                          1753                                                              1755 
1753  HHa 1985, 22¢ AMERIPEX, engraved red, black & blue omitted (Scott 2145a), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine. Scott $440+   Estimate $200 - 300

1754  HHa 1985, 22¢ Abigail Adams, imperforate (Scott 2146a), the right pair in a transitional upper right plate block of 10, the 4th 
pair with blind perfs at the left, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 150-200 pairs reported, with a 1991 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $200 ++  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

1755  HHa 1985, 22¢ Poinsettias, imperf (Scott 2166a), lower right plate #11111 pane of 50, completely imperforate, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,250 ++   Estimate $500 - 750

1756
1756  HHa 1985, 22¢ Poinsettias, imperf (Scott 2166a), upper left plate #21222 pane of 50, the top five rows - including the plate 

block - being completely imperforate, the 6th row has blind perfs, the 7th blind top & bottom perfs, the 8th blind top perfs, 
and the 9th & 10th rows are both normal, o.g., never hinged; small gum disturbance affecting only two of the normal 
stamps, Very Fine. Scott $600 ++   Estimate $250 - 350
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1757
1757  HH 1988, 15¢ Buffalo Bill Cody, all color omitted (Scott 2177d), the two right stamps in a transitional horizontal strip of 

10, the 7th stamp with nearly all color missing and the 6th printed lightly, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Scott’s 
value is for an unprinted stamp se-tenant with a partially printed stamp, though both “blank” stamps have strong albino 
impressions and can easily be identified under magnification.  Scott $200+   Estimate $200 - 300

1758
1758  HH 1988, 15¢ Buffalo Bill Cody, all color omitted (Scott 2177d), the four right stamps in a transitional pane-wide horizontal 

strip of 10, the 6th stamp lightly printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $800+   Estimate $400 - 600

1759
1759  HH 1988, 15¢ Buffalo Bill Cody, all color omitted (Scott 2177d), the two right stamps in a transitional pane-wide horizontal 

strip of 10, the 8th stamp partly printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $400+   Estimate $200 - 300

1760
1760  HH 1994, 20¢ Virginia Apgar, pre-perforating paper fold (Scott 2179 var.), full upper right pane of 100, “crazy” perfs 

affecting 10 stamps, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500
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                        1761                                                                                              1763 
1761  HHa 1986, 22¢ Republic of Texas, imperf vertically (Scott 2204a), two pairs in a top sheet margin block of 4 with Copyright 

inscription, o.g., never hinged.  Only 25 pairs are recorded.  Scott $1,200+   Estimate $500 - 750

1762  HHa 1986, 22¢ Public Hospitals, imperf horizontally (Scott 2210a), upper right plate #A11111 block of 4 (two pairs), o.g., 
never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 50-75 pairs reported.  Scott $500+   Estimate $300 - 400

1763  HHa 1986, 22¢ Public Hospitals, imperf vertically (Scott 2210b), two strips of 3 in a right sheet margin block of 6 with 
Copyright inscription (imperf between the right stamps and the selvage), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 20 pairs are 
recorded.  Scott $1,800+   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                       1764                                           1765 
1764  Ha 1986, 22¢ Duke Ellington, imperf horizontally (Scott 2211a), lower left plate block of 4 (two pairs), slightly disturbed 

o.g., `; mild bend in selvage.  Only 40-60 pairs reported; only 4-6 plate blocks.  Scott $1,000+   Estimate $300 - 400

1765  HH 1986, 22¢ Presidents I souvenir sheet, blue (portraits) omitted (Scott 2216j), o.g., never hinged.  A choice xot very 
rare sheet — Only five or six reported.  Scott $1,800 Interestingly, the red and black inscriptions are lightly doubled . 
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Interestingly, the red and black inscriptions are lightly doubled

1762
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                     1766                                            1767                                          1768                                             1769 
1766  HH 1986, 22¢ Presidents I souvenir sheet, imperforate (Scott 2216l), a choice example of this rare error, o.g., never 

hinged with a small natural gum inclusion, Very Fine, includes the original envelope with the other three, normally 
perforated sheets.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors calls this sheet “very rare, possibly unique”.  Scott $10,500  
  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500 
 (photo on back cover)

1767  HH 1986, 22¢ Presidents III souvenir sheet, black inscription omitted (Scott 2218k), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The 
Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that quantity known simply as “rare”.  Scott $1,500   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1768  HH 1986, 22¢ Presidents IV souvenir sheet, blackish blue (portraits) omitted from left 6 stamps (Scott 2219j), and only 
slightly present on the three right stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The upper right corner is slightly “nicked”, but 
this is the only recorded example of this error.  Scott $2,250   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1769  HH 1986, 22¢ Presidents IV souvenir sheet, blackish blue inscription omitted on all stamps (Scott 2219l), o.g., never 
hinged, cleanly printed but missing vignettes; thumbnail crease position 7 mentioned strictly for accuracy, Very Fine, 
unpriced in Scott, with 2021 P.F. certificate.  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1770
1770  HH 1986, 4¢ Stagecoach, horizontal coil, imperf (Scott 2228b), strip of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $700  

  Estimate $500 - 750

1771
1771  HH 1986, 4¢ Stagecoach, horizontal coil, imperf pair (Scott 2228b), strip of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $700  

  Estimate $300 - 400
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1772
1772  HH 1986, 4¢ Stagecoach, horizontal coil, imperf pair (Scott 2228b), plate #1 strip of 8, pn on the 4th stamp, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,825   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1773
1773  HH 1986, 4¢ Stagecoach, horizontal coil, imperf (Scott 2228b var.), strip of 8 with Bureau red repair tape covering stamps 

4-6 (though with no paper tear present on this strip), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Unique.  Scott $700+   
  Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                                    1774                                                                                                1775 
1774  HHa 1986, 22¢ Navajo Art, se-tenant block, engraved black omitted (Scott 2238c), the upper right block in a transitional 

block of 24, at least four other stamps missing the black entirely, the rest showing from about 50% to microscopic traces, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  150-200 blocks reported.  Scott $275 ++   Estimate $200 - 300

1775  HHa 1986, 22¢ Woodcarved Figurines, se-tenant block of 4, imperf vertically (Scott 2243b), o.g., never hinged, Extremely 
Fine.  One of only 20 blocks (+10 pairs) recorded., with a 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $750   Estimate $350 - 500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                        1776                                  1777                                      1778                                                  1779 
1776  HH 1987, 22¢ Pan-American Games, silver omitted (Scott 2247a), the top stamp in a transitional strip of 4, the bottom three 

stamps normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine for the issue.  Only 30 reported, all poorly centered.  Scott $550   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1777  HH 1987, 22¢ Girl Scouts, all lithographed colors omitted (Scott 2251a), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Positions 26 
from the unique discovery block of 46., with a photocopy of a 1994 P.F. certificate for the partial pane of 46 as “2251var” 
prior to Scott’s recognition of the error. Scott $1,600+  Estimate $750 - 1,000

The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “many contain flecks of lithographed color in places where they would not  
normally occurprice is for stamp with such flecks”.

1778  HHa 1987, 22¢ Girl Scouts, all lithographed colors omitted (Scott 2251a), a choice top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 
Extremely Fine.  Positions 7-8/17-18 from the unique discovery block of 46., with a photocopy of a 1994 P.F. certificate 
for the partial pane of 46 as “2251var” prior to Scott’s recognition of the error. Scott $6,400+. 

  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “many contain flecks of lithographed color in places where they would not nor-
mally occurprice is for stamp with such flecks”.

1779  HHa 1987, 22¢ Girl Scouts, all lithographed colors omitted (Scott 2251a), a choice bsmay block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 
Extremely Fine.  Positions 34-35/44-45 from the unique discovery block of 46., with a photocopy of a 1994 P.F. certificate 
for the partial pane of 46 as “2251var” prior to Scott’s recognition of the error. Scott $6,400+

.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that, “many contain flecks of lithographed color in places where they would not  
normally occurprice is for stamp with such flecks”.
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                                                    1780                             1781                                    1782
1780  HH 1987, 22¢ Girl Scouts, red & black (engraved) omitted (Scott 2251b), the black is missing from the covered wagon, 

the Capitol building and the globe; the red is missing from the shoe & sock, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only one pane 
of 50 has ever been discovered - this is position 30 from that pane., with a photocopy of the 2000 A.P.S. certificate for the 
discovery pane of 50. Scott $1,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1781  HH 1987, 22¢ Girl Scouts, red & black (engraved) omitted (Scott 2251b), the black is missing from the covered wagon, 
the Capitol building and the globe; the red is missing from the shoe & sock, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only one pane 
of 50 has ever been discovered - this is position 26 from that pane., with a photocopy of the 2000 A.P.S. certificate for the 
discovery pane of 50. Scott $1,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1782  HHa 1987, 22¢ Flag & Fireworks, yellow omitted (Scott 2276d), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, plus misregistration 
of the red (shifted up); celebratory fresh and sound, Very Fine, listed but unpriced (dashed) in Scott, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate.  Estimate $350 - 500

1783
1783  HH 1988, 25¢ Honeybee, horizontal coil, lithographed black omitted (Scott 2281c), plate #2 strip of 6, o.g., never hinged, 

Extremely Fine.  A striking error without a denomination - slightly more than 100 examples reported; plate number strips 
are exceedingly rare.  Scott $3,000 ++   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1784
1784  HH 1988, 25¢ Honeybee coil, large block tagging, yellow (litho.) omitted (Scott 2281f var.), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine.  Only 50-60 examples of 2281e are recorded.  Scott $1,400 as 2281e singles.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Scott lists the missing yellow background as 2281e and prices it at $700, but its listing would seem to indicate that it is 
only known with small block tagging and was printed only from plate #1. There is a shortened plate number “1”  
mentioned in the footnote, but there is nothing about a shortened “2”.
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1785
1785  HH 1988, 25¢ Honeybee coil, large block tagging, yellow (litho.) omitted (Scott 2281f var.), plate #2 strip of 6 (with a 

shortened “2”), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $4,200 as 2281e singles.  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Scott lists the missing yellow background as 2281e and prices it at $700, but its listing would seem to indicate that it is 
only known with small block tagging and was printed only from plate #1. There is a shortened plate number “1”  
mentioned in the footnote, but there is nothing about a shortened “2”.

1786
1786  HH 1988, 25¢ Pheasant, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 2283d), 10 pairs in a complete unexploded $5 booklet 

(BK158), o.g., never hinged; the bottom pane with the first two pairs stuck down and the 2nd & 3rd pairs with small 
scrapes, otherwise Very Fine.  Scott notes this error only as a result of a fold-over or as printer’s waste. This would seem 
to be neither, and, as such, is likely unique., with a 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                   1787                                                                                       1788 
1787  ) 1988, 25¢ Owl, single from booklet pane, yellow omitted (Scott 2285 var.), tied by a North Bay CA machine cancel on 

a 1990 commercial cover to San Francisco, Very Fine.  The discovery example of this yet-to-be-listed error., with a 1991 
P.F. certificate.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1788  HHa 1987, 22¢ Lacemaking, se-tenant block of 4, white omitted (Scott 2354b), lower right plate block of 4, o.g., 
never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 80 blocks and 80 singles reported - only 10 possible plate blocks.  Scott $350+  
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                         1789                                          1790 
1789  HH 1987, 22¢ Gowan & Marx Locomotive, engraved black (shading) omitted (Scott 2366b), the bottom stamp in a 

booklet pane of 5, still in the original 4-pane booklet in which it was the bottom pane (the top pane is missing, the 2nd 
pane and the bottom 3 stamps of the 3rd have been removed), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of 
Errors notes, “Very rare, possibly unique”., with a 1990 P.F. certificate (incorrectly noted as Scott 2366a).

  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1790  HH 1988, 25¢ Classic Automobiles, triple impression of the black (Scott 2385a var.), booklet pane of 5 without the tab, o.g., 
never hinged, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

A truly stunning, unlisted major error.

     
                                                         1791                                                                                          1792 
1791  HHa 1988, 25¢ Antarctic Explorers, se-tenant, imperf horizontally (Scott 2389c), o.g., never hinged.  Only 10 blocks and 

10 singles are recorded, this being the only plate block.  Scott $1,500   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1792  HHa 1988, 25¢ Antarctic Explorers, se-tenant, imperf horizontally (Scott 2389c), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged.  
Only 10 blocks and 10 singles are recorded.  Scott $1,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                         1793                                                                                1794 
1793  HH 1988, 25¢ Happy Birthday, booklet panes of 6, misperfed (Scott 2396a, 2398a vars.), two panes from the same booklet, 

horizontally perforated at an angle and shifted drastically upward, leaving the bottom two pairs of the first pane and the 
top two pairs of the second pane - though not quite complete - imperf between!, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Unique,  
  Estimate $500 - 750

1794  HH 1988, 25¢ Special Occasions, booklet pane of 6, unfolded (Scott 2398a var), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 
with plate number A1111 in gutter; a sought-after specialized item, accompanied by photocopy of Linn’s article on their 
discovery, Very Fine, “very scarce” according to Scott; Linn’s notes “only a handful have been found”.  Durland $1,500. 
  Estimate $500 - 750

1795
1795  HHa 1988, 25¢ Christmas Greetings, horizontal pair with vertical gutter between (Scott 2400 var.), seven pairs in a complete 

pane from a sheet that was accidentally turned 90° before cutting; the pane is exactly the size of a normal pane of 50 - 
except with the vertical & horizontal dimensions switched - but only has 49 stamps plus seven half-stamps; the top stamps 
have a natural (or, in this case, unnatural) straight edge, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  A most interesting error.  Scott 
$1,575+   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1796
1796  HHa 1989, $2.40 Moon Landing, imperforate (Scott 2419b), top plate plate no. 11211-1 block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine.  About 200 pairs are recorded.  Scott $1,500 ++   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

     
                                                                      1797                                                            1798 
1797  HHa 1989, $2.40 Moon Landing, imperforate (Scott 2419b), full pane of 20, plate no. 11211-1, o.g., never hinged, 1st 

stamp in the 2nd row with a light wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine.  About 200 pairs are recorded.  Scott $7,500 ++  
  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1798  HHa 1989, 25¢ Bill of Rights, engraved black omitted (Scott 2421a), lower left plate #477(-1) block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 
Very Fine.  Only 200 reported, this being one of only four plate blocks.  Scott $900 ++   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                        1799                                                                                    1800 
1799  HHa 1989, 25¢ Prehistoric Animals, se-tenant block of 4, black (engraved) omitted (Scott 2425c), o.g., never hinged, F.-

V.F., only 40-50 blocks reported. Only 40-50 blocks reported; most are poorly centered and/or have been folded vertically.  
Scott $325+   Estimate $200 - 300

1800  Ha 1989, 25¢ Madonna & Child,  gutter pairs (Scott 2427 var.), five horizontal pairs and six vertical pairs in a complete 
pane from a sheet that was accidentally turned 90° before cutting; the pane is exactly the size of a normal pane of 50 - 
except with the vertical & horizontal dimensions switched - but only has 42 stamps plus six half-stamps, Very Fine.

  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Scott lists, but does not price, the horizontal pairs with vertical gutters; no mention is made of the vertical pairs with hori-
zontal gutters.

1801
1801  HHa 1989, 25¢ Christmas (Greetings), vertical pair, imperf horizontally (Scott 2428a), lower right plate #A11111 block of 

4 (two pairs), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 20-40 pairs are recorded - this being the only likely plate block.  Scott 
$1,000 ++   Estimate $600 - 800
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                                                 1802                                                                         1803 
1802  HH 1989, 25¢ Eagle & Shield, horizontal die cutting omitted between (Scott 2431b), nine pairs in an unfolded pane of 18 

with the horizontal die cutting omitted in the middle and at the bottom of each indivual pane of six. but present, though 
only intermittently, above the top stamps of each pane, o.g., never hinged; tiny scrapes on the eagle’s wing at position 9, 
otherwise Very Fine.  Only three or four panes of 18 are known., with a 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,925 ++   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1803  HHa 1989, 25¢ Eagle & Shield, vertical pair, die cutting omitted between (Scott 2431b), three pairs in a lower right plate 
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 27-36 pairs (3 or 4 panes of 18) reported.  Scott $975 ++   
  Estimate $500 - 750

           
                          1804                                                 1805                                                                 1806 
1804  HH 1990, 25¢ Love, imperf (Scott 2440a), lower right corner sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 

50 pairs reported.  Scott $550   Estimate $250 - 350

1805  HHa 1990, 25¢ Love, imperf (Scott 2440a), upper left plate #U2222 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 50 pairs 
reported, this being one of only two plate blocks.  Scott $1,100 ++   Estimate $600 - 800

1806  HHa 1990, 25¢ Love, imperf (Scott 2440a), lower left corner block of 4, o.g., never hinged (slightly disturbed gum on left 
pair), Very Fine.  Only 50 pairs reported.  Scott $1,100   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                   1807                                                                                                  1808 
1807  HH 1990, 25¢ Love, booklet pane of 10, bright pink (heart) omitted (Scott 2441c), the top pane in an unexploded 

booklet of two panes, the bottom pane normal, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  Only 20 panes reported.  Scott $950   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1808  HH 1990, 25¢ Love, booklet pane of 10, bright pink (heart) omitted (Scott 2441c), the top pane in an unexploded 
booklet of two panes, the bottom pane normal, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  Only 20 panes reported.  Scott $950   
  Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                                                  1809                                                           1810 
1809  HH 1990, 25¢ Love, booklet pane of 10, bright pink (heart) omitted (Scott 2441c), the top pane in an unexploded 

booklet of two panes, the bottom pane normal, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  Only 20 panes reported.  Scott $950   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1810  HH 1990, 15¢ Beach Umbrella, booklet pane of 10, blue omitted (Scott 2443c), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20-25 
panes reported, only 75 panes reported.  Scott $900   Estimate $400 - 600

Visit our 
re-designed 

website for all 
your collecting 

needs.
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                                      1811                                                                         1812 
1811  HH 1990, 15¢ Beach Umbrella, booklet pane of 10, “USA/15” omitted (Scott 2443c), the top pane in an unexploded booklet 

of two panes, the bottom pane normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 75 panes reported.  Scott $900   
  Estimate $400 - 600

1812  HHa 1990, 25¢ Wyoming Statehood, black (engraved) omitted (Scott 2444a), lower left plate #2261 block of 4, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine.  Only 70 completely mint examples are recorded - this being one of no more than two plate blocks.  
Scott $3,600 ++.  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Included is a normal block from the same position showing the engraved plate number “1” at the lower left.

1813
1813  HH 1991, 5¢ brown Canoe, horizontal coil, imperf pair (Scott 2453a), plate #2 strip of 10, the number under the 5th stamp, 

o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,250 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1814
1814  HH 1991, 23¢ Lunch Wagon, horizontal coil, miscut (Scott 2464 var.), strip of 6, blank sheet margin showing only Electric 

Eye markings, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                       1815                                                 1816 
1815  HHa 1991, 19¢ Fawn, red omitted (Scott 2479b), a pristine right margin plate no./Zip block of 20 with the magenta plate 

number (1) omitted; black, yellow & dark green shifted downward, as always, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 
one sheet of 100 has been reported.  Scott $8,500 ++   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1816  HH 1991, 19¢ Fawn, color shift (Scott 2479 var.), pane of 100 with the black and yellow shifted downward, the cyan and 
dark green normal, and the magenta shifted upward and gradually getting lighter toward the upper right, where the corner 
stamp is missing most of the magenta and the magenta plate no. “1” is completely omitted, o.g., never hinged, Extremely 
Fine.  A most interesting sheet,   Estimate $300 - 400

1817
1817  HH 1991, 29¢ Wood Duck, red “29 USA”, vertical pair, imperf between (Scott 2485b), in a miscut booklet pane of 10 — 

now 12+ — the result of a fold-over prior to cutting; this is the top pane in an unexploded booklet of two panes, the bottom 
pane normal; included is the matching adjacent booklet, the top pane of which is missing the stamps that were part of 
the fold-over in the first booklet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that only 2-3 
examples are reported; this may be the only one that is perforated on all four sides - the catalogue illustration shows the 
pair imperf at the right as well as between.  Scott $2,500   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1818
1818  HH 1991, 29¢ Wood Duck, red “29 USA”, imperf vertically (Scott 2485 var.), horizontal strip of 3, perf 11 at the top, imperf 

vertically and at the bottom, o.g., never hinged; tiny corner crease at the upper left, otherwise Extremely Fine.  An unlisted 
major error, apparently from the bottom of a booklet pane of 10,   Estimate $750 - 1,000

               
                            1819                                                 1820                                   1821                                     1822 
1819  HHa 1991 (29¢) “F” Tulip, imperf (Scott 2517a), upper left plate #U1112 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  An 

exceedingly rare - possibly unique - plate block.  Scott $2,000 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1820  HHa 1991 (29¢) “F” Tulip, imperf pair (Scott 2517a), the top block of 4 in a lower left margin transitional block of 8, the 
bottom block with blind perfs, o.g., never hinged. Scott $2,000+   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1821  HH 1991 (29¢) “F” Tulip, imperf between (Scott 2517 var.), a bottom sheet margin vertical pair, imperf between and at the 
top, blind perfs at the bottom and sides, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  A very rare, unlisted variety,   Estimate $200 - 300

1822  HH 1991 (29¢) “F” Tulip, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 2520c), in fold-over booklet pane of 10 (+3), still in 
unexploded 10-stamp booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that only one reported 
example.  Scott $450   Estimate $350 - 500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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1823
1823  HHa 1991 (4¢) Make-up Rate stamp, imperf horizontally (Scott 2521a), 50 pairs in a full lower right plate A77 pane of 100, 

o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  400+ pairs recorded.  Scott $3,500 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                                1824                                                  1825 
1824  H 1991, 29¢ Tulip, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 2527b), in a miscut booklet pane of 10 (+2) caused by a fold-

over; the top pane in an unexploded booklet of two panes, the bottom pane normal.  Unpriced in Scott; only 3-5 examples 
are recorded,   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1825  H 1991, 29¢ Tulip, horizontal pair, imperf between (Scott 2527b), two pairs (neither of which is quite complete), each in 
a miscut booklet pane of 10 caused by a fold-over — both panes, which are minus their bottom 2 or 4 stamps because of 
the miscut, are in the same unexploded booklet of two panes; included is the matching adjacent booklet, both panes of 
which are missing the stamps that were part of the fold-overs in the first booklet.  Unpriced in Scott; only 3-5 examples 
are recorded,   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                    1826                                                                           1829 
1826  F 1991, 29¢ Tulip, imperf vertically (Scott 2527c), five pairs in the top pane of a complete booklet of two panes, the 

bottom pane normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $750+   Estimate $300 - 400

1827  HHa 1991, 50¢ Switzerland, imperf horizontally (Scott 2532a), lower left plate block of 4 (two pairs), o.g., never hinged, 
Extremely Fine.  The unique plate block from the only known pane of 40.  Scott $2,800 ++   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1828  HHa 1991, 50¢ Switzerland, imperf (Scott 2532 var.), block of 4 from printer’s waste, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

1829  HHa 1995, $10.75 Space Shuttle Endeavour, Major misperforating error (Scott 2544A var.), upper left sheet margin block 
of 6 with accountancy imprint, but instead of being perf 11 as six 39 x 31 mm stamps, it is perf 11¼ as nine 30 x 23 mm 
stamp, o.g., never hinged.  Quite a spectacular error.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

The perforator was possibly set up to perforate the 60¢ Eddie Rickenbacker stamp (2998), which is the same size and 
perforation gauge, and came out a month later

1828

1827
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                                                        1830                                                            1831 
1830  HHa 1991, 29¢ Cole Porter, vertical pair, imperf horizontally (Scott 2550a), lower right plate block of 4 (two pairs), o.g., 

never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 50-60 pairs reported, this being one of no more than three plate blocks.  Scott $800 
++   Estimate $500 - 750

1831  HHa 1991, 29¢ Cole Porter, imperf horizontally (Scott 2550a), part-sheet of 35 completely imperf horizontally resulting 
in 14 vertical pairs plus 7 stamps imperf between the stamp and the wide selvage, o.g., never hinged; light, insignificant 
horizontal bend through the selvage, still Extremely Fine.  Likely a unique large multiple - only 50-60 pairs are recorded.  
Scott $5,600 ++   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1832
1832  HHa 1991, 29¢ Desert Shield & Desert Storm, imperf horizontally (Scott 2551a), two strips of 3 in a lower left 

corner sheet margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 20-30 pairs reported.  Scott $1,200+   
  Estimate $600 - 800
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                                                                          1833                                                 1834 
1833  HH 1991, 29¢ Jan Matzeliger, imperf vertically (Scott 2567a), upper right corner maragin horizontal pair, o.g., never 

hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 50 pairs reported.  Scott $600   Estimate $300 - 400

1834  HHa 1991, 29¢ Jan Matzeliger, imperf horizontally (Scott 2567b), two strips of 3 in an upper left Zip block of 6, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine.  Only 40-60 pairs reported.  Scott $1,100+   Estimate $500 - 750

1835
1835  HHa 1991 (29¢) Christmas (Santa in Chimney), imperf vertically (Scott 2579a), two strips of 3 in an upper left plate block 

of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  80-100 pairs reported.  Scott $350+   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                                 1836                                                             1837 
1836  HH 1992, 29¢ Eagle & Shield, brown “USA 29”, booklet pane of 17 + label, die cutting omitted (Scott 2595d), plate no. 

B3434-1, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  30-40 panes are recorded.  Scott $725   Estimate $300 - 400

1837  HH 1992, 29¢ Alaska Highway, engraved black (“USA/29”) omitted (Scott 2635a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine for the 
issue.  100 of the 220 recorded are very poorly centered (perforations into the design on the right).  Scott $575  
   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                            1838                                                                       1841 
1838  HHa 1992, 29¢ Alaska Highway, engraved black (“USA/29”) omitted (Scott 2635a), lower left plate block of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, Very Fine for the issue.  100 of the 220 recorded are very poorly centered (perforations into the design on the 
right).  Scott $2,300 ++   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1839  HH 1993, 29¢ Grace Kelly, pre-perforating paper fold (Scott 2749 var.), full upper right pane of 50, “crazy” perfs affecting 
13 stamps, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

1840  HH 1993, 29¢ Garden Flowers, engraved black omitted (Scott 2764b), four panes in a complete $5.80 booklet, o.g., never 
hinged, 250+ panes are recorded. The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that “panes usually contain a tab fault. Value is for 
pane with a tab fault.”  Scott $520 ++   Estimate $300 - 400

1841  HH 1993, 29¢ Garden Flowers, pane of 5, part imperf (Scott 2764c var.), a transitional pane; the first three stamps are 
imperf, the fourth is imperf at the left with normal, partly blind, perfs at the right, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $700 
for an imperf pane.  Estimate $500 - 750

Very likely unique. The Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that 12-16 imperf panes are recorded and that “a transitional pane 
exists”.

1842
1842  HHa 1994, 29¢ Love Dove, gravure, imperf between (Scott 2814 var.), four pairs in a block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very 

Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

 
1840
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1843                                                                       1844

1843  HHa 1994, 29¢ Wonders of the Sea, imperf (Scott 2866b), se-tenant plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  60+ 
blocks are recorded.  Scott $450   Estimate $250 - 350

1844  HHa 1994, 29¢ Wonders of the Sea, imperf (Scott 2866b), upper right plate #B2222 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine.  Slightly more than 60 blocks of 4 recorded - accordingly, only 10 or 11 plate blocks.  Scott $1,800 ++   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1845
1845  ma 1994, 29¢ Legends of the West, Recalled pane of 20 (Scott 2870), a clean used pane, canceled at Bend OR on Dec 

14, 1993, the earliest - and perhaps only - use the recalled Legends pane, Very Fine.  It is believed that the first of the 
recalled Legends sheet was sold at Bend; this one is known to have been used on a parcel,  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

The pane was distributed in late 1993, but wasn’t supposed to be released until March 1994. It is known that 183 sheets 
were sold before the incorrect portrait of Bill Picket was discovered and the sheets recalled. Finally, in June 1994, 150,000 
of the recalled panes were sold in a lottery.

A unique twentieth century rarity; one of only a handful that can be documented as being sold prior to the recall.
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                                                                    1846                                                                                           1847 
1846  HH 1994, 29¢ Christmas Madonna, imperf (Scott 2871Ac), both panes in a complete, unexploded booklet $5.80 booklet 

(BK217), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 10 panes are recorded. This is likely the only remaining itact booklet.  
Scott $3,500 as pairs   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1847  HH 1994, 29¢ Christmas Stocking, multiple impressions of 4 colors (Scott 2872d), o.g., never hinged, V.G. Scott $900  
 Estimate $300 - 400

1848
1848  HHa 1994 (3¢) Makeup Rate stamp, double impression of red (Scott 2877b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. 

Scott $700   Estimate $250 - 350

1849
1849  HH 1994 (32¢) Flag coil, red “G”, rouletted (Scott 2892 var), strip of 6 with red splice tape, o.g., never hinged, pristine 

and sound, the blue and black of the splice-over stamp showing through, Very Fine, an intriguing addition to any EFO 
collection.   Estimate $300 - 400

1850  HHa 1995, 32¢ Flag Over Porch, imperf (Scott 2897a), vertical block of 8 (4 pairs) with plate no. S11111 plus a transitional 
block of 24 (6 x 4), the right vertical row being imperf (the 5th row partly-so), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $330+  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                   1851                                                                        1854 
1851  HH 1995, 32¢ Flag Over Porch booklet pane of 10, imperf (Scott 2916b), booklet pane of 10, dated red “1995”, still in the 

covers of a 20-stamp booklet (top pane removed), o.g., never hinged, booklet folded between 2nd & 3rd rows, as always, 
Very Fine.  Listed but not priced by Scott,   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1852  HH 1995, 55¢ Alice Hamilton, imperf (Scott 2940a), pair, o.g., never hinged, flawlessly printed with large, balanced margins, 
Extremely Fine, unpriced in Scott.   Estimate $300 - 400

1853  HH 1995, 32¢ Nixon, engraved red omitted (Scott 2955a), the left stamp in a transitional horizontal strip of 3, the two right 
stamps normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 70 examples are recorded.  Scott $800+   Estimate $400 - 600

1854  HH 1995, 32¢ Nixon, engraved red omitted (Scott 2955a), the left stamp in a transitional horizontal strip of 3, the two right 
stamps normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 70 examples are recorded.  Scott $800+   Estimate $400 - 600

1852

1853
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                                                                        1855                                                                      1856 
1855  HHa 1995, 32¢ Marilyn Monroe, imperf (Scott 2967a), a choice complete pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 

about 20-25 completely imperf panes are recorded.  Scott $3,250   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1856  HH 1995, 32¢ U.N., imperforate printers waste (Scott 2974), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, pristine with large, balanced 
margins, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate.  Estimate $250 - 350

1857
1857  HHa 1995, 32¢ Civil War pane of 20, bottom two rows imperf (Scott 2975v), second row partly perforated, o.g., never 

hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only five or six partly-perforated panes are recorded.  Scott $1,250   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                               1858                                                                                               1859 
1858  HHa 1995, 32¢ Women’s Suffrage, black (engraved) omitted (Scott 2980a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, virtually perfectly 

centered; typical, very slight gum disturbance affecting the top stamps, Very Fine.  Only 40-60 examples recorded, most 
of them poorly centered.  Scott $1,100 ++   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1859  HHa 1995, 32¢ Women’s Suffrage, black (engraved) omitted (Scott 2980a), upper left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 
unusually well centered and without the very slight gum disurbance that affects a good proportion of this error; the reverse 
shows a bit of offset from the engraved black of the sheet that would have been under this one., Very Fine.  Only 40-60 
examples recorded, most of them poorly centered. This is the only well centered plate block.  Scott $1,100 ++   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1860
1860  HHa 1995, 32¢ Women’s Suffrage, engraved black omitted (Scott 2980a), top margin part-sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged; 

typical centering; usual, very slight gum disturbance affects about half the stamps, Fine as listed.  Only 40-60 examples 
recorded, most of them poorly centered.  Scott $5,500+   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1861
1861  HHa 2000, 1¢ Kestrel, blue inscription, die cutting omitted (Scott 3031Ab), bottom margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 

Very Fine.  Only one pane of 50 is recorded.  Scott $650   Estimate $250 - 350

1862
1862  HHa 1996, 32¢ Chinese New Year, imperf (Scott 3060a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged; few small dots of the blue violet 

printing ink on the reverse, Very Fine.  Quite possibly unique; the Scott Catalogue of Errors notes that “at least two 
panes” are recorded.  Scott $5,500 ++   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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                                                    1863                                                                               1864 
1863  HHa 1996, 32¢ Georgia O’Keefe, imperf (Scott 3069a), horizontal full pane of 15, o.g., never hinged.  Somewhere between 

77 & 90 panes are recorded.  Scott $675   Estimate $250 - 350

1864  HHa 1996, 32¢ Georgia O’Keefe, imperf (Scott 3069a), horizontal full pane of 15, o.g., never hinged.  Somewhere between 
77 & 90 panes are recorded.  Scott $675   Estimate $250 - 350

     
1865                                                                                 1866

1865  HHa 1996, 32¢ James Dean, imperf (Scott 3082a), o.g., never hinged. Scott $1,250   Estimate $400 - 600

1866  HHa 1996, 32¢ James Dean, imperf (Scott 3082a), o.g., never hinged, with a 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250   
  Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                              1867                                                                        1868 
1867  HH 1998, 22¢ Uncle Sam coil, die cut, multiple misregistrations (Scott 3263 var), pair, a great item with huge eye-appeal, 

miscut 25% horizontally, the design without a single color in register; backing paper sound and protecting the serpentine 
teeth, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a fun piece for the EFO enthusiast.  Estimate $250 - 350

1868  HH 1998 (33¢) Uncle Sam’s Hat coil, red omitted (Scott 3265b), strip of 4, blue & gray shifted strongly right, as always, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only one roll of 100 is recorded.  Scott $1,200+   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                                   1869                                                1870   
1869  HH 1999, Christmas Reindeer, booklet pane of 20, gold partly omitted (Scott 3363a var.), about two thirds of the gold 

missing from the bottom row of four stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Unique and unlisted,   Estimate $250 - 350

1870  HH 2007, 58¢ Margaret Chase, black (litho.) omitted (Scott 3427b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20 stamps reported.  
Scott $400   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                              1871                                                               1872 
1871  HH 2004, 23¢ Wilma Rudolph, booklet pane of 10, die-cutting omitted (Scott 3436e), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Very 

rare, with a 2011 Sismondo certificate as former Scott 3436d.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1872  HHa 2002, 34¢ Winter Olympics, die cutting omitted (Scott 3555c), lower right se-tenant plate block of 4, o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine.  Only two panes of 20 reported.  Scott $825   Estimate $400 - 600
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1873
1873  HHa 2002, 34¢ Winter Olympics, die cutting omitted (Scott 3555c), lower left se-tenant plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, 

Very Fine.  Only two panes of 20 reported.  Scott $825   Estimate $400 - 600

1874
1874  HH 2002, 33¢ Washington coil, die cutting omitted (Scott 3617a), strip of 7, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Unpriced 

by Scott; a pair sold for a hammer price of $275 in our auction #755,   Estimate $600 - 800

1875
1875  HHa 2004, 5¢ Toleware Coffeepot, self adhesive, die cutting omitted (Scott 3756Ab), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, 

Very Fine. Scott $4,000+   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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                                                         1876                                                                                    1877 
1876  HHa 2003, 37¢ Purple Heart, die cutting omitted (Scott 3784Ae), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  One 

of only three panes recorded.  Scott $1,600   Estimate $600 - 800

1877  HHa 2004, 37¢ Dr. Seuss, die cutting omitted (Scott 3835a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, this pane is pristine, not a hint 
serpentine, Very Fine, a neat sheet complete. Scott $14,000 as ten pairs   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

    
1878                                                                                           1879

1878  HHa 2005, 37¢ Chinese New Year, die cutting omitted on 3 stamps (Scott 3895m), complete se-tenant pane of 24, complete 
se-tenant pane of 24, die cutting on the reverse shifted vertically by 37mm leaving the top three stamps imperforate (and 
the other nine perforated through the center), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100 
  Estimate $350 - 500

1879  HHa 2005, 37¢ Chinese New Year, die cutting omitted on 3 stamps (Scott 3895m), complete se-tenant pane of 24, die cutting 
on the reverse shifted vertically by 37mm leaving the top three stamps imperforate (and the other nine perforated through 
the center), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100   Estimate $350 - 500
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1880
1880  ) 2005, 37¢ Modern American Architecture, orange yellow omitted (Scott 3910m), on an attractive unaddressed 

ArtCraft First Day cover canceled Las Vegas, Very Fine.  Exceedingly rare - mentioned in Scott’s footnote.  Scott $400 ++ 
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

     
1881                                                                    1882

1881  HHa 2009, 44¢ Celebrate! die cutting omitted (Scott 4407a), upper left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged; minor bend in 
the upper left selvage, otherwise Very Fine.  Listed but not priced by Scott.,   Estimate $500 - 750

Only a single pane of 20 reported, this being one of just four plate blocks - all of them with minor flaws.

1882  HHa 2009, 44¢ Celebrate! die cutting omitted (Scott 4407a), upper right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged; very light 
horizontal crease partway across the top margin, otherwise Very Fine.  Listed but not priced by Scott.,  

  Estimate $500 - 750

Only a single pane of 20 reported, this being one of just four plate blocks - all of them with minor flaws.
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1883
1883  H 2009, 44¢ Christmas Toy booklet pane of 20, die cutting omitted on 12 stamp side (Scott 4428c), booklet pane of 20.  

Very rare - unpriced by Scott.,   Estimate $750 - 1,000

      
                                                         1884                                                          1885 
1884  HHa 2010 (44¢) Flag & Statue of Liberty, horizontally unslit between (Scott 4489b), block of 4 (one pair each from two 

different coil rolls), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and boldly printed, Very Fine, dashed in Scott, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate.  Estimate $350 - 500

1885  HH 2012 (45¢) Love, die cutting omitted (Scott 4626a), right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
Price is from the 2019 the Scott Catalogue of Errors; quantity is unknown.  Scott $450   Estimate $200 - 300

1886
1886  HHa 2012 (45¢) Love, die cutting omitted (Scott 4626a), lower right corner plate block of 4 (two pairs), o.g., never hinged, 

Very Fine.  Price is from the 2019 the Scott Catalogue of Errors; quantity is unknown.  Scott $900+
   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                       1887                                                                              1888 
1887  HHa 2013 (46¢) Seasonal Flags, no horizontal slits (Scott 4777b), block of 28, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean with 

serpentine teeth intact and sound, Very Fine, listed but unpriced in Scott, with 2021 P.F. certificate.  Estimate $600 - 800

1888  HH 2013, Inverted Jenny, limited edition boxed souvenir kit (Scott 4806 var), commemorative box containing a selection of 
proof material and sheets, including sheets of six with vignette only, frame only, complete stamps but without background 
design, albino stamps with background design, die-cleaned sheet, normal sheet and First Day precancelled sheet, plus 48-
page booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only a few of these kits were sold before the Postal Service ended their sales 
of this issue.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

AIRMAIL

     
                                              1889                                                        1890 
1889  HH Airmail, 1918, 6¢ orange (Scott C1), o.g., never hinged, in crisp detail and well-centered; touch of oxidation at top 

corners, still Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $400. Scott 
$110   Estimate $250 - 350

1890  ) Airmail, 1918, 6¢ orange (Scott C1), tied by violet “Airmail Service/Cleveland” duplex handstamp, May 17, 1919 - the 
Last Day of the 6¢ Airmail rate, on a small A.C Roessler, East Orange, N.J. return envelope; handstamped Missent to 
Chicago Ill. and backstamped Chicago on May 20, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                  EX 1891                                                                          EX 1892 
1891  HH/Ha Airmail, 1918, First Issue, 6¢ to 24¢ complete (Scott C1-C3), arrow blocks of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged except top 

two C1, small printing flaw on the 24¢ block, where a small piece of foreign matter accidentally transferred a bit of blue 
ink to the sheet between the two top stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,330   Estimate $400 - 600

1892  HH/Ha Airmail, 1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (Scott C1-C6), blocks of 4, C6 with plate no., o.g., C1, C4 & C5 
never hinged, others with bottom stamps never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200   Estimate $750 - 1,000

                    
                1893                          1894                           1895                           1896                                       1897 
1893  HH Airmail, 1918, 16¢ green (Scott C2), o.g., never hinged, a high-flyer with bright color, clean paper, and mathematical 

centering, Superb, just two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2006 and 2013 P.S.E. certificates, each 
graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,375. Scott $120   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1894  HH Airmail, 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (Scott C3), o.g., never hinged, a breathtaking stamp with luxuriant colors, 
impeccable printing and near-perfect centering, Extremely Fine+, you’ve got this Jenny’s number. Scott $130   
  Estimate $200 - 300

1895  F Airmail, 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, center inverted, Peter Winter reproduction (Scott C3a var), without gum 
as issued, absolutely pristine and perfectly centered, as few of these forgeries are, Superb, the finest forgery we’ve 
encountered; make your friends look twice.  Estimate $250 - 350

1896  HH Airmail, 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, “grounded plane” variety (Scott C3 var.), o.g., never hinged, Post Office 
fresh with robust colors and immaculate paper; plane’s wheels touching the top of “CENTS”, Very Fine, land this one for 
your collection, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate.  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1897  HH/Ha Airmail, 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, slightly “fast plane” (Scott C3 var.), top margin block of 4 with blue TOP & 
plate no. 8493, “wing tip” well into carmine frame, o.g., three stamps never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $455+   
  Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                  1898                          1899                                       1900 
1898  HH Airmail, 1923, 16¢ dark blue (Scott C5), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with deep color and clean lines, Extremely 

Fine to Superb, pretty, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425. Scott $120   
  Estimate $300 - 400

1899  HH Airmail, 1923, 24¢ carmine (Scott C6), o.g., never hinged, a barnstormer of a stamp with rich, radiant color, mathematically 
centered on fresh paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, choice, with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 
95; $450. Scott $130   Estimate $350 - 500

1900  HH/Ha Airmail, 1923, 24¢ carmine (Scott C6), block of 4, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged, fresh and exceptionally well 
centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $390   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                1901                                                            1903 
1901  HH Airmail, 1928, 10¢ Lindbergh (Scott C10a), booklet pane of 3, a choice pane from the rare position O with virtually a full 

vertical guide line at the left and a nearly full horizontal line at the top, o.g., never hinged, fresh, crisp and exceptionally 
well centered, Extremely Fine to Superb.  Undoubtedly, as fine an example of this rare position as exists.  Scott $115 +++ 
  Estimate $500 - 750

1902  HH/H Airmail, 1928, 10¢ Lindbergh (Scott C10a), booklet pane of 3, positions A-C and H-N, plus another with 10% of lower 
left plate no. 19425 or 19426, F.-V.F. Scott $995 ++  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

1903  ) Airmail, 1928, 10¢ Lindbergh (Scott C10a), complete unexploded booklet, with full tab on a Washington D.C. First Day 
cover serviced by H.A. Robinette, F.-V.F. Scott $875   Estimate $300 - 400

1904
1904  H Airmail, 1928, 5¢ Beacon, “open door” variety (Scott C11 var), a true condition rarity for this scarce EFO, Post 

Office fresh and centered with mathematical precision, Superb, a most welcoming stamp, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate.  
  Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                       1905                                                                 1906 
1905  HH Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), o.g., never hinged, the picture of perfection, with impeccable color, detail 

and centering, Superb, just ten stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 
SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,750.  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1906  HH Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), left margin plate number 20079 single, o.g., never hinged, a prodigious 
positional, proof-like in its execution with simply gargantuan margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo, an attention-grabber to 
be sure, with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $575. Scott $240   Estimate $400 - 600

          
                                      1907                                                     1908                                                   1909 
1907  HH Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with great detail and 

superior centering, Extremely Fine, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $475. Scott $240   
  Estimate $350 - 500

1908  HH Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with bright color, clean lines, and 
jumbo margins of fresh white; minor gum skips and wrinkles, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2007 P.S.E. certificate 
graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $400. Scott $240   Estimate $300 - 400

1909  HH Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in deep color; crisply printed on 
like-new paper, then mathematically centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. 
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600. Scott $240   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                       1910                                                                                  1911 
1910  HH Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), o.g., never hinged, a gloriously centered full top margin plate number 

20077 single with razor-sharp detail and bold color, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-
SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600. Scott $240   Estimate $400 - 600

1911  ) Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), tied by a neat mute double oval on a Washington D.C. Registered First 
Day cover with Apr 19 Washington c.d.s.s on the reverse; few small tape stains, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000  
  Estimate $250 - 350
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1912
1912  ) Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), block of 4, tied by May 13 New York duplex handstamps on a 

dual-cacheted Zeppelin cover flown Lakehurst - Friedrichshafen; marked for “Lakehurst - Lakehurst” (which would 
have actually flown Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst) with the proper $2.60 franking, but mistakenly carried only on the 
final Lakehurst - Friedrichshafen leg and thus overpaid by $1.30; bit of minor soiling, otherwise Very Fine.  
  Estimate $350 - 500

1913
1913  Ha Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (Scott C13), left sheet margin block of 4 with plate number, fresh and nicely centered, 

Very Fine. Scott $960+   Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                                      1914                                                           1915 
1914  HH Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), fresh and beautifully centered, the $2.60 with plate no. single, 

o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,640   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1915  H Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), the holy trinity of American Airs, each proof-like in execution 
and perfectly centered; #C13 and C14 lightly hinged, #C15 very lightly hinged, Superb, the set you’ve been waiting for, 
each with 2006 or 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $2,000. Scott $1,060   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1916                                                   1917

1916  H Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), an exceptionally pretty set, each pristine with impeccable 
color and outstanding centering; hingeing light (#C13, C15) to very light (#C14), Extremely Fine, don’t let these float 
away. Scott $1,060   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1917  H Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,060   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1918
1918  ) Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), on two matching Washington D.C. First Day covers, both 

flown Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst with all appropriate markings: the first franked with a pair of the 65¢ and a single 
$1.30 tied by duplex handstamps, the second with a plate no. single of the $2.60 tied by a machine cancel, Extremely 
Fine.  A lovely, perfectly matched set on A.C. Roessler airmail envelopes.  Scott $2,900 for three covers   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

EX 1919
1919  ) Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), on three properly cacheted Zeppelin covers, the 65¢ on a card 

(postmarked New Haven, Ct.) flown Lakehurst to Seville; the $1.30 a cover flown Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen; the $2.60 
also flown Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen (overpaid), Very Fine. Scott $1,110   Estimate $500 - 750
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EX 1920
1920  ) Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), on a set of three properly cacheted Zeppelin covers with 

matching typed addresses, the 65¢ & $1.30 both on identical Zeppelin photo cards — the 65¢ Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, 
the $1.30 Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst; the $2.60 is on a legal size cover, also flown Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,110   Estimate $500 - 750

1921
1921  ) Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), on three properly cacheted Zeppelin covers, the 65¢ on a card 

(postmarked Los Angeles) flown Lakehurst to Seville; the $1.30 a cover flown Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen; the $2.60 
flown Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst, Very Fine. Scott $1,110   Estimate $500 - 750
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EX 1922                                                                                EX 1923

1922  ) Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), on three properly cacheted Zeppelin covers, the 65¢ on a 
card flown Lakehurst to Seville; the $1.30, also a card, flown Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst; the $2.60, a cover, also flown 
Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst, Very Fine. Scott $1,110   Estimate $500 - 750

1923  ) Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), on three Airmail covers, the $1.30 & $2.60 properly cacheted 
Zeppelin covers. Lakehurst - Friedrichshafen and Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst, respectively; both on small size 2¢ 
Columbian entires; the 65¢ is on a registered F.A.M. 5 first flight cover, Miami - Cristobal - Maracaibo, May 3-5, 1930, 
Very Fine.  A most unusual set.  Scott $1,110   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1924
1924  HHa Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), a lovely set blocks of 4 with plate numbers, fresh and 

beautifully centered, the $2.60 with plate no. single, o.g., never hinged, the $2.60 with some light natural gum skips, 
post office fresh and nicely centered, the $1.30 & $2.60 especially so, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Accompanied by the 
original Philatelic Agency receipt dated Jun 24, 1930.  Accompanied by the original Philatelic Agency receipt dated Jun 
24, 1930.  Scott $6,560+   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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                                                       1925                                                            1926 
1925  HH Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfect in all regards, a Superb 

gem, this toughest of Zepps will have you floating on air, a Top of the Pop, PSE’s Population Report listing just nine stamps 
at this summit grade, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $7,500. Scott $550   
  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1926  HH Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14), full right margin plate number 20087 single, o.g., never hinged, pretty 
position piece, with bright color and solid centering on lily-white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2014 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700. Scott $550   Estimate $500 - 750

          
                                         1927                                                     1928                                                      1929 
1927  HH Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, a simply stellar item, with 

razor-sharp detail, rich color, and oversized, balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, rare this nice, with 2007 P.S.E. 
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,200. Scott $550   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1928  H Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14), o.g., lightly hinged, pretty and fresh with glowing color and clean 
detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a nice example of this difficult Zeppelin, with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 
85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $425.   Estimate $300 - 400

1929  m Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14), a top-of-the-line stamp, beautifully printed, precisely centered, and 
sporting a slogan cancel as usual, Superb, only two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.E. 
certificate graded Superb 98. SMQ SUP 98; $2,150. Scott $350   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                1930                                                                         1931 
1930  m Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14), a real looker with strong color, clean lines, and a light wavy line cancel, 

Extremely Fine to Superb, a highlight for any collection, with 2000 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates, the latter graded XF-
SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $850. Scott $350   Estimate $600 - 800

1931  ) Airmail, 1930, $1.30 & $2.60 Graf Zeppelins (Scott C14-C15), tied by Apr 30 New York duplexes on a dual-cacheted 
Round Trip cover flown Friedrichshafen-Friedrichshafen, signed by Dr. Eckener and bearing the small circular Round Trip 
cachet, Very Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                       1932                                                   1933                                                     1934 
1932  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, the peak of perfection with incredibly deep 

color, flawlessly centered on clean, fresh paper, Superb, when only the best will do, just two stamps grade higher in 
PSE’s Population Report, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $5,000. Scott $825   
  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1933  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, in luxuriant color with clean lines and pristine 
paper; margins full and well-balanced, Extremely Fine, with 2009 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250. 
Scott $825   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1934  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean, perfectly printed with nicely 
balanced margins, Extremely Fine, with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250. Scott $825  
   Estimate $800 - 1,200

          
                                       1935                                                    1936                                                   1937 
1935  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in bright blue; clear definition 

throughout, its paper and perforations immaculate, Very Fine, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; 
$950. Scott $825   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1936  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), pristine and post office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $825 
  Estimate $400 - 600

1937  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $825   Estimate $400 - 600

1938
1938  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with deep, rich color and sharp 

detail, all perfectly centered, a Superb gem, as nice as they come, PSE’s Population Report notes just a single 100, with 
a solo 100J higher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $11,000. Scott $825   
  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1939
1939  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, a massively margined jumbo in clean color and 

razor-sharp detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $1,100. 
Scott $825   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                       1940                                                          1941                                                   1942 
1940  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), right margin plate number 20092 single, o.g., never hinged, Post 

Office fresh with rich color and clean detail; a nicely centered positional, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2007 P.S.E. 
certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050. Scott $825   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1941  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $825   
  Estimate $600 - 800

1942  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged; trace guide line at top and left, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. Scott $825   Estimate $600 - 800

          
                         1943                                                   1944                                                                  1945 
1943  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $825   

  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1944  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $825   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1945  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), full right margin plate number 20090 single, o.g., never hinged, Post 
Office fresh with enticing color, sharp detail and superior centering; paper fresh with solid perforations, Extremely Fine to 
Superb, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,000. Scott $825   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

          
                                      1946                                                    1947                                                    1948 
1946  HH Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., never hinged, boldly colored and crisply printed; fresh with 

centering superior to most; small inclusion along Antarctic coast not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Extremely 
Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,000. Scott $825   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1947  H Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., hinged, an out-of-this-world Zeppelin, with rich color and flawless 
detail; bright with centering that looks better than its grade; faint natural gum wrinkle at the top, Extremely Fine, with 
2021 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $650.   Estimate $500 - 750

1948  H Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., very lightly hinged, well-centered with deep color and strong 
impression; fresh, Extremely Fine, with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $650. Scott $525   
  Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                     1949                                                                 EX 1950 
1949  H Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $525  

  Estimate $400 - 600

1950  ) Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), a gorgeously centered stamp, tied by Varick Street Station slogan cancel 
of May 7, 1930, to Roessler “Zeppelin Mail” cover (#ROE-FZ10A var, the image printed in yellow); front bears magenta 
South America Flight and violet Round Flight cachets; reverse with Pernambuco (23 V. 30) and Rio de Janeiro (27 MAI 
30, slightly smudgy) backstamps, plus “A.C. Roessler/East Orange, N.J.” violet handstamp; adhesive an outstanding 
example, the cover remarkably well-preserved, even opened at top, Extremely Fine. Scott $575   Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                                           1951                                                                          1952 
1951  ) Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), tied by an Apr 30 New York machine cancel on a dual-cacheted 

Zeppelin cover addressed to Mexico City, Mexico, flown Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst and backstamped Mexico City on 
Jun 2, Very Fine.  A rare destination.  Scott $575+   Estimate $400 - 600

1952  ) Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), tied by a May 7 New York duplex handstamp on a dual-cacheted 
Zeppelin cover flown Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst, with a Chicago Aero Philatelic Society corner card, Very Fine, signed 
A. Diena. Scott $575   Estimate $300 - 400

     
                                                           1953                                                                          1954 
1953  ) Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), tied by an Apr 26 New York machine cancel on a dual-cacheted 

Zeppelin cover flown Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst, Very Fine. Scott $575   Estimate $300 - 400

1954  ) Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), plate no. single surrounded by a fancy hand drawn “frame” and tied 
by an Apr 26 New York machine cancel on a dual-cacheted Zeppelin cover flown Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst, Very Fine. 
Scott $575   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                        1955                                                  1956                                                      1957 
1955  m Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), with exceptional color depth and deep lines, the Varick Street Station 

c.d.s. socked-on-the-nose, its slogan light at right, Very Fine, with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; 
$600. Scott $550   Estimate $400 - 600

1956  m Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), clean and nicely centered, the design visible through the slogan cancel, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $725. Scott $550   
  Estimate $500 - 750

1957  m Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), slogan machine cancel; light bend at lower left, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine centering. Scott $550   Estimate $300 - 400

      
                                                                     1958                                                  1959 
1958  m Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15), a stellar used example, Post Office fresh, mathematically centered, and 

with a light off-center duplex cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ 
XF-SUP 95; $1,250. Scott $550   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1959  HH Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (Scott C18), o.g., never hinged, a gloriously flawless stamp in bright color and 
crisp impression; pristine paper with precision centering, a Superb gem, an “oh, baby!” Zeppelin, only six stamps grade 
thus in PSE’s Population Report, with a single 100J higher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 
100; $1,200.  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1960  HHa Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (Scott C18), bottom margin plate no. 21172 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. Scott $900  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

1961  HHa Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (Scott C18), bottom margin plate no. 21172 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. Scott $900  (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

1962
1962  HHa Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (Scott C18), two blocks of 4, a block of 6 and a single, o.g., never hinged; one 

block of 4 with natural gum bends, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,125   Estimate $300 - 400
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1963
1963  HHa Airmail, 1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (Scott C23a), complete sheet of 50, two pairs and a strip of 3 in the 

lower left corner of a complete shhet of 50, the horizontal perfs angled radically downward from upper left to lower 
right, resulting in all of the perforated stamps being diagonal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $900 ++ .  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

A unique error—most of the 1,000+ pairs that are imperf horizontally are from sheets that are lacking all horizontal perfo-
rations.

1964
1964  HHa Airmail, 1958, 7¢ blue Jet, dramatic perf shift (Scott C51 var.), full pane of 100 with the vertical perforations shifted 

downward by 7.5mm, leaving the horizontal interpane gutter intact, as well as a small part of what should have been the 
top row of the next pane; o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500
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                         1965                               1966                                                                    1967 
1965  HH Airmail, 1972, 11¢ City of Refuge, blue & green omitted (Scott C84a), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 92 

reported.  Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 300

1966  HH Airmail, 1973, 11¢ Progress in Electronics, vermilion & olive (litho) omitted (Scott C86a), o.g., never hinged, 
Extremely Fine.  Only 100 examples are recorded.  Scott $700   Estimate $300 - 400

1967  HHa Airmail, 1973, 11¢ Progress in Electronics, vermilion & olive (litho) omitted (Scott C86a), block of 4, o.g., never 
hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 100 examples are recorded.  Scott $2,800   Estimate $800 - 1,200

          
                                   1968                                               1969                                                      1970 
1968  HH Airmail, 1978, 31¢ Wright Brothers, ultramarine & black omitted (Scott C92b), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 

only 150 pairs issued. Only 150 pairs reported.  Scott $475   Estimate $300 - 400

1969  HHa Airmail, 1978, 31¢ Wright Brothers, litho omitted (Scott C92d), the left pair in a transitional block of 6, the two right 
pairs also missing a good bit of the lithographed color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Only 15 pairs are recorded.  
Scott $1,750+   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1970  HH Airmail, 1985, 44¢ Junipero Serra, imperf (Scott C116a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 19-25 pairs 
reported.  Scott $900   Estimate $400 - 600

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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1971                                                                        1972

1971  HHa 1988, 36¢ Sikorsky, red “36” & “Igor Sikorsky” mostly omitted (Scott C119 var.), complete pane of 50 with only 
microscopic traces of red visible, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Priced in the Scott Catalogue of Errors at $125-
$150 per stamp.  Scott $5,125+.  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

A striking variety that appears to have no denomination.

1972  HHa 1988, 36¢ Sikorsky, red “36” & “Igor Sikorsky” mostly omitted (Scott C119 var.), complete pane of 50 with only 
microscopic traces of red visible, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.  Priced in the Scott Catalogue of Errors at $125-
$150 per stamp.  Scott $5,125+.  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Several stamps in this pane do not seem to have any trace of red ink. A striking variety that appears to have no denomina-
tion. 

     
                                                               1973                                                            1974 
1973  HHa 1989, 45¢ U.P.U. Congress, engraved light blue (“USAirmail/45”) omitted (Scott C125b), upper right se-tenant plate 

block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Only 60-80 blocks of 4 are recorded.  Scott $500   Estimate $300 - 400

1974  HHa Airmail, 1989, 45¢ U.P.U. Congress, light blue (engraved) omitted (Scott C125b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never 
hinged, F.-V.F., only 20-30 blocks issued. Only 60-80 blocks are recorded.  Scott $500   Estimate $250 - 350
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1975
1975  HHa Airmail, 1991, 50¢ Harriet Quimby, imperf horizontally (Scott C128a), a pristine left sheet margin block of 16 (8 

vertical pairs), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $6,800 ++   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1976
1976  HH Airmail, 2000, 60¢ Grand Canyon, die cutting omitted (Scott C135a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.  Only 

15-20 pairs reported.  Scott $1,250   Estimate $400 - 600
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SPECIAL DELIVERY

          
                                                 1977                                        1978                                          1979 
1977  H Special Delivery, 1885, 10¢ blue (Scott E1), o.g. (with offset on gum), hinged, well centered within especially large 

margins, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $550   Estimate $350 - 500

1978  H Special Delivery, 1888, 10¢ blue (Scott E2), o.g., very lightly hinged, with wonderful color and detail, bright, clean, and 
well-centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1990 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-
XF 85; $575. Scott $500   Estimate $400 - 600

1979  HH Special Delivery, 1893, 10¢ orange (Scott E3), o.g., never hinged, lovely centering and great color, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $650   Estimate $400 - 600

     
                                                            1980                                                      1981 
1980  HH Special Delivery, 1893, 10¢ orange (Scott E3), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous jumbo with exceptional color depth and 

detail, magnificently centered on pristine paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Top of the Pop, PSE’s Population Report 
noting just one stamp at this grade, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $4,750. Scott 
$650   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1981  HH Special Delivery, 1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (Scott E4), bottom left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, a 
jaw-dropping corner, the stamp fresh and sound, the selvage simply gargantuan, with the corner tab nearly stamp-sized, 
stamp F.-V.F., the positional Superb, an exhibition piece for the specialist, with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1982
1982  H Special Delivery, 1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (Scott E4), o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with intense 

color and deep lines; fresh and bright, Very Fine, with 1976 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 
80; $900. Scott $850   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                                                          1983                                                   1984 
1983  HH Special Delivery, 1895, 10¢ blue (Scott E5), wide bottom margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 

and beautifully centered with unbelievable color depth, Extremely Fine, a real eye-catcher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,200. Scott $475   Estimate $800 - 1,200

1984  HH Special Delivery, 1895, 10¢ blue (Scott E5), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, fresh with immense color and large, 
well-balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2017 P.S.E. certificate for strip of 6. Scott $475   
  Estimate $600 - 800

          
                                                        1985                                      1986                                     1987  
1985  HH Special Delivery, 1895, 10¢ blue (Scott E5), wide top margin single with siderographer’s initials, o.g., never hinged, 

a grand positional that could have been printed yesterday; fresh, sound and mathematically centered, Extremely Fine to 
Superb, only three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. 
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,800. Scott $475   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1986  HH Special Delivery, 1902, 10¢ ultramarine (Scott E6), full wide bottom margin plate number 5240 single with part imprint, 
o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp with catch-me-if-you-can color, crisp lines, and pristine paper, a Very Fine jumbo, a 
desirable positional, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J. SMQ VF 80J; $600. Scott $500   Estimate $600 - 700

1987  HH Special Delivery, 1908, 10¢ green (Scott E7), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with enticing color and outstanding 
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, special, indeed, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 
95; $600.   Estimate $400 - 600

     
1988                                       1989

1988  HH Special Delivery, 1914, 10¢ ultramarine (Scott E9), o.g., never hinged, looking to be a near-jumbo, impeccably printed 
and centered; design crisp and clean in enticing color, Extremely Fine, this stamp’s appeal outstrips its grade, with 2021 
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $750. Scott $425   Estimate $500 - 750

1989  H Special Delivery, 1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (Scott E10), o.g., very lightly hinged, a mighty big stamp with flawless 
color and impression on lily-white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $320   
  Estimate $300 - 400
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1990
1990  HH Special Delivery, 1922, 10¢ gray violet (Scott E12), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with grand 

color and unbeatable centering; light gum soak at top of selvage (stamp unaffected), a Superb jumbo, only a lone 100 
grades higher in PSE’s Population Report, 98J is often regarded as more desirable than a 100, with 2020 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $1,000 as a “98”. Scott $95   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

REGISTRATION

1991
1991  HH Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (Scott F1), top margin part imprint and “A” single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 

in alluring color, cleanly printed on pristine paper and with absolutely stunning centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, a 
condition rarity that cries to be graded. Scott $160   Estimate $350 - 500

POSTAGE DUE

               
                                                  1992                        1993                        1994                        1995 
1992  HH Postage Due, 1879, 2¢ brown (Scott J2), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with exuberant centering; warm color and 

clean detail, Extremely Fine, only one stamp attains this grade in PSE’s Population Report, with a mere two higher, with 
1980 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,900. Scott $1,050   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1993  H Postage Due, 1879, 10¢ brown (Scott J5), o.g., previously hinged, fresh and clean, with margins clear all around, Very 
Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $950. Scott $900   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1994  HH Postage Due, 1879, 30¢ brown (Scott J6), o.g., never hinged, with exceptionally strong color and clean detail; fresh with 
superior centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a top-line stamp, PSE’s Population Report notes no stamps at this grade, 
and just a single 90 higher, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,100. Scott $800   
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1995  H Postage Due, 1879, 30¢ brown (Scott J6), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office fresh with rich color and clean lines; centering 
just a hair from perfect, Extremely Fine, just two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1980 and 2021 
P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $475. Scott $350   Estimate $350 - 500
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                  1996                      1997                        1998                        1999                        2000                        2001 
1996  H Postage Due, 1879, 50¢ brown (Scott J7), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh with rich color and sharp detail, its apparent 

centering higher than its grade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp, only one stamp attains this grade in PSE’s 
Population Report, with three higher, with 1980 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; 
$700. Scott $600   Estimate $500 - 750

1997  (H) Postage Due, 1879, 1¢ deep brown, Special Printing (Scott J8), unused without gum, with proof-like detail in impeccable 
color; fresh, sound, and well-margined; reperforated at left, Very Fine appearance, outstanding appearance for this usually 
difficult stamp, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $16,000   Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1998  HH Postage Due, 1884, 1¢ red brown (Scott J15), o.g., never hinged, with glorious color and razor-sharp detail; wonderfully 
fresh with well-balanced margins, Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400. Scott $190 
  Estimate $300 - 400

1999  HH Postage Due, 1884, 2¢ red brown (Scott J16), o.g., never hinged, crisply printed in bold color; three evenly balanced 
margins, large at right, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $250. Scott $225   
  Estimate $200 - 250

2000  H Postage Due, 1884, 3¢ red brown (Scott J17), part o.g., Post Office fresh with inviting color, crystal-clear detail, and 
wonderful centering that looks better than its grade, Very Fine, with 1981 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 
80. SMQ VF 80; $1,025. Scott $1,050   Estimate $600 - 800

2001  H Postage Due, 1884, 5¢ red brown (Scott J18), o.g., very lightly hinged, with robust color and crisp detail; full margins and 
fresh, Very Fine, with 1982 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $575. Scott $550   
  Estimate $350 - 500

                    
                                     2002                     2003                        2004                       2005                       2006 
2002  H Postage Due, 1884, 10¢ red brown (Scott J19), o.g., previously hinged, boldly printed in strong color; wonderfully 

detailed with superior centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1981 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-
XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $650. Scott $550   Estimate $400 - 600

2003  H Postage Due, 1884, 50¢ red brown (Scott J21), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with deep color and clean lines; a tall stamp 
with margins just a hair from exceptional; “J7” lightly penciled on reverse (noted for [in]accuracy), nearly Very Fine, with 
1972 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,800   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2004  H Postage Due, 1891, 50¢ bright claret (Scott J28), o.g., lightly hinged, with strong lines and fresh color; bright and sound, 
Very Fine, with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $625   Estimate $350 - 500

2005  H Postage Due, 1891, 50¢ bright claret (Scott J28), o.g., hinge remnant, a lovely Due with clean detail in eye-arresting 
color; fresh and sound, F.-V.F. Scott $625   Estimate $250 - 350

2006  H Postage Due, 1891, 50¢ dark claret (Scott J28), o.g., lightly hinged, with rich color and crisp detail; fresh, bright and 
solidly margined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700. Scott 
$600   Estimate $500 - 750
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                        2007                       2008                      2009                      2010                     2011                      2012 
2007  H Postage Due, 1894, 2¢ vermilion (Scott J30), o.g., very lightly hinged, with bewitching color and crystalline detail; fully 

margined, three large, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, just five stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 
P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $875. Scott $775   Estimate $600 - 800

2008  HH Postage Due, 1894, 1¢ deep claret (Scott J31), o.g., never hinged, rich color and proof-like impression; well-centered 
and immaculate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $300. Scott 
$260   Estimate $200 - 300

2009  HH Postage Due, 1895, 3¢ deep claret (Scott J33), o.g., never hinged, exquisitely hued and perfectly printed; fresh with 
superior centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $725. Scott 
$575   Estimate $500 - 750

2010  H Postage Due, 1895, 5¢ deep claret (Scott J34), o.g., lightly hinged, solidly centered with crisp detail and dark, solid 
color, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $280. Scott $300   Estimate $200 - 300

2011  H Postage Due, 1894, 10¢ deep claret (Scott J35), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh with impassioned color; razor-sharp and 
nicely margined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450. Scott 
$350   Estimate $300 - 400

2012  HH Postage Due, 1895, 3¢ deep claret, D.L. watermark (Scott J40), full bottom margin part imprint single, o.g., never 
hinged, a wonderfully fresh example with robust color, sharp lines, and superior centering, Extremely Fine, with photocopy 
of 2019 P.S.E. certificate for plate block of six, this position 4. Scott $225   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                                                    2013                       2014                     2015 
2013  HH Postage Due, 1895, 10¢ deep claret, D.L. watermark (Scott J42), o.g., never hinged, great eye-appeal with vivacious 

color, razor-sharp detail, and gloriously centered on immaculate paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice, with 2020 
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $280   Estimate $300 - 400

2014  HH Postage Due, 1895, 10¢ deep claret, D.L. watermark (Scott J42), o.g., never hinged, fresh and beautifully centered with 
exceptional color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with a 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375. 
Scott $280   Estimate $250 - 350

2015  H Postage Due, 1897, 30¢ deep claret (Scott J43), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), with radiant color 
verging on the two-toned, Post Office fresh and bright with mathematical centering, Extremely Fine, just four stamps 
grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 1983 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $875. 
Scott $600   Estimate $600 - 800
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                                      2016                       2017                     2018                                    2019 
2016  HH Postage Due, 1896, 50¢ deep claret, D.L. watermark (Scott J44), top margin plate number 74 single, o.g., stamp 

never hinged, hinged in selvage only, a fresh positional with razor-sharp impression in rich color, Fine, with 2014 P.S.E. 
certificate for block of four, this position 2. Scott $925   Estimate $200 - 300

2017  H Postage Due, 1896, 50¢ deep claret, D.L. watermark (Scott J44), o.g., lightly hinged, solidly printed with strong color; 
crisp and well-margined, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $335. Scott $375   
  Estimate $250 - 350

2018  HH Postage Due, 1910, 3¢ deep claret, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott J47), o.g., never hinged, with incredibly profound 
color, razor-sharp detail, and massive lateral margins, Very Fine, just one stamp thus graded in PSE’s Population Report, 
a single 85 higher, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $1,400. Scott $1,600  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2019  H Postage Due, 1910, 5¢ & 10¢ deep claret, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott J48-J49), o.g., lightly hinged, Post Office 
fresh with intense color; paper fresh and sound with well-balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $245   Estimate $200 - 300

     
                                                                                     2020                                            2021 
2020  Ha Postage Due, 1910, 5¢ deep claret, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott J48), wide top margin plate number 5524 block of 6 

with imprint and star, with robust color on fresh paper, nicely centered and sporting tall selvage; lightly hinged, positions 
3 & 6 choice and never hinged, Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,100   Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

2021  HH Postage Due, 1912, 50¢ deep claret, S.L. watermark, perf 12 (Scott J50), o.g., never hinged, brightly colored and 
clearly detailed; immaculate paper sporting near-flawless margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, none at this grade in 
PSE’s Population Report; just four higher, with copy of 1983 P.F. certificate for block of four (this position 3), plus 
original 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,150. Scott $2,900   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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              2022                                            2023                                               2024                      2025                       2026 
2022  HH Postage Due, 1914, 1¢ carmine lake, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott J52), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in bold color 

with wonderfully balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a top of the line stamp, with just one 95 and one 95J recorded 
in PSE’s Population Report, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600. Scott $220   
  Estimate $500 - 600

2023  HHa Postage Due, 1914, 1¢ carmine lake, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott J52), full top margin plate number 5541 block of 
6 with imprint and hollow star, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in vibrant color with clean impression on bright white 
paper, F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,700   Estimate $600 - 800

2024  H Postage Due, 1914, 3¢ carmine lake, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott J54), o.g., lightly hinged, a stupendously bright 
and fresh example, with exceptionally deep impression and color, Very Fine, an attention-grabbing stamp, with 2021 P.F. 
certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $950. Scott $1,050   Estimate $750 - 1,000

2025  m Postage Due, 1914, 3¢ carmine lake, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott J54), a delectable Due with delicious color, 
definitive centering, and delightfully muted cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, the nicest we’ve seen, a Solo Top of the 
Pop, PSE’s Population Report noting an 85 as the next-highest graded used stamp, with only one 95 recorded in any 
grade, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $140 as a “90”.   Estimate $500 - 750

2026  HH Postage Due, 1914, 10¢ dull rose, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott J56a), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with exquisite 
color, impression and centering, Extremely Fine, just a lovely stamp, PSE’s Population Report notes just two stamps 
at this grade, with two 95s higher, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $350. Scott $210   
  Estimate $250 - 350

     
                                                                                 2027                        2028 
2027  HH Postage Due, 1914, 30¢ carmine lake, S.L. watermark, perf 10 (Scott J57), o.g., never hinged, with deep color and 

crisp detail; fresh and bright with outstanding centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded 
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750. Scott $525   Estimate $500 - 750

2028  HH Postage Due, 1916, 1¢ rose, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott J59), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh on lily-white 
paper, the design in enticing color with proof-like detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, PSE’s Population Report notes just 
one stamp at this grade, with only two higher, with 1983 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-
XF 85; $12,600. Scott $9,000   Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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                                                                  2029                         2030                       2031 
2029  HH Postage Due, 1916, 2¢ rose, unwatermarked, perf 10 (Scott J60), o.g., never hinged, with sweet, bright color and clean 

impression; fresh with near-perfectly balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded 
VF 80. SMQ VF-XF 85; $800. Scott $625   Estimate $600 - 800

2030  HH Postage Due, 1917, 50¢ carmine rose, unwatermarked, perf 11 (Scott J67), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh 
with rich, suffused color, clear detail, and near-perfect centering on oversized margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 
exceptional appearance, a tough graded stamp, PSE’s Population Report noting just one 85, plus four higher, with 2021 
P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375. Scott $325   Estimate $300 - 400

2031  HH Postage Due, 1930, 10¢ carmine (Scott J74), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and precisely printed and centered, 
Extremely Fine to Superb, a delectable Due, just three stamps grade thus in PSE’s Population Report, with a single stamp 
higher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $310.  Estimate $200 - 300

2032
2032  HHa Postage Due, 1959 (1¢) carmine rose & black, denomination omitted (Scott J89a, b), transitional block of 20 with the 

denomination omitted from the bottom eight stamps and partially printed on the pair above, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,600+   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. POSTAL AGENCY IN CHINA

               
                                                     2033                       2034                      2035                       2036 
2033  HH Offices in China, 1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (Scott K10), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh in richly glowing 

color; very well centered for these, with the overprint displaced slightly to right, Extremely Fine, with 2019 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425.   Estimate $300 - 400

2034  HH Offices in China, 1919, 24¢ on 12¢ claret brown (Scott K11a), o.g., never hinged, a stellar stamp with proof-like detail 
in jaw-dropping color; fresh and sound with margins bordering on the jumbo, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, just a gorgeous 
item, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $275   Estimate $400 - 500

2035  H Offices in China, 1919, 30¢ on 15¢ gray (Scott K12), o.g., lightly hinged, breathtakingly centered with clean impression 
on fresh paper, the overprint slightly to left, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. 
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $225.  Estimate $200 - 250

2036  HH Offices in China, 1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (Scott K15), o.g., never hinged, attractive centering and fresh color, almost 
Very Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,250   Estimate $750 - 1,000

OFFICIAL

                    
                                2037                       2038                       2039                          2040                          2041 
2037  H Navy Dept., 1873, 24¢ ultramarine (Scott O43), o.g., lightly hinged, a stellar Scott with impeccable color and 

impression, near-perfectly centered on glowing white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, great eye-appeal, with 2021 
P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $550. Scott $425   Estimate $450 - 600

2038  H Post Office Dept., 1873, 10¢ black (Scott O51), o.g., hinged, cleanly printed with alluring color and balanced margins, 
Extremely Fine, with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $325.  Estimate $200 - 300

2039  H State Dept., 1873, 12¢ dark green (Scott O63), o.g., hinged, an attention-grabbing example with exceptional color depth, 
sharp detail, and outstanding centering on like-new paper, Superb, PSE’s Population Report does not note a single stamp 
as a 98, with just one 100 higher, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,300. Scott $310  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2040  H State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (Scott O68), o.g., hinged, crisp design in clean colors on fresh paper; two tiny thin 
spots, Fine+, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,800   Estimate $350 - 500

2041  H State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (Scott O68), o.g., hinged, fresh with proof-like impression and strong color; clean-
faced and full-margined; light crease at lower right, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,800   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                   2042                             2044                       2045                       2046                       2047                    2048 
2042  H State Dept., 1873, $20 green & black (Scott O71), top margin part imprint single, o.g., previously hinged, with 

razor-sharp detail and colors in perfect registration; fresh; a couple sealed separations not mentioned on accompanying 
certificate, F.-V.F., a tough top-value State, ex Markovits, with 1979 and 2020 P.F. certificates. Scott $5,000   
  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2043  ) Treasury Dept., 1873, 10¢ brown (Scott O77), pen-canceled on a legal-sized Treasury Dept., U.S. Assay Office, Helena 
MT Official Business envelope to Red Bluff, MT; purple Helena boxed Registry handstamp, Nov 2, 1882, and five intact 
Helena Assay Office red wax seals; also includes the original receipt on a Helena Assay Office letterhead for gold bullion 
in the amount of $89.86; stamp with some pre-use perforation damage, cover reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very 
Fine. (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

2044  H Treasury Dept., 1873, 30¢ brown (Scott O81), o.g., hinge remnant, Post Office fresh with exquisite color depth and 
detail, well-centered on pristine paper, Very Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $400   Estimate $300 - 400

2045  H Treasury Dept., 1873, 90¢ brown (Scott O82), exceptionally fresh and quite well centered, nearly Very Fine, with a 1995 
P.F. certificate. Scott $475   Estimate $200 - 300

2046  H Agriculture Dept., 1879, 3¢ yellow (Scott O95), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with deep, rich color and clean detail, F.-V.F., 
with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $550   Estimate $750 - 1,000

2047  H Interior Dept., 1879, 15¢ vermilion (Scott O102), o.g., lightly hinged, a heart-stopper with unparalleled color and 
superior centering, fresh and sound, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an undervalued stamp, just a single 85J ranks higher in 
PSE’s Population Report, with 2021 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $525. Scott $400   
  Estimate $600 - 800

2048  H Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (Scott O103), o.g., very lightly hinged, a wonderfully fresh stamp with rich, bold 
color, Fine+, a difficult elusive adhesive, especially in sound quality—and a rarity well worth consideration, with 2000 
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,500   Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

2049
2049  HH Official Mail, 1988, 25¢ coil, imperf (Scott O141a), pair, o.g., never hinged, bright and clean with oversized margins left 

and right, Very Fine. Scott $800   Estimate $600 - 800
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NEWSPAPER

               
                                         2050                                   2052                                  2053                           2054  
2050  (H) Newspaper, 1865, 10¢ blue green, pelure paper (Scott PR2b), without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Scott $400   

  Estimate $200 - 300

2051  (H) Newspaper, 1865, 25¢ carmine red, 5¢ blue w/white border (Scott PR3a, PR4), without gum as issued, bright and 
fresh; 25¢ clipped at top, 5¢ clipped at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,225  (photo on web site)  Estimate $250 - 350

2052  (H) Newspaper, 1881, 5¢ dark blue, A.B.N.C. “Soft Paper” Reprint of the 1865 issue (Scott PR8), without gum as issued, 
Fine. Scott $650   Estimate $200 - 300

2053  H Newspaper, 1875, $6 ultramarine (Scott PR26), o.g., previously hinged, with supple color and clear detail; 
paper generally fresh; diagonal crease and adherences on the gum, F.-V.F., with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000 
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

2054  (H) Newspaper, 1875, 4¢ gray black, C.B.N.C. “Hard Paper” Special Printing (Scott PR35), without gum as issued, fresh 
with robust color and clean detail, nicely centered on glowing paper, F.-V.F., 4451 sold, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. 
Scott $700   Estimate $350 - 500

2055
2055  HH/Ha Newspaper, 1879, 2¢ black, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott PR57), bottom margin block of 4 with partial imprint, o.g., bottom 

stamps never hinged; some separation, F.-V.F. Scott $350   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                2056                         2057                            2059 
2056  HH Newspaper, 1879, 60¢ red, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott PR67), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, vivid color and 

impression, rare never hinged example; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F., with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott 
$1,250 as hinged   Estimate $400 - 600

2057  m Newspaper, 1879, 72¢ red, A.B.N.C. printing (Scott PR68), fresh with robust color and clean detail, the five-line cancel 
allowing the design to show in its entirety; thin spot, Fine, extremely rare used.  Scott $475   Estimate $300 - 400

2058  Ha Newspaper, 1885, 1¢ black, A.B.N.C. & Bureau printings (Scott PR81, PR90), blocks of 4, PR85 with top sheet 
margin, separation; PR90 with right sheet margin & partial imprint, nsted at the top; small thin upper left stamp, o.g., 
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,175  (photo on web site)  Estimate $400 - 600

2059  HH Newspaper, 1894, 4¢ intense black, Bureau printing (Scott PR92), o.g., never hinged, adroitly printed in robust color; 
fresh and fully margined; light natural gum wrinkle, F.-V.F., with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,275   
  Estimate $400 - 600

          
                                                               2060                                                    2061                           2062 
2060  H Newspaper, 1895, 2¢ black, Bureau printing, unwatermarked (Scott PR103), top margin strip of 3 with imprint & 

plate no. 100, o.g.; left stamp rejoined, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000   Estimate $250 - 350

2061  (H) Newspaper, 1895, $5 ultramarine, Bureau printing, unwatermarked (Scott PR109), unused without gum, a come-
hither beauty with luxuriant color and exceptional centering on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a headliner to 
any collection, a Solo Top of the Pop, with only two stamps attaining a grade of 90 in PSE’s Population Report, with 1988 
P.F. and 2021 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $990 as a “90”. Scott $800   
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2062  H Newspaper, 1895, $10 green, Bureau printing, unwatermarked (Scott PR110), o.g., lightly hinged, in bold, rich color, 
beautifully centered with wide, even margins, Very Fine. Scott $2,500   Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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                                                    2063                                                                   2064 
2063  HH Newspaper, 1897, $50 dull rose, Bureau printing, D.L. watermark (Scott PR124), right sheet margin imprint & plate 

no. 135 strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $680 as singles   Estimate $300 - 400

2064  HH/H Newspaper, 1897, $50 dull rose, Bureau printing, D.L. watermark (Scott PR124), top sheet margin imprint & plate 
no. 135 strip of 3, o.g., stamps never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $680 as singles   Estimate $300 - 400

POSTAL NOTE

2065
2065  ) [Postal Note] 1883, Trenton, N.J. (Martin PN1), Serial no. 2587, 1¢ payable to the Postmaster at Philadelphia, 

blue Trenton M.O.B. c.d.s., May 22, 1884, Very Fine.  Noll records just nine PN1 Notes from New Jersey,   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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United States: Postal Note

2066
2066  ) [Postal Note] 1883, Dover, N.J. (Martin PN1), Serial no. 32, 10¢ payable to the Postmaster at New York, N.Y., light blue 

Dover M.O.B. c.d.s., Sep 17, 1883; light vertical file fold at the right, Very Fine.  Noll records just nine PN1 Notes from 
New Jersey,   Estimate $750 - 1,000

2067
2067  ) [Postal Note] 1883, Tucson, Ariz. (Territory) (Martin PN1), Serial no. 44, 1¢ payable to the Postmaster at Chicago 

with no validating postmark, punched Sep 1883, Very Fine.  Noll records just 21 PN1 Notes from Arizona,   
  Estimate $500 - 750

2068
2068  ) [Postal Note] 1886, Trenton, N.J. (Martin PN2), Serial no. 9089, 1¢ payable to the Postmaster at Berlin Falls, N.H., blue 

Trenton M.O.B. c.d.s. on the reverse, Mar 1, 1886, Very Fine.  Noll records just 11 PN2 Notes from New Jersey,   
  Estimate $500 - 750
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PARCEL POST

          
                                                  2069                                                             2070                                        2071  
2069  Ha Parcel Post, 1913, 1¢ Post Office Clerk, misperforated (Scott Q1 var), block of 4 with the vertical perforations shifted 

a full 13-14mm to the left resulting in four rather spectacular perf freaks; natural straight edges with guide lines at the left 
and bottom, o.g., lightly hinged; small, shallow thin in the lower left stamp, otherwise Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

2070  H Parcel Post, 1913, 2¢ City Carrier, lake color (Scott Q2a), o.g., previously hinged, with indubitable color and chiseled 
detail on fresh paper, F.-V.F., a great example of this rare shade, with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000 as Fine-Very Fine 
  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

2071  HH Parcel Post, 1913, 3¢ Railway Postal Clerk (Scott Q3), o.g., never hinged, a jaw-dropping stamp with canyon-like 
engraving yielding incredibly deep color; flawlessly centered and fresh, Superb, a real beauty, with 2021 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $950.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

               
                              2072                                       2073                                        2074                                    2075 
2072  HH Parcel Post, 1913, 15¢ Automobile Service (Scott Q7), o.g., never hinged, a pristine example with glowing color, 

wonderful detail, and near-perfect centering, Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp, with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. 
SMQ XF 90; $400. Scott $170   Estimate $300 - 400

3
2073  HH Parcel Post, 1913, 50¢ Dairying (Scott Q10), o.g., never hinged, a true “holy cow” of a stamp, flawlessly printed and 

exquisitely centered, the gum without a single bend or skip, Superb, down the whole stein when you win this one, only 
two stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $7,500 
.  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2074  HH Parcel Post, 1913, 50¢ Dairying (Scott Q10), o.g., never hinged, a pristine example in solid color and razor-sharp detail; 
fresh and bright paper, Extremely Fine, with 1985 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90 XQ. SMQ XF 90 XQ; 
$1,250 for a “90”. Scott $500   Estimate $800 - 1,200

2075  HH Parcel Post, 1913, $1 Fruit Growing (Scott Q12), o.g., never hinged, a wonderfully choice world-class gem with near 
perfect centering, Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ $8,000.  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2076
2076  HH Parcel Post, 1913, $1 Fruit Growing (Scott Q12), o.g., never hinged, an unmistakable jumbo with rich color on 

immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, the perfect stamp for the truly picky collector, only three stamps graded 
thus in PSE’s Population Report, with just four higher, with 1990 P.F. and 2021 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded XF-
SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $4,350. Scott $600   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

PARCEL POST POSTAGE DUE

          
                                                    2077                                     2078                                        2079 
2077  HH Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 10¢ dark green (Scott JQ4), o.g., never hinged, with outstandingly deep color and 

sharp detail, mathematically centered on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Top of the Pop, the highest grade 
awarded in PSE’s Population Report, with 1982 and 2021 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 
95; $1,400. Scott $290   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2078  HH Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 25¢ dark green (Scott JQ5), full wide bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, a 
particularly delectable Parcel Due, the stamp a pinnacle of perfection, with a selvage tab that would almost hold another 
entire stamp, a Superb jumbo, if you like ‘em big, this is the jumbo for you, a Solo Top of the Pop; PSE’s highest-graded 
stamp in their Population Report is a single 100, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100J. SMQ Gem 100J; $3,400 as 
a “100”. Scott $185   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2079  HH Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 25¢ dark green (Scott JQ5), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with enticing color and 
sharp detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with photocopy of 2019 P.F. certificate for strip of four. Scott $185   
  Estimate $250 - 350

BOOKLETS

2080
2080  HH 1980, 15¢ Windmills booklet pane of 10, miscut/misperf (Scott 1742a var.), complete booklet of two panes, both miscut 

in two directions; miscut horizontally by 11mm, resulting in the the horizontal perfs bisecting the top stamps and making 
the bottom stamps 32mm tall instead of 21mm; miscut vertically, making each pane about 115mm long instead of 110mm, 
resulting in the vertical perfs bisecting the stamps, and leaving electric eye, that should be in the selvage, printed on the 
right end of the second pane, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  A striking perf freak. Includes a normal booklet, Scott BK135, 
  Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                       2081                                                                    2082 
2081  HH Booklet, 1917, 25¢ green on green cover (Scott 498e), eight BK53 booklets, seven of them containing position D panes, 

each a different combination of plate numbers, the 8th booklet contains four position B panes; all panes have the covers 
marked up and the gum tropicalized, three of them with interleaving stuck, o.g., never hinged, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott 
$2,400   Estimate $300 - 400

2082  HH Airmail booklet, 1964, 80¢ black on pink cover (Scott BKC17), slogan 3, complete and unexploded, o.g., never hinged, 
F.-V.F. Scott $500   Estimate $200 - 300

LOCAL

     
                                                      2083                                                                                            2084 
2083  Ha American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ black, thin paper (2nd printing) (Scott 5L1), complete sheet of 20, printers waste 

or just too much coffee, you decide; either way, a fun and attention-grabbing piece, with at least four impressions on the 
front and a partial impression on back; clean and fresh, Very Fine.  Estimate $600 - 800

2084  Ha American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ black, thin paper (2nd printing) (Scott 5L1), complete sheet of 20, in crisp black 
die sunk on approximately 8½ x 11-inch calendered paper; light toning away from the impression, thumbnail wrinkle at 
lower left, Very Fine, a handsome item.  Estimate $200 - 300
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2085
2085  Ha American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ black, thin paper (2nd printing) (Scott 5L1), complete sheet of 20, the press 

capturing two sheets at once, the right-most column thus half-printed on one, half on the second (which is otherwise 
blank); streaks of extraneous press ink at left, still Very Fine, it’s not just your Brother, brother.   Estimate $500 - 750

2086
2086  HHa Bicycle Mail Route, 1894, 25¢ green (Scott 12L2 var), full pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, a great double-error sheet, 

misaligned on the front, with offset of a full stamp on reverse; roulettes separating both ends of pane, Very Fine. Scott 
$250 for normal   Estimate $500 - 750

2087
2087  ) Floyd’s Penny Post, 1860 (1¢) brown (Scott 68L2), a nearly exquisite four-margined example (top right corner torn on 

opening), tied by one of two fancy “Floyd’s Penny Post” thimble cancels; with #25 tied by black grid cancel with double-
ring “Chicago/SEP/15/Ills” postmark alongside; addressed to Waukegan, Ill.; both stamps faulty, but an extremely rare 
usage, Fine. Scott $4,250 on cover   Estimate $350 - 500

2088  H/(H) Array of Locals, 18 items in total, a mix of issued and reference; companies range from Blood’s to Winans’; singles but 
for an unused strip of four of #144L2; all with full to large margins, Very Fine, a nice study group for the specialist; imaged 
online.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400
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POSTAL STATIONERY

ENVELOPES & WRAPPERS

               
                                                 2089                               2090                         2091                     2092 
2089  H Envelope, 1854, Nesbitt 1st Issue, 3¢ red, “THREE” in short label with octagonal ends (Scott U5), cut square, 

cleanly printed with bright color; toned from prior mounting; light creases, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $5,750   
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

2090  H Envelope, 1853, Nesbitt 1st Issue, 6¢ green on buff (Scott U14), cut square (full corner), fresh with soft color and clear 
embossing, Very Fine. Scott $200 for cut square   Estimate $200 - 250

2091  H Envelope, 1860, Nesbitt 2nd Issue, 10¢ green (Scott U32), cut square, flawless impression on glowing white paper with 
perfectly balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250   Estimate $800 - 1,200

2092  H Envelope, 1860, Nesbitt 2nd Issue, 10¢ green on buff (Scott U33), cut square, clean impression on paper colored 
through; sound with attractive margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,250   Estimate $750 - 1,000

     
                                                      2093                                                                                        2094 
2093  H) Envelope, 1861, Nesbitt 3rd Issue, 12¢, 20¢ & 40¢ mint entires (Scott U42, U43, U45), size 21, 22 & 24, respectively; 

intact flaps & gum; bit of very minimal soiling, still Very Fine. UPSS 98, 99, 101; $1,875. Scott $1,625   
  Estimate $500 - 750

2094  H Envelope, 1865, Nesbitt 4th Issue, 9¢ lemon on buff & 9¢ orange on buff (Scott U66-U67), cut squares, nice duo 
showing clear color difference; each well-impressed with solid color and full margins; #U66 with owner’s handstamp on 
reverse (mentioned for accuracy), Very Fine. Scott $500   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                EX 2095                                   2096                                     EX 2097
2095  H Envelope, 1871, Reay Issue, Selection of four values, 7¢//90¢ wonderfully fresh quartet, comprising #U88, U98, U104 

(full corner) and U106; each bright and strong with outstanding margins, Very Fine, beautiful designs flawlessly executed. 
Scott $880+   Estimate $600 - 800

2096  m Envelope, 1870, Reay Issue, 90¢ carmine on cream (Scott U107), cut square, a sensational piece with exceptional color 
and detail, full margins all around, and a mute double-oval cancel; light soiling from usage as to be expected, Very Fine 
to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,250   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2097  H Envelope, 1875-87, Quintet of Plimpton and Plimpton & Morgan issues, comprising cut squares of #U206 and U207, 
plus full corners of #U207, U208 and U337; each Post Office fresh and sound, with stunning color and impression, Very 
Fine to Extremely Fine, an attractive assortment of alluring Alexanders. Scott $610+   Estimate $400 - 600

AIRMAIL ENVELOPES

2098
2098  H 1951, 10¢ chocolate on pale blue (Scott UC16b), entire, fresh and sound with square corners and crisp folds, Extremely 

Fine, a sweet chocolate, often mis-identified. Scott $450   Estimate $200 - 300

OFFICIAL ENVELOPES

2099
2099  H War Dept., 1875, 30¢ red on amber (Scott UO68), cut square; tiny tear to backflap at left, a few tiny inclusions, F.-V.F. 

Scott $1,100   Estimate $500 - 750
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POSTAL CARDS

2100  H/m Small Postal Card Study Selection, 1873-1901, 35 cards in all, ranging from #UX3 to UX18, gathered with an eye to the 
interesting and different; comprises #UX3 with year-of-issue 1873 dates (7), dated 1874 or 1875 (4), showing watermark 
varieties (2, tailed and no-tail “P”), an inking variety, with inverted watermark (5); #UX5 preprinted “City of Newton” 
(unused), preprinted with German address and “Via ENGLAND” (2 unused), one to England uprated with 2¢ Jackson 
(#178); #UX7 preprinted or advertising (2 unused), cancelled Booneville, Ind., and with recut “ONE CENT”; #UX9 
with Sanders, SC octagonal M.O.B. cancel; #UX12 with YMCA World’s Fair Corn Festival advertisement; #UX13 used 
to Germany (5); plus uncancelled #UX18 with back repapered; condition varies, but an interesting lot, F.-V.F. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)  Estimate $350 - 500

     
                                                  EX 2101                                                                                 2103 
2101  H) 1891, 1¢ black on buff, Columbian Exposition cards (Scott UX10 var.), Set 4 with added 1¢ Columbian on the address 

side, lacks card No. 3, but includes two card No. 6, also includes the original wrapper, which has some damp staining and 
a rough opening edge, but is otherwise intact.  USPCC EX35//EX44. USPCC $550   Estimate $250 - 350

2102  H) 1891, 1¢ black on buff, Columbian Exposition cards (Scott UX10 var.), Koehler, Set 7, mixed printings; 11 different 
(missing the Government Building); mixed condition, generally Fine. USPCC EX63//EX73. USPCC $550  (photo on web 
site)  Estimate $300 - 400

2103  H) Postal Card, 1902, 1¢ black on buff, the “full-face McKinley” (Scott UX17), just about pristine, Very Fine.  
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

REVENUE

2104
2104  H Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $3.50 blue & black, two examples of model (Turner 102-B), impression of 

frame with vignette pasted on, on bond paper, one in green, one in orange brown, both with vignette in black, Fine. Scott 
R126-E. Turner $200 (1974)   Estimate $400 - 600
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                                         2105                                2106                                 2107                            2108 
2105  H Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $3.50 carmine & black (Turner 102-B), impression of frame with vignette 

pasted on, on bond paper, cut a bit close, F.-V.F. Scott R126-E. Turner $100 (1974)   Estimate $250 - 350

2106  H Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $25 carmine & black (Turner 106-C), impression of frame with vignette 
pasted on, on heavy bond paper, large margins; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott R130-E. Turner $50 (1974) 
  Estimate $250 - 350

2107  H Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $25 blue & black (Turner 106-C), impression of frame with vignette 
pasted on, on heavy bond paper, bottom margin part imprint single, F.-V.F. Scott R130-E. Turner $50 (1974)   
  Estimate $300 - 400

2108  m Revenue, 1863, First Issue, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (Scott R21c), a handsome stamp with deep color on pristine 
paper; full socked-on-the-nose “P&W R.R.Co./1865/Treasurer’s Office” strike; couple short perforations at right, F.-V.F. 
Scott $700   Estimate $200 - 300

     
2109                     2110

2109  m Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 70¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (Scott R65a), a supernaturally centered example with deep, 
rich color, sharp impression (including an apparent plate flaw between “Y” and “C” at top), and a light, largely face-free 
red handstamped cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, a choice selection for the Revenuer, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate 
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95. Scott $700   Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

2110  H Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $10 Mortgage, imperf (Scott R95a), a handsome stamp with exceptional color depth, full 
to oversized margins, and a faint manuscript cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a Mortgage that won’t cost you your 
house, with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80. Scott $900   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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                 2111                           2112                                   2113                                   2114                                2115 
2111  m Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $10 Probate of Will, imperf (Scott R96a), an eye-stopper with unfathomable depth of color, 

proof-like impression, and large, clear margins; central handstamp cancel dated May 2 1863; small faults and creases, 
Very Fine appearance, a pretty Revenue, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $4,000   Estimate $750 - 1,000

2112  m Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (Scott R97a), an attention-grabber with immense, dark color 
and bold lines; unobtrusive manuscript cancel dated April 20, 1863; margins close to just in all around, Fine, with 2015 
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $4,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000

2113  m Revenue, 1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d (Scott R99c), fresh on pristine paper, with deep, rich color and 
clean detail; manuscript 1864 cancel; small sealed tear at right, Fine, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,000   
  Estimate $350 - 500

2114  m Revenue, 1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, imperf (Scott R100a), in spicy color on fresh paper; four full margins plus 
a light manuscript cancel, Extremely Fine, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90. Scott $3,250   
  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2115  m Revenue, 1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, imperf (Scott R100a), well-printed in full color on fresh paper; nicely 
centered with four complete margins; pinhole thin in “T” of “STATES” and small tear top right not mentioned on 
accompanying certificate, Very Fine appearance, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,250   Estimate $400 - 600

FUTURE DELIVERY

A MARVELOUS EXAMPLE OF THE EXCEEDINGLY RARE PERF  
10 TEN-CENT FUTURE DELIVERY

2116
2116  m Future Delivery, 1928, 10¢ carmine rose, perf 10 (Scott RC27), bright and fresh with handstamped and faint cut 

cancels, the cut cancel being a single scored line that doesn’t even break the paper (and isn’t noted on the 2021 certificate), 
Fine, ex Selengut, with 1972 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $5,000   Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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THE ONLY EXAMPLE OF THE PERF 10 TWENTY-CENT FUTURE DELIVERY  
CERTIFIED BY THE PHILATELIC FOUNDATION

2117
2117  m Future Delivery, 1928, 20¢ carmine rose, perf 10 (Scott RC28), fresh and quite well-centered with light violet 

handstamped cancels, F.-V.F., ex Selengut, with 1972 and 2021 P.F. certificates. Scott $5,000   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
 (photo on front cover)

STOCK TRANSFER

     
                                                                              2118                                         2119 
2118  (H) Stock Transfer, 1940, 1¢-$20, Imperf without overprint (Scott RD67a-RD85a vars.), horizontal pairs, without gum as 

issued, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $750   Estimate $300 - 400

2119  H Stock Transfer, 1949, $5,000 Folger (Scott RD311), light Stock Clearing Corp. “S.C.C.” cancel; couple light creases, 
Very Fine appearance. Scott $675   Estimate $200 - 300

WINES

          
2120                                                        2121

2120  (H)a Wines, 1951, 202/5 green & black (Scott RE187), block of 4, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $440+  
   Estimate $200 - 300

2121  (H) Wines, 1951, 38-¼¢ green & black (Scott RE189), block of 4, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine. Scott $600+  
  Estimate $300 - 400

2122  (H) Wines, 1951, 802/5¢ green & black (Scott RE194), block of 4, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine. Scott $700+  
  Estimate $350 - 500
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SILVER TAX

     
2123                                    2124

2123  (H) Silver Tax, 1934, $500 blue (Scott RG22), without gum as issued, fresh and well centered, Very Fine.  An outstanding 
example of this rare Silver Tax high value.  Scott $900   Estimate $500 - 750

2124  m Silver Tax, 1942, $1,000 gray (Scott RG107), fresh and clean, serial number 749; manuscript and light violet handstamp 
cancels; staple holes top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a gold standard Silver, without any evidence 
of a cut cancel to be found. Scott $8,500   Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

 (photo on back cover)

CONSULAR SERVICE FEE

2125  H/(H) 1906-25, Sextet of mint or unused Consular Service Fee stamps (Scott RK6//RK29), fresh and bright, each identified 
and priced on #102 card; comprises #RK6, RK19, RK25, RK29 (2) and RK30; Scott values these stamps as used only; 
here’s your chance to add uncancelled examples to your collection, F.-V.F., fully imaged online.  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $400 - 600

PRIVATE DIE MATCH

     
                                                                2126                                                2127 
2126  Ha Mansfield & Co., 1¢ blue, watermarked USIR (Scott RO130d), left margin imprint block of 8, a wonderful positional, 

sound with firm perforations, outstanding color and proof-like impression; light horizontal wrinkle across positions 5 & 
6, otherwise Very Fine appearance, a handsome addition to any collection.  Estimate $250 - 350

2127  ma Trenton Match Co., 1¢ blue, watermarked USIR (Scott RO176d), bottom margin imprint block of 6, a rarely 
encountered multiple—much less positional—with intense color and razor-sharp detail on day-one fresh paper, F.-V.F., 
one to light up any collection.  Estimate $200 - 300
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PRIVATE DIE MEDICINE

          
                                                                     2128                     2129                    EX 2130 
2128  m Barnes, D.S., 2¢ vermilion, old paper (Scott RS16a), crisp and relatively clean with vibrant color; corner perforation 

thin at lower right, F.-V.F. Scott $675. Suggested Bid $350 .  Estimate $350 - 500

2129  m Barnes, D.S., 2¢ vermilion, old paper (Scott RS16a), nicely centered with alluring color and deep detail; usual small 
faults, F.-V.F. Scott $675   Estimate $350 - 500

2130  m Barnes, D.S., 2¢ vermilion, 1¢ & 2¢ black, old paper (Scott RS16a, RS18a, RS19a), pretty and fresh trio, bright and 
cleanly printed; #RS16a faults, generally F.-V.F. Scott $765   Estimate $250 - 350

2131
2131  m Campion & Co., 4¢ black, imperf, watermarked USIR (Scott RS47d), vertical pair, fresh with sharp impression and 

rich color; margin close but clear at top left, otherwise full, Very Fine, a pretty multiple. Aldrich notes 78 extant, 53 of 
which are sound. Scott $850 as singles   Estimate $500 - 750

2132
2132  m Hartman & Co., 6¢ black, old paper (Scott RS100a), fresh and bright with robust color and razor-sharp detail; tiny 

thins, Fine centering, but so much prettier. Aldrich notes 33 extant, 14 of which are sound. Scott $1,000 
  Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                                                  2133                                                      EX 2134 
2133  H Hartman & Co., 6¢ black, silk paper (Scott RS100b), disturbed o.g., strong color and bold lines on clearly silk-stranded 

paper; fresh and without the usual nicks and creases, F.-V.F., a rare original gum example. Aldrich notes 57 extant, 32 of 
which are sound. Scott $400   Estimate $350 - 500

2134  m Henry, John F., 1¢ black-4¢ red, selection of 13 (Scott RS114a//RS16d), comprising #RS114a-RS114d, RS115a-
RS115d, RS115u (piece missing from right margin), and RS116a-RS116d; wonderfully printed in bright, true colors on 
fresh to glowing white paper; sound apart from the ultramarine, F.-V.F. Scott $2,544   Estimate $800 - 1,200

2135
2135  m Jackson & Co., 4¢ green, old paper (Scott RS143a), cleanly printed with enticing color; repaired long diagonal tear at 

right, including portion replaced, Fine appearance. Aldrich notes 20 extant, only 7 of which are sound. Scott $2,250 
  Estimate $750 - 1,000

2136
2136  m Kerr, Dr. J.C., 4¢ blue, silk paper (Scott RS159b), a “wow” item, fresh and crisply printed in luxuriant color; centered 

to bottom but completely sound, F.-V.F. Scott $350   Estimate $250 - 350

2137
2137  m West India Mfg. Co., 4¢ black, die I, pink paper (Scott RS264c), cleanly printed on pristine paper, without the faults 

usually found on these large-format stamps, F.-V.F., a pretty two-toned Private Die. Aldrich notes 46 extant, 32 of which 
are sound. Scott $400   Estimate $300 - 400
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HUNTING PERMIT

DUCK STAMPS

          
                                        2138                                                   2139                                                   2141 
2138  HH Hunting Permit, 1934, $1 Mallards (Scott RW1), o.g., never hinged, in rich color on immaculate paper, the gum pristine 

with no bends or skips; trivial speck in water not mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F., with photocopy of 2020 
P.S.A.G. certificate for block of four, this position 1. Scott $750   Estimate $300 - 400

2139  HH Hunting Permit, 1934, $1 Mallards (Scott RW1), top margin plate number 129201 single, o.g., never hinged, glowingly 
fresh with outstanding detail and bright color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a nice positional, with 2020 P.F. certificate 
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $825. Scott $750   Estimate $600 - 800

2140  HH/H 1934-61, An alphabet of Ducks (Scott RW1//RW34), 26 singles in all, still on their original dealer #102 cards, identified, 
priced and ready to sell; comprises never hinged #RW1 (top plate), RW2, RW3 (full top plate), RW4, RW7, RW8, RW9, 
RW10 (4, 1 bottom plate), RW15, RW16, RW19, RW22, RW24, RW27, RW28, RW29 (left plate), RW30, RW31, RW32, 
RW33 and RW34; o.g. #RW6; and unused #RW5 (bottom plate); all fresh and sound with solid to sublime centering; 
imaged in full online, Very Fine with better. Scott $3,945  (photo on web site)  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2141  HH Hunting Permit, 1935, $1 Canvasbacks (Scott RW2), o.g., never hinged, a marvelously choice example of the scarcest 
of all the Ducks, Extremely Fine to Superb, with 2021 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,700. 
Scott $375   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

     
                                                                          2142                                                                                       2143 
2142  HHa Hunting Permit, 1942, $1 Baldpates (Scott RW9), bottom right plate number 149600 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, nicely 

centered with alluring color and sharp detail; fresh and sound, F.-V.F., with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,500   
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2143  H Hunting Permit, 2013, $15 Common Goldeneye, souvenir sheet, without artist’s signature (Scott RW80c), Post 
Office fresh and bright, the corners crisp and clean, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250   Estimate $800 - 1,200
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TELEGRAPH

     
                                                       2144                                                                                2145 
2144  (H)a Northern New York Telegraph Co., 1894-95, Complete set of 4, imperf (Scott 12T1a-12T4a), all in panes of 6, unused 

without gum. Scott $640   Estimate $300 - 400

2145  (H) Northern New York Telegraph Co., 1894-95, 1¢ yellow (Scott 12T3), pane of 6, unused without gum. Scott $525 
 Estimate $250 - 350

TEST STAMPS & TEST BOOKLETS

     
                                                                                     2146                                   2147 
2146  H Test Booklet, 1970s, Avery-Dennison, Eagle self-adhesive test pane of 8, Very Fine.  Unlisted. Said to be one of only 

three panes known.,   Estimate $300 - 400

2147  H Test Stamp, 1909-10, Simplex Stamp Affixer, red (Scott TD27), vertical pair, o.g., large balanced margins, Very Fine.  
Vewry rare; a pair is unpriced by Scott.  Scott $1,000+   Estimate $500 - 750
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2148
2148  Ha Test Stamp, 1912, Bruckmann A.G. (Washington design), brown (Scott TD51), blocks of 4 & 6 and two pairs, one 

horizontal pair and a vertical pair in the block of 6 are Very Fine; the rest are heavily creased. Scott $1,500   
  Estimate $200 - 300

          
                                              2149                                                                  2150                                            2151 
2149  HHa Test Stamp, 1954, B.E.P. framed rectangle design, carmine, perforated (Scott TD94), two blocks of 4, o.g., never 

hinged, each has P.O.D. rejoined separation - one vertically, one horizontally - with a strip of perf 11 blank paper; one 
block has one stamp thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $200 - 300

2150  HHa Test Stamp, 1954, B.E.P. framed rectangle design coil, carmine, imperf (Scott TD97a), top sheet margin block of 4 
with Electric Eye markings, o.g., never hinged. Scott $600+   Estimate $300 - 400

2151  HHa Test Stamp, 1954, B.E.P. framed rectangle design coil, carmine, perf 9¾ vertically (Scott TD97 var.), block of 4 
unslit horizontally, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Vertical pairs are listed but not priced.  Scott $400 ++   
  Estimate $400 - 600
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                                                                           2152                                                                                          2153 
2152  Ha Test Stamp, 1979, B.E.P. “Experimental”, multicolored octagons (Scott TD118), a pristine lower right plate no. 

173404 block of 20 with wide bottom margin showing individual color plate numbers and registration marks, Extremely 
Fine.  An exceedingly rare - perhaps unique - large multiple.  Scott $3,600 ++   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2153  HHa Test Stamp, 1979, B.E.P. “Experimental”, multicolored (Scott TD118), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, very rare, Very 
Fine. Scott $600   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                                                    2154                                       2155                         2156
2154  (H)a Test Stamp, 1981, “B” Test Stamp, red Bee, left sheet margin block of 4, line perf 11¾ ungummed, Very Fine.  Said to 

be only 14 examples known,   Estimate $200 - 300

2155  HH Test Stamp, 1995, Christmas issue (Ashton-Potter printing), serpentine die cut 11x11.5 (Scott TD127B), o.g., never 
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $750   Estimate $350 - 500

2156  H Test Stamp, 1996, B.C.A. Perf Test (Scott TD128), mounted on an Exhibition page that states, “less than 10 distributed 
to collectors.”, Very Fine.  Very rare - the few that reached public hands were distributed at a seminar at NAPEX in 1996, 
Ex-L. Weiss. Scott $450   Estimate $300 - 400
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                             2157                                                                                        2158 
2157  HH 1960s-72, “For Testing Purposes Only”, $1 & $2 booklets (Scott TDB13-TDB15), each complete and unexploded, 

containing the proper number of full panes of “stamps”, #TDB14 panes with no perforated stapling tab, #TDB15 with 
panes inverted; each cover handstamped “Dummy”; #TDB13 with hand-applied multicolor edge markings for machine 
adjustments, #TDB14 with black felt pen lines on back cover as usual, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an interesting trio. 
Scott $500   Estimate $250 - 350

2158  (H) Test Booklets, 1994, NCR/USPS Flag - two types - booklet panes of 12, ATM format (Scott TDB84Bc, 84De), without 
gum as issued, Very Fine.  Unpriced by Scott, Ex-Undersander.   Estimate $400 - 600

SANITARY FAIR

2159
2159  (H) Sanitary Fair, Albany, N.Y., 1864, 10¢ rose & 10¢ black (Scott WV1-WV2), Post Office fresh, each four-margined with 

full guide lines; #WV2 affixed to card, Very Fine. Scott $825   Estimate $600 - 800
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ENCASED POSTAGE STAMPS

     
                                                     2160                                                                                     2161 
2160  H Encased Postage, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, 3¢ short arrows (Scott EP3), the stamp bright and crisp; mica intact but with 

surface scratches; reverse nicely patinated, F.-V.F. Hodders & Bowers 5. Scott $475   Estimate $200 - 300

2161  H Encased Postage, J. Gault, 5&cent (Scott EP96), one that saw usage, its mica pristine, its back heavily worn; the stamp 
still fresh, F.-V.F. Hodders & Bowers 131. Scott $450   Estimate $300 - 400

     
2162                                                                                 2163

2162  H Encased Postage, J. Gault, 24&cent (Scott EP99); “stamp torn and mica with [very] slight crazing” ~ 2002 P.S.E. 
certificate, Very Fine appearance.  Looks much better than it sounds.  Hodders & Bowers 137. Scott $2,250   
  Estimate $500 - 750

2163  H Encased Postage, Lord & Taylor, 5&cent (Scott EP123), mica slightly crazed, otherwise nearly uncirculated with 
almost no wear, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Hodders & Bowers 170. Scott $1,050   Estimate $600 - 800

MISCELLANEOUS BACK-OF-THE-BOOK

2164  H/m Miscellaneous Mostly Back-of-the-Book Mixture, presented on #102 or black cards, many identified and priced; solid 
Revenues including Battleships and Wines, Private Dies including a Trial Color, Sanitary Fair including used #WV11, 
Post Office Seal, Local, Postal Savings, Canal Zone and Hawaii, plus some pretty Front-of-the-Book material; generally 
fresh and clean, some condition issues as to be expected but overall sound and solid collection or stock material, F.-V.F., 
imaged in full online. (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

PRINTERS’ SAMPLES

2165  HH/H Booklet Panes - Balance of Collection, #424d (40, including groups of 20 diff. & 16 diff.), 462a (position. D), 501b (A 
& D), 502b (I, K[2]), 583a (2 NH), 632a, 634d (4, three with 40-50% plate no.), 720b, 804b (2), C10a (A & J [NH]), and 
Philippines 214b (tropicalized o.g.); virtually all clean and F-VF. A great lot for a specialist. Scott value about $1,300+.  
(photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 405
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                  2166                                                     2167                                                                            2168 
2166  H American Bank Note Co. Washington essay, c. 1880’s, possibly for Revenue use, die on India paper (32 x 33mm), 

mounted on card (40 x 44 mm), Very Fine.  Estimate $200 - 300

2167  H 1932, Washington Bicentennial, designs for proposed high values, four official photos of artist’s designs for unissued 
commemorative-size 15¢ 16¢ 17¢ & 20¢ values, each about 70 x 45 mm, Very Fine.  Most unusual,   Estimate $200 - 300

2168  H American Bank Note Co., ca. 1931, 25(¢) “Communication”, two progressive multicolor large die proofs on glazed 
paper, one complete, the other before adding the black plate; both with small “D17524”, the second also with larger die 
no. 69335; the first cut down to about 125 x 40 mm, the last about 65mm square and fold through the bottom margin; the 
two are archivally clipped together.  A unique pair from the American Bank Note Co. archives,   Estimate $400 - 600

CONFEDERATE STATES

POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

     
2169                                                                                         2170

2169  ) Atlanta, Ga., 1861, 10¢ black (Scott 6XU6), nearly complete strike with a Very Fine Oct 7 Atlanta c.d.s. on a clean 
cover to Alexander Stephens in Richmond; top flap missing, as on nearly all Stephens correspondence; on the reverse, in 
Stephens’ hand are details of the letter [not present]: One Bertrand Zachry of Atlanta “proposes in case the Govt. will 
furnish him with a vessel and cargo to go to the West Indies and return with a cargo of cotton“, Very Fine. Scott $550+  
  Estimate $400 - 600

2170  ) Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (Scott 16X1), three large margins, a bit close at the top, tied by a Charleston c.d.s., Nov 
11, 1861, on a cover to Greenville, S.C.; opening tears atttt and top flap missing, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000  

  Estimate $600 - 800
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2171                                                                                                 2173

2171  ) Jackson, Miss., 1861, 10¢ black (Scott 43XU2), light strike “PAID/10/CENTS” with a matching Jackson c.d.s., Mar 3 
(1862) on a reduced, much larger cover to Port Gibson, Miss.; faults including part of back missing. Scott $2,000  
  Estimate $200 - 300

2172  H/m 1861, Group of seven Confederate Postmaster’s Provisionals, each identified and priced on #102 dealer cards, with 
items from Macon, Memphis, Mobile, Nashville, New Orleans and Petersburg; offered as received, for the buyer to 
determine genuine from reference (#61X2 noted as a reprint with tiny thins); centering and condition vary; see them all 
online to gauge for yourself, F.-V.F. or better. (photo on web site)  Estimate $800 - 1,200

2173  ) Memphis, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ red (Scott 56X2), two margins, tied by an incomplete Memphis c.d.s. on a cover to Jackson, 
Tenn. with a cameo-style Memphis Dry Goods Merchant’s corner card on the flap; reduced a bit at the right with a large 
sealed tear running through the address, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,000   Estimate $300 - 400

2174
2174  ) New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown (Scott 62X3), a spectacular single, tied by fully struck-up New Orleans postmark 

dated 12 AUG to cover addressed to Woodville, Miss; the stamp pristine with full margins (capturing part of horizontal 
guide line at top); the cover lightly toned with a spt of ink erosion at far left and backflap damage/prior mounting remnants 
on reverse, a Superb gem of a stamp on a nice cover. Scott $475   Estimate $350 - 500

GENERAL ISSUES

     
                                                                                   EX 2175                                        2176
2175  H/(H) 1861-63, Group of seven mint or unused, comprising unused #1c, 13 (block of four), 14 (pair); o.g. #4a, 12f; never 

hinged #8 (spots of gum disturbance), 13; #1c close cut at right, others well-margined and all fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,645 
  Estimate $600 - 800

2176  H 1861, 5¢ green (Scott 1), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a dominant Davis, cleanly printed in bright 
color, mathematically centered on like-new paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a top-line stamp, with 2021 P.S.A.G. 
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $925. Scott $300   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2177
2177  ) 1862, 10¢ rose (Scott 5), large margins and pretty pastel color, tied by a mostly clear Aug 22 “Savannah Ga/Paid” on a 

cover to Walterboro, S.C.; few contemporaneous black ink spots, two of whic affect the otherwise-Very Fine stamp, Fine. 
Scott $750   Estimate $250 - 350

     
                                                                  2178                                                                      2179 
2178  ) 1862, 10¢ rose (Scott 5), large margins, tied by a mostly clear Aug Mobile, Ala. double circle on a cover to Athens, Ga.; 

some toning/damp staining affecting the stamp, most of bottom flap missing, Fine. Scott $750   Estimate $250 - 350

2179  HH/Ha 1863, 2¢ brown red (Scott 8), bottom left corner horizontal margin block of 6, Post Office fresh with enticing color and 
fresh paper; margins sound with full sheet margins left and bottom; paper adherence positions 5 & 6, others appear never 
hinged, Very Fine, a pretty multiple. Scott $535 as block and pair   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                                      2180                                                   2181                                      2182 
2180  ) 1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (Scott 10), parts of frame line visible on all four sides, but with a small repaired nick on 

the right side; tied by an incomplete Newnan, Ga. c.d.s. on a cover to Perry, Ga.; stamp placed over a “ch(arge)” notation, 
Fine.  A reasonably nice example of this key C.S.A. stamp on cover.  Scott $3,250   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2181  m 1863, 10¢ milky blue, “frame lines” (Scott 10a), position 8, with an inking flaw at right, opposite “America”, a real 
stunner with exquisite color and surprisingly sharp detail; all on immaculate paper with guide lines full at top and bottom, 
partial at right, plus Mobile AL double-circle cancel, Extremely Fine, a lovely stamp, with 1990 C.S.A. (as rejoined ell of 
four) and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,100   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2182  HH 1863, 10¢ blue (Scott 12), right margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, in clean, cool color, with margins capturing 
portions of the surrounding seven stamps; lightly and evenly toned, a Superb gem, with 2016 P.F. certificate graded Gem 
100J. SMQ Gem 100J; $1,400 as singles.  Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2183
2183  s 1863, 10¢ greenish blue (Scott 12c), right margin horizontal strip of 4, a great-looking item with warm color, clean 

lines, and three exceptional margins (just in at left), the strip tied by two strikes of blue Petersburg, VA postmarks; partial 
soldier’s endorsement in pencil at far left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 2021 P.F. certificate. Scott $200 as off-cover 
singles   Estimate $300 - 400

          
                                        2184                                       2185                                                 2186 
2184  HH 1863, 20¢ green (Scott 13), o.g., never hinged, a giant George, fresh and clean, with portions of four surrounding 

stamps captured by the oversized margins, Superb, with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $425.  
  Estimate $300 - 400

2185  HH 1863, 20¢ green (Scott 13), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, a truly jumbo pair, Post Office fresh and framed by 
portions of all ten surrounding stamps, a Superb gem, a Top of the Pop, the SMQ not even pricing a 100J, with 2019 P.S.E. 
certificate. SMQ Gem 100J; $2,500 as a “100”.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2186  HH 1862, 1¢ deep orange, unissued (Scott 14a), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully bright and 
fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $295 for hinged   Estimate $250 - 350

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS

CANAL ZONE

2187
2187  m 1904, 2c rose, inverted overprint (Scott 10a), a gem of a stamp with regal color, proof-like impression and superior 

centering; cancel light and unobtrusive, Extremely Fine, with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $275   Estimate $300 - 400
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CUBA

2188
2188  P 1899, 1c-10c Pictorials & 10c orange Special Delivery, small die proofs (Scott 227P2-231P2, E2P2), incredibly bright 

and fresh, removed from gray card stock of “Roosevelt” Album; 2c & Special Delivery with small thins, otherwise Very 
Fine, Ex-Milo James. Scott $1,250   Estimate $400 - 600

               
                          2189                                      2190                                    2191                                    2192 
2189  s 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 1c on 1m orange brown (Scott 177), fourth printing, position 3, tied on sa mall 

piece by a Jan 5, 1899 c.d.s., Fine. Scott $275   Estimate $200 - 300

2190  H 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisionals, 3c on 3m orange brown, types “e” & “f” se-tenant (Scott 180-181), first 
printing, positions 1-2, o.g., Fine, Ex-Milo James, signed P.A. Robertson. Scott $750+   Estimate $500 - 750

2191  s 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 3c on 3m orange brown, inverted surcharge (Scott 180a), tied on a small piece 
by a Jan 11, 1899 c.d.s., Fine. Scott $375   Estimate $200 - 300

2192  s 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 5c on 1m orange brown, types “g” & “h” se-tenant (Scott 182-183), second 
printing, positions 1-2, tied on a small piece by partial Dec 29 Puerto Principe c.d.s., Ex-Milo James, with a 1973 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $1,165+   Estimate $750 - 1,000

          
                     2193                                    2194                                                                    2195 
2193  s 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 5c on 2m orange brown, types “g” & “h” se-tenant (Scott 184-185), second 

printing, positions 1-2, tied on a small piece by Puerto Principe c.d.s., Jan 3, 1899 (date slug - and year - inverted), F.-V.F., 
Ex-Milo James, signed Bernichon, with a 1973 P.F. certificate. Scott $875+   Estimate $500 - 750

2194  s 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 5c on ½m blue green, inverted surcharge (Scott 191a), second printing, position 
2, tied on a small piece by a partial c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $1,000   Estimate $500 - 750

2195  HH 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 10c on 1c black violet (Scott 200, 200a), third printing, positions 1-5, horizontal 
strip of 5 with the broken “1” at position 4, o.g., never hinged; typical centering, Fine. Scott $410+   Estimate $300 - 400
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2196                                                                                                  2197

2196  HH 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 10c on 1c black violet (Scott 200, 200a), third printing, positions 1-5, horizontal 
strip of 5 with the broken “1” at position 4, o.g., never hinged; typical centering, Fine. Scott $410+   Estimate $300 - 400

2197  HH 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 10c on 1c black violet, overprinted at an angle (Scott 200, 200a), third printing, 
positions 1-5, horizontal strip of 5 with the broken “1” at position 4, overprint angled noticeably upward from left to right, 
o.g., never hinged; typical centering, nicked upper right corner at position 3, Fine. Scott $410+   Estimate $300 - 400

2198  HH 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 10c on 1c black violet (Scott 200, 200a), third printing, positions 1-5, FIVE 
horizontal strips of 5 with the broken “1” at position 4, o.g., never hinged; typical centering and other small flaws (two 
with reinforced separation), otherwise Fine. Scott $2,050+  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

     
                                   2199                                                                  2200 
2199  (H) 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 5c on 4m blue green, “eents”, inverted surcharge (Scott 217c), fifth printing, 

position 3, unused without gum, bright and fresh with typical centering; small thin at the top, otherwise Fine.  An 
exceedingly rare stamp — only priced used by Scott.  Scott $3,000 for used   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2200  ) 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 5c on 8m blue green (Scott 219), fifth printing, position 4, tied by a clear c.d.s., 
Jan 18, 1899, on a neat cover to Isabela, Cuba; backstamped Isabella on Jan 25; reduced slightly at the right, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,500 off cover   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

GUAM

2201
2201  ) 1899, 50¢ orange (Scott 11), tied by a Jun 10, 1905 Guam handstamped on an exceptionally clean Registered cover to 

John Zug in Everett, Wash. with appropriate registration markings; minor abrasion at the left, slightly affecting the Guam 
“Registered” c.d.s., otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Tows. Scott $1,500   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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MILITARY STAMPS

     
                                        EX 2202                                                                                                2203 
2202  ) Guard Mail, 1930, 2¢-4¢ complete (Scott M1-M2), each on a Apr 8 First Day Cover addressed to Dr. Jay Miller, 

Agaña; the 2¢ a pair canceled Piti, the 4¢ a single canceled Agana, 2¢ with a 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000  
  Estimate $400 - 600

2203  ) Guard Mail, 1930, 4¢ carmine (Scott M2), tied on a newspaper wrapper (legal size) from The Guam Recorder, Agaña, 
to the Commercial Pacific Cable Co., Sumay, Guam, Very Fine.  A rare commercial use of the first Guard Mail issue.,  
  Estimate $200 - 300

HAWAII

               
                                         2204                            2205                           2206                                2207 
2204  (H) 1861, King Kamehameha III, 5¢ blue, thin bluish wove paper, line through “Honolulu” variety (Scott 9a), position 2, 

fresh with bold color, clean detail, and nearly complete frame lines; faint toned spots and minor thins, F.-V.F. appearance. 
Scott $950   Estimate $400 - 600

2205  m 1859, Numeral, 2¢ light blue on bluish white (Scott 13), lovely nearly four-margined example (just grazed/in at right 
center) with clean impression and fresh paper; light grid cancel, nearly Very Fine. Scott $5,000

   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2206  (H) 1865, Numeral, 5¢ blue on blue (Scott 21), unused without gum, with deep color and four clear margins; minor faults as 
often, Very Fine appearance. Scott $900   Estimate $350 - 500

2207  (H) 1865, Numeral, 5¢ blue on blue (Scott 21), unused without gum, a simply gargantuan stamp with clean color and 
impression; light toning and a bent corner lower left, otherwise Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $900  

  Estimate $250 - 350

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                                                                                   2208                                                                           2209 
2208  ) 1893, Provisional Govt., 5¢ ultramarine, red overprint (Scott 59), strip of 3 tied by red Honolulu double circles, Dec 

30, 1896 on a Registered cover to Paris, France with matching large Registered “R” (MH 701), red New York exchange 
office registration label and French entry c.d.s. on the front; backstamped San Francisco, New York & Paris; name & 
address of addressee partly obliterated/erased, minor mounting remnants on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine.  
  Estimate $250 - 350

2209  H 1893, Provisional Govt., 10¢ vermilion, black overprint double (Scott 67f), one overprint heavy, second light, second 
overprint stronger than usual, o.g., hinge remnant; small pinhole at upper right just above right “X”, attractive Very Fine 
appearance, with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.  Estimate $300 - 400

Informative and Descriptive Catalogue of Hawaiian Stamps estimates that 10 examples or less of this variety exist.

2210
2210  H Envelope, 1893, 10¢ black, Provisional Govt. overprint double, blue inside (Scott U14), cut square, mint entire; tiny 

edge tear at the bottom, two tiny natural paper inclusions, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100   Estimate $350 - 500
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UNITED NATIONS
UNITED NATIONS

2211
2211  P 1952, 3¢ & 5¢ Human Rights, plate proofs on stamp paper (Scott 13PD, 14PD), each cut to stamp size and mounted 

on a small card, 60 x 46 mm, manuscript “785/26” below the 3¢ “783/16” below the 5¢ Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500

2212
2212  E 1964, 5¢ Nuclear Test Ban, separate die proofs of the vignette and the inscriptions (Scott 133-E), in issued colors on 

thin card, approximately 45 x 55 mm, Very Fine.  Estimate $350 - 500

2213  H 1951 (Oct. 15)-52 (Feb. 18) American Bank Note Company correspondence file, with the original letters from the 
ABNC pertaining to the methods of printing employed for the U.N. first issue by De La Rue and J. Enscedé & Sons, with 
accompanying laboratory report, also 1c and 1½c (three) complete sheets and 1c, 3c, 5c, 25c and $1 corner imprint blocks 
of four, mint, never hinged, and six enlarged photographs of the issued stamps, Very Fine and an interesting analysis of 
the quality of printing, as many firms fought for the U.N. stamp printing contract.  (photo on web site)

  Estimate $200 - 300

END OF SALE
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You may increase my bids by the following percentage
if necessary to win the lot (circle one)

10%                    20%                     30% 
 I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to conform 
to normal bidding intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 20%  

will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please limit my total purchases to:
$_________________

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
NOTE: Limits of less than $200 are respectfully declined.



Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid

FAX: 203-297-6059 A Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to 
the hammer price of each lot

REMOVE OR PHOTOCOPY FOR ADDITIONAL BIDS
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Lot 773  1887, 3¢ vermillion  (214), a well-centered example tied by a Very Fine, 
nearly full strike of a “LA.SAL(LE) & DENVER R.P.O.” duplex cancel clearly dated 
Sep 5, 1887, preceding by 18 days the previous earliest documented use; on a cover 
to Fort Collins, Colo. and backstamped there the next day (also showing an 1887 year 
date); small opening tear at the top and reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very 
Fine. A spectacular new EDU.

Additional RPO Lots From This Collection
Are In Our Weekly Online Auction 

 Online Sale Opens 9:00 pm EDT  Sunday March 29th 
Closing Sunday 9:00 pm EDT, April 5th

And In Our Huge Flagship Sale...
Following the Sale of the Daniel Seigle RPOs Collection
This Spectacular Earliest Known Usage and RPO!
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We are your Best Choice.

Seeking New Stamps or Covers?
Frequent Major Public Auction 
Sales including Specialty Sales, 
plus Weekly Internet Sales.
Also, Look for our eBay offerings 
and Store Kelleher Online

Selling Your Collection?
• Consign or sell—Receive the market price Now!
• Outright purchase for Immediate Payment
• Auction Consignment • Cash Advances
• Ask about our Guaranteed Value Program
• Private Treaty

Receive our outstanding magazine— 
Stamp Collectors Quarterly—Receive the next issue FREE!
Have your article published —Share your story or passion!

Job opportunities at Kelleher—
Philatelists enquire, both full and part time needed

Our Passionate 
About Philately 
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Max Wender
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of Operations 
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Who are these serious philatelists 

who got themselves featured

on a postage stamp? See inside.

Enjoying Your Collection?

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed 
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deter-
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn 
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to 
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed 
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest 
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including 
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, 
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether 
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall 
be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer 
to the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened 
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids. 
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but 
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and 
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by 
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been 
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security 
interest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a 
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of 
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior 
to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as 
follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal  or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be 
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) 
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment 
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the 
advised address shall constitute delivery.  This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
or credit card.  Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with 
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained 
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of 
$20.00 will be made for same.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar 
days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer 
price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents 
for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may 
be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per 
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid 
conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying 
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in 
its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by 
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and 
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and 
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including 
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all 
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot 
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty 
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris-
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property 
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a 
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with 
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it 
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing 
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting pur-
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment, 
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this para-
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its 
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank 
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card 
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made 
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of 
CT, COVID-19 compliant business.  As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV 
or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the auc-
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video 
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the 
sale date.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified 
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined 
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its 
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by 
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kelle-
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually ac-
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by 
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can-
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes 
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser 
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the 
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (un-
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: 
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; 
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots 
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized 
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the 
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds 
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a 
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is 
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp 
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or 
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other 
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), 
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be 
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned 
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to 
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being 
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation 
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall 
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes 
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut 
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration 
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be 
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the 
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territori-
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without 
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation 
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such 
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such ju-
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that 
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt 
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to 
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not 
accepted.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the respon-
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of 
reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) 
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both 
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
 THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
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Stamps & Postal History  

The Only American Philatelic Auction House with Offices on Three Continents 
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Featuring 
• Further Offerings from The William S. Langs Stock & Private Holdings 

• Johan Strauss Germany & Europe • David Gillette Quality U.S.  
• Thomas Helliwell Quality U.S. • Cohiba Cuba Collection 
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